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THE

BABYLONIAN AND ORIENTAL RECORD.

Contributors are alone responsible for their opinions or statements.

A BABYLONIAN DOWER-CONTRACT.

Once more, as in the early numbers of the Record and elsewhere, we

bring before the reader a scene of Babylonian life during tlie time

of the later Babylonian empire, and this time it is again a transla-

tion connected with a "dower-contract." In former papers of a like

nature-^ translations of various tablets referring to incidents probably

of common occurrence amongst these ancient people, and which lielp

us to realize what life among the Babylonians and Assyrians really

was, have been placed before the reader. These may, indeed, be

regarded as sketches from the A'^ery life, bringing the reader face to

face, as it were, with these people, enabling him better to understand

their ways, their thoughts and feelings even. Of course it is more es-

pecially with the peace-loving Babylonians that we have, in these doc-

uments, been brought into contact
;
and we have been enabled to judge

of their intelligence, their common sense, their justice, their dutifulness,^

their law-abiding nature, and their fairness toward each other. To study,

from the documents they have left behind, the character of this most

ancient nation, is most interesting work. Although we must allow,

that it would at times be a most desirable "
giftie" to "see oursel's

as ithers see us," yet it may be regarded as a thing of equal im-

portance that we should also be seen by others as we see ourselves—
and, moreover, that we should also see others as they see themselves.

What an excellent thing it would be for the prevention of misunder-

standings. The Babylonians have been lucky enough to leave behind

them imperishable records, which, patiently and carefully read in these

latter days, bring them again prominently and faithfully before us
;
and

which (multiplied by means of that art of printing which, in a differ-

ent form, they themselves had begun, at an exceedingly early age, to

use, but of which they, strangely enough, missed the importance, and

failed to develope) are now practically indestructible*^ by any earthly

means.
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2 A BABYLONIAN

The text now printed and explained is inscribed on a halved clay

tablet 2 in. and f hii^h by o in. and ^ long. It is fairly and

clearly written, in a Babylonian business-hand, similar to that of a

great many others. There is one point that is well ^yorth noting in

connexion with this tablet, and that is, that the surface seems to have

been tampered with, and that there are certain well-defined scratches

round the edges. Judging from these indications, it is almost certain

that at least one mould was taken from the tablet before it was ac-

quired by the British Museum, and it is possible, therefore, that re-

prodiictions of it exist, and may be offered for sale to the public as

originals.

Besides these otitward marks of modern date, there are certain inter-

nal indications which must not be altogether overlooked, as they will

help us to imderstand portions of the text which would otherwise give

many difficulties. These indications belong to the text itself. First, it

is to be noted that the document, important as it is, does not bear a

single seal-impression. The probability is, therefore, that the text

which we now have, is an ancient copy, made shortly after the trans-

action which it records was completed. We know from the tablets

themselves (see the B. cj- 0. Record for April, pp.:8J:—85) that it was

the custom, when a contract was made, to write several copies, and

give them to the parties interested
;
and we actually have in the

British Museum several copies of this kind which are almost as valu-

able as the original. In many instances, however, 'the copies, on ex-

amination, are found to be carelessly written, and at times, even mis-

takes are met with. This is the case with the document now under

considerati(m. Xot only is there a character left out, but a whole

word seems, in one part, to be transposed. These and other inconsis-

tencies will be pointed out in the notes.

As the text is of a defective nature 1 here depart from my custom of

giving a precis of the contents beforehand. Besides the text in wedp^e-

writing, however, I give, as usual, a transcription, a literal translation,

and, following the notes, a free translation. Restorations, giving the

characters which probably stood in the places where tiie original is

defective, are. as usual, indicated by outline-type.
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81-6-25, 45

3. ? ^ <:^tr4 r^ iMT St I ?i^. -ir i ? "ei4t ^k ^^ r ;

r -+ ^ ^ ^n ^<< ^ -Hh ^4 ^^ ^n ^^ T ->f ?? ^! J4^i >^

r ^>f ^1 ^ >^M ^^y:i j^^^ ^ n^m ^n "^m iMii v^

't^J 4 -41^ IT H ^4 r^-IM V/ "EI ^^ rj[-^r ^^ "lET

^ -4- .4 .4 y; ^ ^^14 ^^r4f ^.^ ^ ^ -^^ ^^^-^ -t^ -m

Reverse.

^^s "^ T^ ^n ^i -^ ir ¥ T ^-.^r^i^y ^^ m^ <^, ^4

ir y -4- ^.< ^ -^ ^ly y >^ -^^^ 11? y -^k^.< 5^ ^y v

3. ir y ^ty ^ ^ y j^? H y; 'ir? y -^y^y^y ^.. m. >^

ir y ^M :^ y 4H >^" 4 ->^!tL ir? y >^y ^y?

nz^^u -m^Mty] -/^/ -? ir y ¥ ^^ :^ <?- ;

6.
y "4^ >f igr ¥ y >^"y ->^yq. ir y >?^ <-« ->f

y .n I -^ ir ¥ y <$= B ^ ir y ^? ^4^y ^
y ^^^ H ^ ^r ¥ y ^ -+ <:^^^y a ir y :f:M :^

9. y <^ B 4 ir ¥ y E^ t^^ ^- ir y ^y +y ^
T -h^ -Ey^y ^; V- j^oiiy tn ir ¥ y -.^y^yj^y ^^ ;

-ir ^ -an -+ -^ 4 ^^;f ^ h:][ ^-^ 4 V7 4^
12. >^- <^ ^ y H<y y? >yFf bv, ^>y< c^ 4 -^^^i? ^
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TRANSCRIPTION.
1 I) I'p. .Mar.luk-na-sir-Abln, maru sa [tti-Marduk-balatu. mar E-[gi-bi]

2 ina hu-nd lib-bi-su, zeru, zak-pi ii lue-ri-su, sa ina bet d.p. rab-ka-sir

3 sa ina niuhhi nar Tu-pa-su, zitti-su, sa it-ti ahe-sa

4 D.pp. Daaii-liel-usnr. d.pp. Na-na-bel-usri, d.pp. Za-ga-cja-iddlna

5 D.pp. Daan-iddina Bel-gab-bi-B61-um-nia. A-lui-sii-nu

n [naphai-is] irbit inarani-su p.p. a-hat-su-nn u p.p. la-as-da-a-a-i-tu'"

[niaruti-sii

7 u p.p. Iva-sir-tum ik-nu-uk-ka-ma ku-um selasaa ma-na

>< kaspi pis-u, sane mana hurasi, hamsit nia-na ka^^pi ku-lu

9 u si-me-ri, ku-um NabCi-itti-ia Ci

10 D-pp. Na-na-a-ki-li-li-aha, amelu-tu, nu-dun-nu-u

11 sa D.p, Amat-D.p.Ka, sa d.pp. Marduk-iiasir-abln a-na

12 kaspi id-di-in, d.pp. Marduk-nasir-ablu a-na d.p, Amat-D.p. Ka
13 marti sa Kal-ba-a, mar Na-ba-a-a id-di-in.

Reverse.

1 [d.p. Mu-kin-nu
:] Mu-ra-su-u, maru sa Nabu-ahe-iddi-na

2 [mar] Ur-u-tu
; Iddin-Bel, nulra sa Bel-ahe-iki-sa.

3 mar Sak-di-di
; Kal-ba-a, maru sa Nabfi-ahe-iddina,

A

4 miir E-gi-bi ; Ri-mu-ut-Bel, maru sa Ardi-ia,

5 mar^:; kimu; U-bar, maru sa Ina-esi-edir, mar Sa-na-bi-si-su ;

A A

6 U-bar, maru sa Arad-Bel, mar Ep-cs-ilu ;

7 Beli-su-nu, mfiru sa Lub-lu-ut' milr E-de-ru ;

8 Lub-lu-ut, maru sa Itti-Marduk-balatu, mar E-gi-bi ;

9 Lub-lu-ut maru sa Lku-bu, mar Si-si-i
;

10 Bel-it-tan-nu, dup-sarru, maru sa Nabu-ahi-su,

1 1 mar ^^ sangu d.p. Idim. Babilu d.r., arah Simanni umu hamsii

12 sattu [sissesrit] Da-a-ri-ia-mus, sir Bilbili

13 u matfiti.

TRANSLATION.
1 Marduk-nasir alilu, son of Itti-Marduk-balatu, son of Egibi.

2 in the joy of his heart, a cornfield, planted and tilled, which Is by
the house of tlie Rab-kasir,

3 wliich is over the river Tupasu, liis pro})erty. which with his brothers

4 Daan-bel -fisur, Nana-bel-usri, Zagaga-iddina,

5 Daan-iddina, Bel-gabbi-belumma, Ahu-sunu,

6 alt(jgether 4, his sons, their sister, and Hasdaaitu'«, his daughters.

7 and Kasirtu*" he has sealed; instead of 30 mana

8 of wliite silver, 2 mana of gold, 5 mana of refined silver

1) and a riiiLc; instead of Nabu-ittia and

1<» Xana-kilili-aha, slaves, the dnwry
11 of Amat-Ka, which Mardnk-nasir-aljlu for

12 the money lias given, .Marduk-nasir-altlu u> Amat-Ka

13 iluughter of Kallta, sr)n of Nabaa has given,
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Reverse.

1 Witnesses: Murasu, son nf Nal)u-rih6-iililina,

2 son of Urutu ; Iddiu-Bel, son of Bel-aht-ikisa ;

3 son of Sakdidi ; Kalba, sou of Nabu-ahe-iddina,

4 son of Egibi ; Remut-Bel, son of Ardia,

5 son of the tniia-. Ubar. son of Ina-esi-edir. s »n of S;\nal).s in :

fi Ubar, son of Arad-Bel, son of K[ies-iln :

7 Beli-sunn, son of Lul)lut, son of Ederu ;

S Lublut, s u of itti-Marduk-balata, son of Egibi,

9 Lublut, son of Ikubu, son of Sisi
;

10 Bel-ittanu, the scribe, son of Nabu-ahi-su,

11 son of the priest of Ea. Babylon, month Sivan, day .oth,

12 year 16th, Darius, king of Babylon

13 and countries.

NOTES.

1)
"
Glimpses of Babylonian and Assyrian Life", (pp. 11'.), 137, &.

145), also tlie
"
Slave-approuticeship'' tablets (p. (Si), and tlie revised

translation of a dower-contract published by me in l.'^SO (p. 144).

2) See the article in the Kew-York Indtpendod for Oct. 13th,

1887, entitled - An old Babylonian Will," (p. 6j.

3) One can hardly help regarding it as strange that the Babylon-
ians, who were exceedingly fair wood-engravers at least 2500 B. C,
ttopped short at stamping bricks for building. The next step, to apply
shis system to reproducing tablets, seems not to have entered their heads

.

OBVERSE.

Line 1. The restoration of the uame Eyibi at the end of the hue is \\\

accordance with the spelling of the same name in 1. 4, &c.. of

the reverse.

Line 2. For -^ ^^=zeru, see W. A. I. II., pi. 10, 1. 33 ef (the

second character, however, is there wrongly printed >t^).
Merisu comes from the root ei-esu, "to plant," '"to till the ground."
The restoration of the character for

" house" accords with the traces

to be seen in the original. Rah-lcasir apparently means " chief of

a band of soldiers."

Line 3. Tupasu, a river or canal, prol)ably near or in Babylon.
For gV >^J=:ittu, see W. A. I. II., pi. 40, 1. 51 gh.

Line 4. In the second name (^that of Xana-bel-asri, the character

yj
seems to be left out after the second ^^. Compare 1. 10, where

a name compounded with Xand also occurs.

Line 5. Bel-gabbi-belumma, a name of rather peculiar construction, op-

parently meaning
" the Lord of all is lord." For the ending -itmma

with the force of tlie verb "
to be" compare Haupt's

'* Keilschrifttexte,"

l>. 124, erib sic salmuiitina,
"

his raven
(^.')

is black," erib su pisninma
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'•his raven (?) IS wliite," translating respectively the Sumerian bw-
mi-bi-na-nam and hur-babar~bi-na-nam (see my paper "The languages
of the early Inhabitants of Mesopotamia," in the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Soctet//, April, 1883, p. oil).

Line 6. The ^cribe has apparently made two mistakes here, having writ-

ten i^ V "^^^I J^ instead of i^ y/ JL^ J^,
"
altogether 5, his

brothers.'" Compare line 3. The characters at the end of the line,

also, should apoarentlv come after the word Kas/rtum —^ ^^^ ^
ion a kasirlu'ii iiiO.rdti sa,

" Hasdaaitu™ and Kasirtu™, his daughters."
The former name is interesting, as it is apparently formed from that

of a town or district—" she of Hasdu."
Line 7. The form iknukku is apparently written for iknilku, the doubling

of the /. marking accent or length of the foregoing vowel.

Line 10. In the name Nana-kilili-alie, the second element is seemingly a

verb iu the imperative, with the fern, ending i. As a rule, verbs lose

the second vowel of the imper.itive when another syllable is added (as
imknt for sukunl). In this case, however, it was needful to retain the

vowel of the second syllable, on account of the 2nd and 8rd radicals

i)eing the same, as such a form as killi would probably not have b.^en un-

derstood. The name apparently means ''Nana, make thou (my) brother

})erfect." The verb kaldlu is generally used in iha sha/>hel (or rather shu-

phul) con-jugation, and not, as here, in the kal.

Line 11. The reading A'« as the name of
.->|- j^^ ("the gate-god") is

provisional.

REVERSE.

Line i. The restorations in this line may be regarded as certain.

Line 2. Two characters only are restored at the beginning, but it is not at

all unlikely that there should be another before the sign »->]L^ though
there is hardly room for it in the original. As the name now stands,

it means " he of the Moon-god."

Line 5. The proper transcription of the group ^s ^^]f is doubtful.

It is most likely 7iot a mistake of the scribe for ^^ ^^, "archer."

The name Ubar, which occurs here and in the next line, is a very
ancient one, being found on case-tablets of the time of the dynasty
of Babylon (about 2200 B.C.), It was also used as late as the

time of Antiochus (see Strassmaier, IVdrterverzetchniss, No. 2436.)
The meaning of the name is very doubtful.

The reading of the name y
»- ^>^^ *~^ as Ina-esi-edir is proved by

variants given by certain tablets of this class, and will be discussed

when the texts in ([uestion eoine under our notice. The Assyrian
form of the name would be

J
>- "J^^^ *"V-

Besides the form Sanabisisu (the last name of the line) the forms

Sabinai-isu, Sinasisu, and Sa-Nai-isu also occur. This was not

originally a proper name but that of a trade or office.

Line 1). Mar Sisl—lit.: "son of Horse." This is again an example of
a professional name being turned into a proper one. Sisi is appar-

ently short for rei-aist "master of the horse."
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Line 11. The character
>->]f-

>-< may designate either Bel or Ea (Ae)— the latter being, in this case, the more pmbable.

In the notes given above it has been pointed out, that the scribe

who copied this text has, to all appearance, made certain errors, by

wliich the sense is misrepresented. In order to make the matter clear,

I reproduce the passage liere, to enable the reader to see how it runs

in the original:
—

t^ ->f .4 .4 1^ .4 .H-.< r ->f ?( :s! :ffT >^ I T -+ ^ ^ >^

t^ iif 5^ :h!I -7^ < ^ g< ^ h<i im? ^ j^^ i <

t^ :±M ^^ ^M irt m- 1 JL.< ^ /^i^ 'm "^"i

"... his property, which with his brothers Daan-bcl-usri, Zagaga-

iddina, Daan-iddina, Bel-gabbi-belumma, Ahu-sunu—altogether four, his

.sons, their sister, and Haidd-uitum his dauqliters and Kasirtum, he

lias sealed."

On the face of it, the jiassage is corrupt. Why, for instance, should

" his sons, their sister," be mentioned side by side with "his daughters" ?

His sons' sister would herself be "his daughter." But the omission

of the character a in the name ^Nanu-bel-iiasri, and the summation of

"four" instead of "five," at once stamp the passage as incorrectly re-

produced. The incorrectness of the wording may be easily explained

if we suppose the tablet to have been written from dictation. We can

easily imagine the scribe, not thoroughly understanding what the reader

was saying, questioning him, and thus introducing additional liability to

error.

I give herewith a conjectural restoration of the passage literallv trans-

lated" above (Obv. 11. 3-7) :—
... Zitti-su, sa it-ti ahe-su, Daan-bel-iisur, Na-na-a-bel-usri, Za-ga-ga-

iddina, Bel-gab-bi-bel-um-ma. Aliu-su-nu, [na^iharis] hassu, ahe-su, a-hat-

su-nu, u Ha-as-da-a-a-i-tu™ u Ka-sir-tu'", marati-su, ik-nu-uk-ku-ma ...

The following is a free rendering of the essential portion of the con-

tract, introducing the conjectural emendation given above:—
"
Marduk-nasir-ablu, son of Itti-Marduk-balatu son of Egibi, has, in

the joy of his heart, with his brothers, Daan-bel-usur, Nana-bel-usir, Za-

gaga-iddina, Daan-iddina. Bcl-gabbi-belumma, and Ahu-sunu—in al-

5, his brothers, and their sister, and Hasdaaitu"* and Kasirtun\ liis

daughters, sealed a cornfield, planted and tilled, which is by the

house of the E-ab-kasir, which is over the river Tupasii, his prop-

erty, and instead of 30 mana of white silver, 2 mana of gold, 5

mana of refined silver, and a ring, and instead of Xabu-ittia and

Nana-kilili-aha, slaves, the dowry of Amat-Ka, which ]\Iardul<-nasir-
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ablu for the money has given—Marcluk-nasir- ablu has given (the

above-named cornfield) t© Amat-Ka, daughter of Kalba, son of Nabaa.''

The nature of tlie transaction is not altogether easy to grasp, but

it seems to be this : Aniat-Ka, a lady of whose position we have no

information, had received, possibly from the different persons men-

tioned in the deed, various things
—to wit, 35 mana of silver in two

distinct sums, 2 mana of gold, a ring, and two slaves as contributions

towards that (to her) most needful thing, a dowry. With the con-

sent of all parties concerned, however, Marduk-nasir-ablu sets aside

for her " a cornfield, planted and tilled, beside the river Tupasu," in

consideration of his being allowed to take the money, the ring, and

the two slaves as payment. There is hardly a doubt that such an

exchange was highly beneficial to the future prospects of Amat-Ka,
as landed property was then, as now, by far the safest investment,

and, as long as the owner lived, she could never be in want. It is,

of course, not at all unlikely that all the parties who thus seem to

have taken so great an interest in the lady were related to her.

A former translation of the text, prepared by me in 1885, is

published in the Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon, p. 113, No.

89. The date of the transaction is about oOi B. C.

Theo. G. Pinches-

MAN-HAN-SI FAN-TSYEH-YAO,i
A BUDDHIST REPERTOR Y

IN SANSCRIT, TIBETAN, MANDCHU, MONGOL & CHINESE.
Introduction.

The work we present to the public is a nomenclature of Buddhist

terms and ideas, arranged methudically, by categories, and presenting
an extended tableau of all the notions familiar to the sectaries of

Cakyamuni. It is translated into four languages as the sub-title in-

dicates. The Man-han si-fan tsyeh Yao, of which a copy was sent by
B\ather Amiot, was, according to ocular witnesses,

^
composed in the very

jialace of K'ang-hi and under his eyes. Tlie design of this composition

was entirely practical; it cDUcerned itself with furnishing the explan-

ations necessary to the subjects of the Middle Kingdom, who had

relations with Til)et and its priestly hierarchy. As that formed at the

same time a directing and governing class, it was of the highest

importance that the employees and citizens of the Empire sliould know
the exact meaning of the religious terminology of the country of the

Lamas. Each part of the vocabulary has been composed by savants

of the nationality t(j which the language employed belonged, Han-
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Hns for tlie Chinese terms, Tibetan doctors sent at tlie request of the

emperor for Tibetan, Manchu and Mongol literati for those two

idioms. The literati of the Si-fan were commissioned to overlook

the whole work.

The fundamental text is naturally the Sanscrit
;

it ought to

have been for a very long time in the possession of the Lamas.

Perhaps it dates as far back as the first days of the Buddhist pro-

phecies. It is written in Tibetan letters, while to transcribe it, as for

every similar text^ they have had to create certain pjarticular signs to

represent sounds unknown to the Tibetan language. These transcrip-

tions are very interesting, as they indicate to us exactly enough the pro-

nunciation of the Sanscrit letters in India about the eighth century.
The cerebrals and Unguals are also written by means of. dentals turned

backwards 5/4 for
r;
likewise turned backwards. The soft aspirates are

rendered hy the simple lenis and an A;
^ di and du by the redoubled

signs e and 6.

In the Melanges Asiatiques,^ Abel Remuast speaks of the contents

and the nature of this dictionary. He has correctly estimated its im-

portance :
" It is," he tells us,

" a sort of encylopoedic collection, which

enables one to judge, better than a dissertation, of the manner in

which a p-ople look upon objects and class its ideas. A commentary
of tliis kind should be a complete treatise of the religion of Fo." He
establishes elsewhere an authentic synonomy of the deepest

interest between the proper names and the peculiar philosophical

expressions of this worship and the expressions and names of the

original Sanscrit.

In this short dissertation the Sinologist scholar expresses two ideas

to which we wish to give prominence because they constitute two errors

which could mislead those who would allow themselves to be guided by

them. " I have obtained some proof," he says,
"

indeed, that the

same nuances of the Sanscrit pronunciation were faithfully observed

there."" That is not so unfortunately, or if it is so really, the

Sanscrit spoken by the exporters of Buddhism to the other side of

the Himalayas differed very much from classical Sanscrit. The truth

is, it seems to me, that the Tibetan transcription is frequently faulty;

in many a place it has to be corrected and the Sanscrit forms re-

established, as we shall observe in the course of the work.

And farther on, Remusat adds: "The Sanscrit which it contains is

curious in this, that it differs in many points from the language such

as we find it in the ordinary books; it presents, for instance, some

roots most certainly Sanscrit, wliich have passed into the derived dialects,

and wliich appear to be lost in the ancient language. This pecuHarity,

which gives a new value to our vocabulary, may be attributed to the

high antiquity of the Indian dialect which it preserves to us. It is
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assuredly the language in use at the" time of the great emigration of

the Buddhists..."«

Such as it is presented by the Sinologist scholar, this observa-

tion is likewise "inexact. Our nomenclature contains some Sanscrit

words which our dictionaries do not give us at all : this is true and

we shall see it in more than one section; but that there should be

any roots foreign to the known Sanscrit, is what I should not dare

to maintain.

Remusat has found there, in the same manner, some suffixes, some

lexicographical forms which our most complete grammars do not point

out, e. g., the suffixes mra, tra, of many words. But yet here he has

been mistaken on his part. The Tibetan final ra is perfectly similar

to the Sanscrit vivdma \ ;
it results from that loJcavit, e. g., and loka-

vitra are written exactly in the same manner, and Remusat has taken

the one for the other. Father Amiot had thought of undertaking a

translation of our book, but the difficulties which he met made him

immediately renounce the intention. Besides, he does not seem to

have been aware of :the existence of the Sanscrit text, and had taken

it for the Tibetan. Abel Remusat wished to undertake this task, and

to give a complete commentary on the work. He was likewise arrested

in front of the obstacles. We can understand this without difficulty.

Remusat did not know Sanscrit, and so, on the other hand, Buddhist

studies were only just commencing ;
an adequate explanation of these

thousands of terms was then absolutely impossible. Thus Remusat was

obliged to content himself with giving an index of the 71 chapters of

the book, a description of ;the first, that of the Sanscrit of some other sec-

tions, with some obseiTations on the other versions. That was even a diffi-

cult work, aud remarkable for the age. But unfortunately, within its narrow

limits, it abounded in mistakes which would no longer be committed at the

present day. Faults of transcription, of interpretation, erroneous notes,

&c., are to be met in considerable numbers, and render the use of

his work little certain and often dangerous. The Chinese even is fre-

quently translated inexactly, and that had given occasion for these mis-

takes.'^ It was not, therefore, useless to take up again the task and

to give to the public a complete acquaintance with this vocabulary.

But one could not think of re-editing the text itself. A complete

tmnscription even would not appear desirable, any more than the in-

tegral translation of the five parallel columns.

Sanscrit is, it is true, the only text properly original and primitive;

but the Tibetan of it is often and ordinarily the complement and the

necessary explanation. We shall give both one and the other in

their entirety.

Tlic tluce Mandchu, Mongol and Chinese versions do not demand

a reproduction nor a complete interpretation. They present, however,
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in many passages a real interest, insomuch as they testify to the ideas

of their authors, their manner of conceiving the Buddhist notions, the

understanding which they had of Sanscrit. In their collection, they

form a page of the history of Buddhism in the Chinese empire, and

from this claim they cannot be neglected. I shall give here what of them

may be useful in the matter.

Did the Sanscrit text exist separately and anterior to this collection?

or has it rather been composed to form the base of it? Is this an or-

iginal work or a simple lexicographical extract made solely to con-

stitute the manual for Chinese functionaries ? I have already expressed

my feeling on that point. It would be difficult for me to admit that

the Tibetan-Chinese literati could have been capable of making a col-

lection of this kind; it necessitates, it seems to me, the work of a

Hindu, well versed in his religion, and supposes consequently an al-

ready ancient edition.

The translations testify among their authors to a knowledge of San-

scrit which was not purely experienced and traditional. This is true

especially of the transcription and etymological explanations. That is

how we see them explain the proper name Kuru as derived from the

root ru " to make a noise, to resound," and the prefix kxt indicating a

bad, inferior, nature.

The principal merit of this little work is in the reunion of those

numerous notions which form an almost complete expose of the Buddhist

ideas, and which we could not find in any other place. It is that

which recommends it to the attention of our readers.

It should be observed that the title of the book makes no mention

either of the Sanscrit text or of tlie Mongol version. This arises from

the fact that only three writings are employed in the work, the Tibetan

serving for t e Sanscrit, and the Mongol characters being nearly identical

with the Mandchu letters. I scarcely believe in the supposition of

A. Remusat, that those to whom this denomination can be attributed

have not suspected the existence of Sanscrit and Mongol words.' They
have not sought to represent exactly the work in the title, since the

Tibetan writing is the first in the nomenclature, and as so, it figures in the

title {si-fan). It is an abridged title in wliich they have preserved
the ordinary formula man-han, of all the titles of Chinese-Manchu works.

Our repertoire is divided into two books; the first comprises 433

expressions under 35 chapters; and the second 563 under 36 sections.

The first has 98 and the second 96 pages. It is a beautiful little

folio work of a very handsome appearance. I only know of two copies
of it, the one in the national library of Paris, the other in the library

of MM. Maisonneuve and Charles Leclerc, who have lent it to me
with their usual kindness.
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A remarkablp thing is tliat tlio titles of the chapters are only writ-

ten in Tibetan, Mandchu, Mongol and Chinese. There is no Sanscrit

text. The editors of the nomenclature have supplied it in a manner

which shows a real iinderstanding of the matter.

Our collection does not liear the names of any authors, the

labour nf its editors was not imp(M'tant enough to append their

names to their work. It would have been very difficult, besides, to

assign to each one his part. That would still prove that the Sanscrit,

text existed anterior to this.

The Tsieh Yan is not confined to religious ideas; it comprehends
likewise a philosophical terminology, even having a reference to the

things of nature. Two long chapters are devoted to the functions

of men and the position of the body. We shall give them here like-

wise, but without dwelling on them, as much to be complete as for

the sake of the words known or unknown which they conceal. Some
such pages will doubtless not appear useless, and our readers will

not regret them.

Let me remark in the last place, to explain different terms and

titles of Buddha, without needing to repeat ourselves often, that the

Buddhists delighted to apply to
,
their Sacred Man the qualifications

the most used' as titles of glory, in the Sanscrit literature, the

most laudatory expressions of the Sanscrit tongue. This applies

especially to the first section.

The four groups of translators do not seem to have laboured in

concert, and their works appear quite independant of each other, for

in many cases their interpretations differ completely; they do not seem

even to have (always read the text in the same fashion. Thus one

has read icvara, while another reads svara, and a third sva-ni.

The Mongol translation presents few peculiarities. And there will

also be rarely an opportunity of quoting it.

It will be remarked that the Chinese terms are frequently other than

the various expressions collected by Eitel in his Handhooh for the

Student of Chinese Buddhism, just as the Sanscrit text differs fre-

quently from that which Leon Feer and other authors give us in their

learned works.

The translation of the Tibetan adopted in this work is in general

that which .laeschke has followed in his Tibetan-English dictionary.
But I believe there ought to be substituted tI for ??;/ foi 3;

'

for initial

of a word, and // for < initial of suffixes ;c and 7 have appeared to me
sufficient for c and/, and c' for 'r'.

To avoid enlarging the ex])lanatory notes beyond measure, and not to

occupy a too great [)Iace in the columns of the Record, I shall confine

myself to quoting here in a group the works' put into contrii)ution for

tlie explanation of IJuddhist terms contained in the Pentaglotte Voc-

abulary, and which our readers may likewise consult.
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Notes.

1) Memoire concernant les Cliinois, t. xi, p. 516, 517.

2) Litt. Principes resumes en mandchou-Chinois et Tibetain. (See
end of introduction).

3) Which proves that the soft breathings.themselves even were aspirates-

4) Vol. i., p. 193 and ff.

5) Ibid., p. 157.
'

6) Op. Ht., p. 156 inith,

7) Thus, for the word Sdrthavdka,
" who walk in a band," contain

the name of the people Sartha. Lokavit is lokavitra, &c, &c.

INSCRIPTIONS RELATING 20 BELSHAZZAR.

The decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions has been the means of

removing or explaining a very large number of obscure points in Hebrew

history. There are still, however, several which remain unexplained,

and await the results of further discoveries.

It is upon one of these points that I hope to throw some light, by

means of the inscriptions which form the subject of this paper.

The exact position of Belshazzar, who is thrice distinctly called "King
"

by the writer of the Book of Daniel (v. i, vii. i, viii. i), is a subject

upon which any fresh light that may be obtained from the monuments

of the period will be welcomed by all students of the history of the

epoch of the Babylonian captivity.

Hitherto, the only monumental record of this prince has been found

in the cylinder inscription of his father, which was discovered in the

ruins of the temple of the Moon-god at Mughier (Ur of the Chaldees),

the text of which has long been known (W.A.I, i, 68, Col. II., 24—31) :

" And for Bel-sarra-utsur, my first-born son {abal-n'shi), the offspring of

my heart. The fear of thy mighty divinity cause thou to dwell

{Suskifi) in his heart, may he not be given to sin and

favour not untruth.'' Short as this passage is, there are some

points of special interest in
it,

which call for notice. Naboni-

dus here speaks of Belshazzar as his first born son, an expression which

implies the existence of other sons, a supposition which is confirmed

by monuments of a later date. In the Behistun inscription of Dahius

Hystaspes we have mention made of two pretenders to the throne of

Babylon, both of whom claimed to be Nebuchadnezzar the son of

Nabonidus —a claim which would hardly have produced such a revolt

in Babylonia, had not the existence of this prince been well known to

the liabylonians themselves. To both of the rebels Arakhu.

{}] tW, *-]<])
and Nidin-tum-Bel {*^ ^ Jr<| *':i]'^)

are said by
Darius to have claimed that they were sons of Nabonidus. Sa iprutsa
utntna atiaku Nabu-kudurra-utsur abil Nabu-naid. So that there is
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little doubt the Nabonidus had a second son besides Belshazzar

named Nebuchadnezzar after his great predecessor, the son of

Nabupalassar.

Belshazzar, however, from the inscriptions here translated, appears

early in his father's reign, in his fifth year, that is, B.C. 550, to have had

a distinct household of his own, Nabu-ukin-akhi being his scribe, and

Nabu-zabit-kate his major-domo.

In these inscriptions, Belshazzar is spoken of as the son of the king,

and, as this is the title which is given to him in the chronicle inscrip-

tion, it would appear that this implied some such royal position as that

of
" crown prince," and carried with it a separate royal establishment.

A proof of this appears to be afforded by a tablet (S + 170), dated in

the second year of Neriglissar, b.c 557, in which we find Nabu-zabit-

kati holding the same place of " father of the house
"

{ab-biti) or major-

domo to the son of the King that is Labasi-Kudur or Labasi-Marduk, who

was slain a few months later. He therefore retained his office during

and subsequent to the revolt of Nabonidus.

The tablets relating to the offerings of the prince in the temple at

Sippara have a special interest when taken in conjunction with the

chronicle inscription. For it appears from these that while Nabonidus

was neglecting the gods and their offerings, the young prince, who really

was the ruling power, was most strict in his religious duties.

There are other tablets in the collection relating to this prince, and

these I hope to publish in a subsequent number of the Babylonian and

Oriental Record.

W. St. Chad Boscawen.

(S. + 329. 7(3. 11. 17.)

m H -^^T ^^T ^:^w^ w ^T ^^^^^ ^T- ^r

5. r -cw^ ^r [^^11^ +T A- -iH^ %v >^T

y --\^^ <^ <^ <y^ y^ ^ ^y- ^^T^II^Ii
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10. ^ .4 ^1 -<u r ^^j^^ ^^ >f^ >^

Reverse.

TW ¥ r -^\<^ ^rn :si7 iiJ?: ^ <- j^

2o- TU ¥ I -+ ^ :^ ^ ^I- >^!

No. I.

Transcription.

I. XII. LU-NIT SA ABAL SARRI
SA E PAR-RA.

II. LU-NIT RABU-TU
INA KATI [op] NABU-IDDINA

VI. LU-NITANA HITILU . . .

IT-TAL-KU INA KATI (DP) BEL-SARRA-UZUR ?

A-NA BIT ABAL SARRI SU-BUL.

II. LU-NIT AKRU II LU-NIT SA

BIT ILI ANA NIK! SARRI
ID-DINA (dp) NUR-SAMSI U (dp) ILU . . •

',

E-DIR U LU ELLUTTI
INA PAN (dp) Nur-samsi arakh samna:
SATTI. VII. (kAN) (Dd) NABU-NAID SAR-BABILI (Ki).

II. LU-NIT SA ABAL SARRI A-NA
BIT [dpJ A-NU-NI-TUM.

ID-DI-NU NOPPKHARIS XVIII. LUNIT
NIK! SA ABAL SARRI INA
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No. I.

Translation.

:. Twelve rams from the son of the King.
For E-Barra.

Two great rams
At the hands of Nabu-iddina
Two rams from the son of the King.
He gave in all eighteen rams.
Victims for the son of the King for the [year?]
Six rams for the temple of the god . . • .

Were sent by the hands of Belshazzar
Two well favoured rams, two rams of the

(For) the temples to (be) the victims of the King
were given Nur Samsi and.

,
. .

Received and the noble sheep ?

In the presence of Nur-Samsi in the m.onth Marchesvan.
In the seventh year of Nabonidus King of Babylon.

No. II.

Transliteration.

. SiNBU Mana khamilti sikli kasipi es-ru-u
sA Bel Nabu Nergallu u Bilat sa Uruki
[na ?] su-tu (d p) Nabu-zabit-kata {nis) ab biti

SA (dp) BeL-SARRA-UTSUR ABAL SARRI sa INA ELI

(DP) Nabu-ukin-akha—(nis) si-pi-ri {nis) gal-li.

SA Bel-sarra-utsur abal sar-ri sa a-na-tum

(DP) Nabu-niki-sisib [nis) Gal-li su
na-ad-nu kaspi Sinibi Ma-na khamilti sikli

Nabu-zabit-kata

(nis) AB-BiTi SA (dp) Bel-sarra-utsur abal sarri
I-NA KA-TI (DP) NaBU-AKHI-IDDINA
abil-su-sa (dp) Su-la-a abal E-gi-bi.

A-NA ELI (dp) NaBU-UKIN-AKHA
MA-KHI-IR INA A-SA-BB [ueshl) Dl-KII-TUM.
assat (dp) Nabu-ukin-akha.

(nis) mu-ki-nu (dp) nabu-zer-ibasi.
abil-su-sa BEL ? EDIR ABAL {llis) NABU ?

(dp) itti-marduk-balatu abil-su-sa (DP) marduk-sar-uzur
ABAL (DP) AkHI-BANI (DP) Za-MA-MA-SARRA-UZUR
abil-su-sa (dp) Nabu-uzur-su (dp) ar-za?
abil-su-sa (dp) tar-a-bi {nis) gal-la
sa (dp) BEL SARRA-UTSUR ABAL-SARRI
U- (dp) BEL-AKHA-IKISA {7lis) DUP-SAR
ABIL-SU-SA (dp) BEL-BALAT-SU IK-BI. BABILU.
ARAKH SEBAT YUM IX. SATTI VII. (KAN)
(DP) NABU-NAID SAR BABILU.

No. II.

Translation.

Two-thirds of a Mana, five shekels of silver, the tithes

Of Bel, Nebo, Nergal and the Lady of Erech
The oftering ? of Nabu-Zabit Kati the majof-domo
of Belshazzar the son of the King which by
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Nabu-ukin-akha the scribe and chief slave

He gives. The silver two-thirds mana five shekels

Nabu-zabit-Kata, the mayordoino of

Belshazzar the son of the King
from the hands of Nabu-akha-iddina

son of Sula son of Egibi
on behalf of Naba-ukin-akha
received. In the dwelling of the woman Dikitum
the wife of Nabu-ukin-akha
Witness. Nabu-zer-ibassi

son of Bel-edir son of the prophet
Itti-Marduk-balatu son of Marduk-saruzur
son of Akhibani. Zamama-sar-uzur
son of Nabu-uzur-su, Arza
son of Tarbi the chief slave of

Belshazzar son of the King and
Bel-akha-ikisa the scribe

son of Bel-balat-su-ikbi Babylon
Month Sebat 9th day in the 7th year
Of Nabonidus King of Babylon.

IVAS JAREB THE ORIGINAL NAME OF SARGON?
The Babylonian Chronicle brought to light by Mr. Pinches has shown

that the first two kings of the second Assyrian Empire did not originally

bear the names by which they were subsequently known to history, thus

verifying Schrader's acute conclusion that Pul and Tiglath-Pileser III.

were one and the same. Dr. Oppert long ago conjectured that the

name of Sargon, signifying as it does "
the constituted monarch," was

also an assumed one—a conjecture which has since been supported by
the discovery of an older Sargon, famous in history and legend as the

founder or representative of the first Semitic empire in Babylonia.

But whereas the two predecessors of Sargon, Pul and Ulula—the
Uulseos of Ptolemy's Canon—adopted the names of the two most

celebrated sovereigns of the older Assyrian dynasty, thus endeavouring
to legitimise their power in Assyria, Sargon from the outset claimed to

represent Babylonia, and thus to give himself the de jure authority con-

ferred by the crown of Babylon. Hence it is that while Sargon is known

by the name of Sarru-yukin in Babylonia as well as in Assyria, Tiglath-

Pileser ni. and Shalmaneser IV. were designated by these titles only in

Assyria ;
in Babylonia they continued to bear their original names of

Pulu and Ululu.

That Sargon, however, is really an assumed name is rendered probable
not only by its signification and legendary associations, but also by the

fact that the two predecessors of
"
Sargon the younger," who, like him-

self; endeavoured to found a new dynasty, found it necessary to support
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their pretentions by adopting the names of earlier legitimate kings- The

annals of Babylonia have enabled us to recover their natal names
;

in

the case of Sargon this is not possible, and we must look elsewhere if we

are to discover the name he originally bore.

The name of Pul has been preserved not only in the Babylonian

Chronicle and in the Canon of Ptolemy, but also in the Old Testament.

There is therefore a possibility that the original name of Sargon may
also be found there

;
and such, I hope to show, is not improbably the

fact.

Twice in the book of Hosea (v. 13, x. 6) mention is made of a king

Jareb of Assyria, with whom the prophet was contemporary. Now it is

true that Hosea probably intends to play upon the word, as he plays

upon words like Beth-On and Israel; but in order to be played

upon, the word must already have been in existence as a proper name.

Moreover, the want of an article before melech, "king," can scarcely be

explained unless Jareb is really used as a proper name. In modern

English, where a capital letter can create a proper name, a phrase like
"
King Contender

" would be intelligible, but hardly so in Hebrew,
unless an actual proper name underlay the expression. The translators

of the Authorised Version had a correct grammatical instinct in making
Jareb a proper name.

The text of Hosea is unfortunately in a very corrupt condition. The
variant readings of the Septuagint, which differ widely from the readings
of the Masoretic text, sometimes enable us to restore it, but not

unfrequently both the Septuagint and the Hebrew present us with a

collocation of words which is either absolutely unintelligible or incon-

sistent with the context. We know, too, from the book of Isaiah that

the Hebrew prophets often delivered a prophecy some time before they
committed it to writing, and were also in the habit of working up the

earlier prophecies either of older prophets or of themselves, adapting
them to the circumstances of the moment. Thus Isaiah applies to his

own time a prophecy against Moab that had been pronounced
"
long

before," (xvi. 13), and a comparison of Is. ii. 2-4 with Micah iii. 12—
iv. 4, shows how two contemporaneous prophets could quote and modify
the same oracle. The name of Jareb, however, is not affected by the

general condition and history of the text of Hosea. Its correctness is

certified not onlv by the text of the Septuagint, but also by its occurrence

in two passages. We must accept the fact that Hosea calls a contempo-
raneous monarch of Assyria by the name of Jareb.

Yet such a name has not yet been met with on the monuments of

Assyria. Hosea, as the superscription of his book tells us, carried on
his ministry from the reign of Uzziah to that of Hezekiah. The first

Assyrian monarch with whom Palestine came into contact during this

period was Tiglath-Pileser III.
;
the last was Sennacherib. Sennacherib
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is out of the question, since the prophecies of Hosea, in which Jareb is

mentioned,presuppose that Samaria had not yet fallen; Tiglath-Pileserlll.

and his successor, Shalmaneser IV., are equally out of the question

since we know that their pre-regnal names were Pulu and Ulula, not

Jareb ; consequently, Sargon alone remains.

Let us now see whether the state of affairs described in connection

with the name of Jareb is consistent with the reign of Sargon. For

reasons which will appear presently, we will first take the prophecy con-

tained in ch. X.

Here we find that although Samaria is not yet in the hands of the

Assyrians, it has lost its king (vv. 3, 7, 15). The prophecy must there-

fore belong to the period of 2^ years which intervened between the

imprisonment of Hoshea by Shalmaneser and the capture of Samaria by

Sargon B.C. 722. It will be later than the prophecy in vii. 11, where

reference is made to the alliance with the Egyptian king Sabako, for

which Hoshea was responsible (2 Kings xvii. 4). The fall of Samaria is

represented as approaching, and it is declared that the calf of Beth-On

is about to be "carried unto Assyria for a present to king Jareb."

Everything, accordingly, points to the final period of the Assyrian
invasion when Shalmaneser had been succeeded by Sargon and the

seige of Samaria was drawing to an end.

It is possible that the >halman of verse 14 is Shalmaneser himself,

and not Shalman of Moab, as Schrader suggests. Beth-Arbel is probably
the Israelitish town of that name, near the Lake of Tiberias, and since

the Babylonians turned Shalmaneser into Sulman-asarid,
" Solomon the

elder," he might easily have been called simply Sulman or Shalman.

It is more likely that a parallel for the approaching fate of the Samaritan

fortresses at the hands of an Assyrian king should be found in the recent

fate of an Israelitish town at the hands of another Assyrian king than

that the parallel should be sought abroad.

We can now turn to the prophecy in v. 8— 14. The text here

is manifestly corrupt in many places. The unintelligible I^IH^^,
"after thee," of verse 8 is shown by the Septuagint [e^eatt]) to be

corrupted from the imperative of "Tiri- But the Septuagint itself has

"Benjamin" instead of Ben-Oni, which is required by the parallelism.

Here, as elsewhere, Hosea calls Beth-el by its old name of Beth-On,
misread Beth-Aven by the Masoretes, but still preserved in the modern

Beitin, and the inhabitant of Beth-On is naturally Ben-Oni. Ben-jamin
"the southerner" was at an early date substituted for Ben-Oni out of

memory of Gen. xxxv. iS, When restored, the text of verse 8 reads

naturally :

" Blow ye the cornet in Gibeah, the trumpet in Ramah : cry

aloud, O Beth-On; tremble, O Ben-Oni."

The meaning of the passage is explained in the following verses.

Ephraim was desolate and oppressed, and Judah had taken advantage
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of the fact to enlarge his borders at the expense of his brother kingdom
of Israel. God declares that he will punish both : "Therefore am I

unto Ephraim as a moth, and unto the house of Judah as rottenness."

Then, however, comes ,a verse (13), whii h, as it stands, interrupts the

context.

The parallelism in it is moreover defective. This would require the

repetition of the name of Judah : "When Ephraim saw his sickness and

Judah his wound, then went Ephraim to Assyria, and [Judah] sent to

king Jareb." That the repetition of the name was originally read in the

verse is plain from the concluding part of it, where king Jareb is said to

have been unable to heal either Ephraim or Judah, the plural "you"
and "your" being used, and the word "wound" being referred, not to

Judah alone, but to Judah and Ephraim.

Now, so far as we know, there is only one period in the history of the

northern kingdom when Ephraim can be said to have gone "to Assyria"

because of his "sickness," or that the princes of Judah could be accused

of "
removing the bounds "

of Israel. Neither in the time of Menahem
nor of Pekah can Israel be said to have sought help from Assyria ;

the

reverse was, in fact, the case. So, too, though Hoshea was appointed

by the Assyrian king, it was hardly with the wish of the people, part of

whom had just been carried into captivity by Tiglath-Pileser. So far

from applyinar to Assyria for aid, they had been on the side opposed to

Assyria, and had suffered accordingly. During Hoshea's reign, again,

there was no appeal to the Assyrians ;
on the contrary, Hoshea had

revolted from Assyria, and had been deposed. The political situation

described by the prophet could have had place only in the interval

between the overthrow of Hoshea and the capture of Samaria by Sargon.

We may conjecture that the death of Shalmaneser appeared to afford

the people of Samaria a hope of safety, and that accordingly they sent

an embassy to the new king who, however, did not "heal" or " cure"

them. The period of trouble which followed the deposition of Hoshea

would have offered an excellent opportunity to Judah to enrich itself at

the expense of its neighbour, and it is quite possible that Hezekiah and

his councillors wished to obtain indemnity for this from the new Assyrian

monarch. At all events, in 2 Ch. xxx. , xxxi., we find Hezekiah exer-

cising jurisdiction in the northern kingdom. Like the second passage,

therefore, (x. 6), the first passage in Hosea in which reference is made

to
"
king Jareb," fits the beginning of Sargon's reign better than any

other period.

It seem to me, accordingly, not improbable that Jareb was not only a

real name, but also the original name of Sargon. The preservation of

it in the Hebrew Scriptures would resemble the preservation of the name

of Pul, and might easily be accounted for if we suppose that Sargon had

served in Palestine as a general in Shalmaneser 's army before his usur-
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pation of the throne. Whether the Assyrian form of the name was

Yarib, or some other like Eribu or even Aribu, slightly altered by Hosea

in order to play upon the word, must remain for future research to

decide.

A. H. Sayce.

SWOBN OBL/GA'nO.VS IN BABYLONIAN LAW.

There had as yet been edited the text of only one oath, No. 176

of tlie collection of copies published hv Dr. Strassmaier in the

Proceedings of the Congress of Leydeu, when, taking our ground
also upon three Babylonian oaths in our own special collection, and

upon another, likewise unedited, in the collection of the Louvre, we

gave a first idea of this point in the history of law in the article

"Sworn Obligations" in No. 7 of this Record.

Since then Dr. Strassmaier lias published a new series of copies of

tablets, dated in the reign of Nabonidus; and we have found there

two texts which are fresh examples of Bahiilonian sicorn ubligations,

and which, dated in a reign anterior to that of Darius, and not

being confined so servilely to copy, without any variant, a habitual

fonnula of style, permit us to complete philologically our first study,

by rectifying it on two points. One of these two points is relative

to the verb ^T-<^T ^T T"^
which ought indeed to lie read t'tteinl, since

its plural is ittenru (tablet No. 4-5),' a reading which we have, more-

over, indicated as possible and going well with the kn(^wn meaning
of the verb tamu, all whicli neeil not make us pause.

Tiie other has been remarked upon by Prof. Schrader in a Note

which has appeared in No. 10 of this magazine. It is concerned with

the terms "
kii adiia", belonging to an exclusive fashion, so to s[ieak^

in tlie formula of these oaths, and which we liave never met thus

coujtled witli the same acceptation of meaning in any Babylonian
taldet of another kind. The phrase Avliere they are foimd was, moreover^

com])lete without this parenthesis, and that is why we have thought of

some introduction in an empliatic matter in which the conjunction kii

should liave been cfjunocted by the ])re])osition ((di to the personal

termination Ay.

But the twn new ti'xts of Dr. Strassmaier do not confine /«—neither

(pik; nor other of them: Jind thai, ('S]iccinlly. which is numbered 197

demonstrates lliat llie wonl adi is a snitstaiilive, as Prof. Schrader has

suppo.scil.
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It remains to find with what root it is necessary to connect this sub-

stantive, and what meaning ought to be given it. Prof. Schrader pro-

poses a root rM\ which he derives from the Hebrew nilH, and to

which he attributes the meaning of contract or of oath.

Now tlie context does not permit us to suppose the meaning of con-

tract in the following phrase of the tablet 197 : -
'-t]Xi *'t]t]t]'^

^t-<^T ^T T'"-
^^ ^^^' Nebo, and on the adi of Xabonidus, king of

Babylon, lie proclaims (or rather, he swears).
^

The adt of Nabonidus is the attestation of iSTabonidus. He who

swears takes to witness the gods and the king. Here the word adi

must evidently be connected with the Hebrew word -f^ testimonium

from the root 1*^^, as the Babylonian preposition must be connected

with the Hebrew preposition f^. This sense of
•'

taking to witness''

agrees likewise with what follows. In fact the following phrase which

is closed by the verb
y][ '-Kit "I^ "T^ anamdinu,

" I shall give,"

begins with the words : ^ ^^ |{ ^^ ^ Vf ^ ^ « ^
V <<<T ^*^'

"
conformably to {k'l)

thi< taking to witness,'" («rf<) at

tlie term of (adi) twentieth day of the month Kislev,

In Babylonian the Hebrew ^ is sometimes rendered by an o, sometimes by

an e or by an /, and that for the same roots, AVe shall cite for instance

the word whtch is sometimes written y^
>-< jr<^ (Str. 201), sometimes

^ >-< t=^- And thus we should have a great tendency to connect

with this same root -j^^ the word edutum,
•*

^1^ S^f >r<^ which shows

itself relatively to an obligation sworn in the deed No. 6.

Thus the adt (adu) is the taking to witness of this king, the a('iia is

takina; to «*itness,—the takino- to witness made bv me," themy
adi, pure and simple, is

" the taking to Avitness," of wliich there will be

immediate question. This harmony shows that this is a matter of a

substantive or verbal noun. It would not be necessary to seek for a

first person through aleph of the verbal corresponding theme.

E. & V. Eevillout.

Notes.

1) In this tablet two individuals bind themselves conjointly, and

promise by oath (ittemto) to deliver three measure gur and one measure

pi of dates, wliich they acknowledge they owe, at the term of the

month Sabat, into the hands of their two creditors. It is doubtless a

matter in this case, as in the majority of tablets already pointed out by

us, of a settlement of accounts between proprietors and metayers.

2) Dr. Strassmaier, not liaving been acquainted with the formula of

oaths when he made tliis copy, has transformed a little the second

divine name.

3) This sense ''oatJi" for ''adi" is frequent in the Assurbanipal annals.
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4) There is alse a point in this act about one of those accounts between

proprietors and metayers whicli often obtains, after declaration of theharves
has been effected, this probably being by an oatli relative to tlie quantity
of such and such a product whicli the farmer will pay at such and
such a date At other times the form of the promise was otherwise.

The farmer was obliged by writing to make the payment at such a

period, and in that case, it was declared often that in case of delay he

should pay not more in kind but in money, follomng the course of the

market (L-ila»i
= ina]nYn). As a new example of that value of the word

kilam indicated by us in No. 8 of the B.ibylonian Record, we shall

note the following deed, which bears No. 37 in the series K 1 m
of the Louvre: "2 measures gur, 2 measures })% of grain, one meas
ure gur, one measure jn of dates, money credif of Lubari, son of Bel-

balitsu upon the woman BuUi, daughter of Aradsamas, following
the former accotint of the year 10, she shall give at Babylon, according
to the measure of a [n, plus a ga, the grain, to wit: 2 gur, 2 pi, and
the dates, to wit; one gur, one pi. If, following her former account,
the grain, to wit: two gur, two pi, and the dates, to wit : one

gtir, one pi, have not been delivered, she shall give money (represent-

ing their value) following the rate (akii) of the market (kilam) of Baby-
lon." In No. 247 of the new series of copies by Dr. Strassmaier in

reference to dues to be paid as a price for living on properties

(Jrt: ^ ^y y^ ) it is likewise a matter of grain estimated by money
following tiie rate (akil) of tne market (L-ilam) of the month Tesrit.

Evidently the month Tesrit was past when this deed was drawn up,

but one of the numerous lacurKje, which it presents does not permi
us to say how far. E. & R. V.
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THE SHIFTED CARDINAL POINTS.

FROM ELA.M TO EARLY CHINA.

In the Babylonian and Oriental Record of last June, I published a list

of some sixty items of the civilization of China, which prove to have

been borrowed from the great focus of culture of South-west Asia.

Civilized China cannot vie in antiquity with the country north and north-

east of the Persian Gulf
; she is the younger by two thousand years or

more, and therefore any attempt at explaining away these similarites, by
common descent or the like, has no standing ground. That they have

been imported is a matter of certainty, and that many of them were

brought in by the early Chinese leaders who were civilized and came
into the country by the north-west with a small number of families or

tribes,^ in the XXIII. century, b.c, is a historical fact well known to all

Sinologists.

The peculiarity of the shifted Cardinal points (the subject of the

present article), is very striking, and the curious circumstances and

unexpected confirmation which have accompanied my disclosures, in

that respect, enhance the value of that one important proof among many,
that the early civilization of the Black-headed people (^ ^) of the

Middle Country {x^ P) in Eastern Asia, was indirectly derived from

that of the Black-headed people isag-gig-ga) of the (?) middle country

{^\V\ ^Tl)i" S.W. Asia.-

I.

In a paper on the History of the Chinese language, read before a

special meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society on the loth of May, i8So,

and shortly afterwards in a lecture published in Xki^ Journal of the Society

of Arts (July i6, 1880, pp. 725-734), where I explained the basis of my
discovery of a SAV. Asiatic origin for the early Chinese civilization, and

gave a list of sixteen primitive Chinese characters derived from those of

Babylonia, I was enabled to say the following words :
—

"The names of the four cardinal points, and. what is very remarkable,

the hieroglyphic signs by which they are expressed, are in a certain

measure the same in the Akkadian and Chinese culture. This I intend

Vol. II.—No. 2. [25] Jan., i8S8-
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to show in a special monogram on the subject ;
but that which is here

of importance to note is the displacement of the geographical horizon

produced in the establishing of the "hundred families." The south,

which was so termed on the cuneiform tablets, corresponds in Chinese

to the east, the north to the west, the east to the south, making thus

{partly) a displacement of quarter of the circle. It would be interesting

if, on examination of the Akkadian and Assyrian names, we could find

that they, in their turn, denoted an early displacement, of which only
these traces remain to us."^

When I penned these lines, stating this result of my researches, I

could not expect that they should, within three years, receive, as they did,

the striking confirmation which is reported below.

II.

Our points of the compass are so deeply rooted in our speech and

knowledge, that many of us cannot, without difficulty, conceive of an

Orientation established otherwise than on the same astronomical basis.

However, many instances tend to show that either regional characteristics,

traditions or misunderstood teaching have exercised, with or without

consciousness from the people concerned, an important influence on the

selection of the fixed points of space. While our civilization has dis-

sociated the orientation of the body, front and back, left and right, from

the points of the compass, we find still some instances, past and present,

where the two sets are only partially, or not at all, distinguished frorr

one another. And the inaptness in such a discrimination has produced

many curious mistakes.

Distinction between right and left is the most simple mode of orienta-

tion, but it is not sufficient, as it is moveable with the body. In order

to transfer it to fixed points in space, it is necessary that the position of

the body should be determinated. This was done according to con-

venience or prejudiced views in various ways. Migrating or migrated

communities kept simply their route from their former settlement, while

others preferred the path of the sun with or without reference to the

same. Geographical peculiarities directed the selection for some tribes,

and the run of the season winds, or the course of the main river, on the

banks of which they were settled, were the determining influence among
other communities. Should we add to these reasons, the religious

influence, the routine and unexplained tradition, misunderstood or mis-

taken, we find not a few of influences which variously impressed the

selection of the cardinal points in ancient times.

A few instances referring to the settled position of the body may prove

interesting at the present juncture :

Front.
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Roman
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been subsequently proved right, was situated, not in the East, but in the

North-east, and the entrance to Hades was in the South-west.-' And
he called attention to the demon of the South west wind, of which

several figures exist in the British Museum and the Louvre, some of

which bear an Akkadian inscription, showing that they were used as a

talisman. 1" In Chaldea, the South-west wind comes from the deserts of

Arabia, and its burning breath, which dries up everything, causes the

same damages as the Khamsin in Syria, and the Simoon in Africa." All

these remarks of the French scholar remained in the field of speculative

hypothesis, and no general coordination was sought for with reference

to the aforesaid terms of the Akkadian compass.

My disclosures from the Chinese side, and the speculations of

Lenormant, received, in 1883, a most brilliant confirmation from the

decipherment, by Mr. Thos. G. Pinches, of a Babylonian tablet, of which

it is not unnecessary to repeat the contents :

" The South is Elam
;
the North is Akkad : the East is Suedin and

Guti
;
the West is Martu On the right-hand is Akkad

;
on the left

Elam
;

in front is ^Nlartu
;
behind is Suedin and Guti."^-

The historical records have so clearly fixed the positions of Akkad in

North Babylonia and that of Elam as Khuzistan and the S^rtch region,

that this orientation shows a shifting of a quarter of the compass ;
so

that its so-called South was in reality South-east, the North was North-

west, the East was North-east, and the West was South-west.

The precision of this shifted position of the Babylonian compass is

further ascertained by the similar orientation of all the Chaldean monu-

ments, with the sole exception of the Temple of Bel-Merodach at Baby-

lon, of which the sides, like the Egyptian pyramids,
'3 face the usual four

cardinal points.
'4

In the absence of any historical reason for this curious feature, any

explanation is more or less a matter of speculation. Should its causes

be purely local as they seem to be, we might see them in the direction

from N.W. to S.E. of the two great rivers, the Euphrates and the

Tigris. New comers into the country, bringing the civilization from

the Persian Gulf as the tradition says, and not being a star-gazing people
would most naturally have preserved as orientation, the direction of

their route, facing the N.W. and therefore the upper course and sources

of these rivers. The Egyptians seem in the same manner to have pre-

served a souvenir of a northern origin in their orientation, facing the

South and consequently the upper course of the Nile. For Chaldea,

the meteorological conditions of the country giving a paramount influ-

ence for good and for bad to the North-East and South-\\'est winds

respectively must have been a cogent factor, either in the unconscious

selection of fixed points in space by savage tribes growing to civilazion or

in the preservation ol the route followed by immigrated powerful tribes.

The selection of symbol meaning 'wind
'

for the denomination of the
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cardinal points is another proof in favour of the same view.

However it is not at all unlikely that the words of the Sumero-Akka-

dian compass conceal an earlier orientation having the path of the sun

for its basis. Xew comers, as the Sumero-Akkadians, have been at a

time which of course is very remote, must have borrowed, and, as a

fact did borrow many words from the former population. The terms

for South-West and North-East may have been among these. As we

shall see further on, they mean respectively the abode of the setting and

the rising sun, both descriptions indicating a solar orientation quite dis-

tinct from that of the Sumero-Akkadians.^
'

But all these inferences go much beyond the historical limits, within

which the youth of the Chinese, speaking with reference to the high

antiquity of the Chaldean civilization, restricts our enquiry.

IV.

There are in Chinese literature and astronomy some curious traditions

and traces of disturbances in the cardinal points, which must be men-

tioned here.

In chapter V of the writings, which bear the name of Lieh-tze, a

philosopher of the 5th century before the Christian era,
^'^ are reported

legends of all sorts, obviously syncretic and marvellous in character.

As Dr. J.Edkins, has very sensibly remarked, "the new ideas which

entered the country at that time were joined to old traditions, so as to

make new combinations. The Chinese did not get their new informa-

tion in a definite and accurate shape . . . Hence they attached

them to persons with whose names they were familiar, and every frag-

ment of primitive Chinese tradition became embellished with new cir-

cumstances . . . What was old w^as dressed up in new habiliments,

and the world was pictured with the help of fancy. Scraps of know-

ledge and crude narratives brought from other lands far away became
the basis on which was built up a fairy structure, which pleased the new

spirit of the age, and has produced on the literature ever since a per-

manent impression."
'^ The ancient legends, imported from the West

by the early civilisers into the Flowery land and afterwards adapted to

the new surroundings and their increasing knowledge of geography
were mixed up with other ones brought in from India through the semi-

Chinese region of Shuh or Szetchuen,
-^ and the whole was thrown into

confusion. However it is not impossible to discriminate at a certain

extent the sources of several legends and to strip them out of their

superfluous and later adornments. That which we have to mention

with reference to the shifting of the cardinal points in S.W. Asia is one

of them.

The legend refers to an important event and deed of a female ruler

^ ^ '"'

^A'/i H-n'a, i.e., "the woman Hwa," mentioned along with the

mythical kings of the 9th Ki or dynasty of Jai/iiian'-'-. Nj'o/i Hwa was

the successor or tlie wife of the great Hot Bak-H^t. A struggle ensued
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between a feudatory prince, Kom Kom dfc X and a Southern prince,

Tchtiklof/i
jjj^ 11 with the result that the pillars ot heaven were

broken, and the four cardinal points of the earth sundered. This caused

the heavens to fall on the North West, and consequently the sun^ moon
and stars move to that point. The earth also became defective on the

South East, and that is the reason why the rivers flow in that direction.

Then Hwa prepared stones of the five colours to repair the Heaven,
and cut off the four feet of a huge sea tortoise to set upright the four

extremities of the Earth.-*

This legend appears with insignificant variants in several authors.

Though it is not found in toto in the few fragments of the oldest period
which have escaped the five great biblitical catastrophes where has dis-

appeared nearly the whole of the archaic Chinese literature,
-^ a suffi-

cient reference is made to Njoh Hwa, and the first part of her legend in the

fragments of the Aw«-/.9««^ of the 17th century, B.C.,
-'' which have

escaped destruction, for us to be sure that it was known to the Chinese

at least at that time and probably long previously.

With the exception of the adornments at the end which seem to

have been combined with some Indian ideas, this mythical story,

altogether un-Chinese, bears an unmistakeable S.W. Asiatic character.

It contains most probably survivals of a legend, brought in from S.W.

Asia by the early civilisers of China, and which may some day be dis-

covered amongst the literary treasures still unearthed in Chaldea. So

long as we only know the Chinese version of the legend, difficult it is

to say what amount of historical truth it may conceal. Does it refer

to a new orientation, the diagonal one, imposed upon at the time ofUr

Bagas, who, as we know, is the first known King of Babylonia ? The

probability of a former orientation on the basis of the solar path,

which we have pointed out, and the shifting of the cardinal points from

the North to theNorth-West agrees with this suggestion, which, bold as now
it is, may turn to be acceptable by further archeological and philogical

discoveries in a future time.

. A few more references must be given here as to some peculiarities in

Chinese lands concerning the points ot the compass.
A recent traveller who has translated and annotated a Chinese des-

cription of the country, says in his work that whilst at Peking, they take

as true North one side of the Great Bear, in Western China ij.e. Mon-

golia) they take the North-West, so that the word 'south' which means

literally
*' front of the tent

"
indicates in reality the South East. -" This

is perhaps not a survival of an ancient custom, as it may be a combi-

nation of the Mussulman and modern Chinese orientation, which, as we

know face the East and the South respectively. In China the place of

honour is now on the leftside or the East,but formerly it was on the right.

-*^A commentator of the 5-//7f'(7//7t:'^«, (juoted by Rev. J. Chalmers, rei)oris

the tradition that the meaning of the Chinese written symbol for Nerth :}h
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Peh was that of a mountain with a sea or lake over it, thus

implying that the writing was not invented in the Flowery

land. -''The Chinese always seat the face to the South and sleep the face

to the East, namely, towards the rising sun. The dead bodies are turned

to the North, and the place of sepulture is selected in the same direction.

Houses were, and are still, orientated in the same way ;
the entrance of

the main room is always on the South side facing the entrance door.'^°

We have now to describe a curious peculiarity of the Chinese zodiac,

still unsatisfactorily explained, and which is apparently due to that uncon-

scious shifting of their cardinal points, and then we shall be able to show

the similarity of forms of the Chaldean written symbols, with their

Chinese derivates, and the change brought in by the migration of the

Back tribes to Eastern Asia.

(
To be continued).
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of the Rev. Ernest Faber : Der Naturcdismus Cai den alien chinesen,
sowohl nach der seite des Pantheismus als der sensualismus, order die

siimmtlichen werke Philosophen Licius zum erste male vollstandig
iiberssetz und erklart. Elberfeld, 1887.

19. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1886, Vol. XVIII, p. 22.

20. On these Indian importations Cf. T. de L : Ihe languages of
China before tlie Chinese, sec 212, 213.

21. The Chinese have preserved a long list of rulers who ruled

previously to their own existence, and not in China, which list proves to

be that of the ancient Kings of Chaldeo-Babylonia. The list stops
short at an early date when they or their civilisers were made acquainted
with them. Pending the publication of the two lists in parallel columns,
Cf. my articles on llteChinese mythical Kings and tlu Babylonian canon,

and on Traditions of Babylonia in Early Chinese documents, in Ihe

Academy, October 6th, November 17th. 1883.
22. Cf. Tamdim the Assyrian-Babylonian name of a region, N.W.of the

Persian Gulf.

23. In modern sounds Great Hao Fuh-hi. The same as Ur-Bagas so.

called in the Kassite dialect of Elam (Theo. G. Pinches, MS. note)

otherwise Ur-Ba-u, the first known King of United Babylonia.

24. Cf. The various e.xtracts in the Tai ping yu Ian, a collection of

983 A. D. Bk.
1). 4, 5.— Dr. J. Edkins, /. c. p. 22.—W. F. Mayers,

Chinese Headers Manual, I, 521.

25. On the five literary catastrophes which have made ancient Chinese

literature a mere wreck, Cf. A. ^Vylie, Notes on Chinese lileraiurc, p.p.

III-VII.

26. About the Kivei-tsang lost book, Cf. my work The oldest book of the

Chinese, sec. 31.

27. M. Gu c\uy, DI'scripfion e la Chine. OiridmUdc, par un voyageur,
traduite du Chinois, in Le Muscon of Louvain, Cf. Vol. VI, i887> p. i.

28. Rev. J. Chalmers, Ihe origin of the Chinese (London, 1868) p. 28.

29. Ibid. p. 28.

30. Cf. G. Schlegel Umnugruphic Chinoisc, Vol. J., p. 217.
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TIVO DISCOURSES OF CHOSROES 7BE IMMORIAL-
SOULED.

II.

CHOSROES Argues from the New Testament.

In a preceding number of this review (Vol. I, No. 7) I offered a translation

of the '
last words

'

attributed to the great Persian King Chosroes

Anoshakrubano by a Pehlevi treatise.

Discourses and letters attributed to this celebrated monarch are

extremely common in Eranian literature. It is but natural that all

kinds of traditions should gather round the name of so famous a

warrior and so celebrated a ruler, whose subjects bestowed upon him

the same title of
" the Just," which was enjoyed by the equally famed

Caliph Harun of Bagdad. Numerous conversations, shrewd replies to

questions, solutions of cases, messages to foreign monarchs are pre.

served by Eastern writers, such as the Arab chronicler Fabari. Still

more numerous are the discourses and letters put to his credit by the

great national epic poet of Persia, Firdusi in his immortal Shohndmeh

In the latter work we have noted the following such speeches and

epistles (the references are to the pages of Mohl, in Vol. vi. of his transla-

tion of the Epic):
— i. Chosroes' discourse to the nobles on assuming the

Crown of Iran (123
—

6) : a similar discourse is in Tabari (Noldeke's

version, p. 162); 2. Letter to his subordinates (129
—

34); 3. Speech to

the Mobed (131
—9; 4. Proclamation to his people (140); 5- Dis-

course on the greatness of God, on seeing the beauties of the world

from a lofty mountain (143—5) \
6. Letter to the Roman Kaisar (154

—
8); 7. Letter to the commanders on the Frontier (158); 8. Address to

his Army (159, ; 9. Letter to Ram Berlin (177
—

83, which reminds one

of David and Absalom); 10. Speech about the Hetalians (251) ,
11.

Letters to the Khakan (262, 271) ;
12. Prayer to God (224) ; 13. Col-

lection of his maxims (378
—89); T4, Letter of advice to his son Hor-

muzd (390
—4); 15. Wise answers (395

—
407, 424—430); 16. Letter

to the Kaisar' s son (40S—9) ; 17. Discourse regarding his successor

(433) ;
18. Discourse, with advice to his son and successor (432

—6)

It is a sign of Mohamedan times that Chosroes in this latter discourse

directs his successor to embalm aAd bury his body—a mode of dispos-

ing of the dead utterly repugnant to the AJazdean religion, and in

this respect the " Last Words
"

in the Shahndvieh contrast sharply with

the exact orthodoxy of those in the Andarj-i Khucrav, already translated

in these pages.

It will be seen from the rough list above that the Orientals

made of Chosroes not only an Alexander and a Justinian, but

also a Solomon, to whom they attributed whole strings of
" wise
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saws and modern instances." There can be little doubt tha

much of this is merely the accumulation round the name of an illus-

trous monarch of a quantity of those shrewd proverbs and that senten-

tious philosophy, ever current in the East from time immemorial.

The question may naturally be asked whether all the speeches and

epistles attributed by poet or chronicler to Anosharevan are mei'e rhetorical

compositions, like the speeches in Livy or Tacitus. It is not impossible, I

should say, that at least some of these discourses and epistles have an

historical foundation. It may be remarked that in the case of the

letter cited above, sub i6, Firdusi introduces the matter by saying :

"
I

have seen in an old book that
"
Chosroes wrote as follows. From what

we know of the manner in which Firdusi compiled the materials for his

great Epic, we need have no hesitation in accepting his statement. It

is perhaps possible that when many more of the hitherto inacessible

treasures of Pehlevi literature have been published by the activity of

modern Parsi savants in India—as M. Darmesteter has lately been

urging upon them—we shall find some of the other material used up by
Firdusi for his Epic of Kings. It will then be a nice question to

discuss, as we did in the case of the Andarj, whether any of this Pehlevi

traditional literature is contemporaneous with the Sassanids, and how far

we can consequently rely upon its accuracy.

One discourse of considerable interest is attributed to Chosroes by
the famous Syriac chronicler Barhebraeus, or Abu'l-faraj, to which

attention will be called in this paper. It occurs in the second section

of his Ecclesiastical Chronicle,
" The Primates of the East,'' and I quote

it from the recent edition of MM. Abbeloos and Lamy {Gregorii
Bathebraei Chronicon Ecclesiastiawi., e Codice Musei Brxttannici

descriptum.^ 3 vols., with Eatin translation, Paris and Louvain, 1872-77),

where it occurs, torn III., coll. 91-96. The special interest of this dis-

course is, that it turns upon Christian doctrines, and brings out the

Wise King's (]V)*n»t (n\V)) familiarity with the Christian religion,

and even with the text of the New Testament, asshown by the quotations

from St. Paul. It is more than likely that Chosroes really did possess

such an acquaintance with Christianity. It is well known that

many Christian savants were to be found at the Sassanian Court.

One of his wives was a Christian, and so was his son Nfish-zad

by the same wife, the " Absalom " above referred to, who died,

assisted by a Christian Bishop. Chosroes' physician, Joseph, suc-

ceeded the
'

Catholicos, or partriarch Aba, to be mentioned shortly, in

A.D. 552 (Barheb, 1. c. col. 96). The abundant quotations of the

Christian Scriptures in the.V/'/Xv7;^^6'//wa«/X.' yi/<ir (of which thetextshavc

just been issued hy Dastur Hoshang and Dr. West, Bombay, 1887,

whilst the version by West appeared in Sacred Books of the East, Pahlavi
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Texts, part iii, Oxford, 1885) shew how familiar the Pehlevi writers were

with Christianity.

Although the text of Barhebraeus is so easily accessible, I venture to

conclude with an English version of this curious controversial piece :
—

The Nestorians relate that Chosroes Anoshervan, the Wise King
summoned Abas the Catholicos ["who had been before a Magus,

IjI^Q^wLd," i.e., a Zoroastrian, col. 89 a/itea] and argued with him con-

cernmg Faith, saying :

" Enumerate for me how many peoples there are who call Mary
OeoTOKo'} ( (01-^ ^r^*-) and receive Cyril ;

and how many who do not

call her so and receive Nestorius ?"

At this the Catholicos was silent, for he could not lie, and he was

convicted by the truth. But, being pressed, he answered that all Chris-

tian peoples used that term and received Cyril,
" we alone do not use it

and we receive Nestorius."

Then the king reproved him and said =
" Do then all lie and ye alone

say truth ? In sooth, ye are far from the Christians in your faith and

morals. For where is it heard that a Catholicos or a Bishop hath a wife

dwelling with them as with you ? Or that, when a wife dieth, a cleric

should marry another, and again another and another, as your clerics

do?"

[The Catholicos replies that they do not use the word ^co-oVo?, because

God the Word did not derive his beginning from Mary. He declares

himself a celibate, but defends his predecessors on the grounds of

I Cor., vii.9, and litus i., 6.]

The King answered,
" All these arguments are vain. For Paul him-

self 'says not from men nor by man, but by Jesus Christ.'"* And again

ourfathers the Magi\ unless they knew that it was God who was born of

the Virgin in Bethlehem, would not have come from the East to

adore him nor have offered him offerings. And the word '

It is better

to take a wife 't the Apostle spake to the children of the world, over

whom the lust of the flesh prevaileth. For he who is set in the rank of

the Apostles should burn with the love of God, and not with the lust of

marriage. And as for that one word '

let a priest be the husband of one

wife't if he had permitted to men of the world that two wives together
should belong to one husband, perhaps it would be credible that he

should forbid such a thing to priests. Wherefore I advise thee, O
Catholicos Aba, to withdraw from this belief and adhere to the faith of

the rest of Christians ;
and thou shalt have honour before us and before

them."
*Galat. i, I.

tAba had been a Mazdean, see above,

t i Cor. vii 9
^Titus, !, 6
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Aba's refusal to be thus converted, led to his expulsion and eventual

incarceration and death in prison.

The reference to the tradition, that the Magi of Matt. ii. i were

Mazdeans or Zoroastrians, here put into the mouth of King Chosroes,
will be noted with interest. Of course it is hard to say how far this dis-

course is genuine, or accurately recorded. At any rate it contains no
inherent improbability.

L. C. Casartelli.

A ROYAL EGYPTIAN CYLINDER WITH FLGURES.

It is generally thought that the quantity of cylinders bearing royal

names and titles, dating from the old and middle Kingdoms, indicate a

connection with the national usage of Babylonia. The Egyptian

cylinders are, however, in almost every case, occupied with inscriptions,

and do not otherwise represent animals, gods, or men. But one excep-

tion to this style is in a cylinder which is so very universal in its design,

and so important in its relation to the scarabs bearing unknown names,

that students should be aware of it. I had proposed publishing it in

my collection of drawings of scarabs and royal amulets, but I think it

deserves separate consideration.

This cylinder is of the usual steatite, which has been glazed, but now

only retains the very hard whitish face due to chemical changes. I pur-

chased it in Cairo some years ago. Its genuineness is beyond all ques-

tion
;
both from the evidence of the character of the work, and from the

decomposed glaze
—

formerly green, now powdery and nacreous— tilling
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all the engraving. Its subject is divided into two registers or scenes

running around it, the bases of the scenes joining in the middle, so that

either way up one scene is upright, and the lower one almost like a

reflection of it, figure for fi,uure. The subjects of the scenes are alike,

but with valuable differences. In the upper scene in the illustration we

see a suzerain standing in tranquil enjoyment of the lotus flower pre-

sented to him, and holding the ankh. His private name is behind him,

Ka-anlh-t-nejcr-kha ;
and adjoining it is his throne name in a cartouche

reading Neferid-ka-tat-i(ah . Before him stands a vassal named Neferui-

kes, together with his son and daughter apparently, who kneels before the

suzerain. The same subject is repeated on the opposite scene at the

other end of the cylinder ;
the same Suzerain, with lotus flower and

ankh, stands with his name behind him, but with a slight variation of^,
in place of the curious monogram Ka-a which begins the name before :

this may be an accidental omission, like the Kha being drawn without

its radiations in the first scene, so that it looks like t. It is possible

also that the t after ankh is a badly made r. Before the suzerain is the

vassal standing with a palm branch, his wife or daughter also kneeling
with another branch. Here comes in the great variation

;
in place of

the throne name of the Suzerain we have the throne name of the vassal

in the cartouche before him
;

for though necessarily separated in the

drawing by the same line as the upper scene, the cartouche falls between

the two kings, and to which it applies is seen on reading it. It contains the

same name, neferui-kes, which we have already seen scattered around

the figure of the vassal
;
but beside that it has the royal titles, iiet-nub

and tir. When presenting the lotus flower in homage to his Suzerain

he is but Nefeiuikes; but when marching independently with his branch

he is nei-)iuh-7ieferui-kes-iir.

The age of this cylinder must be either in the troublous times of the

Vllth—Xth dynasties, or the Xlllth—XVIIth dynasties. No king of

any name approaching either of these is known on other mouuments

excepting scarabs. To which period therefore this belongs, I should

not like to decide
;
but the indications lead rather to the later times.

The important results here are that, having figures of both suserain and

vassal, we are definitely assured that the cartouches here are real

names borne by royal persons, and not charms or ignorant toying with

hieroglyphs. As a very large class of scarabs is known bearing inscriptions of

a similar type, we have the best guarantee that these really represent

the names of kings and chiefs now lost to history. This is a very im-

portant inference, as these scarabs have been contemptuously dismissed

by Mariette and others as not of historic value; and the names they have

preserved have been treated as mere exclamations, wishes or charms.

\Ve see on this cylinder an interesting condition of the government ;
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divided, as it usually appears to have been in all times of Egypt's weak-

ness between a suzerain and vassals beneath him. The throne name

of the suzerain is remarkable, beginning not with Ra, but with neferui,

as do many names on scarabs
;
there has been a view that nejerui was a

mode of writing ra, but this has not met with much favour I believe,

though indicated by a scarab in the Louvre
;

this cylinder rather con-

firms such a notion, or at K'ast shows that a regular throne name might

begin with neferui. The cartouche of the vassal shows us in what

manner these frequent names of this type are to be analysed. His own

name was nefenii-kes but for a cartouche he did not adopt a different

name altogether, but added royal titles to his own —" the golden one of

the north, the great." It seems probable that this suzerain was a foreigner

who had adopted an Egyptian name, without appearing as a regular Egyp-
tian king with the usual titles )ieter nefer,oxsuten net; his vassal is apparently

restrained irom adopting these titles, but runs as near regal state as he

may with 7iet, nub and 2ir. This state agrees well with the foreign in-

vasion of the Hyksos period ; and it is probably a Hyksos chief who is

here represented. This may suggest that the Ra name was not adopted

by those who were not of the old royal line, the children of Ra.

There are two other cylinders known with a double register; one

of Usertesen III. and Amenemhat IV. in Brit. Mus.
;
and the exquisite

one of Miss Brocklehurst's with the names of six kings of the XII.

dynasty from Amenemhat I. to IV., all in regular order. From these

both belonging to the end of this dynasty, my cylinder is the more

likely to belong to a later time. There are also two cylinders similar to

this in work and style, though with names of a different type and with-

out figures. One is Professor Lanzone's, of a certain Hak set-u,

" Prince of the mountains," named Khi, with apparently the further

title Mer Xes, director of some religious ceremony or rite—-a prince

priest. The other is in the Pantechnicon at Athens, and apparently

names the same person Khi hut with the title hak?iefer, similar to neter

nefet. The cylinder here described is,' however, so far as I know,

unique in showing us the figures of the personages, and naming both a

suzerain and vassal. Possibly this account may draw some further in-

formation bearing on it from other readers.

W. M. Flinders Petrie.

!

The first iiiuiilicr of the Dietsche Warande, Tij(hchrift voor Ktitist

en Z<'(lf(]fsrlue Icii.is^ pulilislied by Ur. Paul AllKM-ilin.n'k Tliijm at Gand,
and wliicli lias just iippcurc'l, cDiitiiiiis an aMo article liy Mr. (x. Van don

'ilif'vn, oil Dr
i^j):i'ltlii(it'ii

ti' lidhiilmi. |)[).
cSl— 'J(i, ill list rati'il with eight

figures of iiiiisiciaii~ ilrawii IVfiiii the iiiMiniiiients,
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BABYLONIAN ETYMOLOGIES, ^-c.

The Letter M in Semitic Babylonian.—It has already been shown

(S. (J- 0. R., Vol. I., p. 32) that the letter m is often, in Assyrian
and Babylonian texts, to be pronounced as w. In some cases, however,

it seems that it is possible for it to become a mere aspirate (for that

i** what the letter m probably represents in many proper names), and

even to disappear altogether.

An interesting instance of the last-named occurs in the name

-Hh ^4 ^ -^T %] IJ^T^ <V- 4^ ^P- Na-bi-um-§u-li-si-ir

(Nabivm-sii-Hsir), which is apparently written for Nabu-sum-lisir, an

ideographic form of which (f *;!:yiil: "^ "^f ^) is also found.

Nebcchadxrzzar's Brother.—There is a certain amount of additional

interest attached to the above, inasmuch as Nabuon-su-ltsir or Nabv-

ium-Usir seems to be the name of Nebuchadnezzar's younger brother.

The Infinitive of Verbs v'p .
—A* there seems to be a certain amount

of doubt (not, liowever, among English Assyriologists) as to the true

form of the infinitive of verbs having i as their first radical. I reproduce

the following extract from K. 738 :

T -^]i^]^ ^]] i]^ ^t]] ^]] ^JR ivm ^<\ ^^ ^T -V --Id -^! t\

p.p. GUD- SI - 8A TA - E - RU. AR - HU SU- TE -SOR KA - LA-MA
Gud - sisa, Yaeru, the month causing to prosper evervthing

—

INA BLI SO - MI - SU I - DA - (;l - IL : ITI : AR - HU

by its name it is shown : iti = month.

OUD : nap-Ha-ru : guo : ka - la- ma : si - SA : E- SE - Ru sa

gud -
all : gud = evervthiui; : sisa = to prosper. of

'l - DU - TI
(?).

vegetation (?).

Though the etymology given by the scrilx' will probably suri>risp .some

.scholars, there is one thing that is certain, and that is, that we have
here a clear example of the infinitive of a verb Vq, namely, eseru, the

Heb. ~S^ .
The form of the month-naiuo. Y(ien(.. for the more com-

nion Aaru (lyyar) is also very noteworthy.
ThEo. («. i'lNCHES.

Erratum in No 1.— [ii the article 'A Babylonian Dower-contract,' tlie

cuneiform text on p. 7 should be [)Iaced after I. 28 instead of after 1. 7-
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DEITIES UN INDO-SCYTHIAN COINS.

I HAVE reaJ Dr. Stein's paper ou the ' Zoroastrian IJeities on Indo-

Scythian coins" with uiuch interest, as the subject has engaged ray

attention for some years, preparatory to writing a monograph on the

Indo-Scythians. l)oth Sakas and Kuslians. Dr. Stein's paper deals

only witli the coins of tlie Kusiian kings Kanishka and Huvishka

on which he sees certain Zoroastrian deities.
'

I pointed out lon.o- ago that the Greek legends on the coins of the

Kushan Princes rendered the name of Kanishka by KANHPKI, and

that of the Kushan tribe by KOPANO, and I inferred therefore

that the title of RAO ^^as the equivalent of Shao-wu of the Chinese

writers, and of ZAOOY on the coins of the earlier Kushan King
Kujula Kadaphes.2 in all these instances Dr. Stein has noticed that

the Greek letter ro has an abnormal form, with the perpendicular stroke

lengthened upwards. This unusual form he accordingly supposes must
chave been intended to represent the sound of sh, which is wanting in

the Greek alphabet. As I have made numerous sketches of these

coins during my career, this peculiar form of the letter had not es-

caped my notice. ButI did U(jt attribute any special value to its

abnormal form, as I looked upon it simply as a A-ariant of the com-

mon ro, p for P. This opinion I still hold for the following reasons.

1.—In the Turki dialects the letter r often takes the place of s and

:;,
as in the Hungarian tenger=Ti\Y\i.\ dengiz, "the sea". The same

change is common in Latin, as ara=nf!a, Valerius=Valesius, &c.

So also the Greek poTraXov, a "
club", := the Scythian sapal, and

the Indian sabal.

2.—That the title of pAO was pronounced ^ao, and not Shah), as pro-

posed by Dr. Stein, 1 have evidence in a crystal seal witliaroyal bead and

the inscription ^'^ ^ raiim Arian characters. As the Arian alpliabet pos-

sessed a separate character, 'J^,
for the sibilant sh, I presume that this

character would have been used liad the word been pronounced shdho

3.—The earliest Greek form of the tribal name of the Kuslians, ;>s

found on the cinsof Kujula, is nut KOPANO, but KOPCAN. KOPC-
NA, and XOPANCY, all spelt with the common P. Now this form

iniglit have become either Kushan by dropping the /, or Korano by

drupping the s. But I am inclined to think that the latter form was

obtained by the very common process of softening the sibilant s to the

lighter breathing of A, which would give the form of Korhano, or

Kof^i'mfo. But to sIkjw the natural connexion between Korsa

and Koran, 1 need only refer to the Latin cursus and currus, which

both spring from the same root.
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4.—If the letter p really luad the power of sh then this reading

should furnish us with intelligible renderings of all the names in which

it is found. Dr. Stein indeed rests his argument on his readings

of the name of OpAAFNO as Oshlaqno, whivh' he refers to Vereth-

I'aghna, the <raniai) ]V((r-c/od, and on pAOPHOPO as AVta</tra-

vairi/a, or as he is })opularly called Shahrewar, one of the Zoroast-

rian Amshaspands,
" the genius of metals."

But I read these names differently. The fu'st I take to be only a

blundered rendering of OPAATNO f<'r OPGArNHC, the name of

an earlier Scythian King of the family of Gondophares. Orthagnes I

would explain by the Sanskrit artha-jna, pronounced Arthagna, mean-

ing the "
wise," as a synonime of the Planet Budha, or Mercury.

As the name of Budha (the planet) might easily have been confused

with that of Buddha (Sakya Muni), I presume that another temi of

similar meaning was adopted. Perhaps the bird with expanded wing
on the helmet of Orlagno may be intended to typify the rapid motion

of the ^j/a?ie<, as well as the swiftness of the element Wind, over which

Mercury presided. Odin we know was called the " the eagle-headed,''

I may note that the substitution of / for t and d is stillcommon in Af-

ghanistan, where las=idas (ten), last=dast [hand], jKf?rt?-^/;ztor [father]

and tsalor-^chatur [four].

With respect to the second name pAOPHOPO I notice that Dr.

Stein ignores the obvious meaning of Rao as "
King,'' although the

well-known examples of Rao-Nana and Nana-Rao should have pointed

to this simple explanation. The fully armed figure of Rao-Reoro with

helmet, spear, and shield, is so obviously intended for the great
" God

of War," that I feel it quite impossible to recognise him as the simple
"
genius of metals". On some coins Rao Reoro is represented in actual

combat with his shield on his upraised arm. The real God of metals

was H<t>AICTOC, who is represented on my unique coin of Kan-

erki with hammer and tongs, a figure of which A0PO, the "God of

Fire" is an exact copy. I would explain Rao-Reoro as "
King Reoro",

and refer the name to the Sanskrit Rudhira, which means literally
"
blood," but which is also a name of Mars. By the usual process of

softening the hard dh to the soft h, Rudh'ira would become Ruhira, and

Rao Reoro would be simply "King Mars," the Mars-piter of the Romans
and the Semitic Adrammelek, or Adar-ha-meleh,

" Adar the King."
That the planets were called "

Kings" we have the testimony of Hyde,
who says "Aputl Ethnicos planeta} oniues Regum eiiithcto scm}»er

gaudeltant."-^

The name of A0PO, lliat h Atar or Adar= ''Vn\\'' which is iii-

variabhj written with the abnormal form of p, offers the most con-

clusive proof that its real value was simply r. Dr. Stein lu'msolf says

that the legend of Athro is
" not open to any doubt," altliough he

atfirms that sometimes in Athro there is
" a i)artial confusion " of two
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characters so similar in appearance". To this statement I can oppose

my long experience, during which I have not seen among many hun-

dreds even a single specimen on which the name was s^ielt otherwise

than with the abnormal fonn of ro.

I differ also with the reading of TEIPO, which Dr Stein identifies

with Tishtri/o, the Avestic name of Sirius. But the figure is Vi, female
with Bow and Quiver, whereas Sirius was a male personage. Dr.

Stein indeed says that " we must not attach much more importance to

the difficulty
"
presented by the cq^j^arently female character of the type,"

as it is evidently "a mere reproduction of the Greek Artemis." Ex-

actly so, and as Artemis was a female I prefer to read the legend of the

coin as ZEIPO, and to identify the figure with the Persian Zahra,

or Venus. In the Arabic version of the Acts of the Apostles [c. xix,

28] the Greek "ApTe^ws is rendered by Zahra. We have also the

statement of Hesychius, who says Zapipei. "Ap-re/nts Uepaai. As a final

proof I may add that I possess two gold coins with exactly the same

female figure with Bow and Quiver, both of which bear the legend
of NANO. That Nanaia was the Eastern Venus we have the tes-

timony of Plutarch and Klemens of Alexandria. The former says

"Artemis quam vocavit Anaitida," and the Litter more directly says

'A0/)o^tTiy» Tava'tcov.

Another name which Dr. Stein wishes to explain as that of a

Zoroastrian deity is ApA€IXpO, in which both ro's are of ab-

normal form. He reads the third letter as A , and thus obtains Ashaeik

sho, with which he compares the Zend Ashai-aJdslito and Ardavahishfa,

that is
"
Holy Order", or the " Genius of Sacrificial Fire", commonly

called Ardabehisht. But to this reading I strongly object, as the figure

is unmistakeably that of the Sun, with a radiated halo round the

head, and the right hand extended exactly like the figure of M 1 1 PO
or Mihiro.* The legend should therefore be some epithet of the Sun.

The only explanation that I can suggest is the Sun's well known
Indian name of Dirasakara or Din-lar, the "

Day-maker," which with

the prefix of Arta, or "
great," might perhaps be the name intended

as Ardinkara.

I have now examined the four principal names tm which Dr.

Stein rests his readings of " Zoroastrian Deities on Indo-Scythian

Coins," aud on which he l»ases his conclusion that tlie
" Iran-

ian language and traditions, as well as Zoroastrian Religion were

introduced into India by its Indo-Scythian conquerors".^ Witli

regard to the language of the Indo-Scythian conquerors this conclusion

is certainly wrong, as all tl)c inscriptions of the Kushans are in the

Indian language, while the royal titles of Maluhaja, Raja-diriija,

Bevaputra, &c. arc jjcculiar to India. With regard to the introdi-ction

of the Zoroastrian religion I am more sceptical. In fact I feel confident

that the religion of the Indo Scythian Kushans was the Scytho-Mediau
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wnrsliip of the Planets and Elements, which they brought with them

from Dactria; but somewhat modified as well as amplified l)y contact

with India. Of purely Indian Gods there are several, such as BOAAO,
or Buddha (Sakya Muni), the Brahmanical four armed OKPO with

his Bull and trident, and the three representations of Kartikeya under

the names of Mahasena Skanda-Kumara and Vaisiikha.

In conclnsidn. I will attempt to explain the two very common names

of OKPO and APAOXPO, in both of which the peculiar form of

ro is unavoidably used. As Dr. Stein has not even tried to explain

the former name I infer that his sh key will not unlock its meaning.

I will therefore try the common key of r.

The god OKPO is a four-armed deity standing in front of a

humped Bull. He holds a trident, a thunderbolt, a noose, and a water

vessel, all symbols of the Indian Mahadeva or Siva, whose vdhan was

the Bull Nandi. He is also named Kdl or "
Time", and as such

he represents Death, the Destroyer of all things. He is therefore

called vakra, the ' cruel and malignant', which is also a title of the

inauspicious Planet Saturn. As OKPO represents most exactly the

Sanskrit vakra I feel some confidence in the correctness of this

reading.

APAOXPO is a goddess, who, whether sitting or standing, is

always represented with a cornucopice filled with fruits. According to

my view she represents the Earth, the Alma Venus of Lucretius, and

the mother of all things living, /t/}-/y/j ttciv-wv, as Euripides calls her.

On one coin her name is simply AOXPO. When I first saw this

coin in India in 1874 I at once pointed out to Sir Clive Bayley that

the name was the Scythian form Tukkara or Thukkra of the Sanskrit

Sm/.t« or the planet Venus. Ardokro would therefore be Arta+ Tukkra,

or the " Greek Venus", in fact the Magna Dea. In the inscriptions

of Darius I find Utana son of Thukkra, as one of the Seven Con-

spirators. He therefore corresponds with Otanes of Herodotus. Now

Utana, in Sanskrit Usanas, is also a name of Venus, and this con-

nexion of the two names in the same family is strongly in favour of

the correctness of my reading.

My general conclusion regarding tlie deities figured on the Indo-

Scythian coins is that the Kushans, during their residence in Bactria,

had adopted the Magian worship of the Elements and the Seven

Planets. The Zoroastrian cult had no images until Artaxerxes Mnemon

introduced the worship of the Babylonian Nanaia. The figures of the

Planets and Elements on the coins of the Kushans are certainly not

of Persian origin, but are clearly either copies of Greek art, or o'-iginal

Indo-Grecian designs. The figure of AB-PO the god of Fire is copied

exactly from that of H<t>AICTOC nii my unique coin of Kanerki,

and that of OKPO with tlie club is unitated from the gold coin

of HPAKIAO or Herakles. Except on one unique coin in my own
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cabinet I can find no trace of Zoroastrianism. This single coin

bears a male figure riding a horse which has two heads, with the

legend MAZAOOANO the interpretation of which I leave to

Zend scholars.

NOTES.
1) B. (|- 0. Record, No. 10. p. 155.

2) Benq'^H Asiatic Society Journal, 1845, p. 432—434.

nid., 1853, Coins of Indian Buddhist Satraps.
Numismatic Chronicle, 1872. N. S. vol. xii. p. 299.

3) Religio Veterum Persarum, p. 115.

4) Prof. Percy Gardner describes this figure as "
Sun-god with radiated

disk."—Brit. Mus, Catalogue.

5) B. ^- 0. Record, No. 10, p. 196.

Alex. Cunningham.

A CLAIM OF PRIORITY AS TO DEEDS RELATING
TO BELSHAZZAR.

The last number of the Record has just reached us : and we are

much astonished to see Mr. Boscawen* there, in an article entitled " In-

^n-intions relating to Belsliazzar," reproducing a text (8 + 329, 79, 11, 17)

already published by Mr. Strassmaier, (Congress of Leyden, No. 80) and

*With reference to this article we have the following Note from Mr.
Boscawen :

—
'* I have read the remarks of MM. Revillout, in which they claim a

priority in the discovery of the tablet relating to Belshazzar, which I

published in last number. While admitting their priority of study of

this text, I Would state this, in reply, that I was quite unaware of their

contribution on the subject, their work "
Obligations en droit Egyptien

compare aux autres droits de I'antiquite" not having been seen by me.

There is no copy of the book in the British Museum
;

and I have never

seen it quoted as yet by any English or American Assyriologist. It is

not strange, therefore, that I do not in any way refer to it.

" In regard to the criticisms on my paper, these seem to me to turn upon
the moot question of the restoration of the mutilated portions of the text,

and the well-Unown ambiguity of Assyrian prepositions.
" Tiie transcription adopted in the second tablet of lu-nit was that

wiiicli 1 know would lie recognised liy Assyrian scholars, as it appears to

have been by ]MM. UeviUout, and did not tlierefore call for any explana-
tion on tbcir part or mine—and as to the translation we agree.

" And, of course, if it could be imagined, which I cannot well conceive,

that MM. Revillout have had it in their minds to fasten upon me a charge
of slianiclcs-i phiLfiarism from their, to me, quite unknown book, the read-

ers of the Riciird will at (jnce see that most of their accusations ipso

facto full to the ground.
"On my own part I am also bound to statu that I dissent on several

I oints fruni their renderings.
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translated by us in 1886, p. 393 of the Appendix to tlie Ooiirse
" sur leg

oliligations en droit cgyptien compare aux autres droits de I'antiquite" de-

livered by one of us at the Ecole du Louvre, and presenting, as an import-

ant discovery of his ovs'n, exactly the same remarks upon which we had laid

stress at length in the work in question.

The discovery which Mr. Boscawen claims consists in showing that Bel-

saruzur or Baltliasar, son of king Nabonidus, had, when this contract waS

drawn up, (S + 329) a separate household, and a major-domo who had al-

ready filled th3 same office in the household of king Neriglissar's son, as

proved by another deed (S -t- 170) dated in the 2nd year of that king.

Now this othetdeed (S + 170) we have Hkewise translated, pp. 386 and

387 of our book
;
and this permanence of the function of chief of the

household of the king's son, the heir presumptive to the crown, under dif-

ferent dynasties, is the very point upon wliich we have laid hold to throw

light upon the subject.

We reproduce here those passages in which we have treated of it :

" In the second year of Neriglissar Nebo ahi iddin guarantees a debtor

of the king's son. Here is the translation of this deed which is

numbered 118 in Mr. Strassmaier's copy :

' 12 minas of silver, credit of the king's son, by the hands of {saqati)

Nebo zabit qati, mayor of the palace (rabbiti) of the king's son, upon
Sumaiukin, son of Muralliniu—In the month of Nisan, the money,
to wit : 12 minas, as his capital he (Sumaiukin) will give ;

all his goods
in town and countiy, whatever they may be, are the security of the

king's son. No other possessor shall place his hand on it until Nebo-
zabit qati has received the money.—In regard to the reception of the

money Nebo ahi iddin, son of Sulai, of the tribe of Egibi, stands as

security :

'Babylon the 10th UIul of the second year of Neriglissar king
of Babylon.'

"We see that the king's son acts like the king himself and is

not brought personally into the deed. It is his major-domo Nebo
zabit qati to whom the debtor binds himself.

" The text of No. I inscription in my paper has now been published by
Dr. Strassmaier in his ' Inschrift von Nabonidus,' No. 265.f

W. St C. B."

fit is to be observed that this No. 265 forms part of the first fascicule

of the inscriptions of Nabonidus published by Mr. Strassmaier, the first

fascicule which appeared about six months ago, while the second has only

just appeared. In regard to Mr. Boscawen's No. 2, which we have
translated in our volume, it had been published as a text more than two

years ago in the series of the said contracts at Liverpool under No. 80.

It has just been so a second time under number 270. In the second

fascicule of the contracts of Nabonidus, Mr. Strassmaier lias adoptvd in

this second publication the restorations which he had proposed {<ina
ft/'nu rasutu), restorations very different fi-om those pi'oposed by Mr.
Boscawen. V. & E. R.
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" Nebo zabit qati of whom mention is here made, is called ris of

the king, that is to say, chief officer, a high royal functionary, in a

tablet, No. 122, dated in the same reign (the third year of Neri-

glissar) a deed unfortunately mutilated, but which had been drawn up
by Nebo ahi iddin himself. We find him again with the title of mayor
of the palace (rabbiti) of Belsaruzur or Balthasar, the son of the

king, in the year 9 (7) of Nabonidus in a deed of which we shall have

to speak farther on. This function of mayor of the palace of the king's
son appears therefore to have been at that age one of those high dig-
nities of the court which were preserved under every reign."

Three pages further on, in pursuing the history of the banker Nebo

ahi iddin, we speak as follows:

" In another (deed) he lets for three years to Nebo kin ahu, treasurer

of Balthasar (Belsaruzur), the king's son, a house, for a mina and a

half of silver. We shall give tliis deed farther on when speaking of

the mortgaged rentings. But it proves to us that Nebo ahi iddin had

established some relations with the new court."

Lastly, on p. 395, after having given the translation of the deed

itself which Mr. Boscawen has just reproduced, we said:

" This deed is extremely curious. It shows us a slave of the king's
son who is married and who fills an ofiice often occupied in other

deeds by a free man, that of secretary
-
purser to the king's son.

'Not only does he possess a legitimate wife
;
but he has certainly besides

a stock of UKjuoy over which he nearly exercises the right of master.

To sell one of his slaves to a sacred temple in tlie city of Ur, he employs
as apparent intermediary, as rasutanu, one of his colleagues of the house of

the king's son, who himself is a grofit personage, since it is this man
called Nebo zabit qati whom we have already seen under Neriglissar
as major-domo of the king's son, which he is still, and distinguished

as a great officer of the crown {ris sarri) from this very word
tL^^."^

head and chief which was used in the time of Bruce, Salt, &c., in

Ethiopia to designate the mayor of the palace, generaligeimo, and governor
in the king's name."

It appears to us that it would be difficult to be more explicit re-

garding the basis of the argument which Mr. Boscawen advances in

his own name.

As to the text of this deed we would make the remark that he

gives it preserving the lacunce which are in Mr. Strassmaier's copy,

excepting the proper names, which Mr. Strassmaier and we have restored

with ease, and whose restoration he introduces in the text itself. A curious

thing ! He has none the less, in line 3, kept the same "length of lacuna

as if he had not introduced the name Nebo. No change whatever has

been introduced 1)y him in the readings ; only, at the end of line (5, Mr

Strassmaier having noted the beginning of a sign which could be com pleted

in two ways, since this beginning is common to *~^*^ and to
Jr^4<^y^>->|-

lie has completed it by turn, which presents no meaning, and again be has

marked a lacuna after a word anatum thus formed, when in reality it

must be comjilctcd sim and read ana simt,
" for the price of." At the he-

giiiiiiiig of the 3rd line we had proposed to fill up the laciiva liyilic Idler
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ra, and that restoration still seems to us certain. Mr. B(jsca\ven has pro-

posed (in parentheses with a point of interrogation) the letter na, wliicli

gives him a word nahitu whieli he translates doubtfully, it is true, and

with a point of interrogation, by the words the offering. In reality, nusuta

which would have quite a different sense, could not occur here. The

word rasutu, on the contrary, which is very frequent in the deeds, is

what the context demands. We have at some length spoken of

this word rasutu in the Proceedings of the Biblical Archoeological

Society. The meanings among which one could hesitate are those

of a special credit to an intermediary employed in the sales, a mort-

gagee's credit of a general kind, or a simple credit. In every case the

rasutu represents a right of credit, and consequently a sum to be claimed

back. The question is this : Is it necessary to translate in this contract

the preposition «-^^^ycy by
"
upon" or by

' for" ? In a general way,

when >-^C^fj:y is written without the letter of prolongation .^ it

signifies
'•
for", and is read in Semitic ana eli

; when, on the contrary,

this group is followed by the letter of prolongation ^, (connecting

itself with the old pronunciation in Akkadian mulihi) it should be trans

lated "upon" and is rather read in Semitic ina eli In all the deeds

of loan, &c., it is this last form which is to be found used to fix the

debtor. Yet we ought to say here that the settled rule relating to the

use of the .A as a diacritic mark allow^s numerous exceptions. We
may therefore ask if the price of a slave, paid by the banker Nebo ahi

iddin, to the hands of Nebo zabit qati is thus found paid on the

account of a debtor or a creditor. If l^ebo kin ahi is the debtor as to

Nebo zabit qati, it is the latter who has sold him the slave in question, and

in that case the mention of a tithe of a temple would indicate only

for what, definitively, the price of that slave ought to serve. The major-

domo of Balthasar, finding himself a debtor for a tithe to the pleroma

of the gods of a temple, would, in order to pay that tithe, sell

one of his slaves to one of the functionaries of the household

of Balthasar who, although a slave, lived in the style of the

slaves of the Roman emperors, had his own wife, his own slaves, and his

own money deposited with a banker. The 45 shekels represent, besides,

the average price of a Babylonian slave of that period, one of those

slaves known by the name of galla, galli, in the contracts relating to their

sale. If one were to accept this hypothesis, the (jalla whose price

is found to be paid by the banker Nebo ahi iddin ^vould become the

''vicar" of another slave—to employ for our purpose some terms of

Roman law. The imperial inscriptions of the reign of Tiberius shew

us what high personages among slaves could be the "vicar" of a slave

of the reigning family.

On the contrary hypothesis, that which according to the general rule

would translate by
" for" >-^C:^y^y deprived of the i^of prt)longation the

major-domo, Nebo zabit qati, would have taken the charge, on the con"
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trary, of representin.c^ his colleague relatively to the payment at

the sale of the said slave—the sale effected by his colleague. In

this case, the purchaser could be none other than the temple of th

pleroma of gods here named, and the mention of a tithe is intro-

duced, exactly as in a multitude of other deeds in our collection, to

indicate the cause of the production of a sum expended by a temple
The accounts of the temples were admirably kej)t in Chaldea, as we shall

shortly show.

Such was our first opinion, and we translated accordingly. One can

only hesitate still between two translations, the whole difference between

which is based upon the meaning which is to be attributed to the preposi-

tion -<t<yi:y.
The following is one of these translations :

" Two thirds of a mina 5 shekels of silver (production of tithe) of

the temple of the gods Bel, Nebo, Nergal, and of the goddess Bcht of

the city of Ur, rasutu by Nebo zal)it qati, mayor of the palace {rab bit)

of Belsaruzur, son of the king, for Ncbo kin aim secretary
- purser

(man ni/nri) slave of Belsaruzur, for the price of Nebo nequti silim, his

slave—The money, to wit : | of a mina 5 shekels, Nebo zabit qati, mayor
of the palace {rab bit) of Belsaruzur, son of the king, by the hands of

Nebo ahi iddin, son of Sulai, of the race of Egibi, for Nebo kin aliu, re-

ceived in presence of the woman Dikitum, wife of Nebo kin aim."

Now this is the other :

"
§ of a mina 5 shekels of silver (tithe destined for) the temple of

the gods Bel, Nebo, Nergal, and of the goddess BeHt of the city of Ur,
rasutu of Nebo zabit qati, mayor of the palace of Belsaruzur, son of

the king, upon Nebo kin aim, secretary-purser, slave of Belsaruzur,
son of the king for the purchase of Nebo nequti silim,his slave. The money,
to wit :

1^
of a nana 5 shekels, Nebo zabit qati, mayor of the palace of

Belsurazur, son of the king, receive it from the hands of Nebo
ahi iddin, son of Sulai, of the race of Egibi (paying) for Nebo kin aliu, in

presence of the woman Dikitum, wife of Nebo kin ahu."

As to the other document of which Mr. Boscawcn speaks it would have

been better, if it had not been published, that he should have given

the text, than to re[)roduce without modification a text published a long-

time ago. His transcription is very insufficient
; for, when he uses, for ex-

ample the word lunit to represent probably "^ ""^f generally transcribed

tsinu or tsiniu zikaru or tsimt ardu &c., one could evidently proceed only

by cemjecture in forming the idea of tlie text which he has iu view.

We may add that these conjectures are sufficient to permit us to af-

firm that Mr. Ijoscawen's translation is inaccurate. It is true that our

conjectures have to strengthen them some distinct analogous docuiiients

wliich are to b(( found in our collection, and which we should give hero, if

they did not demand too long ex})lanations which would carry us beyond

a simple claim of [)riority.

V. & E. JvEVII.I.OUT.

Paris, 11th Dec, 1887.

Printed for the Proprietor at 5i,Knowle Road, Brixton, S.W., and Published by him
there ; and by D. NuTi', British and Foreign Bookseller, 370, Strand, W,C.
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MAN HAN SI-FANTSYEH-YAO,
A BUDDHIST REPERTORY

IN SANSCRIT, TIBETAN, MANDCHU, MONGOL & CHINESE.
{Continued from p. 13).

Introduction—cnntin ued.

We continue the bibliography begun in our last article :
—

Baboo Sarat Chandra das. Contributions to the Religion, Historj',

&c., of Tibet.—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Beugal. 1881. pp.
187—249 ; ib. 1883, 1—128, Nos. 1 and 2.

Uddnavarga. Compiled by Dharmatrata
; translated, with notes

and extracts, from the commentaiy of Prajnavarman, by W. W. Rock-
hill. Triibner, Oriental Series. "8vo. 1883,

r. Wassilief. Buddhism, its dogmas, its history, its litei-ature.

Translated by G. A. Lecomme. 8vo, Paris, 1869.
Various publications of the Pali texts Society : Puggala pannatti

Aydramga sutta, TJiera and TMri gdlhds, Anguttaru nikdya Sa-

gdtha varga, &c., &c.

E. Senart. Mahdrastu avaddna. Sanscrit Text published for the
first time, and accompanied by introductions and a commentary, t. I.

Paris. 1882.

V. Faueboll. Dhammapadam ex 3 codicibus Haun. palice edidit

&c. Haunioe, 1885.

A Schiefner. Tiiranatha : Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien,
Petersb. 1869.

Vinaya Texts. Transl .ted by T. Rhys Davids and H. Olden-

berg. Sacred books of the East. vol. xvii.

H. Oldenberg. Vinayapitakam. London.
R. Mitra. The Sanscrit Buddhist literature of Nepal. London.

Ashtdsahasrikd prajndpdramitd ;
first edited from Nep. MSS. Fasc

I. Calcutta. 1887.

S. Beal. The Buddhist tripitaka as it is known in China and
Japan. 1876. Fol. 117 pp.

Coomara svami. Suttanipata ;
trans, from the Pali, with introduc-

tion and notes. London. 1874.

Vol, I.~No. 3. [49] Feb., 1888.
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/. Dikson. The patimokha. Pali text with tsanslation.

-M. MuUer. Dhammapada, transl. from Pali. London, 1870. In-

troduction to Capt. T. Rogers' Budliaghosha's parables.
St. Jalien. Hiouen-tsang. Vovage des pelerins boudliistes. 2 vols.

Paris. 1857.

Y. Schmidt. XJeber das Maliuyana und Prajnaparamita der Baud-
dhen.— Vajracednka. Texte tibetain et traduction. 4to. St Pet. 1837.

We do not mention the Sanscrit non-Buddhist works, nor the Mand-

ohu, Mongol or Chinese ones.

It would be interesting to know from what special sources our compiler

have directly borrowed to form their nomenclature. It has been

said above they have not found it ready, for it has in it a mixture of

sacred and profane which can find no place in any work. Unfor-

tunately we have not on this subject any precise basis
;

all the

information we possess of the origin and the composition of our book is

confined to the brief mention by Father Amiot, which I have noticed

above, and there is, in no part of it, a trace of the authors' names.

The materials from which they have borrowed all the terminology belong

certainly to the Buddhism of the north: tlie language of the text, Sanscrit,

indicates it sufficiently already; beyond that, we do not see mentioned

there either the triratna or tripitaka which fonns the necessary di\'ision of

Pali books. Besides, the collection of Buddhist writings, with its dozen

parts numbered in section 9 of the 2nd part, is exactly that of the

Xepalese texts which Hodgson has made known to Europe. As to the

rest, our compilers seem to have desired to be eclectic.

Before proceedmg to the translation of our work, it will be right to

give a sitmmary of its contents; we must, therefore, draw a sketch of the

principal schools of Buddhism.

We know that Buddhism does not remain completely one and uniform, but

that there is formed in its heart a great number of schools. The founders of

Buddhism had created a system simple and, above all, practical. Their

successors, wishing to explain, to examine tlioroughly, and to develope,

have given it different styles. Besides, the Brahmins, in entering the

new church brought into it their [ihilosophical ideas, and adapted them to

the new creed; and that in different ways as their systems differed from

each other.

We have already remarked, contrary to the ideas ])rimitively lield, that

Buddhism was tlian a development, a modification of Brahmanism,

than a violent reaction, a religious revolut ion, and that the first was com-

pletely stamj)ed with the spirit of the second. Koepen especially applies

himself to demonstrate this fact. He lias plainly shown especially that

developed Buddliism and the I>uddhist ])]iilosoi)hy do not differ, except

accessorily, from that of the Bralnnans; but that comes above all from the
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influence exercised by tlie converts wlio liad formed in tlieir own likeness

the developments of the Buddhist metaphysics and cult.

We discern at first sight two great schools which contain all the others,

and of which the second in order of time has assumed for its system the

name of Mahaydnn, while giving to its rival that of lUndydnn. The

author of Buddhism had represented its doctrine, the practice of its

precepts as a "marga"path; these new disciples considered the doctrine

as the means of walking in the yana 71 path, whence the name of

Mahdydna n, the great vehicle, the great means of making progress-

Despiisng the creed and the practices of those from whom they separated,

they described them as hindydnan, a degraded, defective method or vehicle.

The new school had its birth about the commencement of our era, under

the inspiration and imj)ulse of the heavenly roaster, Ndgdrjiina, who went

through the west and the south of India preaching his doctrine, and who

wrote many sd-stras. His system is distinguished by tlie theory of void,

the simultaneousness of contraries and indefinite subtleties.

Two centuries after his time the Mahiiyana was divided into two

principal schools, the Yogacdrya, of which the head, Aryosangha,^ was in-

spired by Brahmanic Yoga and some civaic ideas, and the Madhydnika,

holding the central position
—those who pretended to represent the pri-

mitive school and to hold the proper mean between the extreme of

absolute void and real existence, by admitting an illusory existence.

On the other liand the pre-Mahayanite Buddhism, stigmatised by the

innovators by the qualification of hlna. was broken into two great

divisions, which bore the names of Sdutrdntika or votary of the sole

substance of the Sutras, and Vaihhdshika, using some Vibhasha or

commentaries, according to the one
;

or dilemmas (likewise vibhdshd)

according to others.^ They received the Abhidharma. The Sdutdrnt/'ka

already numbered eighteen schools.

Besides this, the Buddhism of the north was broken up into four other

schools, represented especially at present in Nepal. These are :

1. The Svabhdvika materialists, who did not recognise in everything

ought except the svabhdva ^essential nature proper) material, having
for complete production two movements, the pi-avrtti (movement in front)

tending to create, to act, to develop, and the nij-rrtti (movement be-

hind or of repression) tending to repose, to immobility, and realizing

the perfection of nature.

Matter, the only kind of being which exists, is eternal, as well

as its powers. In it are activity and intelligence. All its operation and

its mode of existence is summed up in two terras, action and repose,

concretion or abstraction Q)7-arrtt/ and nivrtti). The nivrtti is its first

and final condition; in that state it is reduced to an infinitesimal quantity

in an absolute repose, and withdrawn from all visible, sensible, form
;
but

this even is endowed with attributes of infinite faculties. By its own

nature the Svabhava arises from its repose to enter upon activity, a
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passing condition for it, and one destined to lose itself in repose. Then
all forms are produced, all beings with all their beauties display themselves

to enter into infinite dispersion and repose. It is the Svabhava which

works all this with intelligence. Altogether it is a divinity at once

material and intelligent which produces all its substance. All inanimate

forms perish without leaving any trace; animate forms (which include man)
subsist, and can by their efforts and their virtues proceed to the condition

of nivrtti; but they can do nothing upon the world, or to aid the efforts of

other intelligent beings. Each one, for himself and by himself, works

towards his deliverance by perfecting his faculties, shutting himself up in

abstraction. When he has come to know the nature of being and its

actions, principally the nirvrtti, he is omniscient, Buddha and may be

worshipped. Happiness and unhappiness, temporal and eternal, is the

direct unavoidable consequence of ac.ions good or bad.

One special class of materialists substitute the prajnd for the svabhava.
This prqy'fia is the collection, the suppositum of all the faculties and powers
of the universe. The end of man is to be associated with his activity.

2. The Aigvartka who recognised a supreme spiritual being, an

gvara but without empire over the world, a god occupying the nirvrtti

in which man should find his final happiness, but by merely human
acts and without cooperation of the ''gvara. This Supreme Being is

the Adibudda, the supreme, original Buddha.

The efforts which every one ought to make in order to attain to de-

liverance consist in the exercise of the virtues and the repression
of the passions, (tapas), and meditation. By these acts and these

virtues the faculties are developed in such a way as to increase

them indefinitely, to raise them to heaven, and to render them partak-
ers of the nature of the igvara or Adibuddha.

This supreme being is to the Aigrari^cas the fulness of the perfec-

tions, infinite without either member or movement of passi(m, separated
from all things and united to everything, infinite in the forms which

he ])roduces by the pravrtti, himself without form in himself, in the

nirvrtti, prime intellectual essence, revealed by its will. Being alone true,

its nature is nirvrtti
;
but to produce beings he has given himself the

five means of knowledge (P. I sec. VI,) and by them lias created the

five Buddhas of contemplation, thos(! which have produced the five

Boddhisattvas of the same kind which have produced all beings, all

the elements of tlie pravrtti.

In the beginning tliere was nothing individual, in motion or

transitory. All was Mahdgunyatd. But Adi Buddlia existed without

form, without internal movement, and revealed himself as Fire.

Certain l)()oks {Karandavijuha, Ndmasangiti) exalt the Adi Buddha
still higher than that :

" It is the cause of all existence, of the well

being of all
;

it has produced everything by its meditation. Existing
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of himself, an ocean of infinitive perfections, eternal, without form, but

the form and type of everytliing, &c., &c,"

3. The Kdrmika who, based upon a first spiritualistic principle,

without providence, teaches that man arrives at happiness
—final repose

—by the acts of the virtues : Karma, by the development of his moral

faculties. This development enlargeshis nature, elevates it, renders it

superhuman, and capable of participating in that of the supreme

Principle.

The Karmika system places as the principle of all things the pra-

jna, or the total intelligent force of nature. In it is a principle of

of activity which by it produces all acts and which is called upaya.

From their union is born the manas or principle of knowledge, com-

mon energy of the senses
;
from this manas are born the virtues and

vices to the number of ten.

The whole existence of the changing and transitory world is derived

from the false opinion of this existence (pratyaya), of false knowledge

{civi(Jyd) which engenders this opinion or faith. This avidya and this

pratyaya exists first in the sentient and perceptive principle, jnanas^

before it is individualized and embodied. This conviction begets the

desire for the reality of this existence (^sanskdra, rather : spurious crea-

tion, conception). Next is born the consciousness of the individual

illusory existence, rijridna, and from this latter the knowledge of

forms and of names, a perceptible individual form of particular beings;

thence proceeds the existence of individual physical and intellectual

beings which are the objects of perception by the senses, shaddyatanam^
and the senses, likewise, from which proceed naturally the perception

of the properties of things by the perceptive principle individualized)

and embodied
;

that of the physical and moral qualities (vedana), and

from this last the desire of, and attachment to those objects and

qualities (trshnd) and which impels the intelligent being to seize those

objects to enjoy them (upaddna). Tiiis operation of the perceptive

being produces thence material existence {hhdva), and the birtli of

living each according to his kind and the life of these is ended by
old age and death. Thus is evolved the pravrtti until the intelligent

being shakes off the avidya. Then all the Karma disappear and with

them all sentient beings.

4 The Ydtnikii, which is distinguished from the preceding in this

that it places the middle of salvation in the efforts of the under standing

contemplating and studying the truth. These human efforts, for

them, as for the Karmikas, transform nature.
A

The Yatnikas recognize also the levara, Adibuddha, and make from

prajnd his power. From prajnd he produces Yatna (intellectual force)

which engenders the pravrtti, but serves also to conqtier it and make it

return into the nirvrtti. By Yatna he produces the five senses, from
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which arise the five^Buddhas, fathers of the Duddhisatvas who produced
the w^nrld.

It is impossible for us to give here more details upon the principles

of those various seliools ; many, besides, have no interest in regard to

our book. Let us confine ourselves to some principal notions of the

Mahavrma. And first, not to be too much surprised by it, let us recall

that from the^Vedic times the Hindu thinkers were accustomed to work

more by imagination than by judgment, and to argue upon the words

rather than, the -ideas; that a word was to them a notion, and that they
little attempted to sound the depths of a conception, that the simul-

taneousness of contraries (but not their identity) was an admitted

thesis from the origin of philosophism.^ The Brahmanic theories have

for outological principle what is inscribed at the beginning of the

Mana vadl larmae astra :

"
It was It,'' darkness-made, undiscerned, without any character, un-

distinguishable,unknowable by the reason, and as if enveloped in a sleep."

It is this abyss which the spirit cannot know, and to which one cannot give

any attribute, that has given birth to the Buddhist non-being.
To the Mahayanists the tad is the void gumiatd, and they have

developed this theory in all its consequences.

In the beginning is the Void, and the void exists by itself; it is and it

is not; it exists but as negative being, opposed to everything which exists

perceptibly, and the perceptible being does not exist in connection with it.

The void is the being at the same time abstract and real, which exists in

everything witliout being confined in anything,,which contains everything
and contains nothing. Subject-object, on its face non-existent, it enters

nto the mind and there becomes subjective; the void is everything and

nothing. In everything which may be conceived, it is neither being
nor non-being, neither eternal nor non-eternal, neither I, nor not-I; all is

illusion except the void,^ and this void is the final term of being
human or divine. To arrive at this, it ought not only to detach itself

from all wliich is perceptible and temporal, but to repel from its mind all

idea of exterior and interior objects, all speculation upon their resemblance

or difference, whereas everything is neither unlikely nor different.

We cannot longer protract this exposition of principles. The other

necessary notions will be found successively in the notes to our text.

C. DE Harlez.

NOTES.

1) The Yogacdra\i2L(\. as its founder Aryosangha of I'urushapfira, about

the 1st or 2dd century a.c. He devclopes his system in his book the

Yogacriryabliunii gastra, wliere he seeks to reconcile the doctrines of

Mahayana witli tliose of the I>rahuianic Yoga and with the tantra of

these and their practice of magic.

2) Both (if those aduiit the reality of jjorceptible beings, but the first

(lid not admit but a mediate knowledge of it. The second distinguished
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some noings eternal raid non-etemal, and classed all tlie composite among
these last.

3) Already, in tlie Vedas, we have seen it affirmed that the tnd was
neitlier being nor non-being. V.. x. 129, 1, 2. Therewas neitlier .<af

nor asat, bat tad alone.

4) Tdd, that, idem, that itself.

b) We see further on that this void is not^ however, what we call no-

thingness. Beneath these notions of a-^at and gunyatd there was a posi-
tive conception which is too often misunderstood. ;S^^(/ and asat mean
one and the other in a certain manner, and not absolutely.

The learned Iranist, Sanskritist, and Sinologist, author of the

previous article, has just published a valuable and interesting work :

La Religion natureUe cles Tartares Orientaux. Mandchous et Mongols,
comparee a la Eeligion des Anciens Chinois, d'apres les textes indigenes,
avec le Rituel Tartare de I'Empereur K'ien-long, traduit pour la premiere
fois (Bruxelles, 1887), 8vo, 216 pp. and plates). This work, done with
the usual care and accuracy of its author, presents for the first time
sound information on its subject to the students of comparative religion.
Prof. Dr. de Harlez has given there a new instalment of his Mandchu
studies, to which we are indebted for his Manuel de la langue Mandchoue ;

Grammaire, Anthologie et Lexique, Paris, 1884 8vo, pp. 232, and his

Histoire de VEmpire de Kin ou Empire d'Or, Aisin gurun-i suduri

bithe, trad uite pour la premiere fois (Louvain, 1887, pp. xvi, 281 and map,
gr. Svo). T.deL.

TWO EGYPTIAN MONUMENTS.

I HAVE noted two monuments in the Louvre that will perhaps in-

terest the readers of the Babylonian and Oriental Record. First, a

fragment of a clepsydra or water clock from a teJiple; (see The Acad-

emy, Nov. 19, 1887).

This specimen (the third that I know of) was e^ndently of the same

form as the others,—a basalt bowl, with scales marked inside, varying

to suit the variable hours between sunrise and sunset, at different times

of the year. Water triclded through a hole at the bottom marking the

time,—hour glass fashion.

The Louvre specimen is smaller and of far inferior workmansliip
to those of the British Museum. It bears the names of a Ptolemy

probably Soter. Through the courtesy of M. Pierret, I have been

able to copy and measure it inside and out.
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The other monument, which has been publislied more than once, is

interestuig as being the calendar whicli Xechtnebf (Nechtanebo II)

placed in the temple of Goshen at the time that he supplied it with so

many rich monuments. Many of his gifts are repiesented on the shrine

that M. Xaville discovered, but I do not recollect any reference to this

calendar.

The portion that remains shows that it was in the form of a shrine

nearly square, and probably obelisk-shaped, terminating in a plain pyr-
amidion. This latter with perhaps ^ of the sides remains covered with

minute hieroglyphs and scenes which are in good condition, except
where they have been intentionally cut out for some purpose.

The shrine may have been used later as a trough. The front is very

mucli worn down. It shows the winged cartouches
|

T (0 ^ ^^^ J

These signs would scarcely be identifiable, were one not led to expect
them by the style of the monument (unmistakeablv XXXth dynasty)

and by the name of the temple, ^ , J p ^^
which recurs continually

upon it.

The inscriptions on the back and sides relate to decans and have

been published by M. Pierret and their meaning explamed, but the

exact nature and date of the monument, numbered D. 37, I believe

had not before been made clear.

A granite sarcophagus I). 4, furnishes a clear and unblundered copy
of the decoration of the earthenware coffins at Tell el Yalifidiyeh,

Strange to say there is not the usual face sculptured U[>on it. The

goddess Nut is standing spreading her wings over the upper part, (at

Tell el YahCidiyeh she seemed to be kneeling). Below there is a Hne

of hieroglyphs down the legs beginning ?p| as in the least blundered

s ecimens at Tell el Yahudiyeh, and on each side are four divinities

seated, the four genii of the dead, with Horus, Seb and two forms of

®^
Anubis.-^ Short inscriptions hh (as at Tell el Yahudiyeh) are in front

of each. The name of the deceased is Amenhotep and the sarcophagus
is attributed to the XVIIIth dynasty.

F. Ll. Griffith.

1) On one of the coffins from Tell el Yahudiyeh there appeared
to be a figure of Thoth.
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ISTAR TARIEL

In No. 7 of the Record we pi;blished an oath addressed to a man

named | ^Iff #^1 "^i] -TH C^I ^^^ «f T -^T ^4f J^' '^"^ '^^

the subject of which we said :

" The name Issartaribi is curious. The divine element being applied

to a female divinity, as the third pers. fern, tarihi, indicates, recalls the

name of the goddess Istar, and it appears to us very probable tliat it

is a designation of that goddess. The ideogram ^^f, which has the

readings sar or sar, signifies
'

to write', and represents, from this point

of view, in a Semitic language the verb satm-u or sataru. The syl-

lable which precedes would thus be one of those phonetic complements
a,s frequent in Babylonian as in Egyptian."

A tablet in our collection, that which is numbered 97 and which, like

the preceding, coming from Sippara, is dated in the reign of Darius, goes

to prove, with certainty, that our hypothesis as to the name of that

personage was well founded.

In fact, in this tablet the same individual son of the same father ap-

pears as creditor for | of a mina and 5 shekels, that is to say, for 55 she-

kels. Now, on this occasion, his name is written with all the letters Istar-

taribi. The following is the tablet in question :

No. 97.

V I ->f :<Ti A ^^r -TH t^

T « y- J^ -+m^

"
I of a mana 5 shekels of silver in engraved^ shekel pieces, credit of

Istartaribi son of Ramanu-ibni upon IMannuki , . . son of Bel-tapik-ziru—In the month Sivan he will give the money, to wit : | of a mana 5

shekels.
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In two other tablets dated in the same reign, and from the same place*

we find this name written as in the oath, only this time the name of the

father is no longer Ramanu-ibni but Bunene-ibni, Is that because the

local name of Ramanu at Sippara was Bunene ? We must say that this

hypothesis is found to be supported by many reasons, of which the princi-

pal are these : On the one hand, in the list of the temples of Sippara,

amoLg the principal appears that of Ramanu, and ou the other hand, in

the lists of gods honoured, especially at Sippara, Ramanu gives place to

Bunene.

Be that as it may, here are those two deeds, of which one is num-

bered 95 and the other 96 in our collection :

No. 05.

>f ^! ^4 ^i-7 ¥ r 3^^ t^i ^^r -iH t^

y ^y ^ ^? y m^ 'il^l
- <3^^t4 I

] ;:^BVr- ^Irr T HIT t^T ^i^ -TI4 t^

"A half mina of silver, credit of Issartaribi, son of Bunene-ibni upon
Bania son of Nebokon.—Per month and per mina the silver will in-

crease upon him by a half mina.—The money, to wit : ^ a mina here

being received from the hands of Issartaribi."

This last mention is to be remarked. Tlie writer of this deed takes

care to indicate that it is concerned with a loan paid in cash by

Issartaribi to his debtor Bania. As to the fornmla which indicates

the rate of interest for this loan, it is what we meet in all the deeds

of the same kind. We long ago made the remark that the word manie

represents quite simply the genitive of the word iiudia, a genitive gov-

erned by the preposition ina eli.

No. 96 is more curious. It is a deed of partnership, like those of which

we had for the first time pointed out the fonnulas, and of which we have

translated many, especially in our volume on the Obligations en droit

egyptien compare aux autres droits de Vantiquite.
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No. 'J 6.

(? r -^m ^?) gf ^ Tu ¥ r -4- <« ^^- >^ <t-h

(¥ ! 3^1 #:?:^ ) ^^y »^ri :^ yu¥ y -+ ^- ^^^^y ;^ty ;v.

(^ yy yiy) ^y .4 3.^y ^y^y -<y< Vy 5< ^ y? -^
(^yy :<yy) "^ -t^ ^- ^ ^y ^y -^y ^

-^yy

« ^^-Y HI) ^- ^y ^i^y Vr -+ yy yiy ^y ^4
(Vr .^ ^yy) ^y v^ •;sp r^ j^ ^y ^i^i

iVy ^4 y? ii<) :^\i ^y "T^ -yn y? ^i

" One mana ^ of engraved silver-pieces (capital of) Beleiliru, son

of Sin-zir-iddina, and one mana ^ of silver in engraved shekel pieces

paid by Issartaribi, son of Bnnene-ibni—The total being two niinas 5 of

they have (caused to be) invested together in partnership. All

that this money, to wit : two minas § will make (produce") in the town and

in the country shall belong to their partnership. The capital of the money
for their partnership, together they have received it."

In this deed these two partners acknowledge collectively to have re-

ceived, in name of the firm, the unimportant capital two minas f

silver, of which each of them had deposited half. They no doubt hoped

to obtain by this capital some proceeds like those which a personage in

the deeds of Warka, Ilaniirba, father of Sininana, had obtained from an

apphcation of analogous funds invested in a partnership of the same

kind ; for they speak of all that tliis money will make, -whether in town or

country. i!^ow, by these old deeds of Warka which nave been translated by us

the last year, in the volume already quoted, one can see that, in fact,

immense possessions, either in the town or country, had been accumu-

lated in a short time by the firm of Ilaniirba and Company, then by

Sininana and Company. And yet nothing was more modest than the

beginnings of this powerful Bank.
E. & V. Revillout.

NOTE.

1) We have accepted the interpretation proposed by Mr. Pinches for

the words bitga nuhuttu. E. A; V. R.
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LAMENT OVER THE DESOLATION OF UR (MUKEYYER.)

The following is a tentative translation of a Sumerian (dialectic)

text, K. 3931, which, in the original, is unaccompanied by any

interlinear Babylonian translation. This inscription refers to the de-

solation of the temple of the goddess of Ur (whose image seems to

have have been carried off by some invading enemy) and is in the form

of a lamentation over the state of the city and its holy places. As

this text is in Sumerian only, it is naturally very difficult to translate,

and further researches will jirobably enable improvements to be made

in tlie rendering here given.

The original text is inscril)ed on the lower portion (looking on the

obverse) of a very finely-moulded and beautifully-written tablet, the

obverse bearing 20, and the reverse 19 lines of writing. The text

proper is divided into three sections marked off by division-lines, with

an additional line of writing at the end of the first, and three lines

at the end of the last section. The usual short colophon of Assur-

banipal is inscribed at the end.

The text of the inscription will be found on plates 11 and 12 of

S, A. Smith's Miscellaneous Assyrian Texts (Leipzig, 1887).

Traxscriptiox.

1 -tug

2 un-ma-ma

?> sug azag-ga
4

[ir]-ra nu-mu- un-ses-ses

5 ib-ba libis-a-na ir-ra nu-un-ma-ma

6 mu-mu-na "ana-ra i-si-is

7 ur-ri-mi-a mu-uu-zal-U

8 ur-ri-mi-a mu-un-zal-li i-dib mu-(un-zal-li)

9 gii-de-de-da iiri-nii-a nu-un-sid-de

10 gasan-gal-e ki-kur-ra ba-da-ku

11 e-li-na azag-ga kib-kib-bi ni-bur-bur

12 a-gig-ga i-i gasan-e nu-un-sid-de

13 e saba-bi lil-la-am, bara-bi lil-la-am

14 saV)a-bi si-ga ni-gul-gul-li

15 i-de-bi hi-li-a ni-(gul-gul-li).

1(5 En-na la-bar-bi la-bar nu-ilu ba-ra-an-erab'

17 E-zi-zikar-ra ni-gul-gul-li

\^ ur-ri li-na li-bi a-l)a tar-ri
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19 E-zi-da se-eb I7ri-(D.S.)-ma-ri

2(» E-zi-da se-eb E-kis-nu-gala

Rei-erse.

21 Uri-(I).S.)-ma E-mud-kur-ra-ri

22 E-kis-nu-gala Ur-ri

23 an-e-ki-e de- am-uia-ku-e

24 ana-ki-ta laigin-e

25 a-a Uri u Uri- (D.S.) -ma

26 gasan-gal-e gasan E-kis-nu-gala

27 de-am-e- da - ku - e

28 ana-ki-bi-da ki ana-ki-bi-da-de

29 ana D.P. Uras ki - se - gu- nu- e

30 D.P. En-ki D.P. Nin-ki D.p!^ En-ul D,P. Nin-ul

31 D.P. En- da-u-ma D.P. Nin-da-u-ma

32 D.P. En-tui-azag-ga D.P. Xin-tul-azag-ga

33 D-P. En-u-ti-la D.P. En-me-sar-ra

34 Nin zi-an-na gasan gar-sag-ga

I

35 . .
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20 E-zida, ihe building E-kis-nu-gala.

'21 The city of Ur is a house of gloom in tlie land—
22 E-kis-nu-gala of the god Ur
23 To heaven and earth he gives rest

;

24 heavpn in earth he incloses.

25 Father Ur. lord of Ur,

26 To the great Lady, the Lady of E-kis-nu-gala,

27 give thou rest,

28 Heaven with earth, heaven with earth together,

29 The heaven of L^ras, the place se-gu-nn-e,

30 Ea and Damkina, En-iil and Nin-iil

31 En-da-u-nia and Nin-da-u-ma,

32 En-tul-azaga and Nin-tul-azaga,

33 En-fi-tila and En-me-sara,

34 The princess, spirit of Heaven, the lady <^)f the mountain.

35 . . .
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of the wedges, ranging. This group is equivalent to the Semitic

Babylonian paiahu,
" to be comforted.'"

Line 11. The translation "desolation" for l-ibkibhi is doubtful.

Line 12. The characters t^ E:t. v/", are a reduplication of the root /=:

naadu or nddu,
" to be glorious.'' For sid in munsidde, see the note

to line 9.

Line 13. The meaning of liUa is "vapour", "wind", hence "destruc-

tion",
" desolation".

Line 15. Here the character .^, hi, ranges with ^i, ni, in the line above,

and the blank space at the end shows that the character ni of line

15 is to be completed as transcribed niqulguUi.
Line 19. The word seh is the dialectic form of t|^^^^^, scfi =: lihittu,

" brickwork."

Line 20. E-h's-nugala. The probable meaning of this name is
" the

houseof the universe unmade (with hands).
"

Line 28—34. As there seems to be no verb in all these lines,

it is very likely that the verbal form in line 27 (" give thou rest")
is intended to apply to the whole.

Line 37, The characters hibi (" wanting", indicating that the scribe's

copy was defective) are written small in the original.

A translation of a text of a similar nature, entitled '• The Erechite's

lament over the desolation of his fatherlanil" will be found in the B.

6,- 0. B., vol. I, p 21.

Theo. G. Pinches.

Prof. Eugene Revillout, who deser\-es to be ^called a Benedictine

giant, from the enormous amount of good work he has been going through
for some years, has just published his Second Memoire sur les Blemmyes

d'apres les inscriptions demotlques des Nubiens, Paris, 1887, 4to. 47 pp.

printed, and 24 pp. autogr. His first Memoire sur les Blemmyes had

been published fifteen years ago by the Academic des Inscriptions. The

Blemmyes of Ethiopia around Meroe fought against the Romans at the

time of Augustus, but very little was hitherto known about them, their

kings, and their rale. T. de L.
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ZUMRU AND ZAMARU.

In the Babylonian and Oriental Record of last May, some remarks on

the'words Ziimru and Zamdru were made by T. G. P., who suggests the

derivation of these words from the Arabic root Zamara.

The second word, Zamdru, is clearly derived from a noun of action, of

the root Zamara, which means "to cry (said of an ostrich )"; hence, also

comes the idea—coupled with the first meaning of the root,
" to play the

flute
"—" to sing."

Therefore the accepted meanings for Zamdru " to sing,"
" to bray,"

and the form of the word itself decidedly proves it. T should think, to be

ttonnected with the Arabic.

With regard to the word Zumru, we find in the lexicons that the noun

of Unity, Zumrat, with the plural Zujnarim has, amongst other meanings,

that of a body (of a man),
" a meaning which can be traced to a meaning

of the root, and which is
" to fill (a leathern bag or bottle"). This, of

course, can also signify
" a receptacle,"

" a vessel," or "
body."" Then

comes the idea of leather, skin or flesh, in the root; therefore it is

perfectly reasonable to accept the two words Zamdru and Zumru as

being, or derived from, the Arabic; although the correct transliteration of

the Ai'ahic words are Zumrat or, if in the plural, Zumarun (the n of

course being the simple nunation) and Zumdrun. But at a time when

some of the most competent Orientalists are still unable to agree on a

simple correct and uniform mode of transliterating the Semetic Alpha-

bets, and vowel sounds, and when far grosser blunders than the siibstitu-

tion of an a for an u are made, we can very well accept the words Zumru
and Zamaru reaching us in their present form.

Habiu Anthony Salmone.

EGYPTIAN FUNEREAL CONES.

The cones of potter}', stamped with names and titles on their base,

wliich are so frequently found near the tombs at Thebes, have scarcely

received the attention whidi they deserve. It is liardly needful to remind

tho reader that Prof. Maspero lias well exjilainod their use, as fictitious

offerings of bread loaves; both their fonn, their whitened outsides, and

their analogy to similar offerings for the use of the l:a or double, fully

confirm this view. They bear usually the name and offices of the deceased

person; and are equivalent in interest to tlio shorter funereal stelae.

While at Thebes last spring 1 collected from the ^Vrabs there a con-

siderable number of cones; and on classifying them they showed over a
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hundred varieties. Usually more than one example is needed to fix the

text; as, owing to defective stamping or injuries, a few characters are

often obliterated. It is necessary to employ some distinct classification in

dealing with a collection of several hundreds, in order to identify tie

duplicates. As the names are often defective, they cannot be followed

for this purpose; and I have found that the simplest and best plan is to

arrange the cones according to their lines of inscription. I would

suggest to those who have such objects in their charge to adopt tLis

system for convenience of reference and research. Beginning with those

bearing the largest number of vertical columns of inscription, we proceed

from 5 to 4, 3, and '

columns; next come those reading vertically in

three or two parts without dividing lines; then, in the reverse direction, we

proceed to the horizontal inscriptions in two or three parts; and lastly,

take the horizontal inscriptions between lines, of 2, 3, 4, or 5 lines. At

the end the various forms of squares, cartouches, &c., may be placed.

Under such of these 14 classes subdivisions may be made by taking first

those beginning with amakhi kher A>ar (devoted to Osiris), then those

with Asar (the Osirian), and lastly those without religious formulae.

Thus by this system anyone can at the first glance at a cone refer it

certainly to one of 30 or 40 different categories: at which stage of sub-

division it is easy to compare it with all that arc in the same class, either

m a publication or m a museum thus arranged.

Such a system of classification has also a true historic value, as it

places together all that were made under one fashion. And on looking

over a collection thus arranged, the similarity of workmanship of those

which faU side by side is very apparent; my own collection is thus

prepared for publication. The earliest seem to be those with three

horizontal lines, and lumpy hieroglyphs, belonging to the Xllth dynasty

apparently, (Prof. Maspero, however, mentions some of the Xlth);
whereas the latest forms are usually in vertical lines crowded with thin

wiry hieroglyphs.

It is to be hoped that the keepers of various museums will see their

way to publishing complete Lists of the cones in their care, in a classified

form for reference. W. M. Flinders Petrie.
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THE NETHINIM.^

Who were the Nethinim Avhose names are given in detail in Ezra ii

and 17eh. vii ? This is a problem vrliich cannot be said to have been

satisfactorily solved. The u>ual answer is that they were war-captives

dedicated to the service of the temple, whence their name Q^^Tl^
(Dati sc. Deo vel Templo) : it is also generally added on Rabbinic

authority that the main body was formed of descendants of the Gib-

conites {Jos. ix). This answer is so far rigat that it recognises that

the Nethinim were attached to the Temple and were descendants of

captives taken in war. But it leaves out of accoimt and fails to ex-

plain the abnormally degraded position of these Xethiiiim. Other capti^-es

were ultimately amalgamated with the Jews who were allowed to take

a female captive to wife (Dent. xxi. 10—13) : these Xethinun and

their descendants, male and female, were interdicted from marriasre with

the Israelites for all time (Mish. Jeh. viii. o.). They were thus

a class of pwiahs and yet were attached to the Temple which would,

one should have thought, cast some shadow of its sanctity over all

persons connected with it. Tliis union of sacred service and social

degradation is the puzzle connected with the Nethinim : the following

remarks arc intended as a solution,

We may first put in some evidence as to their degraded condition.

Tlie fact that they are enumerated separately in the list of the return-

ed exiles is sufficient to show that tliey were a class set apart. And
if the same care was taken with their genealogy as ^vith that of tlie

Priests and Levites, this can only have been in order that marriages
with them might he avoided. Herzfeld (Gesch. (J. Volkes Israel, II.

ii, 243—4) urges from the silence of Ezr. ix. 1 Neh. xiii. 23 that

tlie prohibition against marriage with Xetldnim is of later date, tliough

the Talmud states it was established by David {Jeb. 78 b) and the

Midrash (Cam. R. viii) by Ezra. He gives, however, no account of

its later origin, and the argumentum e silentio may bo turned the other

way, if we can show that the Xethinim v.qxo so despised tliat no

legislation would seem necessary to preserve the Jews from the pollution

of such marriages, no more than if tliey had been idiots or lepers.

This was certainly tlie casein the time of theMishna. In Jeh. ii. 4 wcread:

nt?^'^"!
]\n:': S'«i*r^ r\1^ h^^'^h nrn:i nn?^*^ ••• no^t^

'A female bastard and a female Nathin are prohibited {to marry)

I
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an Israelite and a di lighter of Israel, to a Xathin or a hazard.'

Further in Jeh. viii, P>. it is said that the prohibition against IMoabites

and Ammonites. Egyptians and Ed<nnites. thoug'i mentioned iu the

Bible, only applies for a certain number of generations, and does not

apply at all to their daughters, but it is added:
|mD^«]^rn:Vp"l^'2'::

mnp; inh^l a''"i::nnh5 07 >* "^ID'^i^- Bustards ami Xetlnrum

are j))'ohibited {to marry Israelites) and this prohibition i< jierpetnal

and applies hath to males and females.'- A table of precedence in

.ler. Iloraioth iii. Tj. 48^ classifies the people in fifteen classes of which

the first three are (1) the sage (2) the King (3) the high-priest, and

the last form (12) a bastard (lo) a NatJun (14) a proselyte (10) a

freedman. ^ All this, and the evidence might be considerably amplified,*

will be sufficient to show the degraded position of these unfortunate

beings who were put on the same level as bastards' and regarded as

moral lepers.

ISo explanation of this degradation is given in the Talmud. For

the explanation given (^Jeb 79a Bam. rabba
§ viii) that the Gibeonites

were for ever separated from Israelites, because they did not possess

the three distinctive qualities of a Jew—hospitality, modesty and mercy—
cannot be said to bear the stamp of authentic history. And the

iiabbinic identification of Gd^eonites and Nethinim is only founded on

one of those combinations of which the Rabbis were as lavish as an

extraordinary professor at a German University. In Jos. ix 27,

the Gibeonites are said to have been made by Joshua ' hewers (f wood

find drawers of water for the congregation and for the altar of the

Lord unto this day in the p/oce where he should choose. This descrip-

tion answered well enough to the position of the Xethinim for the

identification to be made by the Rabbis, and it would doubtless be as-

sociated by the paronomasia involved in the use of the word C^H^T
in the passage of Joshtta. There is no confirmation elsewhere in the

Bible. In II Sam.xxii. 19 David permits the Gibeonites to revenge them-

selves on Saul's children for injuries done to them by Saul, and this implies

that they held no such degraded position as that of Xethinim. And
in Ezra's time we have distinct evidence^ that the Gibeonites were

separate from the Xethinim. For "the men of Gibeon" with "Alelatiah

the Gibeon ite"' at their head repaired a piece of the wall of Jenisajem

near the Old Gate on the west side of the city (Jer. iii. 7), while the

Xethinim dwelt at Ophel on the east side (ibid 26j. Altogether, the

Talmudic identification of Gibeonites and Xethinim utterly breaks down

on close examination and, even if better established, fails to account

for their degradation lower than anj' of the other Canaanites.

Nor does the Bible account of them help us out of the difficulty.

All we learn from this source is that the Xethinim returned to Palestine

from Babylon in two batches the first numbering 392 souls, (Ezr. ii. 58)

the second 220 (Ezr. \\\'\. 20). The names of the former are given
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in duplicate Ezr. ii and Neh. vii), but not those of the latter, though
it is mentioned that ' all of th"m loere expressed by name, (Ezr. viii

20) : this second batch came from a place (in Persia) called Casiphia

nou- unknown (z'i/rf. 5. 16), and were persuaded to come by
' their brother

Iddo. They were located 'at Ophel over against the ivater-gate toward

the east and the tower that lieth out'' (Xeh. iii. 26)'' though curiously

enough, no part of the wall is said to have been actually built by

them, unless 'the house of the Neihmim\ mentioned in v. .31, was

so-called from being built by them, which is very improbable. The Neth-

inira were doubtless placed there to be near the Temple where they

served under the Levites (^E:r. vii. 20) and hke all those attached to

the Sanctuary they were freed from all tulls (ib. vii. 24) from which

in leed they must have been supported, as Hcrzfeld elaborately argues (1.

c. II i. 140). Incidentally Ezra mentions
(vii. 20) that they had been

"
appointed by David and, the princes to serve the Levites"" but wlio thej'

were, why they were appointed, what were thJr functions, and, above

all, why they were so degraded, is still left unexplained. Thus neither

Bible nor Talmud give us an explicit answer to the puzzling question
:

Who were tlie Nethinim ?

No one seems to have thought of solving these difficulties by subjecting

to a critical analysis the names of the Nethinite families given in Fzr-

ii. 43—58, Neh. v'. 46—60. Tlie latter list, in my op'niim, best preserves

the original orthography, and may be here given as the list of

I. The First Batch of NETHiN^nr,®

(1) «n2 ^n. ^2) ^^Dv^n '2' (3) m^ri'j 'n, (4) oi^p '2> (5) ^v^d '2:

(6) plD '2> C') nnS '2' (B^er, vio'gb ^l±;>) (8) ^niin 'l, (9) ^^hxi!) '2,

(10) ]:n n, (n) Su 'i^ (12) -in:i 'n. (i-"^) n^«n '2. (i^)
j^iJi

'n>

(15) i^iip: 'n, (16) ar:! '2, (i^) ^sv 'n, (is) rdd 'n. (i^) ^d2 2,

(20) D^'D^i^'2 '2> (21) D^D*^>ic: '2 (np 'n^i!7^-::). (22) pi^pn 'Z'

(23) ^^^^7^ '2, (21) iinin '2, (25) n^Sio '2, (26) t^ino '2,

(27) ^^D^n '2. (23) Dipn2 '2> (29) «1D^D '2> (30) rT2n '2'

(31) n^22 '2. (32) ^^cv^^ '2.

and to these we may add, as they are counted with them,

The Sons of Solomon's Servants.

(33) v^^-5 '2, (34) n^2D '2(35) i^i-|l3 'q, (36) J^^iT'' '2, (37)
]1pn-r '2-

(38) ^i: '2 (39) n^-ja;:? '2, (40) ^^i^n '2> (^ii) ^^^yir\ mzD '2,

(42) ]1^« '2-

In Neh. xi. 21 it is mentioned that Ziha and Gispa were over the

Nethivim (^TV^. t<^3t2?3). 15ertheau, in commonting on the list in Ezr.

ii. assumes tliat this Zilia was tiie same as No. 1, anil that tlierefore all

the names cintained in the list are those of men living at the time. If this

were so, I may say at imce that much uf my argument falls to

the ground. But several reasons render this improbable. There are
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only 42 families to the 392 souls : this gives 9 per family, much

too liii?h an averao-e for a father and his children. Then some of

the names do not appear to be those of persons at all. The Bene-

Taba'oth (No. o) had probably charge of the rings (H'^VlIO^ connected

with the Temple (cf. Ex. xxv. 12, xxvi. 24, xxviii. 28) and the next

name Bene Keros suggests that the persons indicated by it took

care of the hooks (Ip) also used in it (cf. Ex. xxvi. 6, xxxv. 11.)

The Bene Gazzani (No. 16) possibly sheared the sheep offered for

use in the Temple. The two Sophereth (Nos. 34 and 41) might

have been connected with the writing of the sacred rolls : the article

nttached to the former in the parallel passage in Ezra would indicate

that it was an official name, not a personal one. And other names

thoudi not of office, are vet clearlv not personal. The Me'unim (No.

20) were an Arab tribe with whom the Jews had fought (II. Chr.

xxvi. 7) ;
and we may conclude that tlie Bene J/, were captives

made diuin:^ the ca iipaign : a similar conclusion holds good of

the next item, the Bent Nepliisim (No. 21), though no tribe of that

name is elsewhere mentionel. Again Rezin was the name of a well-

known king of Syria (II. Kings xv. 37), and the Bene Eezin

(No. 14) were probably descendants of prisoners captured in the

Jewish war against this King (ib. xvi. 5). The same might apply to

the Beni Sisera (No. 29) if this did not indicate too distant a date

{Jud. iv).
But tlie most remarkable thing about the list is the large

number of names ending in ^; (Nor. 1, 2, 5, 8, 15, 17, 23, 26, 27,

29, 32, 35, 36.) Now i^T is the usual Aramaic ending for feminines

(cf. Kautzsch. Gramm. d. hibl. Arimaischen §50 Anm. 3. p. 84) and

it would be highly improbable that so large a number of men's names

should have this femininj ending.' And with this clue to guide us

we observe other names equally feminine in form, T12j7 (^o- 7) ili722

(No. 25) and tlie two ri^CD (N'>5. 34 and 41). Remembering too

that Sara was Sarai when in Arama?a we may include '^^27UJ (^*J- *-0

^02 (^0- 19) and ii;}")C) (^"- 33) among our feminine forms while the

instance of Athaliah shows us tliat forms like H^i^'^ (No. 13) and

n"^L}Ct2J (No. 39) might be as much feminine as masc-uline. Nor need

we do[)end solely upon mere forms in drawing the conclusion that the

names of those from whom the Nethinim traced their descent were

women. We know the fondness of the Hebrews for giving 'biological'

names to their women, e. g., Rachel (eice) Debora (bee) Jael (chamois)

Huldah (weasel) Kezia (cassia) Hadassa (myrtle). In our list we find

no less than four names of this kind: Libanah (^No. 7 poplar'"). Hag-
aba (No. 8 grasshopper), Bakbuk (No. 22 gourd) and la'ala. No. 36

chamois). Again Harsha (No. 27 witch) and Hatipha (No. 32 female captive)

are scarcely names to be applied to men, and many of the remaining

ones are more appropriate for women, e. g., Padon (6. redemption)

Hanan riO.<7/v7ce)Thanah './oj/)
Neziah (victorif). and altogether there are
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only six of the personal names (Nos. 11, 12, 24, 28, 37, 38,) which

are not feminine either in form or in meaning, and none of these

is necessarily a man's name.

Nor is tliis all. I fancy I can restore the name-list of the second

batch oi Xetliinim, and this, we shall see, presents the same charac-

teristics. It is distinctly mentioned of tiiese {E:r. viii. 20) 'all

nfthem icere expressed hi/ name\ yet wo have no further mention of

them in the Bible. It is probable however that their genealogy was

preserved, and it may be conjectured that the three additional names

of the first list contained in the parallel passage of Ezra
llp^^. l^jn

and n-Di^ came from this source. This conjecture is confirmed by

the fact that tlie Greek apocryphal book of Esdras (v. 29—34 od.

Fritzsche) contains these as well as six additional names

KaSova, Oini'i, Ki]rdft, 'Aaapi', 'l>cipafce/i^ Kovca, among
the Nethinim ami it adds no less than eight names at the end

of the sons of Solomon's servants, "EapioS^i, M«r«t'«v, Td<s,

Acoovs% 'Eov(3d, "AcpepfJcl, Brt/^fff/?, '2a(^ci-/. It is extreme-

ly unlikely that the Greek writer tofik the trouble to invent

these outlandish names, and lie must have obtained them ivnm

some more complete edition of tlie Biblical Ezra. If we may identify

tlie Wccovv of the apocrypha with the "^1^ of Esr. viii. 17, this

gives a point of connexion between these additional names and tliose

of the second batch. Further as Ziha and Gispa were over the IN'eth-

inim and the Bnii-Ziha were at the head of the first batch, the Beoit-

Gi.^pn, were probably at the head of the second. We may now prnceed

to restore to the pages of the Bible the name-list of

II. The Second Batch or Nethinim.

(i) t^2U?:i ^:n ^.'i) 'i^pv "2. ('») n:in'n ^^ ^^n:in CAyyn/sd Esd.)

(iv) n:D« '1 (v) «^it2p '1 (0 (vi) ^^c:iir '1 (vii) nn:: 'n (^-i") [ci>^"it-*i^

(ix) a^p-,Q
s

c^') «m:: '1 (^i) ^ninx^ '1 (^-i) rv^^^ 'n (^^ii) n:i 'n

(xiv) l^f^ '2 (xv) t^niD '1 '."/ Ezek. xxiii, 42) (xvi) i^-^C^> '21

(xvii) n^nii 'n i^^-^'^'^)
"[d\!^

'i

If this were the complete list, it would give an average of 12 to cacli

family, not too far remoA'ed from the average of 9 in the first batch. If

this average of 9 persons to a family also applied to the second batch there

would be about six names missing from ilie above list, l^ut ^^ll('(ll(M• com-

plete or no. or whctlici' these names are of the secoml lot or no, there run

be little doubt that they were names of Nethinim, and it is of interest to

our inquiry to observe how closely this new list resembles the old one.

"NVe liave names of office in tlio ivriters (No. vii) and the pourers of li/xifiun

(No. xviii), names of enemies from whom slaves h;id been captured

(Nos. viii, ix, xiiij, names ending in i^^ (Nos. i, iii, v, vi, x, xv, xvi) or

n'' (No. iv) in V (No. xi)^'' (No. xvii) and H^ (No. 12), three 'biologi-

cal' names, Hagaba (.9?v(.s.<!/!rt/);)^r),
Azna {hrdmhlc) and Ophra (/'(oni). and
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only two names "^l^ anJ ^^'py aro not clearly tlin>(' of women. Our

previous suspicion is raised to positive conviction by this remarkable con-

tirmation from an unlookecl for qnarter, and we state with a considerable

degree of confidence that the Xethinhn could only trace their ancestry up
to tuomen."

(To be continued).
Joseph Jacobs.

NOTES.
1) The original form is probably the passive participle given in the

Khetih of Ezr. viii. 17, u3"^31i~l2, a word which is likewise applied to the

Levites, Numb. viii. IV'. The singular '?"ijni does not occur in the Bible,

but is not infrequent in the Mishna.

2) In Kidd viii. 3, it was explained whom the Nethinim might marry,

^

Frose^gtes uiul jrei'dDien, haMard'< and S^etJiinim, those whose J'athcr ivas

nnkiiown, and fouiidlings^ can. interiuarry.'' Tliis would account for the

disappearance of the Nethinim as a class as soon as their services

were no longer required after the destruction of the Temple.

3) Similarly in .ler. Jeb. vii. 5 tlie Xathin comes eighth out of the

classes who render a woman unworthy of marrying a priest.

4) Cf. Sota iv. 1 ; Mace, iii, ] : Hor. iii. 8.

i"))
In To.s. Ktdd. v, 1 (ed. Zuckermandel, p. 341), an abstract

term jl'liTlw is given indicating the datus of a Nathin and cor-

responding to jlTnt^^
"
bastardy",

6) On the other hind these Gibeonites might be Israelites of Gibeon

liaving no connexion with the old Gibeouites of Canaan. But even so,

ihe Chronicler, if acquainted witii the identification of Gibeonites and

Nethinim, would have used some qualifying word to distinguish the

old from the new Gibeonites.

7) Remnants of the 'tower which lieth out' near which they dwelt

liave lieen recently discovered by Sir Chas. Warren. Palestine E.v-

jdoration Fund—Jerusalem p. 220.
,S Varite Lectiones in Esvn ii (1) N*n^:» (1) D"ip (5) Xny^D (8) HDiH (9) 'h'O'C^

(''-\'p, '^rh'^) {2.1) iD''s:(npD^D^2i) (25) nh'i^ (.33) "dd (34) msDn (35) r^'^'\-\'£i

(36) r\W (37) omitted (-42) '•DX- Between (S) and (9) nipj? '2 and 3Jn '2 are

inserted, and between (19) and (20) nJDN "2-

9) Among the 111 Jews wliose names were mentioned as having
])ut away their strange M'ives {Ezr. x, 18—lo) onlv 2 end in ^-":
«r"r^^ (v. 27) and ^y^y (v. 30.)

10) Or moon, equally suitable for a woman in Semitic. The ex-

ceptional use of the Hebraic ending Ht instead of ^'^ well established

by MSS. and early editions, may be due to the fact that the original
\vas an Israelite or perhaps Pliamician woman, cf. Schroder Phoni:.
iSprache p. 172, n.

11) The list of the first batch is iumiediately followed by those who
could not trace their fathers liousc, three clans of 642 souls bearing the
names Beni Delaiah, Tobiah, Nikoda, also seemingly names of women
(Ezr.ii. GO;Neh. vii. 62.)
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GujASTAK Abalish : Relation d'uiie Conference theologique presidee

par le Calife Mtimoun. Texte pohlevi avec traduction, commentaire
et lexique. Par A. Barthelemy. Paris . Vieweg, 1887.

The advice wliicli M. Darmesteter recently gave the Parsis of

Bombay, to do all in their power to multijily editions of hitherto inedited

Pehlevi texts, \yas in every way excellent. A pupil of ^I. Darmcsteter,
M. A. Barthelemy, is giving a practical example of the utility of such

editions by publisliing for the first time a short Pehlevi text, with the

original- Pazend and Parsi transcription, and variants from a Persian

version, derived from MSS. of Paris and Munich, of an interesting little

theological controversy between a sceptic Abalag or Abalish " the ac-

cursed
" and the IMobed Atar Frobag. during the reign of tlie Caliph

MumCin (a.d. 813—833). M. Barthelemy has done his work thoroughly
well: we have the three native transcriptions in corresponding lines, with

tis own transcription in Latin characters at the foot: a reliable trans-

lation, a scholarly a])}iaratus of notes, and a complete vocabulary. It was

only to be expected tliat a pupil of ^I. Darmesteter woitld follow that

emment Eranist in liis system of transcription of the obscure Pehlevi

script; hence readings which to us at least seem doubtful, such as raviin

for \Yi\Y getifor ^(*j)
obduntan fw^^f^^VfyV *^^- ^™rds for which we

still ihiuk it moroiogical to read rubanu, ctih, vaklidimtano, etc. We
also doubt the advisability of tlie practical adoption of Noldeke's in-

genious explanation of the terminal F of Semitic words as the effect of a

misreading of an Aramaic a, or perhaps (a,
—in the Sassanid form

y^'
—

which Darmesteter (Etudes iraniennes, pp. 31—2) seems to approve.
In accordance with tliis, at least plausible, view, M. Barthelemy reads the

words IVfd j^ ^t^Y' ^^'- '^'^ through as dana, gadm?i or yadma, levata:

&c. Now, this view of the or/gin of the Form fymni/ he correct, and in the

'

idcograpliical
'

system favoured by Darmesteter and others,—which we
need not discuss here,

—the Pazend form 7nay have been read whilst the

Semitic form met the eye : but surely to be consistent we ought to

transcribe the Pehlevi characters as they stand (danman, gadman, &c.)

otherwise why not transcribe ) j4 at once as tii mcai instead of od It ?

And in any case, how does M. Barthelemy reconcile a reading of

fi-^fd as iamd, when the Semitic form itself shcNvs
"j^jn?

It seems

to us that the question of transcription of the Huzvaresli forms and
that of their actual prommciatinn ought to be kept distinct, so as to
avoid confusion.

31. Barthelemy is to be congratulated on a really valuable addition
to our scanty f^tock of editions of Pehlevi works. His preface, for

some reason, is dated June, 1884. L. C. C.
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prove useful.—32. Danger of decomposing the symbols.
— 3o. Plas-

ticity of the Cuneiform and Chinese characters.—34. Characters to

be turned left to top for pictorial decipherment.—35. The Babylonian
and Chinese signs for bird, wheat, child.— 36. The signs for: boat,

presenting, eye, year.
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V. Conclusions. §§ 48. Further researches. 49. Information ob-
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reference to the later derivation of the early Chinese symbols from
the ancient Babylonian Cuneiform characters.

I, Introductory.

1. Since the time when the pictorial origin of the Chaldean signs of

writing and the Turano-Scythian character of their sounds were shown to

be facts by Dr. J. Oppert (1858),^ a connection has been suggested by
several scholars between them and the Chinese ideograms. G. Pauthier^

attempted in 1868 to show, between a few characters Chinese and cunei-

form, a similarity suggestive of common descent and most probably of

Chinese origin. But his insuflficient knowledge of the ancient characters

of both writings did not permit him to find out the error of his premises.

Later on Prof. Leon de Rosny^ in an ingenious letter, pointing out that

the peculiarity of the phonetic complements exemplified in the cuneiform

inscriptions, is familiar to the .Japanese, was distinctly in favour of a

common origin in Turanian Asia.

2. In 1879 Mr. W. St. Chad Boscawen,'' in an interesting paper on the

pre-historic civilisation of Babylonia, compared as an illustration of

similarity '"n hicroglyphism a dozen ideograms of the Egyptian, Baby-

lonian, and Chinese writings. I have lately learned that a year before

Dr. Hyde Clarke had read before the British Associaaon at Dublin a

paper^ on .tlie pre-historic relations of the Babylonian, Egyptian, and

Cliinese characters and culture.* In 1842, 1869, and 1870 a connection

had lieen already vainly sought for the Chinese ideograms with the

I'Jgyptian liieroglyphs.'' Francois Lenormant lias not made himself very

busy with these (piestions of historical connection or of origin. He was

satisfied in his various works to illustrate the principles of composition of

the cuneiform characters with similar principles in the Egyptian, and

especially tlie Chinese writing. He liad, however, at a certain time (1868)
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advanced tlie view that the Chinese writing liad a common origin east of

tlie Aral sea with that whicli, lie supposed, was introduced by the

Akkadians into Babylon ;^ but it was a mere suggestion unsupported

by any evidence, and on the 20th of June, 1880, he was able to write

to me from Bossieu to congratulate me on my discovery' of the der

ivation of the Chinese writing and civilization from those of Babylon.

3. But the value of all these suggestions and of any others, unknown

as yet to me, wliich may have been made anywhere, was equal to zero,

because the real conditions historical and pal^eographical of the problem

could not be graspedjo The Chinese were granted a much greater an-

tiquity that they are entitled to, and the attention of European scholars

had not as yet been directed to their genuine primitive characters. Mis-

guided by some of the aforesaid suggestions, I myself wasted several

years in the wrong direction
;
until the facts and historical circumstances,

as they g'-adually became clear to me in my investigations in ancient

Chinese history and geography, and a protracted study of their oldest

written characters, which no author of any of the theories and sugges-

tions had ever thought of, proved stronger than any magister-dixit and

prejudiced views.

-i. I had to give up, as inadequate, worthless and unwarranted, the

suggestions of a connexion of the Babylonian and Chinese characters

resulting from a common descent or from a Chinese origin, and I was

thus led, contrariwise of any previous suggestion, to my discovery of

a comparatively late derivation of the Chinese symbols from the Baby-
lonian characters. The insufficient antiquity (too short by two thousand

years or more) which was then attributed to the Babylonian cul-

ture, seeme to be a difficlulty in the way, as the lapse of time

was not sufficient to allow the necessaiy changes ;
but this apparent

obstacle to a full recognition of my disclosures in 1880," was soon

removed by the discoveiy of 8800 B.C. for the date of Sargou.

The following remarks on Babylonian hieroglyphs and cuneiform

ch racters, and Chinese ideographs derived from then, are made up of

some notes among many taken successively since the beginning of my
pala?ographical studies in that direction, gradually amended and im-

proved with the increase of knowledge and sources of information.

6. Being more of a Sinologist than an Assyriologist, and not a de-

cipherer of cuneiform inscriptions, I have tried to make up my deficiency

from the best sources available, taking care to clieck their respective state-

ments to the extent of my power. The Tableau compare des Ecritures
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Babi/lomenne et Assyrienne Archaiques et Modernes, avec classement des

sigiies d'apres leur forme arcliaique, by A. Amiaud and L. Mechineau,

S. J. (Paris, 1887, 8vo,) I liave found most valuable, as it presents the

various and successive forms of the characters Avith reference to the sources.

For the sounds and meanings, none of which are given in the previous

work, I have used: T. G. Pinches' sign-list in his Text^ in the Babylonian

Wedge-writing, Part I. London, 1882; Dr. Paul Haupt's Schrifttafel,

Zeichensammlung (cuneiform text), Kurzes Akkadisches Glossar, and

Ammerkangen zur schrifttafel, in his AkL-adische und Sumerische Keil-

schriftexte (Leipzig, 1881-82); Joachim Me'nant, Le Syllabaire in his

Manuel de It langue Assyrienne (Paris, 1880); Frangois Lenormant,

Lex Syllahaii-es Cuneiformes (Paris, 1877).

7. I have found great convenience in using the handy compilations

of Ed. de Cliossat, liepert.nire Assyrien (Lyon, 1879, 4to), which includes

an Assyrian dictionary and a "
classification des caracteres cuneiformes

Babyloniens, Ninivites, Archaiques et modernes," and from the same

industi-icius scholar Rejwrtoire S iimerien-Acva'lien (Lyon, 1882, 8vo) ;

the merit of botli these works consists chiefly in this, that every statement

is referred to its autliority. Book and page are carefully quoted from the

various works of Fr. Delitzsch, J. Halevy, Fr. Lenormant, J. Menant,

E. Xorris, J. Oppert, A. H. Sayce, Eb. Schrader, G. Smith, and the

collection of cuneiform inscriptions of Western Asia published by the

British Museum. I have also received some assistance from slips and

MS. notes of my collaborateur and friend, Mr. Theo. G. Pinches, about the

original shape and sounds of several characters.

8. In what concerns the Cliinese writing, the matter was more familiar to

nic. Some results of my researches in its history and evolution liave

been published in several of my works. The ancient forms of the cha-

racters quoted in tlio present paper are taken from tho collections and

jialaiograpliical works com})iled by native scholars, and which, known in

Euroiic, would certainly receive a large and well-deserved tribute of admira-

tion a~ worthy of European erudition. The works are numerous, but I

shall quote only a few of those which require a special recognition. Fore-

most is the i\^%^ Lidi shut'wng by {13 ^ fi Min Tsi-kih. who

devoted a life of eighty-two years to its elaboration; the characters are

given in their successive forms from the oldest antiquity, with minute

reference to the inscription, or early texts when each is found. It is a most

reliable woric in ten books puljlishod in l(tl)l, exactly similar to that

wliicli MM. Amiaudand Mechineau liave just com})iled about thecuneiform
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characters. The Chinese symbols are classed therein according to 76

finals and the four tones. There is a Japanese edition, arranged according

to the usual system of the 214 keys. Next to this work tlie7^;^^|}^^

Luh-shu-fun-Juy by Fn-lwan-siang in 1751, in 14 books, similar to that

of Min Tsi-kih, but more complete at the expense of accuracy and arranged

by the 214 keys. The ^ ijl ^ Tchuen tze loei, published in 1691 by

Tung-Wei-fu, is also a pala^ographical dictionary by keys, but no references

are given therein as to the sources of the forms, which however, are accu-

rately given. The H^^IM San tze shih king (1806) where are found the

remaining fragments of the Sacred Books as engraved on stone in the oldest

forms of characters at the beginning of the Cluistian era. Several large

eollections of inscriptions reproduced in fac-simile, such as the Sung i/ii fu
tchai tchung ting kw\m shih, by Yii-fu of the Sung dynasty (Xllth cent,);

the Tsih ku tchai tchung ting y t'i kw'an shih by Yuen-yuen (1804); the

Kin shih tso pien (1805), the Kin shih so (1821), the Kin ting sze ts' ing ku

kian (1751): &q. I have also made use of the Shicnh Wen, the first

dictionary worthy of the name, for the form and meaning of characters by

Hli Shen in the first century of our era,'"" and of several other works.^^

II. The alj-eged Hieroglyphs of Babylonia.

9. Some efforts have been made by several scholars towards the elucida-

tion of the pictures which are generally supposed to underlie the hieratic

characters of Babylonia. Dr. Oppert.^'*, among the first in the field, gave

valuable suggestions, some of which remain true to the present day. The

same must be said of Mr. W. St, Chad Boscawen in his paper on the

primitive civilization of Babylonia'^ in 1879, and other papers. In the

same year, the Rev. William Houghton gave his paper On the hieroglyphic

or picture origin of the characters of the Assyrian syllabary, in which he

attempted, rather prematurely,'^ the explanation of about fifty-four cha-

racters, I am afraid many of his explanations and suggestions, however

ingenious, must now be left aside. They rest too often on wrong premises.

Serious advance has been made since that time in the decipherment of

ancient characters, and much more of sound material is now at the

disposition of the investigator. The decipherment of the inscriptions from

Gudea, and especially those from Ur-Ba-u, Uru-kagina, En-anna-du, &c.,

brought from Telle have largely contributed to this happy result. Linear

or hieratic shapes were formerly too easily accepted, either by inference

from the archaic Babylonian forms, either from sham archaisms on seals

of late date, or from wrong identifications .'7 False, or non-genuine, forms
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have suggested false explanations. The greatest danger in the cases of

explaining well-ascertained forms is for our own imagination to get the

better of our good sense, and overstep the limits of any justifiable in-

ference. The latest scholar who has ventured to explain the figure

of some characters (about fifteen) is Mr. G. Bertin in his paper On

the origin and development of the cuneiform syllabary,
^^ but the ingenious

Assyriologist has not escaped this danger, as we shall have occasion to

show.

10. As to the position in which the archaic characters must be restored

in order to permit an inkling of their original picture and its natural

position, there are differences of opinion among the decipherers. The

late G. Panthier was an echo of the current opinion when he stated that

the cuneiform characters were laid down the head to the left.'' Mr. G.

Bertin repeated last year the same statement with emphasis, declaring that

there is no exception to the rule.^° But this statement is largely contra-

dicted by facts, as we shall see further on. Mr. T. G. Pinches was

satisfied to say that the process was generally needful.^' The Eev. William

Houghton and Prof. A. H. Sayce have not fettered themselves in their

explanations with any absolute rule of the kind, and though many of

their suggestions cannot remain, the two scholars were so far right in

this respect.
""^

11. The pictorial stage of the Babylonian characters is not represented

in tlie oldest monuments hitherto known, some of which date most

probably not long after the beginning in those countries, of civilisation

which was introduced, according to tradition, from the Persian Gulf.

Tlie oldest characters belong to the hieratic stage, and indeed to a stage

of hieratic rather remote from the hieroglyphic period. The latest dis-

coveries must have disillusionised tlie Assyriologists in this respect.

For my part T think that the pictorial stage has never existed in Chaldea,

and probably nowhere as an independent body of writing, direct and sole

antecedent of the Babylonian characters. We shall come across many
cases which justify my inference.

12. The only objection to this view is that which rests on the fragments

of one or two tablets found at Nimroud, so much spoken of, and at least

for one fragment, published several times. Some old forms of characters

are Iheiein cxjilained.so to sj)eak, by jnctures of objects and signs, as

well as other characters equally old and j^robably older. 'But let us

examine tlic value of the document, and much of its importance will

vanish. For instance, we see tliat several objects oxjilain one single
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character. Now surely this simple fact exchides the possibility of their

pictures being tlie original form of the character explained. It does not

seem to belong to a work of historical etymology, The work seems most

likely to have been a sort of guide-book intended in its way to make intel-

ligible the various meanings engrafted upon the characters by

the several causes which modify and increase, in course of time, the

acceptations attached to ideograms. Or, perhaps the author himself

did not know. We are often inclined to concede to the ancient writ-

ers more knowledge than they probably possessed, and we need be

more careful than we generally are before trusting implicitly the state-

ments of the ancients. A writer in cuneiform is not necessarily more

trustworthy than a Persian.

13. Anyhow, the most clear of the pictorial characters on the tablet

do not agree with anything we know of the various forms of the

characters, hieratic or archaic, and the most strenuous efforts of im-

gination have been exerted in vain to find an impossible connection

between these figures and the ascertained meanings.

M
14. ^' of the pictorial tablet^s, should this tablet be trusted, is

... TT*
just turned over in an inscription--* of Gudea

-.^L-, and a cylinder of a

._rr? HI
2mtesf=; it became ^^"1^ in ancient Babylonian and -J^^ in Assyrian.

Now the picture and the character do not agree. The latter is apparently

composed of the symbols for
' female

'

with another character, and this

symbol does not appear in the hieroglyph, which is simply a figure

of two branches of palm tree or the like.

The same remark applies to some other instances of the same tablets

In the same fragment as the previous character, second column appear

two signs which are explained each by four pictures. The first is in

Assyrian, ^^][][ , «c, to go out. to appear.^
^ The four objects which

explain it on the tablet represent, as far as I can make out, the body of a

chariot, two wheels, (each of the two with
][][ subscribed), another two

wheels with the axle-tree, and a fourth figure which I cannot assimilate.

The second character also explained by four objects is the character

Assyrian ^^ gir, foot.^ The objects, as far as I can make out, are,

two wheels, a chariot seen from side, an inflated skin for swimming
as represented in the Assyrian sculptures, and a seat, all objects having in

common the idea of support as does the foot, and therefore easily recon-

cilable. But none of the forms of these objects in the two cases bear any
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resemblance to the characters tliey explain, and cannot be looked upon as

the grapliical antecedent of their oldest form respectively. Let us see

other cases still more telling than the previous ones.

15.
I

<l<i, t((, described as iiasn sa ni-ol, the sunnnit of man (i.e.

the extreme of toucli) is composed of 'hand and foot,' both described

below. There is no hesitation as to these two component parts, as the

Assyro-Babylonians themselves used to denominate this compound by the

technical name of arudngumi, which means ra-adu, form of the charac-

ter for foot and giinu.^^ This disposes of the explanation proposed by
the most recent writer on the subject, who wanted to see in it, the hand

and fore-arm.-9 Modern Assyrian J^fp'' Same compound in Chinese,

modern
|J^, tchok, reaching.

]G. Iz /(Kit, Assyrian J^^Y^': a symbol which has rather taxed

the ingenuity of the deci})herers, and wliich is simply a derivate of the

preceding. The meanings ascertained are those of '

side, hand, limb,

])ower,' &c. It is explained by the latest writer on the subject as repre-

senting the fore-arm and fist (his hypothesis for the preceding symbol)

with an ornamental sleeve !^^ In the fragment of the well-known pictorial

tablet from Ninivy, the archaic Babylonian form, which whioli does not

differ from the hieratic, excepting the cuneitic shape of the strokes, is

explained by three figures of objects, none of wliich can be the graphical

antecedent of the character here described. This character seems to us to

be sim})ly the hand and foot as in the preceding, with the addition of the

fourfold «haped symbol of an ear of com (cf . infrcC) here adduced to suggest

four, wlience the four limbs; from this primaiy meaning may be easily

inferred those of ' sides
' and of 'might'! Now the objects represented on

llie tablet tell another story; one may be a quiver^^ full of arrows, another

may be a different form ofthe same object^'', the third may be a throne. ^^

kiissu. The latter is one of tlio meanings for which the cliaracter Avas

<imployed by the Assyro-Babylonians.^*

17. Surely the author of the tablet which dates only of the Vllth century

i'..c.^' did not intend to give the pictorial form antecedent ofthe character,

and wanted simply to illustrate its various meanings. The hieroglyphic

and pictorial ancestry of tlie ChakhTan writing, though probable some-

wliere, cannot be said to be an established fact. This pictorial ancestor

writing is apparently more remote in time than the introduction of

the writing in Babylonia, which was then api)arently at the hieratic stage.

It was not introduced from the upper country of Elam (cf. infra § 46),
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but most likely from the Persian Gulf; and therefore the Babylonian

writing would not have ever been hieroglyphic, but was derived from a

pictorial system of writing still unknown. In our opinion this older

writing was that of the most ancient Kushite sea-coast traders, but this

question requires a separate article.

III. General Remarks.

18. Much useful information may be derived from a comparison of

the cuneiform and Chinese writings ;
the written characters of China

in their oldest forms, as I have already stated and shown elsewhere in

a general way, being simply a derivation of the ancient but not of

the oldest forms of those of Babylonians.

19. They may be compared, for the sake of illustrating the processes

of combining phonetism and meaning in an ideographical writing

This has been done by most Assyriologistg.

For instance, there is,

(I) the association of an ideogram as a determinative of a class of

things or ideas employed without reference to its own particular sound,^^

with another or more ideograms used as phonograms with or without

reference to their own particular meaning. The process is known in

Egyptian, in Assyro-Babylonian and in Chinese. Only a few at first,

the number of mute determinatives grew in proportion of the exten-

sion of notions and the necessity of new words to express them. The

most frequently employed reached 43 in Egyptian, 70 in Babylonian
^9

and 180 in Chinese.""

There are in both writings many instances of

(II) Association of ideograms without any reference to their respec-

tive sounds, and read by the different word which the meaning of their

association suggests.

20. There are also other processes common to both writings, indifferent

to any historical connection, which, as far as I am ware, have not as yet

been pointed out. We meet with, in their respective evolution, not a few

instansces of :

(III) a substitution of characters by analogy of shape, of sound, or of

meaning. And there is :

(IV) the curious new use of old ideograms, with or without reference to their

sounds, simply from the analogy of their shape to supply tlie want of

hieroglyphs which they are fancied to represent ; this being a system

of writing-sparing which did not prevent the making of altogether new

symbols and hieroglyphs, of whicli there are numerous cases in the
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two writing?. In both writings also, we see that

(V) a change in the natural position of an ideogram, isolate or in

composition, implies with it a coiTesponding change in the meanmg.

We shall meet instances of all these five processes and several others

less important, ni the course of our Remarks.

21. But a comparison of the written characters of both countries

in view of establishing their historical connection is another affair. The

subject calls for some preliminaiy remarks of importance. The ancient

characters of Chaldea and China cannot be compared one with the other

in an olT hand manner and on quite the same footing as there are

serious difficulties in the way. The Ku-Wen or ' old symbols' of

China have been, in that country of tradition, carefully preserved in

some paleographical works and collection? of inscriptions wliicli are

simply admirable.*' It is there, and there only, that scholars can

find the original written characters of the Chinese^-^ which have

nothing to do with the rude and spurious pictures published as such

in many European books.*^

22. The Bak tribes brought the knowledge of writing into K.W.China

in the twenty-third century t,. c, but we do not know how long they

liad been acquainted witli it in their fomier seats, west of the Hindu

Kush. Certainly, not from the beginning, and they had no share in

the invention. SUght details in the traditions seem to indicate that it

was some time before the dismembennent of the Elam confederation

which h'll to their migration to the East.'*'* Chronology is therefore an

important condition of comparison between the two writings.

23. There aie more conditions to be respected. The earliest Chinese

characters were cut incuse on bamboo bark tablets and other vegetable

material :*5 they were composed of strokes more or less curved and more or

less tliick at one end and thin at the other."* Those of Chalda>a that are

now preserved were cut incuse on stone or impressed on clay, and they

are composed of straight strokes cuneifonn, whidi conceal much of

theii- former rude outlined pictographs. Reed tablets"', papyri"^ and

j.erhaps other vegetable materials were also employed in W. Asia to

write upon. But no specimen has been preserved, nor any copy or

imitation of the .style of current writing which their use imply. Of

course it could not be the lapicide or monumental, but a less rigid,

more roundish and cursive style of writing the characters. And

these less angular forms of the symbols were more favourable to the

preservation of a certain amount of the ideographical or pictorial spirit.
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if I may say so, of the cliaracters wheresoever tliere \Yas any possibility.

The similarity of materials employed by the ancestors of the Chinese shows

that it is in the latter style that they were tan,s?ht to write, and tlie

resemblances, so pecidiar in their characteristics between the ' old symbols
'

<tf Cliina and those of Chaldc^a bear fully this inference.

24. In fine, due allowance must be made for the respective ages and styles

of the two writings compared, and the prototypes of the Chinese ku-tven

must be sought for in those of Chaldfea of whicli the knowledge was ex-

tended into Elam.andnot in the straight linear cliaracters which, sometimes

derived from the seals, may be and often are unfaithful archaisms ;*'nor

must they be sought for in the most ancient characters of the inscriptions

which go back to 4000 i5.c. They are to be found in the ancient cuneiform

characters, with the necessary allowance due to the fact that the ancestors

of the Chinese were taught to write them in a cursive and roundish hand.

25. We shall have proofs of the fact all along our investigations.

But we must not forget an important feature in the history of botli

writings : it is the relative plasticity of forms of the symbols which led

to not a few mistakes and confusion between signs of different orisrin

and signification. Another interesting peculiarity concerns the ideograph-

ism of the early Chinese characters ; the meanings of not a few are

lost, and it is not at all certain that the leaders of the Bak tribes when

they learned ti> write in Western Asia have ever known them. It is

not at all improbable: and we might even be more affirmative on this jioint,

that some written characters were taught to them with phonetic values

only. Moreover, some of these characters, originally pictorial,5° though at a

very remote time, had thou lost beyond recovery all remnantof their hiero-

glyphic ap})earance, and their sense was therefore open easily to alterations

and misinterpretation. Accordingly not a few of the early Chinese symbols,

even when their ideographical value being known can still be fancied

in their shape, are altogether different from wdiat they would be. should

their hieroglyphical ancestry have been regtilar and in China, which it

was not. Everything shews that the primitive writing in China was an old

and decayed one, and if I may be i)ormitted to say so. a second-hand one.

26. Let us, for instance, look at the Chinese -old symbols' of plants and ve-

getables interesting under several respects, and we may remark from the pe-
cuHar forms of many of them that.they are not the direct representatives of

former and faithful pictographs. They are unnatural. Their branches or

leaves, as the case may be, are not turned upwards as tnith to nature would

generally require, and as we can still recognise that such was the case in the
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most archaic symbols of Chaldcsa. In the Chinese characters they are com-

monly turned, either all downwards, or some upwards and the others

downwards. The similarity and identity of the Chinese with the Chaldean

ones is however glaring^ to the eyes of the palaeograph, but there is a gap

between the two. The Chinase are more deteriorated than the Chalda^an,

and their deterioration is not a regular one, but looks like a second stage

of corruption. Its characteristics suggest a derivation from a peculiar and

simpler style of writing than the archaic cuneiform.

27. Now the foregoing general remarks explain away the difficulty.

The peculiar deterioration which underlies the subsequent alteration which

wag caused by the cursive and roundish characteristic of the writing is

that which happened when the cuneitic sliape of the strokes composing

tlie Chald^ean characters assumed a more pronounced form, and led these

characters to a corruption of their older pictorial asj)ect. Looked under

that light the unnatural appearance exemplified in the Chinese derivates

loses its eccentricit}^ and can be easily explained. The ideographs in

cuneiform strokes, deteriorated as they forcibly were through the stiffness

of tliese strokes and horn, the wear and tear of ages, when written in a

cursive style were necessarily different from what they were otherwise or

formerly, and the imitation of the cuneiform shape led to the peculiar

disposition of the strokes which ought to have pictured the branches or

leaves of the plants or trees.

28. On the other hand, this explains also the many traces of tfie

cuneiform apex which like survivals are met with in a not inconsiderable

number of the Chinese oldest characters. No doubt can be entertained

that the leaders of tlie Cak tribes the ancestors of the Chinese, when

settled on ilie northern borders of Elam, south of the Caspian Sea, were

made acquainted with tlie cuneiform writing. Something of this know-

ledge lias been handed down in their legends concerning the beginning of

writing. These legends are of two sorts : there are those which refer to

the invention of writing, and which from their own avowal concern a

time long anterior to their own existence, but all of them refer to the

same peculiarity of the written characters.

29. Shen-nung, tlie King Husbandman of Let-sam (Larsam), whose

Chinese legend is a repetition of that of Sargon, with whom the com-

parison I if the Chinese version of the Babylonian canon shows that he

must be identified.^' is reputed to have used signs in the shape of tongues

f)f fire to record facts. '^ The story was told with indifferent details in 525

by Tchao-tze, Prince of tlie State of Luh, who was well acquainted with
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the traditions of former times, and dalv recorded in the Tso-tchuen of

Tso Kiu-Ming, a vomiger disciple of Confucius.53 ^j the time of Shen- .

nung-Sargon, the ancestors of the Chinese were not acquainted with the

art of writing, and made use onlj of knotted words, otherwise quippos.

It was long afterwards, in the time of Xakhunte, st'ni'ce !N'ai Hwang-ti,

that Punkit=the Chaldjean Dungi, taught the ancestors of the Chinese

to write. Observing the marks on the s^'il of claws of birds and animals,

he ascertained that by lines objects could be distinguished one from

another.^ ^

This remarkable tradition so much to the point appears in several

works older than the Christian era, as an echo of primitive times. I

take it from a later work, that of Hu-shen, who in the first century

of our era, made a critical study of the history of writing in his

country, and mentioned it in his own intrixluction to his valuable

dictionary the Shwoh-u-en.

A description of the primitive writing, preserved in the works of

Ts'ai Yung,56 a paloeograpliist of the second century a..d,^7 says that

"it was like drops of rain finely drawn out and freezing as they

fall." This writing was said to have been seen on the back of a tor-

toise, a probable allusion to the somewhat curved form of the clay tablets •

All this evidence establishes most clearly that the ancestors of the

Chinese were made acquainted with the cuneiform writing some 2500 e.g.

in a region at proximity of Elam and Chaldiea. Xakhunte was the

traditional name of the kings of Elam, and there are in the early Chinese

institutions not a few similarities with those of that country.

'60. We must dispel at once any objection which m'ght forcibly be made

bv scholars unfamiliar with the history and evolution of the Chinese

writing based upon the enormous number of Chinese characters of the

Middle Kingiom. This number is the resnlt of a steady gro^ih from

about 10,000 existing at the time of the Han dynasty, otherwise circa

the Christian era. And those ten thousand, exactly 9353. was the oat-

come of centuries of civilization, of literary work, and increase of knowledge.

It was the development of a slender basis consisting only of a few hundred ,

about 500, characters. Chinese tradition attributes to Dunkit (modem

T3ang-hieh)58 the Chaldfean Dungi, mentioned in the previous paragraph,

the creation of 640 characters, including some compounds.^ 9 The figure

is not much different from that which a survey of the ancient Assyro-

Babylonian writing shows to have been used in Chaldaea. Prof. A. H .

Savce's Grammar gives many entries
;
M. J. Menant 496, MM. Amiaud
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and Mechineau in their recent palwographical work give a great total of

556, out of whicli 326 only have hitherto heen traced back to ancient

fomis. In Egyptian tlie number of hieroglyphs was also about 500.

IV. Ancient CUNEIFORM characters and their chinese derivates.

31. Thougli derived from the third stage of evolution (including the

unrepresented pictorial stage) of the Babylonian characters, the Old

symbols of China will sometimes prove very useful in suggesting what

things or ideas were pictured by their antecedents. The Chinese have

preserved the original meaning of a good many, though not of all their

primitive characters, when they were taught to them. Generally these

meanings and often these sounds agree with what is knitwn of their

Babylonian prototypes, sometimes they do not. The discrepancies may

have resulted from different causes, such as the adoption of an old

symbol for a new ideogram, or a regional variant in the sense and sound

of the character. However identical to that of Chaldea may have been

the civilization of Elam with which the ancestors of the Chinese were

made acquainted, we may be certain tliat tliere were some differences,

some of which would thus be revealed to us through the traditions

carried to and preserved in the Flowery Land.

32. There is also one serious lesson which we learn from Chinese

palaeography, and which must be registered here for the sake of Baby-

lonian paloeography. It is the great imprudence of venturing to ana-

lyse the characters in view of historical etymology, without having made

sure of the oldest form or foi-ms of the symbols, as that plurality of forms,

is often explaining or suggesting something of the idea of the character.

And also the necessity of escaping from tlio attractive tendency of de-

composing whole and indecomposable symbols into parts, only because

there is an apparent analogy of forms lietween these parts and in-

dependent characters.

33. Prudence and diffidence are the more so wanted in dealing

with the archaic and old Babylonian ideograms, that notwithstand-

ing the stiffness of the cuneitic strokes, there was a certain amount

of plasticity and apparent looseness in writing these characters. Under

the style of the sc'-ibes they had not the rigidity and absoluteness

of forms, wliich would seem to have been required in so peculiar a system

of writing. The scribes, in writing their cliaractcrs at that remote period,

seem more to have kept in mind an ideal sliape whidi they tried to

imitate than to have written mechanically as we do our characters. And
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this would be at a pace with the well-known existence, at the same time as

the cuneiform style on stone and clay, of another style of writing the

characters in a more current and roundish way on reed tablets and papyri.eo

34. The original things or ideas represented or suggested by the hieratic

characters are not always imjiossible to recognize, though pretty often

there is no clue between the possible former shape they suggest and their

meaning. In a lai-ge number of the cases which can be made out for

explaining the archaic cuneiforms they must be turned romid so that their

left side is the top in hieratic when the text was always, as in Chinese,

written in columns from top to bottom, and thence from right to left.

35. For instance, the hieratic :

1 ^ hu. a bird of which it may have been intended to suggest

the head, beak, body, and tail on the left, with the ground under it,

it became "^ in ancient Babylonian, and ^]W in Assyrian:

early Chinese, tt^ wliere we recognize the two wedges across of the Baby-

lonian form, and the two strokes downwards. Modem Chinese ^ o, a

blackbird, a crow.*'

^ se, wheat, or an ear of corn with awns has become ^^, and i^^ ,

in archaic Babylonian, whence the Chinese 4^ modern ^. and "^ ii^

Assyrian.
62 The Chinese is derived from the second Babylonian form, the

left to the top.

'fV and W ^^"' cliild, son, ttii\ little, suggesting the legs, arms,

and head of a child, became ^x^ in archaic Babylonian, and J:^ in

Assyrian. The derivate similar in early Chinese has become
rp; ////, mod.

tze, son. 63

36. 0^7 Mak, mu, a boat. ^* This form, narrowed for the sake of

writing in columns, is exactly a figure of the boats, which are represented

in the sculptures. It became "^yyf
in Assyrian, and it had become ^^

in archaic Babylonian from which ^7X\^
the old symbol of the Chinesecs

was derived. 6^ Zik is indicated as another sound for the same character:

in Chinese it was tchuk or tsid;thi' sound /«< or rw existed also*'' but it

required the addition of a phonetic ;
both were used in the archaic

texts.6 8 ..</

^i:;;::?
in Sargon and Gudea's inscriptions ^ became ^_in Hammu-

rabi's old Babylonian and
».^^4T|

in Assyrian. The readings are ru, sub, sup,

and the meanings to present, to give, to hold,^^ agree with the picture

of the two arms, holding or presenting.

^ si the eye, has become and remained
^*-'''

"
a form which ])laced by
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the Chinese the right to top has given ^ i, e. <^r- muk,''^ Assyro-Baby-

lonian Amaru.

•4/ mw?'^ appears on a crlinder of Dungi''^ as ^1* and in old

Babylonian *Tt~i in Assyrian >-4<^. It is also used for the Assyro-

Babylonian sattu year. The figure is that of a root of tree or plant,

and it means '

renown, glory, year.' In Chinese the old symbol de-

rived from it, is -^ a year, modern ^. As to the sounds the ancient

Chinese said muli lur
'

tree' and sot for 'year' with different cnaracters.

37. n in Gudca's texts £]_ gis, iz. wood, became in old Babylonian

C^y, in early Chinese d split wood; modern -^.

^y^ in Gudea's texts, -^ and ^ in old Babylonian, replaced left to top

in early Chinese JT. , modern, uL "^^^^^itain. It wasemployed for country

by the ancient Chinese writers as in the cuneiform texts.

^ female, in Gudea's texts,^ ,
whence the early Chinese

C^S,
modern

^^

woman; Assyrian j[^^.
Sounds: Akkadian i-ak, old Chinese njok.

iL gut, bull, in old Babylonian ^^ whence, with tlie left to top v^
in early Chinese, modern, ^ '>igo, same meaning.

38- '^^ nv, not, &c. in old Babylonian a similar form to the hieratic,

and also >_^ whence, left to top, ^ in early Chinese with the same

meaning; modem ^, Assyrian >^.

^ id, ru, du, similar form in old Babylonian, in early Chinese -M.

modern ^\ tui answering, fronting, Assyrian {^^^

kin, book, in 6ld Babylonian ^]7T^\ in early Chinese the abridged

^orm -J- modem |^ king, book, sacred book.

•^^ man, nis, in old Babylonian and Assyrian; in early Chinese ^
pan, modern ^ pi'ng,

'
icicle.' Several meanings in Assyro-Babylonian,

some still unknown, some known, do not agree with the sense attributed

in Chinese to the character which may have been boiTowed for the sound

only.

39- v7 Akkadian du, to make, in old Batbylonian ^\ in early

Cliinese ;^ fid, modern 7f~ ts'(n. power to make.

'

)f||l su, the band, in old Babylonian and modern Assyrian ^^ ; in

early Chinese ;+> seu, modem ^, same meaning. The form of the

Chinese derivate is somewhat remote, but the sounds arc similar-
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^ ik, gal,
'

to be, pillar, door '; in old Babylonian among several forms

more complicate »^^^- ,
in early Chinese XL and p go, modern^ hu, door.8«

A. ta, from, in, old Babylonian tfxj , early Chinese ^ tu, modem

^ tze, from. 85 Chinese lexicographers explain it as the '

nose,' the first

part of the child spontaneously fonned in the mother's womb, a view,

shared by the Egyptians. In China the ancestor of a family is
' the nose'»

and the youngest descendant is
' the ear

'

of the family.

40. ^ , the head, old Babylonian \rpi ^'Jal\ early Srt Chinese iA?,

modern ^ pi, the nose. The similarity of the derivate is very striking

though quite peculiar for a nose; as said about the previous character, the

head of a family is the nose of the family. The Chinese have appro-

priated the symbol to its modem meaning. Assyrian *^yy*3[=.s^

^ the mouth; the figure represents the head and the neck, like the

preceding, mth the addition of the beard, in order to call attention to the

mouth. In old Babylonian *>^fl^ ka, in early Chinese "w gib, the head,

modern ^ hie. Assyrian >^d[>-T.8
7

41. The following characters do not require to be turned:

^ the heart, in old Babylonian "^ , whence old Chinese \^ , mod-
ern ,^, Assyrian ^]]]. Sounds: sag Akkadian, sab Sumerian, sam

old Chinese, modern sin, Assyrian libbu.'^^

A to cut, to divide, in old Babylonian ^ , whence the old Chmese

Z a knife, modern yj, Assyrian*^ 89

42 . The following were used in both directions :

^ and J on the oldest monuments, *^]-l
^ntl several other forms in

old Babylonian, c_^
in early Chinese, modem ^, Assyrian "(^T] abow;

Akkadian ban, old Chinese kung.'^"

n on the Stele des Vautours, J7 in Gudea's texts, 'foot,' is one of

the characters which, like the preceding, appear to have been turned to

the left or to the right, as survivals of a former system of boustroph-

edon. In old Babylonian J^ [ ,
in early Chinese (^ The sounds

were du and gub in Akkadian, to in early Chinese. Assyrian J^y,

Chinese Jg.^'

43. The folluwing call for some special remarks :

•\\ 2^a, hat, >^ in old Babylonian and Assyrian, -jh in archaic

Chinese kun, modern J^J*, meaning lost, supposed to be '

top.'**
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^p pi, the ear, <,*^ in old Babylonian, 5\ nip in archaic Chinese,

modern Jp, Assyrian JtJ^.^^

They were turned upwards, left to top, on the ancient monuments

against the exigencies of their natural and pictorial position. Another

instance is found in liz=J HI', a dog, similar in form in old Babylonian and

Assyrian ff'^y,'''
^^hich cannot be explained, when turned in the same

way.
^5 Whereas, if we look upon the horizontal position as its natural

one, keeping in mind that the characteristic features of a dog are his head

and tail on the body, while the head only does not characterize a dog, we

may without great effort of mind compare this skeleton hieratic character

to the Chinese old symbol ^>f^ , with the addition of an underline for

the ground.

The unprimitiveness of the arrangement of the original characters in

columns is shown by many facts of the kind, and it may be remarked that

the characters which are placed in a wrong position are those which had

lost any appearance of their original pictorial features. The fish (A.M. 129)

which remained hieroglyphic was preserved in its original position, while

the lingam (A.M. 24) was wrongly placed alone or in the compounds.

The following characters, numbered according to the palfeographical work

of MM. Amiaud and Mechineau : 38, 106, 144, 240, 252, 253, 258, 277,

278, 285, 288, 289, 291, &c. do not require to be turned to be understood,

and many of those of this list which appear the left to top on the oldest

monuments of Chalda^a could not have been so in their primitive and pictoria

position.

44. <<^ iKid, 2^<^^^ to exorcise, also to announce, to remember; com-

posed of "the eye," and "presenting,"
—both symbols we have already

noticed—and therefore meaning
"
presenting to the eye." In Assyrian it

was ^f^^yyy; it had become in old Babylonian ^J'-^; ,
fi'om which ^T)

the old symbol of the Chinese mang, modern 0^ mi77g, seeing clearly, was

derived. 96

45. The three following are peculiarly interesting:

)^ gin, Assyrian amtii, servant ; the composition of the sign is

'woman of tbe mountains.' In Assyrian.J^i^ . In Chinese
^|I|

sien, an aiirieut appellation of woman, of which the old form has not yet

been found, composed of woman and mountain, as in old Babylonian.
^'^

The meaning of the lalter as well as that of th(> following symbol is rather

eloqiient against the unproved theory of an origin of the writing in the

uiouiiiainous region of Elam, proposed by Prof. A. H. Saj^ce.

.X. "'"• A.ssyriau an/n, servant, ^s An cariy com])Ound ideogram of

mountain, and an old character for 'man,''' wliich was mixed very early
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with the okl form of ^"^ 'male.' In Assyrian >-^*^y.'°" We only know a

modern form of the Cliincse
j[|j similarly composed, with the meaning" of

divine recluse and genii. The Babylonian meaning agrees with the

^emark made about the preceding character,

rjg^ a/n, Assyrian ^.^ ri/«i/, wildbull,is a comijound ideogram of 'bull,' and

'mountain';"" both characters were mentioned above. The symbol was not

borrowed by the ances ors of the Chinese.

46. The fact that the disparaging stamp which the character for

mountain infuses into this last compound and the two preceding ones is

unknown to, them seems to be rather significant. It agrees well

with what might have been expected from the fact that they obtained

*heir knowledge of writing from the mountainous Elam where no con-

temptuous meaning could be attached to the symbol for mountain. On
the other hand, it is another case of improbability against the theory

of a Highland origin of tlie Babylonian. While it possesses primitive

symbols for ' boat' and for
'

-svind' represented by an inflated saiP°^, there

are none ftir river, nor for
' bear' (it is a compound), aU peculiarities

shared by its Chinese derivate. The unique symbol for ' mountain' and

'land' reminds us tliat for seafarers or islanders, land always looks

mountainous. Besides, it may be worth noticing that the sign fo^

water ^ ai has also the meaning of father,
^o 3.^ud this fact, which does not

seem to be attributed to any late cause of graphical or phonetic attrac-

tion, looks primitivehke. All this confirms the origin of the civilized

fathers from (the islands of) the Persian Gulf, as related by tradition.

47. These comparisons of old Babylonian cuneiform characters with

those of the early Chinese which have been derived from them could

be continued for a much larger number of symbols. We have only

utilized here a portion of the many notes compiled by us in view of

an extensive comparison when leisure and health permit it. The signs

for brother, region, tlark, officer, tribe, augure, stone, and bricks, already

Compared on the plate of my Earlf/ History of Chinese Civilization

.in 1880. and rather badlv illustrated and described there, stand 2,-ood

but require a revise on a subsequent occasion. The signs of the

points of space are illustrated and compared'*''* in my paper on

Tlie shifted cardinal ^joints; from Elam to early China. •

V. Conclusions.

48. Everything must come to an end, even this paper, however inte_

resting it may be for us to continue these comparisons, inasmuch as the

printing of so many new types is a difficult matter. We hope to be able

to continue them some day, net only with the object of bringing forward
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new evidence in favour of its conclusions, but also and more especially in

order to illustrate the processes of phonetic composition proper to the

Babylonian symbols, and those employed in imitation by the ancient

Chinese. "With the help which the early Chinese symbols are entitled to

offer, we may hope also to learn more about the primitive Babylonian

symbols. Years ago, from the sole internal comparison of these early

Chinese characters, we were enabled to draw several inferences as to the

characteristics of the writing from which they were derived, '"^ Several of

these inferences prove to refer even to a period older than that of the

Chinese derivation, and known only from survivals. We shall try to

establish them finally in a later paper.

49. The instances met with in the previous pages have given us already

a certain amount of information concerning the primitive characters ot

Babylonia.

We liave seen that the oldest signs lately deciphered do not, in appear-

ance, come much nearer to the pictorial period than did the archaic

cuneiform characters stripped of their cuneitic features. In many cases,

as shown by the various interpretations they received, any possible relation

to a figurative shape, should it have ever existed, seems to have been

irretrievably lost in the most remote times.

The fragments of tablet or tablets found at I^ineveh, where figures are

given as explanations of characters, cannot be looked upon otherwise than

as parts of a sort of guide-book to illustrate the meanings of some cha-

racters, without any archaeological purposes, nor any reference to their

historical etymology. So that it is not at all unlikely, considering the

remote date of the oldest signs known (4000 b.c.) that the pictorial period

had mt taken place in Chalda;a, and that the writing has beenibrought

therein, at the hieratic stage.

A serious change in the writing took place and senses of characters

appear to bave been lost between the times of Uru-Sagina and En-

anna-du and that of Dungi.

Some characters in the remotest time were used to left or to right,

and therefore shew survivals of a former system of boustrophedon as in
'

Egyptian. When a stringent system of writing the characters in reg-

ular columns from top to bottom became usual, the symbols were not

all turned iu tlie same way; some of them kept their pictorial position,

whereas some others for certain reasons which escape us were placed

in a wrong position. The size and shape of the symbols have had

probably some influence in the matter, as well as the loss of their pic-

torial value, unless it be a survival of a former period.
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As to the native country of the writing, it was not a mountainous

region ;
the writing liad been brought from the Persian Gulf, as Ber-

osus the historian of Ghaldea relates it.

These inferences have been obtained with the great help which the

Chinese derivates of the Babylonian characters afford on tlieir position'

value and meaning.

50. We shall now resume the conclusions of the present paper as to

its purpose, namely, the derivation of the Chinese writing from West-

em Asia:

We have had occasion to see that the oldest symbols of China

are not primitive; the writing was already old and decayed when the

ancestors of the Chinese were taught to write at the time of Dungi of

Chaldfea (about 2500 b.c.) in the country north of Elam. These ancestors,

the leaders of the Bak tribes, learnt to write from a people inhabiting a

mountainous country, or in such a country.

The number of characters of this writing Avas about 500 (as in Babylonia).

Many of these had lost all possible relation to a pictorial origin.

They loere taught to engrave on bark of trees, with strokes thick at one

end and thin at the other, in a rounded and cursive form, the old cuneiform

characters of Babylonia. The Chinese symbols correspond sometimes to

the hieratic characters, probably through some form of cuneiforms unknown

in the inscriptions hitherto deciphered and preserved in the ancient writing,

but the derivation is most often shown to have taken place from the

cuneiform shapes. The comparison of the two writings show that the

Babylonian characters, notwithstanding their cuneiform strokes and like

the Chinese signs, display some plasticity and elasticity in the hands of

the scribes.

The Chinese have preserved some legends of their beginnings, which

show most clearly that their ancestors in W, Asia became acquainted with

the cuneiform writing.

The Chinese have often preserved the original sounds attached to the

characters at the time when they were taught to engrave them.

The important conclusions of this paper are intended to demonstrate

the items 1, 2, 3, and 4 of my list of sixty points of civilization carried

from W. Asia to early China in the XXIIIrd century B.C., which list I

have given in my book on The Languages of China before the Chinese
,

§ 192 (London, I^futt, 1887), and in The Babylonian and Oriental Record,

of last June. Terriex de Lacouperie.
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NOTES.

1) Expedition xcientijique en Mesopotaviie, vol. II. Paris, 1858, fol-?

p. 63 sq.

2) Deuxieme Memoire sur VAniiquite de rinsfoire et de la civilisa-

tion Chinoises, in Jounni I Asiatique Avril-Mai, 1868. Cf. pp. 355, 362.

3) Lettre it Mr. OpjJert sur quelques particularites des inscriptions

Cuneiformes cinariennes, pp. 269—276 of Revue Orientale et Americaine-,

vol ix.

4) The Pre-historic civilization of Babylonia, pp. 21—36 of Journal

of the Anthropological Institute 1879, vol. VIII.

5) Rather unsound in statements and wildly fanciful.

6) I was unaware of this fact until my attention was called to pp.
646 and 653 of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for October

1888, where it is referred to by Mr. G. Bertin who, among other in-

exact statements, accuses me of having taken the ingenious theory of

Dr. Hyde Clarke,
"
which, supported by only a few philologic considerations,

was not, however, scientifically demonstrated
"

{^ibid. p. 645), a theory

partly put forward before by Francois Lenormant in 1868. Is it necessary
for me to state that this statement of Mr. G. B. about me is baseless, not

to say more ? See the text above.

7) A comparison of the Chinese ideogram.s with the Egyptian hieroglyphs
had been made several times, with suggestions of common origin. For

instance: G. Pauthier, Sinico-^gyptiaca, Esscd sur VOrigine et la

Formation similaire des Ecritures fguratives Chinoise et Egjijdienne (Paris,

1842, 8vo,);' C. W. Goodwin, Chinese and. Egyptian hieroylyphics, in

Notes and Queries of China and Japan, Nov., 1869, and March, 1870;
Jobs, von Gumpach, same title, ibid. May, 1870.

8) Manuel dlnstoire ancienne, 1868, vol. I., p. 401, and 1869, vol.

II., p, 9. He does not refer to it in his valuable Introduction a un

Memoire sur la propagation de VAljihahet Phe'nicien, nor in his Histoire

ancienne \de Vorient, 1881, vol. I., pp. 417—430, where he compares
the process of composition in buth writings.

9)
" Decouvertes d'unc importance de premier ordre." Such were

his words.

10) It may be said however that no discovery can be made now-a-days,
whicli has not been suggested at least once somewhere by somebody,
with more or less reason and chance

;
such suggestions being generally

made on wrong premises, ill-ascertained facts and worthless coincid-

ences wliich have no place in the principles of the scientific discovery
when tliis hajpcns to be u)adc.

11) First made known liy an article of Prof. E,. K Douglas, The

Progress of Chinese linguistic discovery in The Times, 20 April, 1880.

And T. de L.: Early history of Chinese civilization, iMudoii 1880, pp.

22—23 and 27—28. Reprinted with some alterations from the Journal

of the Society of Arts, July 1880, vol. XXVIII, pp. 723—734, and
the addition of a plate of early Chinese and Itabylonian characters

which requires very little alteration to be at the level of the latest de-

cipherment. Cf. some complementary views in Tlie afjinity oj' the ten

stems of the Chinese cycle itnth the Alcladian numerals (Tlic Academy,
Ist Sept. 1883), and' also in The Oldest Book of the Chinese, 1882
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sec. 110 and 115 n. 1
;
On the history/ of the Archaic Chinese writing

and texts, (1882).

12) The Rev. Dr. J. Chalmers of China has published an able trans-

lation of a late edition of Hu Shen's work : An account
oj' the structure

of Chinese characters, under 300 primary forms, after the Shwohwdn,
1883 (London 1882), where the olicmical process of disintegrating the

characters is carried beyond reasonable limits.

13) I may also quote: the Luh shu Ku by Tai Tung of the Xllltli

century, and the Introduction to the Study of Chinese characters, by the

Rev. I3r. J. Edkins, of Peking (London, 187G) both works, only with

great caution. My own Dictionary oj' the Ku-wen, compiled from many
inscriptions and texts, in MS., has proved very useful.

14) Expedition en Mesopotamie, 1858, vol. II.

15) Journal of the Anthropological Institute, 1879, vol. VIIL, pp.

pp. 21-36.

16) Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, 1879, vol. VI.,

pp. 454-483.

17) This is one of the objections which have been made to many hieratic

forms in Chossat's Repertoire Assyrien, Menant's Manuel de la langue

Assyrienne, &c.

l?)^' Journal of the Royal Asiatic Societi/, October, 1887, vol. XIX.,
pp. 625-654,

19) Journal Asiatique,l^QQ. vol. XL, p, 361.

20) ./. R. A. S., 0. c, p. 630.

21) Archaic forms of Babylonian charncters, ]). 150 of Zeitschrift ff/r

KeiUchriftforschung, 1885, vol. II.

22) Travmctions S. B. A., 1. c.

23) See the tablet in Houghton's paper.

24) Amiaud and Mechineau, 169, Pinches 236, Haujjt 220, Me'nant

45, Chossat 269. In the future notes I shall use only the initials instead

of the names in full.

25) In the Louvre, figured No. 76 in J. Menant's Recherches sur l<(

Glyptique Onentale, 1883, vol. I., p. 133.

26) M, 417.—H. 71., C, 194, A. M. 209,—The Rev. W. Houghton,
0. C, pp. 471, has mistaken the signs, and indulged in a series of specu-
lations which are worthless, on this sign and the following.

27) A. M. 203, P. 192, M. 230, C. 362.

28) Cf. Fr. Lenorniant, Les Syllabaires Cunei/'orines (Paris, 1879, p. 61.

29) G.Bertin, .7.7^.A.AS^.o.c.,ll.643.

30) A.M. 137, P. 131, H. 437, M. 442,

31) A.M. 138, P. 132, H. 135. M. 447, C. 1136.

32) G. Bertin, 1. c, p. 683.

33) An earthenware coffin, according to Dr. J. Oppert ;
a comb,

according to the Rev. W. Houghton, a quiver according to Mr. G. Bertin.

34) A crockery pot, a jug, according to Dr. Op})ert, followed by Mr.
G. Bertin

;
a comb according to the Rev. W. Houghton.

35) A throne, according to the Rev. W, Houghton followed by Mr.
G. Bertin,

36) J. Menant, Manuel, p. 147.

37) .). Oi)}n'rt, Expedition en Mesopotamie. II. p. 66.
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38) It is most likely that tlie determinatives were at the heginning

pronounced in speaking and casually dropped, only when the context

made the sense clear without it. The habit grew and became regular.

39) When in Assyria the syllabary of 96 characters entered into use,

the number of determinative ideograms preserved was only a dozen,

40) The number of Chinese determinatives is generally said to be 214, but

this is only the number of distinct characters according to which the native

dictionaries are now arranged since Mei-tan, the Lexicologist, in 1615 a.d.

41) Cf. supra, ^ 8. A list of such books is to be found in A. Wylie,
Notes on Chinese Itteratu7-e, ])]). 12, 114, sq. ;

a few are mentioned by
G. Pauthier Journal As/atique, Avril Mai, 1868, pp. 363-365.

42) On the Ku-wen cf . my remarks in The Oldest Booh of the Chinese,

sec. 23 and notes. So little was known of these Ku-wen or ' old symbols,'
before I began my researches, that an elder Sinologist who has made his

name widely known by his long-continued study of ancient Chinese,
declared that I was the first among the Sinologists to have shown the

importance of these oldest written characters of the Chinese and the

necessity of their study. The Chinese writing was the object of an

important reform in 820 e.g., and the Kn-wen ceased to be employed

except by tradition in special cases. The last of the transftjrmations or

reforms occurred in 375 a.d., from which time date the present characters.

43) These rude and not primitive characters which look, what many of

them really are, i. e. signs written by uncultured people and makers' marks
were published in the Lettre de Peking sur Vorigine et la formation de

Vecriture chinoise, by P. Cibot (Brnxelles, 1773), but the plates had

appeared previously in the Philosophical Transnctions, vol. xlix, pi. 20-46.

Their number is 118. Julius Klaproth published 74 of them in his

Memoires relatifs a VAsie, vol. II., 1828, pp. 101-131. It is from these

works that the specimens of supposed primitive Chinese characters have

been quoted ad nauseam in European books. No hieroglyphic inscription

has ever been found in China, the country of tradition and worship of

antiquity, and none could have been found, as we know now that the

writing introduced by the Bak tribes was an old and decayed one which

had passed through the (purely hieroglyphic ? and) hieratic periods. The
Chinese have never lost sight of the ideographism of many of their

characters, and have always striven at preserving it, and even increasing
it. I^owhere, else than in China, could be seen the phenomenon, unique
in the general history of writing, of a renovation of hieroglyphism which

occurred in 820 b.c. A powerful ruler, Siuen Wang, of the Tchou

dynasty, aided by a skilful minister, had the writing reformed and many
characters remodelled in a pictorial direction, in order that the writing
should be understood throughout his dominion, notwithstanding the

regional dialects. I have compiled a vocabulary of some six hundred of

such altered signs, still in MS., and I have already called attention to

remarkable fact. (^Early history of Chinese cirilizatiov, pp. 15-17;

The oldest Book of the Chinese, sec. 24). In spite of these causes of

preservation of hieroglyphism, and the natural additions to an ideogra])hic

body of writing, it is highly significative of the nou-indigeneousness of

the Chinese writing that 74 symbols only, including 30 spurious formsand

maker's marks, should have been found as having a pictorial appearance,
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or better a skeleton appearance nf liieroglyphs, against tlie five Imndred

primitive characters vl the Chinese writing.

44) Prof. A. H. Sayce, Ilibbert Lectures, 18S7, app. p. 434, mentions

as mine a theory that the ancestors of the Chinese were once in contact,

probably in Elam, with the inventors of the cuneiform writing. But I

have never been led to such views- by my researches, because I cannot

accept Pi'of. Sayce's unj)ruved theory tliat the cuneiform writing was

invented in Elam, and because the ancestors of the Chinese are much
later than this invention. This misconception of my discovery explains
how the talented professor of Oxford " found it difficult to believe tliat the

Bak tribes could have carried, not only the forms of the Samerian ideo-

graphs, but also their pronunciation with so little alteration, across nearly
the whole length of barbarous Asia." Now this is somewhat exaggerated.
The Bak tribes have certainly preserved many sounds and forms of

characters, but not all of them, and they had carried away with them
written texts rnd lists of characters, as I have shown reasons to believe, in

The oldest huuk of the Chinese, sec. 114 and 115. As to the length of

the way, Prof. Sayce attaches too much significance to its importance.
The journey did not last so long. There are several similar instances,

such as the Kalmucks eastwards, the Yueh-tiwestwards, &c. On the

latter cf. my article on Tlie Yueh-ti, &c. in The Academy, Dee, 31, 1887.

45) Representations of the graving knife employed are given in the

Hwa—pu wen-tze Vao, 1833, Bk. IV, f. 22.—On this question cf. also

L. C. Hopkins, The six scripts (Amoy, 1881), pp. 6, 7.

46) Whence their name of ICah tou or tadpole characters, given to

them in the second century a.d. Cf. Tai ping yu Ian, Bk. 747, f. 2; and
the Bahijloni'inand Oriental Record, vol. I, p. 135. Cf. also, ibid.i). 188.

47) The name of Dungi, an old king of Ur, is interpreted by Mr. T. G.
Pinches as 'the man of the reed tablet;' in ancient Chinese legends his

name is written Dum-kit, i. e.
' the carver of wood,' and it is to him that is

attributed the invention of writing like bird's claws, and afterwards like

tongues of fire. Cf. my Early History oftheChinese civilization, pp. 27-28,

48) On the Gis-li-khu si and Gis-zu cf. A. H. Sayce, Hibbert Lectures,

1887, p. 9. n. 2; Zeitschrift fur Keilschriftforsrhung, IT, p.208, and pre-

viously in Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archeology, yo\. I, ]J.'SA3sq
Mr. T. G.Pinches has shown, Tr. S. B. A. vol. VI, p, 210, that use was
made of papyrus, Szc, at all periods.

49) These reservations apply only to the linear characters derived from

seals of unknown date. 50) Cf. our reserves on this point § 11.

51) Cf. T. de L., llw Chinese mythical Kings and the Babylonian
eanon in The Academy, Oct. 6, 1883.

52) Cf. G. Pauthier, Journal Asiatique, Avril Mai, 1868, p. 383.—
The text extremely concise says : y hwo ki, i. e. used fire to record facts.

53) Tso tchuen, Tcliao Kung, year XVII. § 3.

54) Hu Shen, Shwoh wen, introd. 55) Hii Siien Shicoh iven, introd.

56) Siao Tchuen ts'an.— Prof. R. K. Douglas, MS. note.

57) A. D. 133—192. Cf. Mayer's Chinese Readers Manual, 755.

58) Said to be a contemporaiy of Nakhunte or Nai Hwang-ti. Cf.

the own introduction of Hii Sben to his vocabulary tlie Shwoh wen (a.d. 100).

59) In the Luh shu ku by Tai Tung, of the XII Ith century, an elaborate

work on the historical etymology of tlie characters, 479 graphic bases only
are recognized. Cf. L. C. Hopkins. The six scripts, p. 1.—Abel Remusat
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in liis Recherches siir Vorigine et la format/on de VEcriture chinoise, in

the Memoires de VAcademie des Inscriptions, 1827, vol. VIII, suggested
that the number of the primitive Chinese characters was only about 200,
but he had no sufficient sources of information at his disposal.

60) I wish those of my readers who are desirous to examine my com-

parisons would closely draw themselves in a cursive and roundish form

Babylonian cuneiform characters quoted, as then they cannot fail to grasp
the Chinese symb()ls derived from them.

61) Amiaucl and Mechineau 23, Pinches 30, Haupt 39, Chossat 2 3,

Menant 212.—Min Tsi kih, Luh shu t'ung, s. v. The slanting stroke

in the hieratic Babylonian symbol is longer downwards than in the text

above. The modern Chinese is % and not & as misprinted.

62) A.-M. 176, Pinches 175, Menant 'l74. It is foundin Nos. 55,

84, 196, and 251 lof A.M. Min Tsi-kih, Luh shu t\mg, Bk. II, f. 4.

63) Amiaud-Mechineau 175, Pinches 133, Haupt 78, Menant 414,
and p. 90. This explanation of du, tur results from my comparison with
the Chinese derivate, on the plate of Akkadian and Chinese characters

in \nj Early history of Chinese civilization (London, 1880). 1 repeat it

here with fuller confidence, despite Mr. G. Bertin's and Mr. T. G. Pinches'

explanation of the symbol as representing the breasts with flowing milk.

(Cf. Bertin, I. c. p. 643). Such a figure might sitggest mother, food, or

the like, but it cannot suggest a child. The early Chinese shape for ' son'

lias been dro])pedin the text, so that the last sentf/Jence must be restituted

as follows: The derivate similar in early Chinese ^ tih has become -^
tze ' son' and also ^ '

child.'

64) Amiaad and Mechineau 39, Menant 361, Chossat 263.

65) Min Tsi-kih, L„h shu fmg, Bk. IV, ff. 45, 46.—Fu Iwan-tsiang,
Lull shu fen Ivy, s. a".—Tung Wei-fa, Tchuen tze-wei, s. v.

66) Without any further change of position.

67) Cf. Chinese
/?<, Mandshu iceikku, Mongolian omo, Kiranti Bakhan,

^o/chopu, Po/Amm, Kusundu ican, &c-

68) Cf. Menant 361, Chossat 263, Min Tsi-kih, /. c.

69) A.-M. 186, Pinches 166, Haupt 29. Menant 59, Chossat 472.

70) Amiaud and Mechineau, 240, Pinches 159, Menant 97, Haupt 191.

71) The hieroglyph being still clear to the scribes, there are many
rariants. Cf. Min tsi kih, o. c, Fu Iwan tsiang, o. c.

72) A.-M. 12. Pinches 24, Menant 206, Haupt 24, Chossat, s. t.

73) Figured in J. Menant, Recherches sur taghiptique orientale, 1, p. 141.

74) As the Kos. 74 io 83 of the notes are wanting in the text, we add
at the beginning of each note the word of the character it refers. Gts.

A. M. Go. P. 104. H. 114. M. 331. Esu, wood; in Chinese shu and
mill- are the words for tr e.

75)
'

Mountain,' A. M. 254, P. 198, M. 171, M. T. K. s. v.

76)
'

Female,' A. M. 163, P. 23 I, H. 219, M. 41, C. J 57, M. T. K. s. v.

77) Bull,' A. M. 47, M. 433, C. 266, M. T. K. s. v.

78) 'Not,' A. M. -li, P. 12, M, 240, C. 14, H. 36, M. T. K. s. v.

79)
'

Answering,' A.M. 229, H.187, M. 143, C.544. M.T.-k. VII, 44.

80)
'

Book,' A. M. 294, P, 229, M. 64, M. T. K. .<. v.

81)
'

Icicle,' A M. 238, P. 168, M. 94, ]\r. T. K. s. v.

82) 'To make.' A.M. 1 1, P. 45, M. 312. Min Tsi-kih, 11,5.

83)
' Hand.' A.M. 136, P. 139,M. 477, C.235,H. 145. M.T. k.,VI,37.

84) A.M. 37, H. 41, I^I. 213, C. 543. The first of the early Chinese
derivates has been mislaid the

t(Ji)^to the left in the printing, and the
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hasta of the same derivate ought to be lontjer upwards and dowpwards.

85) A.M. 49, P. 81, H. 75, M. 261. Miii Tsi-kih, VII. 8.

86) A.M. 221, P. 94, H. G^]. M. ;J5G.

87) A.M. 222, P. 68, H. 13. M. G. Bertin, J.R.A.S. 18S7, XIX, p.

643, misconceived its original position, perhaps because he had not

seen the oldest form here quoted from tlie Stele ides Vautours.

88) In the texts of En-Auna-du and Uru kagina.
—A. M. 258, P. 190,

H. 160, M. 160. M. T. K s. v.

89) A. M. 184, P. 242, H. 7, M. 198. Also T. G, Pinches, MS. note.

M. T. K. .^\ r. 90) A. M. 145. P. 125, H. 186, M. 185, C. 563.

91) A. M. 147, P. 61, H. 100, M. 380, C. 100. The sign's name was
arudubu.

92) Amiaud and Mecliineau 51, Pinches 105, Menant 819. The hieratic

appears thus on a cylinder of a patesi figured in J. Mt?nant, Gli/ptique

Orientale, I, 64.—On the Chinese besides Min Tsi-kih, s, v., and Fu
Iwan-tsiang, ^*. r., cf. J. Chalmers, The structure of the Chinese characters

aft'^r the tShivoh-iran, 117.

93) A. M., 152, P. 109, H. 159, M. 156^ C. 176^ M. T. K. s. r.

94) A. M. 276, P. 248, H. -^29, M. 61, C. 290, M. T. K. s. v,

95) It appears the left to top on the cylinders of the Ur-ba-u, and of

Dungi,which are figured in J. M&rnMit's Gh/pti(2ue Orientale, I, pp. 129,
140.—The attempts at explaining the character as the survival of a lying
beast (Rev. W. Houghton '. c. Mr. G. Bertin /. c.) in various ways
seems to be unsuccessful.

96) A. M. 243. Pinches 161, Menant 102. Min Tsi kih, Bk, IV, f. 25.

97) A M. 165, P. 238, H. 224, M. 41. K'ang hi tze-tien, s. v.—
Tchueji-tze-wei, s. v. 98) A. M. 8, P.16.—Cf. M. 872.

99) The character appears in InscrijJtions of WeMern Asia, III, pi. 43,

col. 2, 1. 4.—Mr. G. Bertin, /. E- A. S. 1. c. p. 643, has misunderstood

this character, which he fancies to represent the legs of a man walking.

100) Amiaud and Mecliineau, Tableau, p. 4.

101) A. M. 48, C. 110, M. 383. H. 90, C. 596.

102 An ingenious explanation, from Mr. G. Bertin, 1. c. p. 652.—
The Chinese character is most certainlv derived from the Babylonian
form. Cf. A. M. 198, P. 208, M. 185, and Chinese M. T. K. s. v., or

Tchmn tze wei, 182. Sounds: Akkadian //«/, earlv Chinese bam,m.od.fung.
103) M. 14, C- 58. It means also 'son.' H. 230, P. 250.

104) Making already a total of about 50 Babylonian and Chinese

symbols identified. In another paper I shall give another fifty Chinese

derivates of the old Babvlonian cuneiform characters.

105) r/i? oldest Book of the Chinese, § 111; •/. H. A. S. 1883, vol. XV,
pp. 278-279.

Errata and CoreiCxExda.—Page 73, last line; instead of ^:'>G
read §31.

75, 1. 27 ;
instead of seeme to be a difficulty read seemed to be a difficulty.

76, 1. 37
;
instead of when rmd where. 78, 1. 12

;
instead of G. Panthier

read G. Panthier; 1. 37
;
instead q/'well as other characters read as well as

by other characters. 80, 1, 19: insteo.d of l^iniyy read Nineveh; delete which.

81, 1. 30; instead of I am ware read I am aware. 83, 1. 9; delete and. 84, 1.

14; instead of to a corruption read to a greater corruption. 85,lastline; m-
stead o/many entries read 522 entries. 90, 1. 9; iih-'tead of only read alone.

91, 1. 10
;
instead of to them read to the Chinese. T. de L.
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THE NETHINIM.

{Concluded from p. 71.)

Having reached the result that the I^ethinim could only trace their

genealogy to women, the most probable conclusion as to their origin almos^

presents itself spontaneously. Men who could not trace their paternity

attached to the Temple and yet degraded to the level of bastards—wh^

could the Nethinlm have been but tlie children of the Kedishoth or sacred

prostitutes attached to the Temple before the exile ? These were attached

to the worship of Astarte and of Ashera, if these two are not identical

(Baudissin, sub voce, in Herzog-Plitt). Now we know that the worship

of Ashtoreth was introduced by Solomon (I. Kings xi. 5), and as the

Temple was simply the Chapel Royal while the kingdom lasted, the rites

of x^shtoreth were doubtless' performed in the Sanctuary. These rites may

possibly explain the large number of his harem, and we can only account for

the title nTobtl^ "'"Qi^ ^-^ given to some of the Nethinim by connecting it

with this worship. Manasseh introduced an Ashera into the Temple

(II. Kings xxi. 7), which was removed by Josiah (ibid, xxiii, 4:-6). Even

if we did not have this evidence of these lascivious rites in connection

with the Temple, we could assume them from the existence of still worse

abominations in the
Q"^tiJ"Tp5

or cinaxli sacri. These are first mentioned

in the reign of Rehoboam (I. Kings xiv. 2-i); they were removed by Asa

(ibid. XV. 12), but not so completely that they had not to be removed by

Jehoshaphat (ibid. xxii. 47). And, notwithstanding these abolitions, we

read thai Josiali '-broke down the liouses of the Q^^7p, which were by

the house oi the Lord where tlie w^omen wove !:angings for the Ashera "^

(II Kings xxiii. 1 ). Thi> is clear c/idence of the existence of these rites

in direct connection witli tlie Temple. And where the Q^^Hp were

there can be no doubt that tlie lesser vice also prevailed. In the Deuteo-

noniic legislation which all critics recognise as the outcome of the

Jahvistic reaction in Josiah 's reign, the two classes of unfortnnat s

arc coupled together in tlie precept :
" There shall be no

Htljlp

of the daughters of Israel nor a U?lp of the sons of Israel" (Deut.

xxiii. 17) and as if i to mark the ecclesiastical character of these

terms the next verse refers to the same classes among the common people
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(ib. 18).^ We have no explicit reference to tliese rites later than Josiah,

but they are in all probability referred to when it is said that Jehoiakim

(II. Kings xxiii. 37), Jehoiachim
(il'. xxiv. 9), and Zedekiah (ib. 19)

' did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord, according to all that

their fathers had done.' And even as late as Ezekiel we have a vivid and

detailed account of the rites connected with the JllUJlp within the

Temple, which can only have been described from events that had happened

witliin the prophet's lifetime (Ez. xxiii. 36-4:8). With this evidence

before us, we can scarcely deny the existence of sacred prostitutes in

connection with the Temple of Jerusalem throughout the separate king-

dom of Judah and up to the Exile. Now these unfortunate beings,

though mosiiy infertile, would have children who would doubtless be

brought up to the same vile life as themselves before the exile (the sons

^s "^UJTp, the daughters as jl^tTTP)- -^^^ after the exile became the

Nethiniin, whose origin we are here investigating. This account of it

explains their connexion with the Temple, their degraded position,' and the

fact that they could only trace their ancestry up to women.

It may be fairly asked why the Neihinim should consent to return to

occupy such a degraded position, and Herzfeld
(1.

c. II. ii. 140) urges

this point in arguing that the prohibition against intermarriage with tliein

did not exist in Ezra's time. He had not the present suggestion before

him, or his objection would indicate complete misconception of the

psychology of pariahs. No one who has read M. Michel's j^ainful but

fascinating book Les races maudites can have failed to notice the sullen

patience with which the outcasts of humanity submit to their lot: they do

not appear to have sufficient imagination to sever themselves entirely from

their persecutors. In the case of the Nethinim we have an additional and

more prosaic reason for their return to Palestine: they had hereditary right

to part of the dues paid to the Temple (^Ezr. viii. 24). Again: to modern

notions it seems difficult to understand why the Jews, when once freed

for ever from the vices of which the Nethinim were a living embodiment

should have permitted them to return to take up their old quarters near

the Temple. But it was the most natural thing in an ancient and an

oriental state that the status quo ante should be restored: what would

need explanation would be any departure from it. The Jews returned

with touching fidelity to the villages they had occupied before the Exile!

the Nethinim had been attached to the Temple before, they were attached

to it as a matter of couise after
; they wore degraded before, they wer«

even more degraded amid the New Israel.

It is right that this investigation should conclude with the chief
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objections which may be urged against the identification here proposed.

I believe for the first time.^ In tlie first place we have assumed that

the names of the ancestors of the Nethinim which end in i^; are those

of women. Yet the only names of individual Nethinim (except the Iddo of

Ezr. viii. 16) are those of the two leaders t^H!^ and is^CtTJ- tbe former the

leader of the Bent Ziha at the head of the first batch, the latter, I have

suggested, the chief of the Bern Gispa at the head of the second.

As regards the argument that there was an Aramaic tendency after

the exile for the names of men to end in ^;, this has been de-

duced from the very list of names we are considering and would thus

be a circular argument. At any rate the tendency is not shown among
the long list of names of Jews who put away their strange wives

{Ezr. X. 18—43). This objection, at any rate, cannot apply to the

names ending in
j-)<i (Nos. 25, xvii) and p^' (34, 41). These are the

names usually rehed on to explain the term Koheleth : if the present

view is correct, this must be abandoned
;

and we have not only

depended on the forms of the words in concluding that these

were women : their '

biological' character was, among others, an in-

dependent proof of their meaning. Another difficulty is suggested

by the difficult word "'t^^'lD the KhetJiib of Ezek. xxiii 42, which

exegetes nowadays take to mean 'drunkards from the wilderness' (cf.

Deut. xxi. 20) though this scarcely gives a good sense. Now it is.

to say the least, a remarkable coincidence that this word, occurring

in the midst of a description of the rites connected with the Kedishoth^
should resemble so closely the fcs^niD ''Jl which we have ventured to

restore to the second batch of Nethinim (No. xv) from the viol

'S.ovjBn of the Apocryphal Ezra. While this identification confirms in

a most unexpected manner our general hypothesis it causes some diffi-

culty as to the origin and meaning of the words ending in ^;. For

here we have a word of this kind referring not to a woman, but to a place

or tribe. It is, however, extremely improbable that the remaining 17

words ending in ^- (excluding nos. J and
i.)

should refer to places or

tribes without our being able to identify them. -Altogether I am inclined

^0 think the evidence in favour of the majority of the names in the list of

Nethinim being those of women is overwhelming. I would, however

remark that, even if this were not so, tlie hypothesis I have put forward as

to the nature of the Nethinim would not suffer : as an explanation of

their degradation it would bo satisfactory even if the names of the Neth-

inim at the time of the Return did not bear traces of the status oi

their ancestors.
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Another more formidable objection still remains to be overcome. If

the origin of the Nethinim Avere as we have suggested, why does no hint

of it occur in Bible or Talmud ? To this it may be replied that no liint

was required if the name Nethinim carried its own story witli itand

implied the same to men speaking Hebrew as lepocovkoi implied to men

speaking Greek. For this we have direct evidence. In the two cardinal

passages, Esr. ii. and Neh. vii, the name is transliterated ^a^ivuloi

in the LXX, but elsewhere the word is translated lepoSouXoi (Esr. ii. 58_

vii. 24, viii. 20; 3 Esdr. v. 53—58, viii.22—51), and the same word is

used by Josephus {Ant. XI, v. i) in the only passage where he refers to

them. Now there is no ambiguity in the meaning of iepoBovXot (v.

Smith Diet. Class Ant. s. v. HieroduU Herrmann Gottesdients. Althert-

d. Hellenen, § 27, n. 13—16: it almost invariably means tlie ministers of

lascivious rites in connexion with the temples of Aphrodite (really

Astarte in Greece as in Judtea). The LXX and Josephus would not

have used a term of so insulting a meaning if they had no tradition of

the origin of the Nethinim to depend upon. As regards the use of the

name Nethinim, as corresponding to hieroduli, we have an exact analogue

in the corresponding class in Indian life, the Bayaderes, v(]xo are techni-

cally called Deva-dasi (deodatce). There are also special reasons why the

doctors of the Mishna would be chary of entering into details aliout this

somewhat unsavoury subject. As the Temple increased in sanctity, it

was decidedly impolitic to remind the people that the holiest spot on

earth had been tainted by the most unholy of rites. The Sopherim developed

a special sense of delicacy about these and kindred subjects, as we know

from the Biblical passages which " were not to be read" in the synagogues.

The Chronicler, whom Zunz has shown to be identical witli the writer of

Ezra, completely avoids all mention of the Kedishim or Kedishoth. Though
he is careful to point the moral of his tale by referring the downfall of

Judah to the abominations committed by the kings he is reticent about

details, and passages like I Kings xiv. 24
;
II xv. 12

;
xxii. 47 :

xxiiii_

7 find no parallel in Chronicles. Neither in Mishna nor Gemara. so

far as I am aware, do we find any mention by name of any individual

Nathin, and it is probable that they disappeared as a class after the

destruction of the Temple. The memory of their origin then seems to

have died away, and the Rabbis of the Talmud found and exercised an

opportunity for displaying their ingenuity in combination which has

obscured the origin of the Nethinim ever since.

We moderns might wall imitate this delicacy and reticence but for one

censideration. We can best know the religion of Israel by contrasting it
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witli the cults opposed to it: all those who are nowad.-.ys investigating the

religions of Syria recognise this truth. Yet here we have in the existence

of these Nethnim evidence of rites as repulsive as anv found elsewhere

existing in the Temple right up to the Exile. Scholars had, of course,

known of this previously ( though not later than Josiah), but the dis-

covery that the Nethinim were the ministers of those rites gives a vivid-

ness and concreteness to our ideas on the subject which cannot fail to

light up many points on the religious development of Israel. When we read

the description of the peasants in La Bruyere we understand the French

Revolution; when we think of the Nethinim and all that they imply we

understand the Jahvistic reaction under Josiah. Imagine a Nathin

slinking by Isaiah in the courts of the Temple, and we have a vivid

picture of the lowest and the highest form of worship which arose in

Syria and spread thence throughout the ancient world, the one dis-

integrating society, the other destined to bring the germs of salvation-

Nor are the two forms so disconnected as might appear: healthy human

nature has in itself a safeguard against such extremes of viciousness as are

implied in the Nethinim. The mere force of moral repulsion will explain

much of the iiceva indignatio with which Hosea, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel

jnveigh against practices which strike not alone at all spiritual religion

but at the very roots of social and family life. And certainly our investi-

gation, if substantiated, enables us to appreciate the force of the terms

• whoredom
' and ' abomination

'

applied by these prophets to the idolatrous

practices of their time. They seem mere pieces of bad taste if we take

them metaphorically as modern exegesis too complacently assumes (e. g.»

Gesenius Thes. s. v. nHIJ P- -122). Our knowledge of the continued

existence of these Nethinim shows these expressions to be the natural

utterances of earnest and right-thinking men. It is on account of the

lurid but instmctive light which is thus thrown upon the religious de-

velopment of Israel that I have thought it desirable to raise for a moment

the veil which for nearly two thousand years has rested on the origin of

the Nethinim. Joseph Jacobs.

NOTES.
1) "Thou shalt.not bring the hire of a whore or the wages of a dog,

into the house of the Lord thy God." The meaning of 'y7'2 here is settled

by the use of the same term "3,73 in the Plu^nician inscriptions Corp.
Ins. Sem., No. 86. But as n2ll is a secular HtTlp, ^'> 3.73 "'^s probably

tZJIp impart from the Temple. It was possible that the ordinance of

Deut. xxii. 5 was directed against tliese ]iracticcs.

2) The latest and, I think I may add, the most absurd suggestion
about the Nethinim was by Rosenzweig in his Jahrhundert nach dem

Exil, 1885, who sees in them the forerunners of the Essenes! J. J.
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BABYLONIAN AND ORIENTAL RECORD.
Contributors are alone responsible for their opinions or statem9nts.

THE REAL CHBONOLOGY AND THE TRUE HISTORY OF
THE BABYLONIAN DYNASTIES.

For a long time, since the discovery of tlie Armenian translation of

Eusebins of Pamphili Chroniconhj Angelo Mai, a single list of Mesopotam-
ian dynasties had been known. A great many scholars worked on the state-

ments that have come down to us under the name of the Berosian list,

which certainly rests on sound chronological documents. We have expressed

our views in other papers, eV uXXoiai \6-/oi(ti, as old Herodotus says, and

we shall not insist in these pages upon the elements which, in the strongest

manner, corroborate our opinion on this historical monument, especially

referring to the chronology of the Assyrian empire, and to the several royal

families who ruled in northern Mesopotamia. Quite distinct from this list

is another document, newly discovered by Mr. Pinches^, and explained

with the most critical accuracy
^

by the eminent and leading scholar of

Assyriology in Germany, Prof. Schrader.

This new list is entirely different from the so-called Berosian list, and

has no connexion whatever with this so often commented-on document:

it refers entirely to the southern kings, and excludes a complete comparison

with the sister list; quite so we should not venture to propose a conciliating

concordance between the kings of France and the German emperors,

connected nevertheless by a small number of prominent rulers. It would

prove a great defect of historical sense and a lamentable arithmetical

insanity, if we should attempt with an easy and, I dare say, cheap want of

earnest science, to change patient figures, and to replace them by other

numbers which might suit better for our unjustified premises. Ifothing,

indeed, is more easy than this sort of pseudo-chronological bills of fare
;

nothing also is less convincing than an arbitrary boasting with rudiment-

mentary arithmetic
;

it scarcely persuades anybody besides the author of

such unscientific achievements.

Vol. II.—No. 5. [105] April,' 1888.
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The tablet of Babylonian kmgs we allude to cannot pretend to a great

scientific value, if the names were not attached to a definite period and a

chronologically fixed epoch. The Berosian lists led us to the discovery of

the true system of figures in the Genesis, which we have set forth else-

where, but which has received an actual corroboration by this same royal list.

This discovery of ours consisting in the original identity of the Biblical

legendary figures with the Chaldaean mythic period, proves that the mythic

period of Assyro-Babylonian chronology closed in 2517 b.c, a lunar period

of 1805 years before the new period which began under Sargon 712 B.C.:

a similar epoch has been known to the Egyptians, who commenced a new

series with the reign of the priest Sathos, the antagonist of Sennacherib

(Herodotus II, 142).
3 We have shown that the 9 sar, 2 ner, andSsossof

the Syncellus, or 34,080 years after the 5100 years given to two first

postdiluvian kings, give exactly 39,180 years, or 653 soss.* These 653

soss are composed of:

12 sothiac periods of 1460 years= 17,520 years, 292 soss.

12 lunar periods of 1805 years=21,660 years, 361 soss.

Total=39,18u years, 653 soss.

In mounting from a.d, 139, the sothiac cycles of 1460 years, and from

712 B.C. upwards the lunar cycles, we arrive at the date of 11542 b.c.

reputed common origin of the two legendary cycles.

The Genesis has the same postdiluvian statements, the soss or sixty

years are only reduced to the unity.

From the Deluge to Abraham's birth ... 292 years.

From Abraham's birth till the death of Joseph... 361 years.
From the Deluge till the end of Genesis ... 653 years.

I thought it necessary to establish these points in order to fix in a scientific

way our starting-point. The epoch to which must be attached the entire

list is 2506 b.c, 11 years after the cyclic date of 2517 b.c. This becomes

necessar}^ by the conformous statements of the Armenian Euseby and

Syncellus, who assign to the mythic king the whole sum of 39,191 or

39,190 (34(191 + 5100) years: the historical facts which put an end to the

old dynasty did not exactly coincide with the cycles' beginning.

This date is now confirmed in a marvellous way by the statement of king

Kabonidus who, inatwice verifiedtext admits between him and his Chalda^an

predecessor Sagasaltiyas a lapse of 800 years: we shall see t'lat the

combined statements of the Babylonian documents fix give 11 57 years froai

their beginning to the accession of this prince. The date of 1349 b.c. agrees

plainl}' with the assertion of Nabonidus, who reigned from 555 to 538 b.c.

Besides this list of royal names we know another document, which

Mr. Pinches first analysed. Dr. Winkler published, and of which I
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gave a translation.^ The document is a Babylonian chronicle copied

under tlie reign of Darius, commencing with the reign of Nabonassar

(747 B.C. down to 665 b.c). It is essentially inspired by Babylonian

patriotism, hostile to the rule of the Ninivite Sargonidse's family, and,

falsifies even true history, in attributing to the two superseded kings, Te-

glathphalasar and Shalmanassar, the domiation in Babylon which the royal

list, agreeing with Ptolemy's canon does not admit. On the contrary,

by opposition, the royal list is devoted to the royalty of Sargon's family :

it affirms, like the Alexandrian canon the reign of Poms (Pulu) and

Ilulaeus (Ululai) who governed actually, instead of the unauthentic reigns

of Teglathphalasarand Salmanassar:. However, in contradiction to Sennach-

erib's own texts, the list assigns to this king two reigns of twoandof eight

years, which Ptolemy denotes as interregna {ajiaaiXevTov), supported

in that case by the anti-Sargonide Chronicles. The latter, in their hatred

against the Assyrian dynasty, refuse even to Assarhaddon, who actually

ruled in Chalda'a, the title of king of Babylon; moreover, they change into

defeats the victories which Sargon and Sennacherib justly pretend to have

obtained over the Elamites. With a not harmless pleasure, the Chronicle

insists uj)onall disasters which happened to the reigning family, and certainly

its most interesting statement is the confirmation of the Biblical record

that Sennacherib perished murdered by his son.

This document affords an highly important contribution to history and

an unappreciable corroboration to formerly known statements of less

ancient epochs. The original and prominent merit of the Royal List is to

precise clearly the remote times of Babylonian histor)% which until now

staggered uncertain between several centuries.

Here is our restoration of the Assyrian Berosian dynasties:

8 so-called Median kings
^ 2506-2283

11 Elamite kin^s 2283-2059
49 Chaldean kings ,

2059-1601
9 so-called Arabian kings . . .

,
1601—1356

Semiramis , . . . 1356—1314
45 Assyrian kings 1314-788
Babvlonian dvnasty, Teglathphalasar and Salmanasar . 788— 721

Sargonida?

'

721- 606

The cuneiform Babylonian list furnished the following dynasties :

i. 11 Babylonian kings 2506-2202
2. 11 Sisku kings ,

. 2202-1834
8. 36 (Elamite ?) kings . . . .

,
1834-1257

4. 11 Pase kings ,
1257-1185

5. 7 kings, of three dynasties, together, .... 1185—1137
6. „ kings of different dynasties 1137— 769
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7. 5 kings of Babylon ,
769— 732

8. „ Sargonides, and others ....... 732- 625

9. Last Babylonian dynasty 625-- 538

Before explaining the chronology of these dynasties, we are bound to

the general remark that a great many ancient kings ^vhose names and

even texts are known to us, are to be placed before the commencement of

this historical period, and belong to the remote epochs of the so-called

mythical times. The two last millennia of this long and legendary period

of 653 soss or 39,180 years, going upwards to the epoch of the Egyptian

Pyramids, have left us the names of the monarchs of Sirtella (Telloh to-day)

like Urnina, Gudea, Ur-duggina, the old Ur-babi or Orcham, his mighty

sonDungi or BaiT-kin; we do not here allude to the names of Sargon I. and

his son Naram-Sin, the time of whom is, until now, alone known to us.

All Assyriologists, indeed, must place these two princes of Agade in the

39th century e.g., according to an important notice of king ^N^abonidus*

We have not to touch these points in this paper, which only concerns

the dynasties posterior to the commencement of the last cycle before

Sargon II.

1 . The first dynasty of Babylon comprehends 1 1 kings, during a penod

of 304 years, from 2506 to 2202.

The eleven kings, succeeding from father to son from Sumuabi to

Samsu-Satana, are the following, with their Semitic-Elamite names :

Sumu-abi ......
Suinu-Ian ......
Zahii. mentioned by Nabonidus

Apil-Sin''......
Sin-mubanit (Elamite form)
Hammurabi .....
Samsi-ilima .....
Ebi-sum ......
Ammi-ditana ....
Ammi-didugga^: ....
Samsu-ditana .....
2. Last vSuraerian dynasty of Sisku or Ur-ellu, 11 kings, reigning

during 368 vears : from 2202-1831, h.c.

15
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"While several kings of the first dynasty are so well known to us by

their proper texts, or mentioned by later monarchs, as Zabu, Hammurabi

Samsi-iluna, no trace whatever is to be found of the existence of the

rulers of the line of Ur-ella.

3. The third dynasty had not been handed down to us in its formerly

unhurt state: a large gap of 343 years cuts into three parts, the 576 years

and 9 months^ which the document originally attributed to it, and within

this lacuna must be placed the names of many of the best known kings,

as Nazi-bugas, Parna-pur-yas (offspring of the master of lands), Kuri-

galviu, Simti-silhak, Kudur-mabug, the conquerorof the West, Ardui-sin or

Eri-vaku, homonym to the Arioch of the Bible, Kara-indas, Kara-hardas, N'az-

ruddas, and other rulers of Elamite origin and name. But as it runs now, the

list is extremely valuable by the presence of Sagasaltyas, living 800

years before Nabonidus, and by several kings mentioned in the syn-

chronous tablet of Chaldcea and Assyria. We even believe to discover the

name of Semiramis, the Ninivite queen, in the mutilated name of Isamme

. . ti, where we should propose to read Sa-am-mea-(ramit sarra)ti.^°

The vertical wedge instead of the female ideogram, might be objected to

our opinion, but the indication does not mark, I fancy, the proper name,

but the new reign, and may be looked at as the perpendicular line in all

similar catalogues, even in the lines of mere alphabetic or syllabic cha-

racters
; equally in the astronomical and teratological documents, every

new portentum is introduced in the same way. Moreover, the epocli

agrees perfectly with the Berosian reign of Semiramis.

The names of this dynasty, Elamite and Babylonian, and which reigneil

9soss 36 years and 9 months, that is 576 years 9 months, fromil831:-1257

are as follow:

Kan-dis
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After this gap of 343 years and 9 months we meet with three reigns,

the duration of which is preserved, but the names of the kings themselves

are gone.

22 years 1422-1400
26 „ 1400-1374

„ • •

,

• 17 „ 1374-1357
lvndur-J3el 2 1357-1355
Semiramis (ruling in Assyria from 1356 to 1314)

"
1355-1349

Sagasaltiyas, 800 years before Nabonidus, 13 years 1349-1336
I^^^-bat 8 „ 1336-1328
Bel-uadm-sum 1 ^^ 6 m^ 1328-1326
^^ 1 „ 6 m. 1326-1325
Bm-nadm-sum 6 ^^ 1325-1319
Bm-nadin-ah 30 „ 1319-1289
Mehsipak 15

^^
1289-1274

Marduk-abla-iddin 13
'

1274-1261
Zamama-uadin-sum 1

' 1261-1260
Bal-nadin ... 3

'^
1260-1257

This dynasty, which some scholars call Kassite, tlie name itself being
broken off, lasted for 576 years and 9 months. As several Assyriologists
have already stated, we find here two names mentioned in the Synchronous
tablet of Assyria and Babylonia. A great difficulty arises in this instance

as to the identification of Assyrian kings known by the Nineveh in-

scriptions. The two monarchs, Ben-nadin-akh and Zamana-nadin-sum.
are coeval to Ninip-abil-ekur (or Niuip-abil-esarra) and Assnr-dan-an,

perhaps to be read Assur-edil-el. The important question is, whether

t hese two princes are identically the same as the ancestors of Teglath-

phalasar I, called by him Ninip-abil-ekur and Assur-dayan. Hitherto

almost all scholars, George Smith, Sayce, I hear also M. Hommel, and

myself, had admitted, without any discussion, the respective identity of

these monarchs. But M. Amiaud has pointed out to me the difference

existing between the forms of Assus-dan-an and that of Assur-da>/an,

and I dare say this remark, which I believe has not been published yet by
the author, strikes me for the very reason that this non-identity of the

persons does not oblige us to change a numeral figure of the traditional

text. I feel, as must do all real clironologists who ask for some credit,

the most invincible reluctance to alter numbers which have been handed

down to us, lest their falseness be not mathematically proved. Or, the

Eavian inscription of Sennacherib fixes the interval between him and the

king Marduk-nadin-akhe at 418 years: in maintaining Avith the other

scholars the identity of Assur-dan-an and Assur-dayan, I am bound to

change 418 of the copies into 518. Moreover, it is l)y no means certain

that the antagonist of Bin-nadin-akh is really Ninip-abil-ekur: the last

sign is wanting (see R. Ill, 4, 21); it may be possibly not kur, but hira,
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which would de^t^oy not only the identity of the persons, but even that o

the names. The historical exactness of the Bavian statement would thus be

put beyond all doubt, and also the Assyrian chronology could be esta-

blished in a manner much more agreeable to the tradition preserved by

Herodotus and Berosus.

We have, it is true, some erroneous statements in the texts, and one of

this kind is rectified by another discrepant figure. If we had only one text

of Assurbanabal's decagonal document, we should maintain as undeniable

that Kudur-ISTakhunta, king of Susiana, overran Babylonia 1535 years

before the warlike monarch of ISTiniveh. As, however, we possess anotlier

document fixing the Chaldeean defeat 1635 years previously to the capture

of Susa, we should be at a loss to choose between the two disagreeing

statements as to which is the true one. Very happily we are able to

decide the question, for a third text assigns for the interval be-

tweenjthe two events the laps of two ners, seven soss and 1 5 years, that

is 1635 (1200 + 420 + 15) years. By this third inscription we are enabled

to acknowledge that the number furnished by the first text is erroneous,

and we receive thus the rather discouraging lesson not to follow blindly

all possible cuneiform statements which have reached our time.

4. We attack, with doubtful hesitation the fourth dynasty called line

of Pase, composed of 7 kings during 72 years and 6 months.

If the times of Nebuchadnezzar I, antagonist of Assur-ris-isi, king o£

Assyria, and of Marduk-nadin-akhe, victor ofTe glathphalasar I, son of

Assur-ris-isi, must be put higher by a century, the lacuna must be filled

up in the following manner:

Marduk

[Nebuchadnezzar I]

5 kings, together

[Marduk-nadin-akhe]

Marduk-nadin

Marduk-[sapik-kullat]

Nabu-[saduni]

Marduk-sapik-kullat and [Nabu]sadun are mentioned in the syn-

chronous tablet as coeval of Assur-bel-'kala, son of Teglathphalasar : it is

to be observed that the mutilated text of the list seems to give Marduk-

zir .... and Nabu-mu. and that, even thus, our restitutions may

inspire some doubts.

5. After this ver}^ mysterious dynasty, the royal list is completed by a

fragment, published long ago by George Smith, in the Transactions of the

Society of Biblical Archaeology, t.III,p. 361. The three dynasties, the last

of which is camposed of one king only whose name is not even given,

reigned together 47 years 8 months.

17
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a. The first dynasty, of the sea-shore, the south of Mesopotamia, reigned

21 years 5 months, viz,;

Simmas-Sipak ... 18 years 1184-1166
Ea-mukin-zir ..... 5 months 1166-1165
Kassu-nadin-akh 3 ., 1165-1162

b. The dynasty of Bazi, reigned 20 years and 3 months:

E-nlbar-sakin-sum 17 „ 1162-1145

Ninip-kndur-usur 3 ,, 3 m. 1145-1142

Silannu-Suqamuna ,, 1142

c. One king (Elamite) not named reigned 6 „ ... 1142—1136

6. From 1136 until 763 vre unluckily find a very large gap, the tablet

in its complete form can forcibly have only furnished the dynasties,

without giving the lists of the kings. The document has a break of

sixteen lines to the utmost, in which the series of monarchs during the

long interval of 373 years cannot have been contained. Mutilated as it has

reached us, the inscription gives two names:

Marduk (broken off) 13 years 1136—1123
Another king ... „ 1 month 12 days ... 1123

If we adopt the very acceptable meaning of M. Amiaud. we must let

follow immediately the names of Nebuchadnezzar I. and Marduk-nadin-

akhe, the antagonist of Teglathphalasar I, who would appear here, ac-

cording to the statement of the Bavian tablets, 418 years before Sennacherib,

the coeval event to which the Ninivite king alludes, wavers between circa

705 and 686 e.g., the most recent date of the invasion of Marduk-nadin-

akhe would be circa 1104, which could be lowered to 1098 if necessary.

There would be, therefore, room enough to seat comfortably the two

antagonists of Assur-ris-isi and of his son: the latter did not notice his

defeat in the great Prima text which has been preserved.

In any case, the two Chalda^an kings have their places eitherhere or in the

Pase dynasty: but against this latter hypothesis may be objected the

absence of the name of Marduk-sapik-kullat ;
and this circumstance, we

stated already, must not be underrated. But, by no means, would it be

possible to place these two monarchs beyond Sagasaltiyas or Kara (Kudur-

Bel). This opinion would be exploded by the apagogical demonstration,

by the absurdum of its consequences. We ought tli n to admit 1100

instead of 1357, and this difference of 257 years would oblige us to put

the reign of the pretendant during42 days in 866 b.c. Now, beyond that

epoch we know the Babylonian reigns of Nabu-sum-iskim, Bin-nadin-akh,

Nabu-abla-iddin, Nabu-nadin-sum, Marduk-bel-usati, and others, whom

we should be obliged to present to the reader, but whom we look for in

vain among all the remaining names. This is the veryproof of the reality
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of our chronology; we are confined as by witchcraft, in a certain circle

out of which we cannot escape. We must fix the limit of the first dynasty

of Sumu-abi, either in the end of the 26th, or the end of the 25th century.

The second hypothesis, however, is only admissible with some difficulty,

obliged as we are to change the number of the interval of Xabonidus and

Sagasaltiyasfrom 800 to 700, and to modify the text in order to maintain

an arbitrary combination.

Having examined the different mathematical possibilities, we are

entitled to state that the opinion we put forth, to attach the dynasties of

the list to 2506 b.c, is not a personal meaning, but the real chronology of

the Chalda?an kings.

II.

After the break of the 373 years begins another series of names of a

quite different character, l^o chronological question remains for dis-

cussion. Historical discrepancies arise, and for tlie first time we find

Assj'rian documents written in the interest of the reigning dynasty of this

country contradicted by other texts starting from divergent political

principles. The Chronicle we talked of already is thoroughly hostile to

the royal family of Nineveh, to Sargon, Sennacherib, his sons, Assur-

nadin-sum and Assarliaddon ; they deny their victories and refuse to

these monarchs even the quality of king of Babylon to which they were

entitled. On the other side, the predecessors of Sargon, Teglathphala-

sar an d Salmanassar, whose monuments were destroyed and mutilated

by his family, are, in opposition to the Royal List and to the Canon of

Ptolemy, styled kings of Babylon ; the former made certainly two

unsuccessful attempts for acquiring this title, in seizing the hands of Bel.'^

In fact it was the Porus of Ptolemy who reigned in Babylon, and the impar-

tial astronomical Canon of Ptolemy and the less disinterested list of kings

state his ruling over Babylon.

Salmanassar, on the contrary, has never been king of Babylon, and

he never "took the hands of Bel" never, perhaps, did he visit Babylon

a sking. After the death of Teglathphalasar, which very closely followed

his second entering into the holy city, a certain Ilulaeus, the Ululai of the

Royal list, seized the power, and kept it until the accession of Merodach-

baladan, three months after the death of Salmanassar, who died before

Samaria in besiesins; thiscitv. The Chronicle itself aids us in acknowled-

ing its own untruth: according to it, Salmanassar died the 5th of Tebet

(January), and Merodachbaladan succeeded to him only in Nisan (April),

What happened during this interval of three or four months ? Nothing
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at all
;
Ilulaeu? was simply sui^erseded by Merodachbaladan in this very

date of April; and Sargon, in his texts, expressly insists upon the illegitimacy

of Merodachbaladan, what he never would have done if the new Chalda?an

king had exploded his enemy Salmanassar.

The facts are shortly as follows : after the defeat of Kinzir, the Chiuzirus

of Ptolemy, Teglathphalasar may have for a short time occupied Babylon:

soon afterwards superseded by Porus, he had his revenge two years

afterwards, and died a very short time after his victory. At his death

Ilulaeus, the Ulula'i of the list, reigned, while th eking of Assyria, who

had, perhaps, made an attempt to seize the Babylonian cnjwn, had been

overthrown by his rival.

We see clearly here that the Chronicle, which is also in disagreement

with the texts of Sargon and Sennacherib who are right in these points, alters

the historical truth for patriotic purposes, in cancelling the names of Porus

and Ilulaeus.

The opinion that Teglathphalasar and Salmanassar were only other

names for Porus and Ilulaeus does even not deserve a refutation : this

hypothesis is not serious. N'o reason whatever could lie ])ut forth for this

identity and for changing glorious names into obscure ones. To

several scholars it is granted as an article of faith that when we find two

names, we forcibly are in presence of only une person. Every one of these

four names represents an individual : the four names belong to four men.

The Chronicle knows Sargon, Sennacherib, Asaradisus, Assarhaddon,

Saosduchin, Assurbanabal, with their real Assyrian names : what reason

should the Chronicle haA'e had, hostile to the Assyrians, to mention

Assurbanabal, instead of calling him Kandalan, the Chiniladan of the

Canon, whom we find in the Sargonist royal list? Even this identity of

Kandalan and Assurbanabal has been proposed, notwithstanding the

express testimony of king Nabonidus, who mentions Assurbanabal. king

of Assyria, and who does not confound him with Kandalan, his own

predecessor on the tlirone of Babylon never occupied by Assurbanabal.

Dut the Chronicle fully agrees with Ptolemy's Canon in admitting ttwico

an interregnum, which Ptolemy expressly distinguished by ajiaaikevTov

a and aftnaiXeinov /9'. The Chronicle states that after the failure of

Mesesimordacus, Musezib-Marduk, "there was no king in Babylon for

oight years
"

: the Canon admits an interregnum from 688 to 680 u.c.

while the lloyal List attributed these years to Sennacherib, who never was

king of Babylon. The first interregnum after tlie death of Sargon (70r»

TOii), for two years is in the List equally given to Sennacherib, who
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himself now takes the title of king of Babylon. The Yiredihctiye penchant
to identify all such persons would logically entitle us to believe that

Interregnum is surely another name for the person ehewhere called

Sennacherib /

In fact, the Canon of Ptolemy, as preserved by Tliooii, is the very

impartial guide, and must serve us to choose between the discrepant state-

ment of the Chronicle and the List. As to the differing reports of the

Chronicle and the royal inscriptions, I incline rather to the side of the

monarchs, who generally did not mention battles when the result did not

exactly agree with their intentions. Sargon pretends, as we have already

noticed, that Humbarigas was defeated by him: the Chronicle says that

the Elamites were victors. The laconic language of the Assyrian king

may, to a certain extent, speak for the Babylonian document's veracity;

but the battle of Haluleh, in 689 B.C., was certainly won by Sennacherib

although the Chronicle relates his failure. On the other side, the capture

of Assaradisus by the Elamites, not mentioned by Sennacherib, may be

reputed as really historical; and the double interregnum, the latter of

which is noticed by the Chronicles, is, we cannot repeat it too much,

plainly corroborated by the sources which Hipparchus of Alexandria had

at his disposal.

The Canon of Ptolemy is confirmed in all its details: the only wanting
names are ISTabu-sum-yakin, who reigned 1 month and 12 days after

ISTadius, and two kings which the List places between Sargon and Belibus

(Bel-ibni) : they are named Marduk-zakir-sum, son of Ardu..., the Hagises
of Abydenus, who reigned a month, and Marduk-abla-iddin, of Habi, who

could maintain himself during half a year: Sennacherib and these two

pretendants fill up the fu'st interregnum of Ptolemy.

The two cuneiform documents agree in the names of Nergal-yusezib,

which the Cauon corrupted to
'Ipir^i/SrjXo'i and Musezib-Marduk, the

Mesesimordacus of Ptolemy. Both are called Suzub by Sennacherib.

Nergal-yusezib is named Suzub, son of Gatula, the king defeated at

Haluleh is marked as Suzub, the Chaldiean.'^

Thelist finishes with Kandalan, the Chiniledan of^Ptolemy, very likely

the son of Saosduchin, whom his uncle, Assurbanabal, was unable to

expel from Babylon.

It furnishes some other curious hints. Teglathphalasar styles Chinzir,

king of Sape; this is the Sapiya of the eponymic tablet and the wrongly-

written Sasi of the List. Ilulaeus (Ululai) is from Tenu. The most

puzzling statement is that of the origin of Sennacherib and his family.
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who are called native from Habigal ;
Merodachbaladan the semester

king, seems to belong to this same family, although the name of his

country is only Habi. This pretendant was by no means identical to the

famous Merodachbaladan of the Bible, the Mardocempadus of the Canon'*

and the Almagest.

These are the historical statements which we can consider as precious

results of the List of kings of Babylon.

The chronology is astronomically fixed, and the uncertainty

does not exceed one year or some months: there is no more wavering

between centuries. We may be quite ascertained about the absolute

chronological situation when we shall get some statement about an eclipse

within the reign of one of the kings. The canon of Ptolemy is a mere as-

tronomical document, made in order to fix the days q/"the epoch down

from Nabonassar: it seems to have been so looked at by Hipparchus, who

could peruse Babylonian texts unknowuto us. The great Greek astronomer

seems to have adapted the original Babylonian dates to the Egyptian

calendar and to the leap-years of 365 days. The Nabonassarian

era commences with the first Thoth of the 576th year of the Soth-

iac period, the commencement of which fell on Tuesday, the 20th

duly Julian, 1322 B.C., the 8th July Gregorian— 1321 (8,679 of our

myriadic reckoning), and the first Thoth of the year 576 fell therefore on

the Wednesday, the 26th of February Julian 747 b. c, or

26th and 18th of February
—746, 9, 254. This is the origin ^and the

meaning of the era of Nabonassar. Ptolemy in following HipjDarchus,

mentions the following lunar eclipses under tlie reign of Mardocempadus :

29 Thoth and 1 Paophi year 27, 19—20 March Julian 721 b.c.

first year of Mardocempadus.
18—19 Tlioth year 28, year 2 of the king, 9tli March 720 B.C.

15 Phamenoth, year 28, year 2 of the king, 1 September, 720 B.C.

As, according to the"Almagest, the Bab3donian documents noted the

hc)urs of the night and the duration of the phenomenon, it is evident that

the original cuneiform statements did not jjoint out the data by the months

Thoth, Paoplii (ir Phamenoth, but Ity the Clialda'an names; for their

identification the great Alexandrian astronomer must have employed very

correct calculations. We are at a loss to guess his methods and his

system fr getting througli the irregularities of the Chalda'an ombo-

lismical intercalation.

We must content ourselves at present with the statements of the

Egy{)tian calendar of Ptolemy, which enables us to fix with sufficient

exactness tlie dates of the Royal List.

We return ti) that document, which gives, on the top of the fourth

coluinii. six kings of a Babylonian dynasty, Avho together had a duration
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of 31 years. The number, as it is, can only be referred to the length

of the time The number is 31, and not, as we could, read 621 (10 soss,

21 years), or 1811 years (20 soss and 11 years) or 1801 (30 soss and

1 year, or J 860 (31 soss). It is a great pity that the names are

wanting, where we should have found, without any doubt, the Phul of

the Bible, distinct from the second Phul the Ptolemaeon Porus. The

whole list runs as follows :

Nabu-swn-iskun -747
Nahu-nasir (Nabonassar) 14 years 747-733
Nabu-nadin-zir or Nadin (Kidius) 2 „ 733-731

Nabu-sum-ynJcin, son of Nadin 42 days 73 i

3 1 years of the dynasty of Babylon.
Kin-Zir of Sape (Chinzirus)
Pul (Porus)
Ululai (Ilula?us) of Tenu

Marduk-abla-iddin, lord of the sea

Sarhin (Arceaniis, Sargon)
Sin-ahe-irib (Sennacherib) of Habigal

Nergal-yiisezib (Irigibeius)

Musezib-Marduk (Mesesimordacus)
Sin-ahe-irib

Assur-ah-iddin (Assarhaddon)
Samas-siim-yukin (Saosduchiii)
Kandalan (Chiniladan)

The names are sometimes shortened : Nabn-nadin-zir to Nadin, Nabu-

sum-yukin to Sum-yukin, Nergal-yusezib Musezib-Marduk to Suzub.

The Canon comprehends Senn cherib, and the two kings reigning together

7 months, in one Interregnum, and describes the second reign of Sen-

nacherib as the second Interregnum. We have already observed, and we

have nothing to add to the demonstration of the non-identity of the

six distinct persons, of Teglethphalasar and of Phul, of Salmanasar and

of Ilulaeus, of Assurbauabal and of Chinildan. Julius Oppeet.

NOTES.

1) Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archapology188 4, p. 195.

2) Sitzungsberichte die K. K. Akad. der Wiss., 23 June 1887.

3) The Chaldean figures have been set forth at the second interna-

tional Orientalists Congress in London in 1874. Transactions p. 46 ss.

The discovery of the identity of Mosaic chronology has only been made in

1877, and has been published for the first ivcaQGoUinger Nachrichten,1877 .

The 11,340 years, from the first king to Sethos, according to Herodotus,

give just the suji of 12 periods of 292 or 3504, and of 12 periods of 653
or 7839 years. This astonishing fact has been exposed in my Chronologie
de la Ge'nese, 1877, with several considerations on this point. Suidas

states that 654 years are the PlKienia periods. Herodotus is referring to

a twice-repeated change in the orientation. I suppose that perhaps the

number of 11,340 were those of lustra, and that those 56.7(90 years were

the double of the precessional period. Although Hipparchus only dis-

3 years
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covered this phenomenon, it is impossible to admit that during so many
centuries, the effect of the equinoctial precession would not have struck
the mind of the early observers. A vague and unconscious conception
may have induced them to admit a great revolution of 28,350 years, which
would give 78;^ years for a degree, or 45,7 seconds a year instead of 50,3,
which is the real value.

4) Diodorus (II, 31) fixes the times on to Alexander to somewhat
more than 473,000 years. As the pra^diluvian period is of 432,000 years,
with the period from 2517 to 330 b.c, we shall have 473,367 years.

5) Comptes rendus de VAcademie des Inscriptwnft et Belles-lettres,

1887, p. 262.

6) M. Amiaud fixes the date at 2494 b.c. ; he differs from me only
for 12 years.

7) If we were not opposed to the useless identification of persons bear-

ing different names, we should be inclined to assimilate this king to the
well known Rimesin or Eriv-aku.

8) Sumerian form, the Elamite pronunciation of which is unknown.

9) I had the idea to seek the name of Semiramis elsewhere, for

instance, in Sumu-lan, but it would be too veuturesome.

10) A very strange error of calculation is committed by M. Pinches, who
has the merit to have discovered this text. In his essay he gives only 500

years to this dynasty instead of 576, from 1570 to 1070, instead of

counting from 1570 to 994. Therefore all numbers he gives are erroneous.

Or, if he starts from 1070, his most ancient date must not be 2232 b.c,
but 2308 B.C.

11) It proves a great ignorance, even of ancient writers, to confound the

barbarous highwaymen (Cossa-ans) Kusu in Susian) with the Cissians

(Kto-o-«o(), the Kassites of the Cuneiform inscriptions. The inventors
or employers of tlie name ' Cosscean

'

seem not to be aware that Cissia is

the only term known to Herodotus for the country we call Susiana ! The
Cossa^ans were Turanian, and the Cissian Semites seem to be ' name of

father'; Hammur ihi is explained by the Assyrian Kimtn-rapastu,
'

prosperous race,' Ammi-didugga,
'

race of the law
'

: Sdimu-ihma is
•

Samas, (the sun) is good,' Samsu-ditana, Samas is our lord,'
' Ainmi-

ditana, race of our lord.' As the sun has another expression in Elamite,
the two names beginning with Saimu may be 'servant of our god,'
• servant of our lord.'

\2) This ceremony of "
seizing the hands of the statue of Bel" was the

act by which the pretendant was entitled to assume the title of king of

Babylon. Sargon performed this solemn act immediately after his entering
into Babylon. The two last eponyms of Teglathphalasar in the Ass-

yrian lists contain the mention of that ceremony which, once accomplished,
gave the title, for life. The fact that the same king is said to have repeated
this act the next year for a second time, proves energetically that he had
been superseded during the year by the Porus of Ptolemy, the Pulu of the

lists, whom he defeated in the course of the second year.

1.3) Prof. Schrader makes the ^amc remarks after Prof. Tiele, whose work
is Btill unknown to me. Here are really two ^Mrt/As ./

lA) The idea of Lenormant about this " Chalda?an patriot" is not
conlinned by the exjires statement of the List, as the persons are not the

same J. 0.
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A CONTRACT OF APPRENTICESHIP FROM SIPPARA.

Mr. Pinches has formerly published some Contracts of Apprenticeshiji

in No. 6 of the Record. In our collection we have found a deed of the

same nature, which presents certain interesting peculiarities and an ex-

pression not up till now pointed out to our knowledge.

This is the contract, with an interlineal transcription :

(d) Tabutum maratsu sa Bel ahi iddin

T? ^ ^jn ->f 4 ^
-y<T ^ ^t^.i

abal (d.) sangu Samas ina huut libbi su

T ^< ^T ^"III ^ ^ %h -^r I Vr ^4
Hamatsiru (D.) galla su ana

^ i-'B r « ^11 ^ >^ « -^iT

(d.) (uganlal) lamutanutu (d.) muutu

adi tuppi u tuppi' ana Bel ahi iddin

ni¥r ^ ^ >/- Vr ^ ^^^:m (-%i ^)
abalsusa kuddinnu abal (d.) paseki taaddin

^* -^11 «^r -<r< ^y<m <Wi i\^ n)
mutu qatiti vulammatsu

^ -^I <^K 4 h- '^141 J^R (4f^ >f ^ >f )

ki la jultammiddu su (yumu 6 qa sebar)

mandaattuni Belahiddin ana

t-A^i^MB -Ht 4 (I -^T:1 a<- >^)
(d.) Tabutum inamdin Belahiddin

tuppi u tuppi' (d) mutu

-^r x]< -<T< m <U] ^^ chii 'et ^ ^ itt Bh
qatiti yulammat su ma arki 8 arah

ana (d.) Tabutum inamdin adi

3 arah elat tuppi u tuppi
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itraassa su iballat sitiu ib uzaum

(D.)mukinnu Nebo suma iskun abal susa . .

j-t]t]t]>^ r-^iij,

Nebo suma . . Bel . . .

r? I ¥ I -r M _-^-^ -¥ I? ^ ^jra --f (4)
abal susa Nirgal kimtum edir abal (d.) sangu Samai

^ -M r -ry<y -y<T4 lu ¥ i -i ^? i?

(d,) tupsar Rimut abal susa Nurea

abal (D.) nappahu Sipparki arah tebitum yum 18 kam

sanat 8 kam Dariavus

sar eki u mat mat

satara estin taan^ ilquu

.4^y^;i j^^^i -3^ >f ^y .4 351
napalkatitanu ^ mana

^ -<yt 4
inamdin.

Tbe phonetic ideogram which commences line 4 is composed of two

elements, whose first is shaped with its Akkadian transcription and its

Semitic translation in the bilingual vocabularies of Assurbanipil's palace. It

is that which in Lenormant is marked 260. Unfortunately the Sem-

itic translation has disappeared by a fracture of the tablet, and as to

the Akkadian transcription sakan, it presents to us reunited the

transcriptions of the two elements into which this sign can bo separated.

In fact ^ is read sa in Akkadian, particularly when it represents the

copulative conjunction, and on its side J:»^ is i)ronounced gan. This

therefore, teaches us nothing. But if we compare tliis deed with tab-

let 81, 6, 25, 53, of the British Museum, published by Mr. Pinches,

we see that the Semitic word to be read here ought to be a derivative

of the word lamadu " to teach." Among the words derived from that

root and which are perfectly known to us is found the word lamutanu
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which we have already pointed out in our work upon the Obligations en

droit egyptien compare aux autres droits de Vantiquite, as having the

meaning of scholar, student, apprentice. We have found some other

examples of this special signification in some tablets of our own collection

and in the new series *of texts which Mr. Strassmaier lias recently

published. The abstract noun formed by lamutanu, lamutanutu would

therefore, signify apprenticeship, as Jammadutu, ab.stract noun directly

formed from lamadu, and which we find with the same signification in

W. A. /., V, 53, 22), and, l)eing followed by a word hkewise abstract,

mutu, it would mean the apprenticeship to the profession designated

by this last word.^

As to the determinative which precedes each of these two abstract

words in the 4th line of our text, this ought so much the less to astonish

us because it precedes likewise the word isparutu in the 3rd line of the

first of the two texts published by Mr. Pinches, which has in no way
precluded him, and ought not to have precluded him, from seeino-in

i.'<paratu an abstract noun formed upon the name of the trade usbar.

There is besides exactly the same in Egyptian. The names of agents are

formed in Demotic by vmo= pJUL, man, eq, the mark of the third

person and of certain participles. pAXeq has become in Coptic peq.
by elision of the JL5L. In[ow this peq is maintained with abstract formative

JULrtT,^"^"^- ^M'i«- ^^ i^ ^^^^ ^'^^^ °^
'j^cE.OJ- "to teach," there has

been found first peqi~C^a3= a^3-4-'l-Z''>»P,
'' the man who teaches,"

'the master,"then the abstract word
JULflT'peq'j^cE.CJD

"the teaching".

Let us add that sometimes in Coptic even njm. has retained its primi-

tive form, when it was not followed by gq, as, for example, m the words

JULItXpiULp^LCLj , JULm-pJULnKHJULe, JULItTpJULnrtOTT-e

JULm-pJULn^HT, &c.

It remains to know what was the trade designated by the word mutu

and which demanded an apprenticeship. It was evidently a trade pro-,

ductive by the work even of the apprentice 3. since both in our contract

and in Mr. Pinches' contract relative to this same trade the owner of the

slave who gives his slave as an apprentice is bound to pay nothing for his

maintenance. Besides, the apprentice's stay, when completely instructed, is

prolonged during three months with his master so that tliis master may com

pletely pay himself, for the expenses which he has disbursed previously

by the labour of a workman completely taught. We see in our days a great
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number of such [contracts occurring in manual occupations. In France

dressmakers, modistes, tailors, dyers agree often to charge themselves

with an apprenticeship, on condition that they shall keep during a certain

fixed time that workman or that workwoman when their instruction shall

be completed, without paying them anything.

The word mutii is certainly formed on the same model as the word

isbaratu and so many other abstract nouns. The final utu has been added

to a root mu. ^NTow this word mu is often met with as indicating the

name of a trade in the new series of texts published by Mr. Strassmaier,

in our collection, in that of the Louvre, &c. We do not, tlierefore, think

that it is necessary to seek in muutu a root mutu. Let us add that the

word muu had as synonym the word &aa according to a text reproduced on the

28th plate of the British Museum's Yth volume. It is true that this

does not make anything clear for us; for we can no longer recognise the

exact value of the word baa as that of the word muu. Besides, whatever

be the profession indicated, it could not demand a high intellectual

application. It is a manual trade like that formally mentioned in the

tablet reproduced by Mr. Pinches, and which bears the word qati, "hand."

Ours replaces, it is true, this word qati by the word qatiti, which cannot be

the plural: the vocalisation is opposed to that. The muutu qatiti was a

trade in which one must especially use an instrument named qatitu. But

this instrument, whose name recalls so nearly the word qatu, "hand,"

must no doubt be some of those which they plied with the hand. The

two texts, therefore, support each other.

In ours the expression tujipi u tuppi' is met with three times

which pemiits the meaning being fixed by the contexts. We are led

to an idea which is not very far removed from the meaning of the

Arabic
"

U::
'^^ the expressions ^.j^, and joU3' \

''attheoppor-

tune time, at the time agreed on." Tuppi u tuppi^ is the timei agreed on,

time necessary for tlie scholar or apprentice to have acquired sufficient

instruction. Tliis time may change according to the capacities of the

apprentice or scholar, and that is the reason why it is not specified.

It is true that in a deed, the first of those which Mr. Pinches has

quoted, a limit of five years is fixed for the duration of the residence with

his master, and the exercise with him of the trade of a weaver for a

slave who has been placed as an apprentice. But it is only during the

time of this apprenticeship, burdensome for the master because of the

materials which would be lost by the unskilfulncss of the apprentice,
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it is only during this time, tuppi u tuppi, tliat the woman Nupta wlio

places this slave in these circumstances must contribute to his main-

tenance by an alimentarj^ pension. Here then tlie time necessary to

the a{)prenticeship (probably much longer than for the trade of man

muu, and less lucrative in its outset), is to count upun the duration of

the whole residence estimated at 5 years, in place of going off alto-

gether, before the beginning of a period of three months only of util-

ization of a skilled workman for the condition of muu.

Let us now look at the translation of our tablet :

" The woman Talnitum, daughter of Bel ahi iddin, of the tribe of

the sangu of Samas, in the satisfaction of his heart, has given the

man Hamatziru, her slave, in ap])renticeship for the trade of mutu,
iintil the necessary period, to Bel ahi iddin, son of Kuddinnu, of the

tribe of the Paseki. He will teach the mutu <pititi. If he does not teach

him, Bel ahi iddin will give to the woman Tabutum (per day ^ of an

ephah, that is to say, 6 qa of wheat), as price of his locatio {operarurii).
He will teach him the trade of mutu qatiti in the necessary time, and,
three months after, he will send him back to the woman Tabutum. Up
till three months beyond the necessary time (for the apprenticeship) he

shair retain him. He (the slave) will live upon the products of his

own work.
" Witnesses : Nebo suma iskun, son of .... of tribe of Nebo

(<suma. . . .

" Bel . . ., son of I^irgal Kimtumcdir, of the tribe of the sangu of Samas,
' Scribe : Rimut, son of IS'urea. of the tribe of the smiths:
"
Sippara, the 18th Tebit of the 8th year of Darius, king of Babylon and

of countries."

"They receive the writing together. The transgressor (of this contract)
will pay \ mina."

The value of the word mandaatum, signifying in these contracts between

private persons
"
rents "'' or the price of rent paid in kind for a tenancy

or locatio of every kind, was fixed by us last year in our work upon les obli-

gations en droit egyptien compare aux autres droits de Vantiqiiite, at the

same time as we fixed the value of the word idi, which represents the

sum for rent,particularly when that rent had to be paid in silver, at least

in part.

In the 14th line the portion of the phrase: adi S arah elat tuppi u tuppi'

itraassasu determines thoroughly the meaning which we diave indicated

above of the locution tuppi u tuppi'; in fact the preposition elat which is by a

usage extremely frequent in the contracts signifies there always
' outside

of" or "
besides," and is applied always to things of a similar kind.

Tuppi u tuppi' can therefore represent nothing but a period of time

like the words •' three months
"
which precede it.
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As to itraassi, it is the 3 per. future Itpaal of the verb rasu, used here

exactly with the same shade of meaning as in the deeds from Warka
translated by us in ISSo, nim mala sa isuu u irassu,

"
all

that they possess or shall possess." We have besides had occasion

recently to comment upon this whole question of the different meanings
of the word rasu and its derivatives. At the end of line 15 we have

supplied in the lacuna the words z??a muzibti su after the verb iballat:

This verb ib Hat, in fact, governs the preposition ina with the shade of

meaning
" to live by." In one of the contracts of Mr. Strassmaier's first

series it is used :

" in the day from which the woman Gugua^ shall live on

the interest of her monej.Mmu mala Gugua baldat ina harra kaspi su;"

and in the second part of this same phrase we find the word muzihutum to

represent very nearly the same thing as the word zihtum in the bilingual

tablets of Assur-bani-pal. In fact muzibtum is a participial form of

the same root. It is that which they can produce from their work

or their property. In one of Mr. Pinches' contracts it is also ?aid

that the owners of a slave will allow him for the supply of his

needs, during the period of his apprenticeship, his muzibtum at the

same time as they will pay for him per day a certain quantity of cereals, ,

Thus according to these three deeds, compared with one another,

we see what were in Babylonia the usual conditions of contracts of

apprenticeship.

According to the greater or less difficulty of this apprenticeship,
and according to the products which the work of the slave might be

able to yield from the earliest date, it could be agreed upon what should

be, during the necessary period to become a skilful workman, what

concerned his maintenance, either at the charge of his owner or of

the patron. In delicate and difficult apprenticeships, such as that

of a weaver of stuffs, the patron would demand that he should be as-

sured a long enough time of service to profit by the labour of the

man whom he should train, before consenting to undertake his in-

struction. The time of apprenticeships thus included the total period, and

during this apprenticeship the owner paid at least in part the ex-

penses of his board.

When, on the other hand, the apprenticeship was easy and pro-

ductive, the patron, who charged himself then, besides, with the ex-

penses of board, asked nothing but a short utilization, three months

foi- example, besides the length (;f the apprenticeship), the length of

whicli always remained unfixed.
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In one case as much as in the other, moreover, if the patron should

neglect to teaeh his trade to the slave wlioui he had received, he was

bound to pay for the work as if he had been let out during the same time.

If one of the parties should depart from the contract (for it is there the

juridical isignification that there must always be attributed to the word

napalkitanu, and that we have always attributed to it, since the root

would read "to transgress, to pass from, to traverse"); if, for example,

the owner withdrew his slave from the house of the patron before the

fixed time, or if the patron sent him back coutravening it, he should pay
to the other party a sum indicated in virtue of the j)enal clause. The

penal clauses are much employed in the demotic contracts, where this is

the ordinary form :
" Whoever of us shall turn aside for not acting

according to every word herein shall give so much" to the other party. The

word which we have translated by
'• turn aside" is the word set,

(from which comes the Coptic factitive "t-A-CTO)? ^vhich signifies "to turn

aside from one's path, &c." It is one which corresponds exactly

enough with the Babylonian expression.

E. & V. Revillout.

NOTES.
1) Here the sign ^>*- is put for

y^ ^J^ as very frequently after tlie

words
T^'^^y, 3^ycy<J:^ "Hf ^^-i '"'hen it precedes the indication of

the sum or the quantity, and ought t t be translated into French by
the words " a savoir." But we have never found it in an ex-

pression composed like this one.

2) In No. 20 of the texts of Nabonidus by Mr Strassmaier, we have

found the. word ^^>^y*^ itself, and it certainly possesses the significa-

tion which we have attributed to it, that of apprenticeship, for it is

used in the phrase in question (11.
14 and 15) regarding one named

Samas Dainuepus, son of Mitzirai' (the Egyptian), who was bound in

apprenticeship (y;^ ^^\ ^i. '^^^y*^) ^o
('^ <^^) a temple workman whose

name, mutilated, is found in the preceding line.

o) Instruction in reading andv^Titing was paid of necessity, because beyond
this price nothing accrued to the master. A Coptic contract shows us

how they proceeded in sucli a case:

A.rioK n^-TepjuLOTT-e Unexpoc -fcooth ^.tuj 1~&o-

juLoXovei juLuitoTxe xe ^ ic^.K npec£.'rT-ep(oc) oj-rajpe

exooxq JULc|)eT no-yTpeJULKc ne xe eKaJ^.^xc^.£.o n^.-

ttjHpe ec^,^-! nqujaj -frt^.x^.^.q it^-K JULrtncojc i^^oAXo-

Xovei xe ^.qxc^.^o eojctj JUL^^.^-q^ITq ^^.THq A-nrtw

^.qcg,^-! itxeq^^x. A-itoK n^.Tep(iULoifT-e) 'tc'TTx(ei)

e-f^tuo^oXk : ^.^oK ^^.pojrt uoj^P^ rtic^.^.K ^.qxooq

epoi A.ic^^-I i-^xxe ^-Ttu "fo juuuL^.p(T-Tpoc)
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" I Patermoute, son of Peter, I know and declare by God that,
Isaac the priest has promised to Pheu a trimesion (of gold) saying:
' If thou teachest my son to write and read, I will give it to thee.'

After that I declare that he has learned to read before he has

been taken to him and he writes with his hand
; I, Patermoute,

I subscribe this declaration : I, Aaron, son of Isaac, he has told

me this; I have written the tablet, and I am witness."

In the most ancient times, moreover, all the instruction which composed
a liberal education was already paid, and it sometimes cost a great sum
as is shown by, among others, a document published by Mr. Maspero in

his
" memoir upon epistolary style among the Egyptians." At the

time of the Lagides there was in every town a house for a school whose
master was called t< 3-4-1)°^

'"
tlie scribe of the house of in-

struction," see papyrus 2425 in the Louvre. It is by this
" scribe of

the house of instruction
"
that Setna causes to be written his wedding-

contract in the romance which bears his name.
This instruction there would be paid by the state. In the temples

they had also schools: for example, those of the young hierogrammates (of
whom the inscription of the nao-phoros statue tells us), which, interrupted for
a little under Cambyses, were re-established by Darius. An instruction

which was likewise given in- the temples was that in music, the director of

which was the hossbo 13^^) 1 3^ *^^' (^'(cKncaXo-i of the decree

of Canopus. But this instruction was also given outside by guilds on a

free system. It is that training 1< 3^4-1 to which constant reference

is^
made in the satirical poem. Horut'a had even written a book on

his subject, or pretended to do so. All science was included there. We
should not forget that the class of rep^;^/

"
savants," (in demotic s«)(

mat'i and in Greek ptero])hores) formed a distinct part of the Egyptian
priesthood, and taught all the human sciences comprising medicine, in

which, according to St Clement, they piously produced books in solemn

panegyrics. The most illustrious Greek philosophers went to be taught by
those rey^iu of whom they name many; among others the celebrated

Chonouphis of Memphis. They doubtless paid them well, and perhaps
from this there has arisen the custom of paying so dearly in Greece philo-

sophic and rhetoric teachers from whom lessons were taken. We know
that Alexandria was still in the Roman period the greatest school of

liberal science, and that it was sufficient, according to Gallien, to have

gone to study there to get one the reputation of being learned.

In the satirical poem it is related that the house of instruction at

Panopolis was destroyed from top to bottom and inundated with blood,
under Augustus, by the imperial troops, becaiise that school had taken

part in the general insurrection of the whole Thebaide against the Romans.
See the ''satirical poem" and my second

" memoire surles Blemmyes"
just 'published.

4) In tlie historical texts this word is applied to dues paid to the king,

exactly as in Egyptian, in the decree of Rosetta, the word ikar,

which, in the demotic contracts, signifies first and specially '-sum for

rent" (as in the Coptic contracts CLJK^-p
:ui(l cy^Hp, LIol).

-^:3';i;f),

describe a whole class of contributions. In Coptic CJjdHp is applied
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also to the rents of locatio operarum, as in a text recently published by
us kit is applied to the sum for hire of the labours of a slave.

5) We have in demotic many contracts analogous to that of Gugua, in

which certain motliers give some goods whicli lieLmg to tliem to their

sons, on condition that those will pay to them certain allowances. In other

cases it is the son only who, without anything being given in his favour,

pays a certain alimentary pension to his mother. E. & Y. R.

ON THE MEANING OF JAREB IN HOSEA.

In the December number of the Bah/Ionian and Oriental Record

Prof. Sayce discusses this question, and suggests that Jareb was the

original name of Sargon, tlie king of Assyria, mentioned in the liOth

chapter of Isaiah, and known by the Babylonian records to have been the

father of Sennacherib. He urges that, as Sargon means " constituted

king," it was most likely not his original name, but one which he sub-

sequently assumed. This may have been so; but I can hardly think it is

made more probable by the comparatively recent discovery that the name

had been borne long before by a previous Semitic monarch in Babylonia.

There is no reason to suppose that the parents of the younger Cyrus

intended him for the throne when they gave liim the name of the founder

of the Persian empire; or that Nabonidus had any similar intention when

he gave his younger son the famous name of N^ebuchadnezzar. (See

Mr. Boscawen's paper in the same number of the B. ^- 0. Record). We
do not know who Sargon's father was, or whether he belonged to the

royal race; but he may have given his son that name merely as that of a

famous former king. However, the question is whether, if Sargon had

any other original name, that name was Jareb, a word found in two

passages (v. 13, and x.
(>)

iu the book of the prophet Hosea, I submit

that a full consideration of the Hebrew shows that this conjecture is

untenable.
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Prof. Sayce says that " the want of an article before meleck (lung) can

scarcely be explained unless Jareb is really used as a proper name."

Xow I believe it will be found that when the word melech stands in

apposition before a proper name in the Hebrew Scriptures, instead of

wanting the definite article, it is invariably accomj^anied by it. But

when, on the other hand, it stands before the name of the country to the

king of which allusion is made, the article is omitted. For this reason

Hebrew scholars are agreed that "
king Arad the Canaanite

"
of Numbers

xxi. 1 in the A. V. should be (as it is in the R. V.) "the Canaanite, the

king of Arad," there being no article before melech; whilst that "Arad "

was a place is clear from Josh. xii. 14.

The Septuagint translators, it is true, left the word nearly as, in the

original, lapel^ ;
but hat was often their wont when they did not

understand a word, and by no means proves that they took it as a proper

name.

It is well known that the Vulgate renders this word as rex ultor ("ad

regem ultorem ") ;
and that Jerome justified taking it in this sense by the

precedent of the name Jerubbaal (Jerub-Baal=let Baal plead, ?', e. plead

for or defend himself) by which Gideon was called in consequence of the

decision of his father when appealed to respecting his overthrowing the

altaro f Baal, But surely this is hardly analogical, since the word Baal

follows the epithet in Judges, whilst melech precedes Jareb in Hosea.

I conclude, therefore, that Jareb is probably a name, but of the country

or place governed by the king, not that of the king iiimself. If this be

allowed, it is not quite certain even then which is its correct signification.

From Hosea v. 13, it would seem most likely that it was another name for

Assyria ;
but of course it may be another name for its capital city, just as

the kings of Israel were sometimes called, after the time of Omri, kings o^

Samaria.

It is obvious that I am not contesting Prof. Sayce's theory as to the

particular occasion alluded to in that chapter (which he considers to be

that of the accession of Sargon whilst the siege of Samaria was in progress),

but only his view that Jareb was the original name of the king of Assyria ;

it seems to me that its more probable signification is that of the whole or

some important part of his dominions. W. T. Lynn.
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PEHLEVI NOTES.—HI.
THE SEMITIC SUFFIX -MAN X^T> ITS ORIGIN.

§^-
We have examined in No. I. of these Notes (No. 6, April, 1887)

the curious formative syllable -iin, which is invariably used in Pehlevi to

complete the stem of verbs borrowed from the Semitic, and so inserted

immediately before the flexional endings. We there suggested^ that this

un is in reality a nunnated ?> pers. plural, of either present or aorist

tenses: so that, for instance, ashkakli-un-tano contains a 8 p. pi. aphel

present, and yaktib-un-tano, as we may write it if we like, a 3 p, pi.

aorist. Perhaps from these inflected tenses, it has been by analogy

extended to stems formed from participles, e. g. mahdr-un-tano (from a

participial form beginning with ma-').

We may next proceed to remark that some other parts of speech,

chiefly pronouns and nouns, frequently take another equally mysterious

formative syllable -man. Not all indeed. ZaJc (this) is simply Tp[;
—

// (I) is i't', as lak (thou) is
Tj^t
—

oblique cases for nominatives. So

shem is Q^, name. Sometimes, indeed freequntly, the emphatic form

is preferred: maVcd for king is too familiar to quote; so yahrd man, is

exactly "i-AJ or t^l^^. Still, the use of -nutn is very extensive: thus :

1. In personal pronouns: lanman (we), from r^ -\--man; ral-man

from an obscure form
-|-

-man.

2. In demonstratives, den-man (this) from )r\ -|- -man.

3. In interrogatives and relatives: ma-man (who, what, &c.); from

t^^, or p + -vian.

4. In Particles : levatman (with), from Ch. j~\l7) Syr. Zq^, -{--7nan:
T I

tamman (there) from Qp, which also exists in the form
"J^SJl

— a fact to

be referred to presently,
—and its opposite letainman (here)=_k3A^.

Vol. II.—No. 6. [129] May, 1888.
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5. In Xouiir;. This is tlir commonest usage of all: and thuugli not all

Semitic nouns take the affix, as above remarked, }et it may justly be said

to be a characteristic indication of such Semitic words. It is ahiiost

needless ro quote examples of a fact so well known. Among others are

yadiiian ( "^i ) 'liaud": (liidmnn (^^. |*.i) glory": nif/nlindii ( 7J11 )

'foot': nkhtman ( ilPfi^ ) 'sister': etc. Specially to be noted is

nafshinaii ( tTf^^ ). which, signifying
'

soul.' has come to be used as the

ordinary ecpiivaleut of 'self,' and so nuiy be reckoned a reflexive pronoun.

It is now tinu' to enquire into the origin of the suffix -ihkh. It seems

reasonable to look lor it among the Semitic languages. Looking back

over the above lists, the reader will f)bserve that only once,—in tlie case

of the adverl) tammuii = Tt^p\ under Xo. 4. do we actually come across

the use of this suffix -man in a Semitic word : foi* in this case the form

is clearly to be analysed into QJ^ (the simple form for 'there') +^Q(suffix).

It is Imt natural to take this latter as a pronominal suffix, probably iden-

tical with the Aramaic \72^ "who? what?' [Daniel iii, 15: £sdras v, S,

4, 'J): and as an indefinite 'any,' in the compound "^T^D
= ' whosoever'

{Daniel iii. (I. 11: iv, 14). (The interrogative V^ is perhaps preserved in

Hebrew in the well-known ^^n \72
oi Exodus xvi, IT), suppcsed by some

toliethe origin of the name 'manna'.) In any case, we can scarcely hesitate

to connect it with the interrogatives and indefinites T\72- ^^72- (' qt^i'-'-
?"

also '

quisc[uis').

In the cognate hmguages we have Aethiopic (j^z^ hnannu), both

interrogative and indefinite: the invariable Arabic forms .. (inttn) and \^

{mcf), also interrogative and relative.

.The Assyrian gives very interesting results. Following Sayce's

grammar, we ol»tain numerotis pronominal forms : munnu, indnii, inan^

17/d. = wdio .' Also, as enclitics, me, mi. Then,—what is still more

important.—we have actually the form mainman, as an indefinite, which is

exactly the I'ehlevi v'v
^i/tanumy quoted above sub ;!. Other forms of

this are //toinmc ISab^'lonian inidtama, Achaemenid form inaitma. With

this form, maminun, Oppert well compares uartv. This finding of the

Pehlevi v^"^ in Assyrian is significant, and encourages us to look for

further elucidation to the sanu^ source. If we take to pieces Oppcrt's

ingenious equation : iitnininnn = iiajis-. we shall get a pronominal suffix

— iiiaii-=L -v(v, indclinite.

Another (though enqihatic) form in Assyrian is ma. used as an

enclitic ti> noims and jitonoiins. e.g. aav jU.<iici-ma, 'king of this
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Assyria '; .«a?2a«/-mr/,
' this year

'

; ijatima, 'I here' (egouiot); nm^l-ma,

•tliis person here,' &c'. Sayce (^Ass'/r/Kii
< Irnmnuir. y. I:]) makes tliis iioi

A deiuonstrative, and contrarted from niniiKi,. \ should very mudi like to

know whetlier it miglit not he taken as a simpk; liiddiiiite, just Hko win

ahovo. Is it necessary to suppose a cmitraction ?

Interesting again is tlie enclitic and indefinite nse of n)nmw<(, as in the

following line:

lu ahti la Lltnlla iiKii/n/ia. (Sayce, p. 47).
sive triliunus sive miles

'/"/.<.

All these parallelisms lead me to the suggestion that the Pehlevl suffix

j^ may he nothing else than the remnant of a Semitic pronominal

suffix, enclitic and indefinite in value, of which traces are still seen iu

Aramaic Tt^r) i^nd Assyrian nminmnrt. ahove ipioted. wherein -man =
-7<9, -<7«/-'^, ([-uidam, or quidem. If this he so, i/aflman would he

literally
• manus cpiaedam,' ragalman.

^

-pes cpiidam'; /((iiut n,
' nos

quidem.' The explanation seems to me simjjle and satisfactory. It would

be interesting to ascertain what further uses of such a form, -man, are to

be found in the Semitic languages.

The above suggestions repose on the supposition that the Parsi reading

of man for
*

is really correct. As remarked, however, in Xo. 3, p. 72 of

this volume of the B. & 0. R., the supporters of the logogrammatic

theory of Pehlevi take
*

to be a mis-reading of a Sassanid. form f^= «•

This was maintained in 1869 by Dr. E. W West
;
and the same

eminent Pehlevist, in 1882, published in the Indian Antiquary^ an in-

teresting article on a stone talisman with Pehlevi inscription, which he

considers to afford full proof of the accuracy of his theory. I owe

to the courtesy of Dr. West a copy both of this paper and of photo-

graphs of the talisman. "In three words of the inscription {barman,

thrice ; nafshman, once; denman, twice,) we .have the syllable used man;

l)ut the forms differ. There is a regular gradation of forms in this in-

scription from the Sassanian letter (i.e. T^ in barman of line 2) to its

modern representative J^ -/«rt?t,illustrative of the progress from the one

form to the otlier, and showing that this final syllable
—man can hardly

liave arisen from a combination of the letters /// and n, but from a

gradual alteration of the form of a single letter of the Sassanian alpha-

bet, which letter in the great majority of cases corresponds to the

Clialdee emphatic suffix -a."

This is certainly a strong case. Noldeke follows the same view, and
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practically carries it out in liis roadiugs,^ like M. Barthelemy referred to

before. StiU I must confess to some doubts on the point:

(1) No other parallel case of such a misreading exists, as far as I know

in Pehlevi.

(2) If iitan is merely a misreading for t/, \vhy do certain words'*

alfdi/s take the form
*

aiuf uthers always take the form **•
? Such cases

are MA^\ '*ii tl'f one hai'd. *»a)-^ oh the other. We never find

tlie endings used indifferently.

(8) The equations f^-^f^= TQr\ '^nd ^•^= Assyrian inainmau seem

strongly to su})port the reading man.

Dr. West, whom these difficulties have not escaped, suggests one or

two very ingenious I'eplies. .

In (2) lie finds an argument for the 'logogrammatic' reading of Pehlevi.

" Why the Sassanians used^ and r^ to represent the same sound,

but always in different words, I cannot adequately explain. If they read

their Semitic words originally as tliey spelt them, why should they write

4l^<i> ^^^' iit>ill^''i. Hiul r^^ for Ixn-d ? So far as I can see, they would

hardly do so unless they had adopted the whole words as logograms from

two different sources."^ He adds: "Some people might say that one of

the letters represents a
( fe^ ),

the other 7i
( pf )>

for which letter there is

no separate letter in Sassanian." This appears to be practically what

Xoldeke does, for he says {iit sup,): "Bei einem Wort wirdz. B. a, die End-

ung des sog. Status emphaticus, ^? geschrieben, Ijei einem andernH-"' Still

I venture to submit that what Dr. West very wisely and })rudeiitly offers

as a suggestion, Koldeke boldly confirms with an
/ji-<e

dixit as undoubted

fact. To me, at least until further evidence, this double ending ^. pf-

api)ears unproven. Besides, even in this case, why again should the tw(>

endings be kejit so rigorously distinct for different words and never confused?

As regards (3) Dr. West very well remarks that, in addition to Tt^H.

there is the form
TV^TS to compare with tf-^^ : so that this case at best

arici'iif, Itut of the Assyrian mnmman there can be no doubt, and this, I tliink.

is almost enough to justify our view. L. C. Casartellt.

NOTES.
1) Dr. AVest ])oints out that the suggestion was virtuallv antici]ia(ed bv

Hang in his Essays. 2)' Vol. XI, part 135; pp. 223-(i.

3) So hrniKfa^-chd, laiia, &c., AuJ'sdtze zur Persichen GesrhirJitc, p.

ir)2. I F.<"ip-/.ig, 18H8).

4) AluMit no, says Dr. West.

5) I owe these remarks to a private MS. communication of Dr. E. W.
West, containing much valuable criticism and suggestion. L. C. C.
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THE RACES OF MAN IN THE EGYPTIAN DOCUMENTS.
[A Biographical Notice].

Most valuable data are now at the disposal of enquirers on this in-

teresting subject.

Two American scholars, Nott and Gliddon, in their common work

Types of Mankind , published at Philadelphia in 1857, had made use of

the Egyptian representations of races on the monuments. But it was in

1863 that Dr. R. Stuart Poole in his paper on The Ethnnlogy of Egypt

(pp. 260-264 of Transactions of the Ethnological Society of London,

N, S. vol. II.) called the attention of scholars to the importance of the

Egyptian monuments in the study of the races of man, liecause their data

extend through a longer period than those of the ethnology of any other

countr}-.

Prof. E. Lefebure came next in date with a pajier on Le^ Efice'<

connues cles Egyptiens, published in 1880. pp. CU-TG, vol. I. of tlie

Annates du Miisee Guimet.

At the 5th International Congress of Orientalists held at Berlin tlu-

following year. Prof. Heinrich Brugsch gave liis important paper on D/V

(tlta-gyptische VdlkertafeJ. which appeared in the Vcrliandhingen (•[ the

Congress, vol. II, sect. Ill, pp. .25-79.

Later on, the Society of Biblical Archaeology published in vol. TV.

pp. 44-48 of its Traiisactionx, a new paper from Prof. E. Lefebure on L^'n

quatre races an jugement dernier. But this arrangement was of late date

and mythologic in accordance with the 4 points of space, nntl at variance

with the monumental evidence of the XYIIIth. XlXth, and former

dynasties. On this division, rid. H. Brugsch: Geographischen Tnschrifteu

altcegyptischer DenkmceJer. vol. II. pp. 89-91: F. Chabas. Etudes snr

VAntiquite historique d'apres les sources Egi/ptienne" (1872). pp. 97-1 Oo:

Francois Lenormant, Les origines de Vhistaire, vol. II, 1882, pp. 2ol-

203
;
and quite lately Dr. J. Lieblein, in the Aniuiles du Muse'e Guimet.

vol. X, pp. 545-552: Les quatre races dan" le del inferieur de.< Egyptien.<

has given a new translation of an inscription referring to the four races

from the alabaster sarcophagus of Seti I. in the Soane Museum.

Notwithstanding the previous papers and researches, some of which have a

real importance, scholars were still without handy and complete means of

study. In 1886, at tlie meeting of the British Association, a grant was
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roted for the jnirpose, and Mr. W. M. Flinders Petrle accepted tlie task

of executing squeezes and pliotngraplis of select types of hoad> from the

wall-paintings and reliefs in temi^les and tonibs on the Nile. A committee of

competent scholars was appointoil tn draw up the neee?»?arv instructions,

and the result of the work is iinw ;u tln' disposal of scholars. !Mr.

Flinders Petrie brought back photos and casts, which in their turn have

been photographed in a convenient size and published in an album or in

series hv ^Fr. R. V. Harman, 75, High Street, Cromley, Kent. The

collection is accompanied by th(^ report of the committee, drawn up by

^Ir. F. Petrie himself, and some Remarks on this collection of Ethno-

graphic Types in Egypt, 1887, by the Rev. Henry George Tomkins, as

submitted to the meeting of the British Association in Manchester last

year. Dr. R. S. Poole, a member of the committee, lectured on the

Races of Egypt before the Anthropological Institute in the same year,

and Mr. W. M. Flinders Petrie himself has written for this Record a

special notice. Ethnographic Casts from Egypt, which appears in our

present ntmiber. Terriex de Lacouperie.

ETHNOGRAPHIC CASTS FROM EGYPT.

The series of paper casts with which I returned from Egypt have now-

been fidly worked out in a suitable form for study. From these squeezes

a complete set of plaster casts \\ere made, covering about two hundred

square feet: this set has been exhibited, by kind arrangement of the

Palestine Exploration Fund, in tlie gallery at South Kensington, and it

has now been presented by the Britisli Association to the British Mtiseum.

But for practical study these casts are inconvenient, owing to their size,

weight, and cost. A series of 150 photographs were accordingly taken

from them: and these are .far more clear and distinct than the original

casts appear to be, as 1 could arrange the best direction, angle, and extent

of illumination for each cast separately. These negatives, and those

pliotographed directly from the paintings in Egypt, are all now placed in a

pliotographer's hands, and any person can order prints from them on theu'

own account: the use of the negatives is wholly free, and the cost of prints

(2s. ad. per dozen, or 45s. the set) is merely the necessary expense of
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produfiiit;' copies.* The rosultiiii;- iiiarci'ial for study, iu I'Jd iihotografdis.

which include about ^iOO faces, is far more complete and trustworthy than

any collection hitherto made: and 1 propose to lirieHy j)oint out liere somr

of tlie conchisions which are suggested liy the various type>. To [irevent

aiisapprehension, I should first say iluii ilic diver-ity between the variou-

races a? represented, anil yet the identity in the portraits of the same

race done by difl'erent artists in ditt'erent ages, gives us tlie strongest

ground for trusting the exactness of the tyjjes to the fullest extent. I

could readily now distinguisli at a ghuice more than a dozen different

races, where there were no names aceompanying the figures. Hence 1

must ask for a full confidence in the value of the likenesses which may b(>

seen between different heads. Tlieir resemblance is not the result of a

mannerism in the sculpture, but of an identity of the originals.

The first striking point is the strong resemblance of the people of Pun

or Punt (on both shores of the south part of the Bed Sea) to the Egyptians

of the higher class. That there were two races in early Egypt seems

assured by the very different types met with on the earliest tombs: one

with an aquiline nose and fine expression, the other prognathous with a

snouty nose. The aquiline type is identical with the people of Pun: the

coarser exam]iles of one with the coarser of the other, and the finer

examples with tlie finer: they hang together throughout in a way whicli

seems beyond any casual resemblance. Tlie head of a Piinite chief i>

identical in eyery detail of feature and expression with that of Seti II.
;

and the heads of other Punites parallel the characteristic heads of a son of

Khufu and his servants. AVhen we remember the peaceful relations of

the EgA'ptians with the Pimites, and the respect which they always showed

to the people of the " divine land." it seems far from impossible that

the civilization of Egypt might be due to a Punite race penetrating to

Abydos by the Kosseir road, and so originating the early djTiasties in the

midst of the Nile Valley. At least this must be borne in mind in all

future speculations on the primitive Egyptians.

It seems not unlikely that another development of the Punite race may
liave taken ]>lace by a tribe passing further up the Red Sea, and

penetrating to the Mediterranean. There they spread up the Syrian

coast and formed the Ptvni or Phu-nicians, and in the western part of the

Mediterranean became the Punic race of history. Oti comparing the

*
A})plication should be made to ^Ir. R. V. Harman, 75, High Street,

Bromley, Kent, stating whether a loose set for selections, or a conij)leto

mounted set with ]irinted titles is required. Some delays might occur,

owing to the difficulty of firinting in bad weather.
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maritime Pulista or Philistines in these photographs we see at once a

very close resemblance to the Punites. These resemblances are such that

a head of each race might readily be two different versions of the same

individual as pourtrared by two different sculptors ; aud their dissimilarity

to the figures of any other race is clear and certain.

A very different type to these is seen in the Shardana, Shakalsha, and

Mashuash, who are very similar; and these join on to the type of the

Lebu and Tahennu ; or in other words—according to geographical

identifications, which seem more likely than any others—the Sardinians,

Sicilians, and North African races were all allied. Of a finer type, but

still cognate, and most resembling the Tahennu, we have the Hanebu, as

shown in a beautiful female face, the only one left, the Tiiirsha the

Takrui, and the Derdeni; or the Greeks, Etruscans, Teukrians and

Dardanians, the peoples of Italy, Greece, and western Asia Minor.

These are distinct from the coarser features of the fair races of ISTorth

Africa and the islands
;
but yet seem to bear some relationship to them.

From the Dardanians, the most Asiatic-looking of this group, the step

to the Amorites is almost imperceptible. We now know from the

paintings of the chief of Kadesh of the Amorites that he was of a white

complexion, with light red brown hair and eyes; and other Amorites are

painted of a pinkish flesh colour, quite distinct from the red of^ the

Egyptians, the brown of the Hittites, or the yellow of the Maghrabis.

Hence there can be little hesitation at classing the Amorites as a fair

race cognate with those of the iEgean, and probably Aryan.

A very different type is seen in their neighbours the dark, skinny,

sharp-nosed, scanty-bearded Shasu or Arabs; but a half-breed race seems

to have inhabited the border-land, as the men of Askalon iire intermediate

in type.

The typical Syrian is more akin to the Semite Arab than to the

intrusive Amorite. But a striking point is the resemblance of the Juda?an

captives of Shishak to the Amorite race, with some Semitic mixture. That

no entirely fresh type had stamped itself on the inhabitants of Palestine

by tbe Israelite inmiigration seems clear; and this is in accordance with

the frequent allusions to theinhabitants of the laud being left in pos-

session of the upland districts, even at the first rush of Hebrew con-

quest, and intermingling with the Israelites in later times.

There is a large quantity of faces of the North Syrian peoples ;
but the

most important of them historically, at present, are some lieads on the

west side of tlie temple at Luxor, in the campaign against the Khita and
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Naharaina people; two of these heads in particular are the exact parallels

of the well-kuowii Hyksos sphinxes in every detail of the face; the slight

eyebrow, the sub-aqniline nose, regaining the line of the forehead in its

lower half: the thick end of the nose, the very i)eculiar slope of the under

side of it; the size and form of the lips, firm and solid, without any

negroid fullness; the angle of the beard, the angle of the eye, the high

cheek bones, the breadth of the face, the enormously bushy hair; every

one of these distinctive features are peculiarly alike in the Syrian and

the Hyksos. And though these Syrian people are represented after

the expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt, it seems not improbable that

we have here the type of the original race of the Hyksos in Northern

Syria. That the Hyksos were pushed down out of Syria into Egypt by

the Hittite invasion of the Northern regions, on descending from

Cappadocia, seems not improbable.

The Hittites are a wholly different people to many others, and apparently

Mongolian. The influence of their race may be easily seen in one branch

of the Rutennu, who seem to be nearly pure Hittites. Their relation to

the Amorites seems to have been that of a military confederacy or

suzerainty, garrisons and settlements of the Hittites occurring intermixed

with the Amorites, while the races were wholly dissimilar.

The various Southern races, both of high type and negroid, are well

shown in the paintings of the tomb of Hui, which have been photographed,

Some chiefs of the negro races are also shown on the fagade of royal

captives at Medinet Habu.

What is now much wanted is a photographic expedition in Syria, to

take groups of the natives in the remoter mountainous districts, so as to

thoroughly compare the modern races with those of the Egyptian conquests.

W. M. Flinders Petrie.

Our friend and collaborateur. Dr. Fritz Hommel, Professor of the

languages of Islam at the University of Munich, has contributed to the

huge Handbuch der Klaxsischeii Alterthumswissenschaft of Iwan Muller

vol. Ill, part I, pp. 1-98, an Abriss der Geschichte des alien Orients bis

auf die Zeit der Perserkriege. This epitome, compiled with all the science

and accuracy of its author, is looked upon as an introduction to Greek

history, and therefore is of double interest as an invasion of the results of

cuneiform research into the curriculum of classical Antiquities. Mr. Salomon
Reinach (Revue Crititjue, 16 Avril, 1888) states it to be one of the most,

interesting chapters of the Handbuch. T. de L.
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THE CONE-FRUIT OF THE ASSYRIAN MONUMENTS.

In the Assyrian sculptures of the Nimroud Gallery, British

Museum, there are certain figures presenting a cone-shaped something,

covered with knobs. I am informed that Assyriologists look upon these

cones as fir-cones, although the cuneiform inscriptions as yet have not

thrown much light on this particular point. Certain hymns are said to

mention the fir-cone, and that it was given to sick persons under the

belief that inside it was impressed God's name.

It is possible, howevei, that, in spite of tlie fir-cone being alluded to in

the hymns, the cone-fruit presented by these figures may after all not be a

fir-cone, but a totally different fruit.

Before discussing this point, it may perhaps be of interest to take a

brief survey of the several trees represented on the sculptures.

In pis. 14 and 15 of Layard's Monuments of Nineveh, 2nd series, vine

trees are very clearly shown, with their characteristic leaves and bunches

of berries. This tree was evidently well known in Assyria.

Alph. De Candolle—On'^m of Cultivated Plants, says that " the most

trastwortliy botanists do not hesitate to say that the vine is wild and

indigenous in the Trans-Caucasian provinces." From tliis region the

vine could have been easily extended to Assyria and Persia in very

ancient times.

^Vnother kind of fmit tree appears in Layard's pi. 2U, antl others. Its

fruit is conical like the fig, and some of the trees have the characteristic

foliage of the fig-tree. With regard to this, De Candolle says: "the

tree e:rows wild, or nearlv wild over a vast region, of which Svria is about

the centre, and extends eastwards as far as east Persia, and even Afgha-

nistan," so that the fig tree must have been known to the Assyrians

perliaj)s even earlier than the vine.

A thin I tree is always represented in these monuments in the same

fashion, namely, a trunk with several branches, clothed in all tlieir lengtli

witli small leaves. In Layard's pis. 14 and la, this same tree is repre-

sented with fruits like pomegranates, and these trees are often placetl on

stony hills. The pomegranate tree has small leaves, which cover the

whole length of the branches, and are such as might be rudely repre-

senteil by tlie sculptured trees in question. Stone, however, is not a
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material in which >mall foliage can be readily lepre-ieiiied, and therefore

in many cases the leaves are shown out of all proportion to the size of the

hranches. With regard to the pomegranate, Alph. T)e Candolle in the

foregoing work, says: "it grows wild in stony ground in Persia, Kurdi-

stan, Afghanistan, and Beluchistan.'" From the frequency with which

this shaped tree s given, there can be little doubt that in Assyrian days

there must have been forests of it on stony hills, and probably the wild

pomegranate was used mainly for firewood, and tanning purposes. As some

of the trees of this shape in the monuments, have the characteristic

pomegranate fruit on them, it is reasonable to infer that all similarly-

shaped trees were intended for pomegranate trees.

A fourth tree is the date-palm, everywhere represented in the same

way, with a straight rough stem, terminating in a plumose head of foliage,

pendant bimches of fruit, and in some instances, as in Layard's, pis. 26

and 41—with offsets at the foot of the stem. This tree is unmistakeable,

and must have been, at one time, plentiful in Babylonia and Assyria.

A fifth tree is some sort of fir—also represented in forests on hilly

ground. It has the lower part of the stem bare: tlien come symmetrical

branches, clothed with fine leaves, and disposed in the fashion of a

candelabrum, and finally, there are the terminxl leaf buds, of the straight

stem and branches, disposed all round the points. All these characters

agree exactly with those of fir trees, and ther.3 can hardly be any doubt

that in those days some of the mountains were covered with fir forests of

some kind.

One thing, however, is worth noting. In no instance is any of these fir

trees shown with cones on it. If fir cones were produced in Assyria of

anything like the size of those held by the figures in the hand, or like

those in Layard's pi. 9, three nf which fill n basket, it is reasonable to

suppose that they would have been represented on some of the trees, as in

the case of the pomegranates. The cones would require to be of the size

and shape similar to that of the stone pine of Italy
—Pinus Pinea.

Therefore the inference would be probably that the Assyrian firs produced

fruit of a small kind. It is true that the cedar has a largish cone, but its

exterior is not knobby, like that of the stone pine, and would be more

readily and easily represented by lines.

A sixth tree is shown on No. 6 B in the Ximroud Gallery. There

are three trees on hilly and stony ground—viz, a palm tree with leaves

represented rather differently from the usual, and two other trees with

out foliage. They have a central stem and two side branches, all three
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ending in smaller leafless branches. It is not improbable that these

two may have been intended to represent some sort of tree-Euphorbia.

Of eourse what is called the sacred-tree is a compound of the most

useful trees—namely a conventional date palm with an ornamental stem,

ending in the plumose head of that tree, then turning round it in

festoons is probably the vine tree, the angles between the festoons be-

ing ornamented with small plumose heads of the date tree. From their

having combined these two trees in a conventional sacred tree, it would

appear that they were looked upon as furnishing the food and the

drink of the people, and therefore of very ancient origin in Assyria.

Curiously enough, in one of Layard's plates the sacred tree is

shown with the introduction of a third fruit. Besides the date tree,

and the vine, the angles of the festoons are ornamental \vith cone-fniits.

This perhaps would indicate that the cone fruit was of later introduc-

tum in Assyria than the Date tree and Vine and therefore a later

conception. If the fir cone had been so sacred, the probability is that

so ancient a fruit would always have fonued an element in the com-

position of the sacred tree.

Then, if not a fir cone, what can that possibly be, wliich the said

figures are holding in the hand ? The only other fruit, which would

come near that shape, and surface, is a citron. The accompanying

outline (^) is
5-

natural size, and of a citron; wntli a warty surface,

which I met with in Ceylon. It would just fit the case in point, more

especially as No. 2 and 39 of the Ximroud Gallery sbow the cone fruit,

with a distinct mamilla, or apex, with a slight depression on eacli side

of it, as shown at a and /;.

A

{A). Outline of a citron of Ceylon, fourth of

natural size (girth 12 inches at thickest part),

and taken from nature.

c Mamilla with slight depression on each side (a
and V) as in some of the cone-fruits of the monuments.

The question, however, naturally arises—what evidence can be ad-

duced of there having been citrons in those days in Assyria?
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I shall ill the following, endeavour to show that the citron must

have been known in Persia in veiy ancient times, and probably long

before our era,

(a) Gailesio, who Mrote in 1811 •• Traito ilu Citrus'" explored tlie

history of all the orange and citron tribe known in Europe u[)
to that

time, vrith great patience and thoroughness. In p. 198 he says :

" that this plant was known to the Greeks and Romans. Theophras-

tus—after the death of Alexander—gives a very accurate description

of the Persian and I\Iedian apple, which corresponds with that of the

citron. The fruit was not eaten, but used for various other purposes.

It was grown from seed, and fruited all the year round. He also men-

tions what may be taken as male and bisexual flowers, which the citron

has. It was comuKju in Persia and Media. It was Pliny who com-

menced to call it by different name?—Maltis Medica, Malm Assyria,

and Citrus." Gallesio also mentions that "
it was brought from Persia

to Rome. For about two centuries, the Romans only used it for me-

dicinal and other purposes. They tried to raise it from seed, but owing

probably to the coldness of their winter season, they failed to do so."

Alph. De CandoUe, quoting from Targioni's
' Cenni Storici,' says

" the

citron, after many attempts, was cultivated in Italy in the third or foiirtli

century, and adds that Palladius, in the fifth century, speaks of it as well

established." Its modem botanical name is Citnix Medica. The citron

is the onhi species of this tribe which has so ancient a history in Europe,

and all evidence points to the citron having I'eached Europe from Media or

Persia very early in our era. and the great probability is that in Europe,

owing to the trade between this Continent and Phoenicia, they were aware

long before this period that the citron existed in Syria and east of it, as

"
Dioscorides, who was bjrn in Cilicia, wrote of it in the first century

almost in the same terms as Theophrastas
"
(De CaudoUe, op. cit.)

{b) The modern Jews, in the feast of the Tabernacles, "present themselves

at the synagogue with a citron in their hand" (De Candolle. op. cit..

p. 181. j. Gallesio calls the typical variety of citron •• citronnier des

Juifs
"—Citrus Medica of Fargioni. He says "the tree bears few fruits,

of a large oblong shape ;
flowers almost continually, and mainly in winter.

The autumn and winter fruit is sold for candying; that of ths summer is

bought by the Jews, who use it in August, in the Feast of the

Tabernacles."

If the presentation of the citron carried in the hand at this feast by
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modern Jews be only a coincidence, it must he confessed tliat the

coincidence of something like a similar ceremony in the Assyrian

monuments is a rerii stril'ing one indeed. There is evidence, however,

that this custom among the Jews is a very old one; moreover the orthodox

Jews, who have not even changed their physiognomy, are not likely to

have made any changes in their religious ceremonials.

In p. 208 Gallesio says that,
" cultivated in Cilicia, the citron probably

spread to Palestine, close l»y, and. we have seen that from the time the

Jews knew it, they made use of it in the Feast of the Tabernacles; we

also see by the Samaritan medals, recorded by Otius, that this usage was

a very ancient one. Although Josephus calls it Persian apple, it was

[)robably cultivated in Palestine in his time, as, even when cultivated in

Italy, it was still called by that name." Gallesio goes on to say:
•' Moreover Josephus, in book 13, says that the Jews, having revolted

against their king, Alexander, when he was at the foot of the altar, to

celebrate the Feast of the Tabernacles, they threw citrons in his face; and

in speaking of the Jewish custom in this solemnity, he remarks that they

attached citrons to palm leaves, and that they used to bring branches of

citron trees, which seems to indicate that the tree was grown there."

It is, therefore, not improbable that the Jews got the notion of using

the citron in their religious ceremonies from the Babylonians. De

Candolle (p. 181) says: "As the Greeks had seen the citron in Media and

in Persia in the time of Theophrastus three centuries u.c, it would be

strange if the Hebrews had not become acquainted with it at the time of

the Babylonish captivity." E. Bonavia.

(To be eonchided).

CfFTS TO A BABYLONIAN BJT-fLI OR BETHEL.
The text reproduced herewith is inscribed on a very carefully-formed

tablet of baked clay, of a light yellow-ochre colour, and measures 2^ inches

long by 1| inch high. The characters are large and very beautifully

written, in the usual late-Babylonian style, and present but few pecu-

iarities. The text itself is a list of amounts given by certain people to a

temple, probably at Babylon, called the Bit-ili or Bct-ili (= Heb. Bethel),
" House of God." The following are a transliteration and a translation of

the text of the tablet, which, from its nature, is naturally of more than

passing interest.
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Transcription.

Sibit mesusrui liassu d.p. lua-si-hu sa se-mas

sa bet-ili sa Sakin-sumi a-na hu-bu-ut-tu-tu

3 ina katix d.p. Nergal-iddin is-sii-u

rr

Se-mas sa Sakin-sumi a-na bit-ili i-di-ru-um :
—

Estin me hansl ma-si-hu sa ki-sir ina kuta Nergal-iddin

6 D.r. ki-i-pi.

[Samna] irbit ma-si-hu ina kata Iki-sa-a p.p. irrisu.

Siissu sibit [suma] ina kata d.p. Za-ri-ku-eres

9 [Tisa suma] ina kata Nabu-bel-ilani

abil Mu-kal-lim.

Sane me esra hamsit ma-si-hu ina kata Bel-siim-is k-un

12 abil Gam-ba-a

[Samna suma] ina kata d.p. A-e-eres d.p. irrisu

[Tisa suma] ina kata d.p. A-e-eres

15 11 D.p, Nergal-edir, d.p. irrisuti san-u babi.

Napharis sibit mo [samna] sissit ma-ru-hu

765

150

84

67

90

2 -J5

'80

90

786

21

765
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Sakin-sumi a-na bet ili it-ta-din.

18 esra-estin ma-si-hu dir-ti it-ta-din.

Translation.

765 measures of grain

of Bit -
ili, which Sakin - sumi for dues

S from the hands of Nergal - iddin has taken.

The grain which Sakin - sumi for Bit - ili has received :
—

150 measures which is the sum in the hands of Nergal-iddin.

the governor ;

84 measures in the hands of Ikisa, the planter ;

67 do. in the hands of Zariku - eres
;

9 90 do, in the hands of Nab(i-bel-ilani,

son of Mukallim
;

225 measures in the hands of Bel-sum-iskun,

12 son of Gamba
;

80 do. in the hands of Ae-eres, the planter ;

90 do. in the hands of Ae-eres

15 and Nergal-edir, the two planters (by) the gate :

Altogether 786 measures

Sakin-sumi to Bit-ili has given.

18 21 measures less he has given.

NOTES.
1. The sign for 60 is here written J^, which, if decomposed, will be

found to consist of the single wedge T. followed by the phonetic comple-
ment ^y, i'M, the complete word being sussu, a soss, Gr. awaao^.

Before the word masihu, "measure" (singular used for
pltiral),

is the

determinative prefix denoting a pot (^^^ =Assyr. tflf^).
This

character is a compound, being formed of tlie sign for " a vessel,
"^^

ga, with the character for " water
"y]J, a, within. The archaic form of

the character ga shows an ancient Oriental pot of a not uncommon

shape, with a pointed base.

2. Ilubututtu. This word is an abstract noun, from the root habdtu,

'to acquire property" (Jiubutu). The verbal root, in the frequentative

voices, means " to pltinder."

4. The character t:rTT, nm, at the end of i\\c. line, is of uncommon
form: it is generally written ^^Ij-

8, 9, &c. The transcription of suina for ^|y is provisional. See my
remarks upon the word, Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Arcluvology
for Jan. 8, 1884, p. 57 (note).

12. Gamba. The reading of this name is doubtful—it may be read

also FAi-bd or Liiimd. Gamba is, however, probably the more likely

reading.

1;} & 14. The divine name .^>^ Ty^f' ^'^"^'' '" ^'"^^ these linos, in the

name Ae-eres-, is very interesting, as it is api)arently another form of
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>„JL ^T TY ^v< (also read Hen)—indeed, it is possible that, however the

group miglit be written, it was always pronounced Ae, not Ea. Ae, the

consort of Damkina or Dauke, must therefore be identified with the Aos
of Damascius(see Fried. Delitzsch in Miirdter's (7?sr7</r7/ie Bahyloniens und

Axsyricns. p. 276)
15. In this line the scribe had apparently left out the character ^^-^y,

which he has inserted on the edge of the tablet.

16. Here the scribe has written *^ ^ )^^, nianihu, and not
"^y ^y-»yj

masihu. Is ?«rtrz/A;f a synonym of mafti/ni, "measure," or has the char-

acter ^, /•«, also the value of si 1 The clearness and carefulness of the

writing militate against the idea that the scribe has made a blunder, which,

however, is not impossible.

18. The word «"TTTt >-^>X
from the connection in which it stands,

must mean something like
"

deficiency." The most probable reading is

dirti. That this deficiency was a recognized thing is implied by the

introductory lines, which give the total of the amounts collected. iTlie

summation of the Avhole is quite correct, and shows the care with which

the accounts of the temples were kept.

. In studying a text of this kind, which records offerings paid or given to

the "house of God," the question naturally arises: Was polytheism the

original creed and form of worship of the Mesopotamian Semites ? It

is to be noted, in considering this question, that the names of most of

their deities are Akkadian, and not Semitic. Theo. G. Pinches.

JAREB.

Mr. Lynn's conjecture that Jareb was the name of " the whole or some

important part
"

of Assyria is very ingenious, but Assyriologists will tell

him that such cannot be the case. No such name is known in the

cuneiform geographical lists.

He has misunderstood my statement about the want of an article before

the word melech, "king," and I must therefore explain a little more fully

what I referred to. It is a well-known rule of Hebrew syntax that the

article is used with a noun placed in apposition to another when the

object is regarded as " one already known "
; hence we have the formulas

Tn -f^^n, nn^^"|^?:)n
instead of the more original^^^rr -Ill.nD^tZ?

^~i^pT. When this is not the case, the article is not expressed,

as in rh^rxl n^y: (i Kings i. 1), D^nm rrsT\ (Zech. i. is),

Q*^D^t2} D^TllT (Ex. xxiv. 5). Consequently we have iT'iy^'n
" the

Jordan
"

on the one side, but HID " the Euphrates
"

on the other,

I need hardly observe that the omission of the article before ^TTI^ would

not show that the proper name following was the name of a country, as

Mr. Lynn appears to think: e. g. -^^^j;^ '^'^^^n ^ith the article means
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"the king of Assyria" in Is. xxxvi. 16: while conversely in poetry the

article may be omitted even where the noun is used in a definite sense, as

in '77^, "the king" (Ps. xxi. 2). In short, in such cases the use of the

article depends upon whether or not the object referred to is supposed to

be known. Hence, as I have said, the translators of the Authorized

Version, like the translators of the Septuagint before them, were guided by

a correct grammatical instinct in making Jareb a proper name. I shall

not be divulging any secrets if I add that the rendering of the Authorized

Version was unanimously left by the Revisers of the Old Testament after

a very full discussion. A. H. Sayce.

LETTER FROM EGYPT.

In Mr. Petrie's new work ' A season in Egypt' some excellent remarks

are made about the so-called standard name of the kings which he shews

to be the name of the ka written over a false door. In the accompany-

ing texts the ka, is said to be the life of the king presiding over the

debt. The false door evidently has reference to the debt wliich may be

translated sarcophagus, or possibly in this case in a less definite way 'the

/;a-chamber;' the name and false door are surmounted by a hawk wear-

ing the pclient. These symbols entered into the title of the king as

may be seen in any text where the full titles of a king are written

horizontall}'-. They are the emblems of Ra as sovereign of upper and

lower Egypt.

In cosmogony Ptah was the father of the gods, but without the sun

the Egyptian could expect little order or life in the universe. . Thus

al'thoagh in the lists Ptah appears as first king of Egypt it was with

Ra the sun that the mythical history of Egypt began. Ra became the

type of all later kings. From a mytliological and religious point of view

the king claimed the throne entirely as successor of Ra. All the offi-

cial titles of the king are connected with the mythology of this god.

This is more clearly shown than eve by the text published by Mr.

Flinders Petrie where the king's ka or essence is described as proceed-

ing from the temple of HeliopoUs (the palace of R^).

The royal mytii, the myth of the god-kings is that to which tlu-

human monarchs looked for an explanation of their claim to the throne,

therefore centred at Heliopolis. The titles of the earliest kings that
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we know have reference tu it; but taken as it stands it is incompatible

with the local myths of other great cities in Egypt. I t follows that

the priest of Heliopolis must have held an extraordinary ascendancy

previous to and during the early days of Egyptian monarchy, in order

to impress so firmly these doctrines upon a people amongst whom ex-

isted such a diversity of cults. • F, Ll. Griffith.

Cairo, 18th April, 1888.

REVIEWS.
Die alteste arabische Barlaam-version : von Fritz Hommel.

Wien. 1887.

In this monograph Professor Hommel has rendered a service, not only to

students of Arabic literature, but also to those who are concerned either as

mythologists, or even as general readers with fables and their migration.
Of these instances of migration certainly one of the most picturesque and
curious is the story of Barlaam and Josaphat. At one point in its long
career from East to West the legend of Buddha, nearly in the form in which
we now have it in the Lalita Vistara, has been set in a framework of

Christian mythology and dogmatic. A union so strange has not been
without its appropriate consequences. Brought about—as it was long
supposed—by an orthodox hymnologist and father of the Church, it had
issue in the sanctification of Buddha !

The text—unfortunately a fragment—which Professor Hommel has

edited with praiseworthy exactness may be said to mark the third stage
in the career of the Buddha legend. Founded directly upon the Pehlevi,
it belongs to the same period and to the same class of Arabic literature as

the version—in all probability only slightly different—from which the

Christian compiler of the story of Barlaam and JosajDhat must have drawn
the narrative portion of his material. For historical purposes, therefore,

it far exceeds in value both the latter and its Arabic rendering (also, it

seems, made by a Christian), with which we are familiar in Zotenberg's
extracts.

One of the most important of the results which flow directly from the

data furnished by Professor Hommel is the changed position in the line of

descent or migration which we must now ascribe to Ibn Hasdai. For the

detailed comparison made on pages l-t—21 between the earliest Arabic

version, as we now have it, the and "I^T^n*. "TJ/^^n 12 of the Spanish

Jew places the dependence of the latter u[)on the former beyond a doubt.

And this relation once established has enabled Professor Hommel to

restore the original title of his Arabic version. The MS. is described as

an 'extract from the book of one of the distinguishe I sages of India';

but that the real title of the work was cJwjLk^U cJJi^^ ,^\ >^\jS
is an obvious deduction from the words of Ibn Hasdai's preface to his

own compilation.
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We shall look forward to the result? promised us from the continuance
of the author's labours, as well as from the efforts of the pupil whom he
has enlisted on the same side: and, for the present, we welcome a con-
tribution, as important as it is impretending, to the literature of a

fascinating subject. S. Arthur Strong.

Rudolph E. Brunnow : A Classified List of all simple and compound
Cuneiform Ideographs occurring in the Texts hitherto published,
with their Assyro-Babylonian equivalents, phonetic values, etc.

Part I. Leyden: E. J. Brill, 1887. 200 autogr. pp. 4o.

It is quite certain that every Assvriologist will welcome the above work
as a step in the right direction. The published Assyrian literature nas
become so extended, that the labour of compiling a list of ideographs must
be too great for each student. There has also been a great lack of books
that would be useful to beginners and to Semitic scholars who havemot
the time and opportunity to devote special attention to Assyrian.
Dr. Briinnow has done his work in so thorough and exact a manner that
the expressed purpose of the author "to furnish students with a con-
venient and trustworthy book of reference, which would save them the
labour of compiling a sign-list for themselves

"
has been attained. The

time of Assyriologists has already been sufficiently taken up with

speculations about "
dialects

"
and with long discussions, which when

written, have been of little use in advancing our knowledge of Assyrian.
It is refresliing, therefore, to receive a work which will do much towards

enabling us to correct and modify our opinions upon many points of

Semitic hilology. With a few more such works as this and a very dihgent
useof themAkkadists might be able to read a text with some satisfaction—a thing that is so sadly needed at present.

The part that has appeared contains about one-third of the whole, and
when complete, will be one of the largest and most important works in the
library of the Assvrioloarist.

There are, of course, some errors in the work, but so far as the writer
has observed, they are of such a nature that they will cause the student
Uttle trouble. As far as the general plan of the work is concerned, two
things are to be regretted. First, it would have improved the work very
much if the author had collated some badly- published texts, the mistakes
of which he has, of course, perpetuated. Second, there are a number of

unpublished texts, which would have added much to the value of the work
if they had been used. The publication of new texts is so important that
it is to be regretted that this masterpiece of diligence and carefulness has
not also contributed something to our knowledge of the Assyro-
Babylonian literature. But the author doubtless had good reasons for the

plan he has pursued, and, for my part, I only wish liim a speedy and
successful completion of the work, and bespeak for him beforehand the

.gratitude of all stttdents of Assyrian. , S. Alden Smith.

PRINTED AND PUBLISHED FOR THE PROPRIETOR AT 29 ALBERT SQUARE, CLAPHAM
road; and by D. NUTT, foreign and classical bookseller, 270 STRAND.
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THE TREE OF LIFE AND THE CALENDAR PLANT OF
BABYLONIA AND CHINA.

The following notice is the description of No. 59 of the sixty items of

civilization \Yhich I have enumerated J as those which have been carried

from the West of the Hindu Kush and the vicinity of Elara, about

2250 B.C. and aftei-wards. by the migratory Bak tribes and other tribes,

to the N.W. of Flowery land, othermse China.

Besides the important and serious facts which have proved to demonstra-

tion so many loans of civilization, there are some traditions, more or

less wrapped in fable, which are wortliy of being studied. Though written on

the margin of history, they disclose characteristics which show them to be

valuable similarities and proofs of borrowings, as thei r prototypes can be

found in the same cradle as the others. The individual value of such

smaller items is slight should they be isolated, but their importance and

value are singularly enhanced when looked upon as a part of a long chain

of evidence.
*

The conventional character of the representations of sacred trees on the

Assyro-Babylonian monuments is a well-known fact—so much so that

their various sp3cies at the beginning are still ill-ascertained.^ The

traditional distinction of the Tree of Life and of the Tree of Knowledge

is not as yet ascertained by the Assyriologists, even in the oldest

monuments.^ Prof. Fritz Hommel has fairly shown that the giskin of

Eridu (now Abusharein) or the Kin tree was the palm-tree.^ It had

become mythological in a bilingual hymn which has been translated

several times; but the sort of tree indicated by this expression had been

variously understood. Let us remark, by the way, that the use of a

single sign^ K^T (Assyr. .<^^,) to denote it is in accordance with the

probability that the writing was received from a southern clime where

^Babylonia and China (London, Nutt, 1837) reprinted from the Baby-
lonian and Oriental Record of June 1887: and in my work on The Lan-

guages of China before the Chinese (London, Nutt, 1887) § 192.

Vol. IL—No. 7. [149] June, 1888.
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palm-trees grew, and therefore not from a nortbem region.
^ The oldest

cylinders where the sacred tree is represented justify the conclusion that

it was a palm-tree.
^ There are a few big leaves, four on one side and

three on the other, and at no distance from the top of the tree; under the

leaves are two big fruits, which seem to be clusters of bananas,*^ but'may

have been simply intended to represent clusters of dates, as the date-palm

is the tree pai- excellence of Babylonia. A sort of conventionalism about

the branches or leaves is already visible in these figures of the tree which

we have roughly described, and which are represented on cylinders from

Erech. But we do not know if their somewhat conventional form is the

result of a forgetful antiquity or of a rudeness of art. The latter is the

least improbable of the two views.

The conventional form became gradually more decided, though the

perfection of art permits us to recognize that the species of trees became

varied. The fruits were arranged in several ways, according to the sort of

trees. But the characteristic to which it is my purpose to call the

attention of my readers is the limited number of their branches. In some

instances there are twelve, six on each side, but this number does not

occur often; seven, fourteen, or fifteen if we include the top of the tree,

and thirty are the usual numbers. In case of the latter larger number, as

if no room was available for so many branches, 23 are represented on the

two sides and top, while the complementary seven formed another row at

the inside top.

Now the connection of these numbers of seven, fifteen, and thirty with

those of the week, and of the lunar wax and wane is so obvious, that it is

difficult not to believe it to have been intentional.

How and when it began is as yet difficult to say; but the fact is

manifest, though no indication of its symbolism seems to have been

discovered in the Assyrian texts hitherto deciphered, so far as the present

writer is aware, unless we could .find some allusion to it in one of the

Assyrian meanings of the aforesaid name tf -<^^- These meanings

are especially those of 'tree,' 'plant,' and usurat, 'limit.'' The

linear form^a of the sign -^^'' confirms the latter translation in ity

sense of something limited or confined, and we need not trouble ourselves

as to what the original picture may-have represented. Now this meaning

of Umited or confined agrees pretty well with a possible connection with a

regular number of days, and it is not, perhaps, too bold an inference that

at a certain time of its symbolical history such a sign should have been

understood in that sense with reference to the regular conventionalism of
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the pictures representing the sacred tree of which it was the appellative,

written and spoken. The allegorical meaning once understood and

transmitted in that way would necessarily have helped the artists in their

conventional designs of the trees.

There are reasons to believe that such happened to be the case at a

certain time, as shown by the following instance of one of the three scores

of items of Babylonian civilization carried, by the migratory Bak tribes,

who from the west of the Hindu-Kush and the vicinity of Elam migrated

eastwards to the !N.W. borders of China.

* *

The tradition, which we have to report here, refers to the reign of Yao,

circa 2100 b.c, the first of the Chinese rulers referred to in the truncated

Shu-King. It is not recorded in this work from which all the marvellous

and that which could not be utilised for the praise and blajae system ©f

the moral philosophy of Confucius has been carefully pruned off. We
find it in a more ingenious and therefore more truthful resume of

ancient traditions, the Tchuh shu lei nien or annals of the Bamboo books,

dating from the fourth century before the Christian era.' There are even

some probabilities that the early part of the annals, which is here of

interest to us, dates from the eighth century b.c.

When the Emperor Yao had been on the throne seventy years'", ....
a kind of plant .... grew on each side" of the palace stairs. On the

first day of the month" it grew a pod, and so on, every day a pod, to the

last day of the month; and if the month was a short one (of 29 days), one

pod shrivelled up, without falling.

It was called the calendar plant j^ 5^ ///. Iciep; and also the 0Q

^ ming kiep or mik-kiep, a name of which the exact meaning is not

well ascertained, though it implies a plant-tree bearing big fruits.'^ It is

simply described as *'a felicitous plant,
'^ an expression which suggests its

mythological character,'^ and does away with the possibility of determining

its botanical nature.

The parallelism of this legend with the conventional representations of

the sacred trees of Babylonia, those of the tree of life among others, is too

complete in its decisive denomination and description of the calendar

plant of the Chinese tradition to receive any other explanation than that

of a borrowing. And all the "circumstances of the case show it to have

been a loan of ancient west to early east.

* * *

The Chinese mind is deeply impressed with the necessary repetition of
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events, regularity of nmiibers and categories, alliteration in words, occur-

rence over and again of the same ideas and facts, &c. otherwise of a

necessaiy reiteration in everything, and such a tradition could not fail to

suggest imitations or similar cases.

For instance, the Chinese fancy something of the kind with the IJ, ^
Wu tung,'^ the EUcococca verrucosa of the botanists, which is now

the national tree of China, and grows over the central provinces.
'^ They

say that from it the months of the year may be known; it is supposed to

bear annually twelve leaves, six on each side, one leaf for every month;

but during the intercalary year it puts forth thirteen leaves, when at the

time of mid-autumn one leaf falls off.'^

The beautifying and magnifying style of Lieh-tze, the curious writer of

the Vth centuiy b.c, of whom I have spoken in another paper, makes use

of the same word Ming as in Ming-Jciep, the calendar plant. It is with

reference to a marvellous tree which was said to grow in the south of the

King country, a region corresponding to southern Hunan, and still

unknown at the time of the writer. He was speaking, therefore, from

mere hearsay, which apparently only reached him after passing from moiith

to mouth, each one more or less deceptive. The vagueness of the informa-

tion about the plant and the general unacquaintedness of the country

permitted him to draw on his extensive love of fabulous traditions to

embellish his descriptions.

Hence we cannot be surprised that he should have spoken of the Ming-

ling ^ ^'5 as a supernatural plant-tree which required five hundred

years to bloom and eight thousand years to produce fruit.^°

Now 8000 is the multiple of 500 by sixteen, and the latter is the

number of the day when a change occurred in the Ming-kiep, the calendar

plant of Yao. This shows how the influence of the former fable was

worked out in the new.
* * * *

Legendary accounts of sacred trees were current among the Chinese of

early times, and were part of the stock of idea?, institutions, and arts

imported from S.W. Asia. In the previous sections of this paper we have

chiefly spoken of tlie sacred trees so far as they had a conventional appear-

ance which could suggest, and as a fact did suggest a calendar symbolism.

Now we shall call the attention of our readers to marvellous reports of

another kind ^\]lich contain some different survivals of similar legends.

They are found in the oldest works still existing on subjects congenial

to them, and from which we have already made several extracts.^' All the

other works (and very few they are) of older times, which have escaped
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the wreck of ancient literature in China deal with subjects which did not

permit their authors to introduce therein legendary traditions of this kind;

and there is no doubt that, if such very old works were still in existence,

we should find these traditions in them probably less beautiful and less

magnified, but more faithful to their primitive character and less suffused

with Indian and heterogeneous ideas. Lieh-tze, who was flourishing

about 400 B.C., Hwai-nan-tze, and Szema Siang-ju, of the second century

B.c.^ are the principal writers who have embodied many of the old legends

and fabulous reports in their allegoric rhapsodies and romantic accounts.

They are chiefly arranged with reference to Si-Wang-Mu, the Western

Queen-mother and her residence in the Kuenlun range. This interesting

personage of Chinese fable,^^ once stripped of all its mythological adorn-

ments and marvellous character, turns out simply to be the impersonation

of the successive female rulers in the north-east of Tibet, of tribes where

matriarchate and gynecocracy were the rule.^'* In the course of their

history the Chinese have had some relations with several cf such tribes.25

But their first connection with one of these female rulers dates from the

very beginning, when the Bak tribes were advancing along the Kuenlun

range towards IS'.W. China, in the twenty-third century b.c, as shown by
their oldest records, where we see that these curious institutions were not

without effect on the paternity of their first rulers.-®

We can easily understand how they were struck by these peculiarities,

so much the more that they were acquainted with the legend of Sargon,

who himself had no paternal ancestiy.^'?

It is in the descriptions of the Elysian residence of Si AVang Mu in the

Kuenlun that the sacred trees are mentioned. There are seven of them.

Four on the west; the tree of pearls, tchu shu,^^ the tree of jade, yii thu,'^^

the gemmy tree, siuen shu,^° and the tree of immortality, jmh si shu.^^

One on the south, the red tree, Kiang shu^ '^

; andi on the north the green-

jade tree, pih shu,^^ and the green jasper tree, i/ao shii-^^

The tree of immortality, puh se shu, is also called the Iviung'^^ tree,

and is fully described as composed of the finest sort of jade, red or white:

its blossom, if eaten, conferred the gift of immortality.
^^

The characteristic of all these seven trees ^^
(the number of the week)

is their connection with the jade in the various sorts of which six of them

were made. And so they were in this mythological account, because
j
ade

was the most precious and highest-valued stone with which the Chinese

became acquainted in olden times. The special symbol for it is- "^
ancient soimd oh,^^ which in its concrete sense is 'jade',39 but in its
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general acceptation is 'precious, as a gem, beautiful'; and it is in the

latter meaning that it is generally used in ancient books.''"

Now let us return to the liturgical hymns of Babylonia which we have

already referred to, and let us examine the description given therein of the

tree of the sacred garden of Ea :'•'

(In) Eridu a Kin tree grew overshadowing; in a holy place did it

become green ;

its root was of uknu stone, which stretched towards the deep;''-

We have already referred to the Kin tree, and need not speak of it

again. The interesting point is this uknu stone, which seems to be a val-

uable gem of some sort, precious enough for the poet to have imagined it

in connection with the sacred tree. The fabulous description is, without

doubt the prototype of that which was magnified in the legendary and

mythical account of the Elysian garden of Si Wang Mu, we have quoted

above.

What the
][][ "^ zagin stone, Assyrian uknu,^'^ was, has been for long

doubtful, and is perhaps not as yet well ascertained. As it is written

with a complex ideogram it has not been necessarily known to the creators

of the writing; and the proper meaning of the expression being shining

and whitish''^ is sufficiently vague to permit its adaptation to many
stones

; marble, alabaster, jasper, onyx, hyacinth, &c., have been proposed

and at present 'white crystal' is the meaning current among the Assyr-

iologists.

Anyhow a great importance was given to that stone in ancient Baby-

lonian times and it must have been very precious and difficult to get.

The staff of Marduk to touch sick people was adorned with an Uknu

stone.''^ It was a jewel of Ishtar. In some mythological descriptions,

the god holds in his hand a mountain of alabaster, lapis and uknu, and

his offensive weapon is made of gold and uknuA^ In the Izdhubar

legend of the Flood, it is spoken of as a charm round the neck.47

The finest sort ot uknu was the uknu sacli,^^ the uknu of the East

and it was brought from the Bikni country, at the extreme east of

Media near the Caspian, and mentioned in the cylinder of Esarhaddon.'*^

It is also mentioned with reference to a country of Dapara, the iden-

tification of which is still unascertained.^"
*****

In placing together these fragments of marvellous legends, we have

been enabled to see in them as many echoes of a tradition primeval for

the Chinese, and connected with the celebrated tree of life and other sacred
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trees of ancient Babylonia, as well as with the sacred mountains

of Sumero - Akkadian legends. Such being the case, they receive

an explanation which is not devoid of interest for nistory. Though
the calendar character of the sacred plant Ming Kiep does not seem

to be more deeply rooted in Chinese traditions than than we may have

expected to be the case from its fabulous appearance, it is certainly very

old. It may consequently be the illustration or imagery, of the ancient

value attributed to the marvellous plant, if not in its earliest symbolism

complete or in part, at least in the interpretation or adaptation given to

it in the quarters from which the civilisers of the Chinese have received

it. Terrien de Lacouperie.

NOTES.
1) On the sacred trees, cf. W. Baudissin, Studien zur semitische Re-

ligiongeschichte, vol. II, p. 190-225: Fraugois Lenormant, Les Origines
de Vhistoire, vol. I, p. 75-90.

2) In the early ideographic spelling of Sumer some traces may perhaps
be found of a state of things connected with the idea of. sacred trees.

The name was written ^|g[ .-JJ *"TT-<^ Ki-en-gi as proved by the inscrip-

tions of all the ancient kings of Chaldea and Babylonia. Cf. A. Amiaud
in Bab. ^- Orient. Record, vol. I, 122), Now Ki is country, en is lord,

and gi is said to be "a tree" or " a reed" which its primitive form is said

to have-represented. The figure indicated by the earliest forms of the signs
on Ur-Ba-u and Uru-Kagina texts (cf. Amiaud & Mechineau, Tableau,

No. 267) is more like -\ tree ^ and even a palm-tree, while the slanting-

stroke on stem under the leaves seems intended to represent the two big
fruits like clusters of dates which appear on the illustrations of the sacred

tree on the oldest cylinders, such as those of Erech. (Cf. Menant, Glyptique,

I, pi. iii, fig. 5, and also p. 191). Therefore Ki-en-gi, the meaning of

which seems to have been early lost, would have been originally the coun-

try of the sacred tree, or of the divine palm-tree. Should the original

and pictorial position of the character have been the reverse, i.e., the left

to the tof ^ as Mr. Pinches thinks, instead of the right to top, as I

think (with Prof. A. H. Sayce and the Rev. W. Houghton, (Trans. Soc.

Bib. Arch., VI, 473), the meaning would be different only as to the

sort of plant.

3) Die Semitischen Volker, 1883, vol I, pp. 306, 488.

4) Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, lY, 15 v., 1. 62-64,

Frangois Lenormant, Les Origines de Vhistoire, 1882, II, 104, has

translated the two characters
f:y ^^. KIZ KIN, by a "

pine tree."

Prof. A. H. Sayce, in his Hibbert Lectures for 1887, translates them

uncompromisingly by
" a stalk

"
which is certainly not sufficient. But we

must remark that both Lenormant and himself were fettered in their

translation by the view that the signs of writing had been invented in a

northern land.

5) As another proof I may remark that the cedar tree, which was also
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a sacred tree when a northern influence became prominent, was transcribed

by a complex ideogram of two characters
(tj) T^H^ >^J, translated in

Assyrian ei-ui. The ideographic values of tliese symbols seem to suggest
tliat a comparison was made between the minute and numerous foliage of

the cedar, and the appearance of the warp and woof. Frangois Lenormant

i^Les or/gines de Vlustoire, I, 84) lias indicated several statements in

Cuneif. Inscrij)t. of West. Asia (vol. IV, pi. 16, 2 pi, 29, 1) where the

cedar tree and its fruit are especially sacred
;
and

he^ quotes also a

fragment then unpublished relating a prescription of Ea to Marduk:
'•Prends le fruit du cedre, et presents le a la face du malade; le cedre est

I'arbre qui donne le charme pur et repousse les demons ennemis, tendeurs

de pieges," Kirim erini liqi va—ana pi marqi sukunsu—erinu iqu nadin

sipti eUitiv— tarid rahiqi limmit/'."

6) Cf. their pictures in J. Menant, Glyptique Orientale, vol. I.

65) With reference to this peculiarity, it will be curious to remark that

the Banana or Musa jiaradisiaca (Linn.) has been so called fiom the

popular tradition which made the banana figure in the story of Eve and
the Paradise. On the Asiatic original home of that tree of A. de Candolle,

Origin of cultivated plants, London, 1884, pp. 304-311.—The palm-
trees, which seems to have been mueh more numerous in former times

than at present, do not extend further north than the Sindjar, the Singali
of the Kurds. On the banks of the Euphrates the last great agglomera-
tion of them is that of Anah; at Tekrit, on the Tigris, are seen the two
last date-palms. Cf. Elisee Eeclus, Asie Anterieure, p. 410

;
A de

Candolle, O.C. p. 302; W. K. Loftus, Chaldcea and Susiana (London,

1857), p. 158.

7) Sayce, Assyrian Grammar, 221.—J. Halevy in Journal Asiatique.
Mars-Avril 1876, p. 350.—F. Lenormant, Etudes Accadiennes, II, 281.—J. Menant, Grammaire Assyrienne, No. 191.

8) Amiaud & Mechineau, Tableau comjxcre' des ecritures Babylonienne
et Assyrienne Archaiqiies et Modernes, ISo. 194.

9) These Annals, which are concise as ephemerids, refer to the Cen-
tral and successive dynasties until 770 b.c, and from that date to 377

B.C., it is the principality of Tsin (in Shansi) which is their chief object.

10) According to other sources, the event took place in the 45th year
of Yao's reign. Cf. the Kang Kien y tchi luh; Medhurst. Ancient

China, p. 330.

11) There were therefore two of these plant-trees.

12) Or Ikloon.

13) In the Shicoh Wen (A. D, 89) the symbol Kiep is described

as that for a plant bearing fruit. KJiang-hi Tze tien, s.v- 140-f-7, f.

41 V.) The expression |]^ ^ sik-mik of the Erh-ya (500 B.C.) is explain-

ed in the Nan tu fu by Tohang Heng of the After Han dynasty (200

B.C.) as meaning 'yams and melons' {ICang-hi tze tien, s.v. 140 -r 10,

f. 76 v.; Meddhurst, Chinese-English dictiouary, pp. 900, 913) though
in the Erh-ya itself it is said to be a^ ^ ^a tsi, i.e. a great buraa

pastoris. {Erh-yah-tche'ng wen tchen yn, ed. 1861, II, 20
;
on this tsi

cfr. Meddhurst, 6. C, p. 933). Dr. Wells Williams (Syllabic Dictionary,

p. 803), describes also sik-mik as a capsella, but Dr. E. Bretschneider in

his Early Eurojiean researches into the Elora of China, {.J. North China
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Br.R. A. S. 1880, vol. XV, p. 137) does not give any Chinese character

for this plant.

14) Shuei tsao, in the Tang-yun dictionary of 670-G79 a.d.

15) Dr. Wells WilHams suggests (*S'////.
Diet. p. GOO) that it was

perhaps a bulbous plant, whose leaves alternately sprouted and died. I do
not think such an explanation is wanted.

16) On tbe Tung tree, cf, ICanghi t:e-tien, s. v. 75 + 6, ff. 38-39.-Also
R. K. Douglas, The Caleoidar of the Hia fli/na.'^ti/, p. 36, and pi. viii, of

Orientalia Antiqna, ed. T. de L. (London, 1882).
—Also the Li-ki,

yueh ling, part. Ill, 4.

17) Of. C. Bretschneider, Early European researches into the Flora

of China, loc. cit., pp. 34,172, 185.—Wells Williams, Syllabic Diet. p. dSi.

18) According to the Tun Ida shu, an ancient Taoist work older than
the Vlth century; it is one of the 38 quotations of as many different

works given about that tree in tbe Tal ping yil Ian, Bk. 956, f. 4. v.

19) Ming has been already noticed. Liny is 'supernatural'; as an

adjective, in the Chinese ideology, it ought to be placed before its

noun. But as it is the reverse and agrees so far with the post-j^lacing

ideology of the Pre-Chinese languages of Southern China (cf. my work
on The languages of China before the Chinese part IV; (London,
1887), the expression Ming-ling seems to he imitated from a similar

name in one of the native languages.

20) Liehtze whose real name was Lieh Yu Keu. In Tal-ping yU-

Idn, Bk. 961, f. 2.

21) The shifted Cardinal points. From Flam to Early China, in the

B. 0. R. January, 188 8, vol. II, p. 29.—And above.

22) Short biographical notices of them are given in W. F. Mayer,
The Chinese Reader^s Manual, Nos. 387, 412.

23) On the mythological aspect of Si Wang Mu. Cf, W. F. Mayer,
O.C., No. 572, and his article on The " Western King Mother," pp. 12-14
of Notes and Queries on China and Japan, vol. 11, Hong Kong, 1868.—
I have collected all the available historical information which I will

embody in a further article on the special subject.

24) On these institutions the earliest work, though rather mystic, is

that of Dr. J. J. Bachofen, Das Mutierrecht, Fine Untersuchung ilber die

Gynaikohratia der Alten Welt, nach ihner religiosen und rechtUchen

Natur. Stuttgart, 1861, 4to.—In 1865. MacLennan published his inde-

pendent inquiry Primitive Marriage, Edinburgh. The most important
other works on the matter are the following: from the same author:

Studies in Ancient History, London, 1886.—L. H. Morgan: Systems of
consanguinity and affinity of the human family {^Smithsonian contributions

to knowledge, vol. XVII, Washington, 1871); Ancient Society, New
York, 1877.—Fisen and Howit, Kannlaroi and Kurnai, Melbourne, 1880,
and several papers iu the Journal of the Anthropological Institute.—
Prof. A. Giraud-Teulon: La niere chez certains peuples de Vantiquite,

Paris, 1867: Les Origines de la Famille, Geneve, 1874
;
Les origines du

Mariage et de la Famille, Geneve, 1884. The latter work is a clear and
most complete expose of the whole question and the various solutions proposed.

25) There are in Chinese documents, notice of about ten of them, but
several are simply a fabulous echo of the genuine ones.

26) Cf. the first parts of the Tchu shu ki nien.

27) Cf. the Legend of Sargon:=Shennung in my paper on. The Chinese

Mythical Kings and the Babylonian canon (London, 1883).
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28) ^ ^% Tchu shu.

•29) i
J

?!''
shu.

30) J^ iSiuen shu. ^Not identified,

32) ^ ; Kiang shn.

33) ^ J
J^^'^t ^hu,

34) j^ I
'/CIO shit.

S5) 3ffi K'iung. In the old Kuwen, according to the rude phonetic

spelling of the time it was written with the mute dererminative J^ and |i^

Kiu {iig for the initial, coverad by ^ M(eu for the final. Cf. Min Tsi

Kih, Luh shu fung, Bk. 4, f. 37.

30) It was said to be a myriad fathoms in height and three hundred

arm-spans in circumference. {ICang-hi t:e tien, s. v. 96 + 15 f. 45 v.) and
F. W. Mayers, Ch. R. M., No. 317). A less exaggerated description is

quoted in the Yu pien (a dictionary of a.d. 543 by Ku Yeh-wang), where

it is stated that in the Tsh fh'eh countr}^ grows the Idling tree, which is

120 fathoms in height and thirty arm -spans in circumference. Now
Tseh-sJiih or '

heaped stones
'

was situated on the spur of the Kuenlun

range, S.W. of modern Si ning fu. Cf. Shan Hai King, edit. Pih yuen
Bk. II, fol. 20). It is spoken of in the Yii-Kung, I, 82, II, 7, and it is

from there that Fanni Tubat started in a.d. 433 his kingdom in Tibet

(cf. T.de L. Tibet mihe Encyclopcedia Britannica, vol. XXIII, p. 345).,

It is perhaps by a revivification of the old legend that the monastery of

Knmbum (Skii-hum) H. Jacsehke, Tibetan Englisli Did. pp. 22, 394),
near ths same spot, is famous through a sacred tree, fabled to produce
leaves bearing the image of Buddha, and of which the fallen leaves are

sold as a sort of panacea. Pere Hue, in his Souvenirs cVun Voyage dans
la Tartarie, le Thibet et la Chine (Paris, 1850) had published with

confidence this fabulous report which since has been exploded by the

Hungarian Count Bela Szechenyi. Cf. Lieut. Kreitner, Im Fernen Osten

(Vienna, 1881), p. 708.

37) On the west, south, and north sides. On the east side of the

mountain there were the sha fang and the lang Kan, but these are not

called trees, shu.

38) In Sinico-Annamite nguk, in Cantonese yuk. Tliis old Chinese
character oh "precious, beautiful" finds its antecedent in the Old Baby-
lonian III- which is explained by ru-u-tu to which cf. the Assyrian rutu^
'

sovereignty, charm,' as shown by the comparison of their respective forms :

Old Babylonian: <^^^^y Amiaud-Mechineau, Tableaux, No. 214.

Early Chinese: Q.Q } |
Min Tsikih, Luh shu Vung, IX, 11 r.

39) Where it ouglit to be completed by the word '
stone' ^ shek,

decayed from an older tak, tsak. On the method of finding out the

old Cliinese sounds cfr. sec. 3 of my paper on llie land of Sinim not

China in The Babylonian and Oriental Record oi Sept. 1887, pp. 187-190.

40) Such a? the Simking; the Shan h<n King in its early parts, &c.

41) On Ea-=Oannes-=Aeanu, cf. The Academy, 9th June 1888.

42) Cuneiform Inscripiions of Western Asia., vol. lY, pi. 15.—
I follow the translation of Prof. A. H. Sayce in his Hibbert

Lectures for 1887, p. 238, substituting only
' Kin tree' for 'stalk,' and

' uknfi stone
'

for '

wliite crystal.' The reasons of these changes appear in

tlif present ])a])er. Fraiigois Ijenorniaiit in his Origine< de Vhistoire,
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vol. ii. Paris, 1882, p. 104, had translated the same hymn, of which tlie

two first verses wliich are here given, have also heen translated by Mr. W.
St. Chad Boscawen {Modern Thnught, July, 188;-}, p. ?>21 .)

Both

scholars translate "its fruit" instead of "
its root."

43) For the lecture zagin (na) cf. Prof. J. Halevy Notes de Lexico-

(ji-apliir A-iSf/rienne, 7, p. 184 of Zeitsrlir. f. KeiUcliriftforsch. Leipzig,

1884, vol. I, quoting the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, vol. IV,
1. 19-21, which Fr. Lenormant read zalcuna, in his paper Les Noms de

V irain et du cuivre, &c., p. 348, Trans. Soc. Bihl. Arch. 1879, vol. II.

44) Cf. Lenormant, Les noms, &c. pp. 340-343.—J. Me'nant, Gra-iiv-

maire Assyrtenne, No 16.

45) W. St. Chad Boscawen, MS. note.

46) Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia IV, 31; II, 19, 2;

Lenormant, Op. cit. p. 341.

47) Col. Ill, 53; Cf. Smith, History of Babylonia, edit. Sayce, p.

46; F. Lenormant, Les Origines de rhistoire, I, p. 615.

48) Cuneifo7-m I. of W. A., II, 38, 386.

49) Theo. G. Pinches, Britisli Museum Guide to the Kouyunjik Gallery,

p, 157.—Francois Lenormant, Lettres Assyriologiqnes, vol. 1, p. 45, has

identified the Bikni countiy with the "Xj^uKaiva of Ptolemy.
—Per-

haps the Uknu of the East was a sort of
'

jade,' though few specimens
have liitherto been found. T)r, Otto Schoetensack, Zeitschrift fi'ir

Ethnologie, Berlin 1887, pp. 125-126, describes two jade-axes from

Mukeyyer, two nephrit-axes from the same place and one nephrit-cyhnder
from Nimrud.

50) Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, II, 51, 13, F. Lenormant
Les noms de Vaircnn et du cuivre, .&c. 1. c. p. 342, has suggested an

identification with the Tabaristan, in proximity of the Bikni country; he

has also suo-o-ested a connection between the name of the Uknu stone and

that of the vknu canals or small rivers west of the Euphrates (cf. Fmzi,

Eicercheper lo studio deWantichita Assira, p. 125). But it does not

necessarily imply that the precious stone was also found there, as the

word may have been employed solely in its meaning of shining and pure

applied to the water of these small rivers in contradistinction to that of

the great rivers, inasmuch as the determinative for stone which is al-

ways used when the uknu stone is mentioned does not appear in their'

name. Prof. Sayce (Ilibbert Lectures p. 289) quotes the passage re-

ferred to about Dipara in the following terms :
" An early geographical

list calls Dapara
" the mountain of the bull-god" the country of crystal;

and that this was to be sought in Southern Babylonia is indicated by
the name of Uknu, the river of

'

crystal'. There is some evidence that

the primitive Bull-god was Merodach himself entitled in early

astronomical literature Gudi-bir,
" the bull of light." The same scholar is

inclined to connect the bull-god of Dapara very closely indeed with the

city of Eridu, because the two great deities of Eridu were attended by a

body guard of divine bulls {ibid. p. 290). But I do not see in these

interesting remarks any proof of the geographical localisation of the

mountain or country of Dapara, which, perhaps known by hearsay to the

Babylonians may have been called the mountain of the Bull-god or of

Merodach simply because it was the country where the uknu was brought

from, and that the staff of Merodach was adorned with uknu. T. de L.
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MAN HAN SI-FAN TSYEH-YAO,
A BUDDHIST REPERTORY

IN SANSCRIT, TIBETAN, MANDCHU, MONGOL & CHINESE.

(Continued Jrom ]). 55).

Part I.—Section I.

SaAs-rgyas hji mch'an hji min la*

NAMES, DISTINCTIVE QUALITIES OF SANS-RGYAS, OR BUDDHA .

1. Buddha : the illuminated.^ T. Saiis-rgi/as completely awakened, re-

covered from error. M. Fucihi. Mg. Burkan. Cli. Fo.

2. 57ia^a2Ym: fortunate, excellent, divine.^ T. bcom Man hdaspa, one who

goes completely victorious. M. one who surpasses everything through

a complete victory. Ch. one who goes out or away, having defeated.

3. Tathdgata : one who has reached the state in which he ought to be.

T. Zin-gges-pa, id.^

4. Arhat : one who is worthy, deserving, a Buddhist title.'' T. dgra-bcom-

pa, one wlio lias destroyed his enemies. M. Mg. id. Ch. one of suit-

able meiit.

5. Samyaksambuddha : completely illuminated. T. Yan-dag-par-rdzogs-

pai-sans-rgyas, really, certainly perfect Buddha. ^ Mg. id. M. Buddha

who penetrates the truth. Ch. he who knows exactly everything.

6. Vidydcarana sampanna : endowed with conduct (or going) full of

wisdom. T. Rig-pa-daft-zabs-suldan-pa, having feet in conformity

with wisdom. M. Ch. as in Sanskiit.^

7. Sugata (Lis. svagata) welcome (well come)."^ T. bde-par-ggigst-pa, id.

Ch. well gone (read: gata).

8. Lokarit : one who knows the world (or the worlds).^ T. hjig-rteri-

mlhien-pa, id. M. Ch. who reflects (or contemplates) the world.

9. Anuttara: with no superior. T. bla-med-pa, id, M. Mg. above com-

* The Tibetan transcription of the Sanskrit text is extremely in-

correct. Minaieff in his recent work (Buddliism, researches and materials

Vol. I. Part 2. St. Petersburg, 1887) has corrected this text by sub-

stituting for it that of the Mahavyutpatti, as he states in his intro-

duction. We note his corrections throughout.
Burnouf ^yas astonished at the fact that Abel Remusat translated

certain lines correctly, though he transcribed them wrongly. The reason

is very simple. Remusat followed the Chinese version, and missed or

cauglit the true meaning in accordance with it.
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parison or without a rival.

10. purusha damya sdrathi: skilled to daunt men.' T. sk//es-bu-hdul-pai-

kha-lo-bsgyur-ba, who leads and daunts men. M. Mg. who leads and

betters men. Ch. the great one who protects and governs.

11. Lokajyestha : the most venerable (or elevated) in the world. T. hjig-

rten-giji-gco-bo, the excellent one of the world. M. Ch. id.

12. Sarvajfia : who knows everything. T. Thams-cad-mkhiyen-po hmo

kufir-mkhtyen-pa, one who knows completely, or who knows all. M. Mg. id,

13. Trdgd : protector, defender.'" T. skijob-pa, id. M. a defence. Ch.

constant protector. Min. trdyl.

14. Devatideva : (read devati) superior god of gods.^^ T. Ihai-yafi-lha

god of god. M. Mg. Oh. (abka, teugri, t'ien) heaven of heaven.

15. Mahdshi
(r. maharshi): the great rishi."^ T. dran-sron-cen-po, the

great hermit. M. the great spiritual man. Ch. the great learned her-

mit. Mg. the great arsi.

16. Dharmasvami : sovereign of the law (according to the law). T. chos-

kyi-rje, id. Ch. the exalted king'
^ of the doctrine. Mg. king of the

doctrine.

17. Rshabha : the powerful, the begetter.'* T. khyu-meog, shepherd, lie

who gathers together the herd. M. distinguished above all. Oh. ex-

alted among all.

18. Ndgaka: the (perfect) guide. T. hrdren-pa id. M. Ch- able to

conduct others.'*

19. Advyaimdi (r. advayav") : who teaches not two (doctrines).'^ T. gn'is-

med-par-gsun-pa, who teaches what is not double. M. Ch. id. Mg.
who teaches not double.

20. Gdudvdudani :
(r. Qaudhodani) son of Cudhodana.''^ T.Zks-gc^an-gi-

sras, son of .^as-gtsan (the pure meat). M. of the king pure eater.

Ch. eldest son of— .

21. Dagabala : T. stobs-ben, tenfold strength.
'S

22. Mdrajit : victorious over the demon Mara.'' T. bdicdthul, Yicionow^

over bdud (the devil). M. he who defeated Ari (the evil genius of

theair). Mg. id. Simnun the demon of base passions, lubricity. Ch. who

subjugated Ma, (the same as Ari).

23. Mahdtma : the great soul (or self).^'' T. dag-fiid-cen-po, the great

self. M. Ch. The great holy man.

24. Vijayi : victorious. T. rnam-jmr-rgyal-pa, totally victorious."

25. Vibhus : the eminent master." T. khgab-bdag, universal master M.

universal king. Ch. perfectly superior, univers ally excellent.
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2B. Vigimntara (r. vigvanto),'- wlio has penetrated everytliiing, who is

present everywhere, T. thams-cad-sgrol, who saves all. M. who regul-

ates or surpasses all. Mg. who surpasses all. Ch. who extends

everywhere.

27. Sarvadharmagvara (r. oe^vara);-'' lord of all the doctrines. T. c^os

thams-cad-kyi-dbafi^phyug, id. M. he whose power regulates all the

doctrines. Ch. he who exists per se in all the laws.

28. Gunascigara: sea of qualities.
^^ T. yon-tan-rgya-mts' o, ocean of virtue.

29. ^aranam: a refuge, place of safety. T, shjabs. M. Ch. upon whom

all rely or trust.

30. Vddisinha: lion of eloquence. T. smar-bai-sen-ge, id. M. Mg. The

lion who penetrates all. Ch. the teacher who speaks of the law.

31. Narottama: the most perfect of men. T. mi-mdog id. M. Mg. the

most intelligent. Ch. the most devoted.

32. Mdrdhhibhu: he who overcomes Mara. T, hdud-zil-gyi-gnon, who

may inflict injury upon the demon. M, who through his majesty

abates the power of Ari. Mg. who abates the glory of Simnun. Ch. id.

33. Ajjratipudgala: without rival as to beauty (or without further trans-

migration). T. gafi-zag-zla-med, with no rival, peerless. M. Mg.^6

putgali without equal. Oh. the old man without superior (or without

superior as to number of years).

34. Vdntadosha: who defeats all evils. T. skyon-bsal-bw, who removes

impurity. M. Mg. who cleanses impurity. Ch. sinless.

35. Hatavisha: who destroys every poison (of evil, sin, rice). T. dug-

hcom-po, id. M., who causes all nuisance to disappear. Mg. who

destroys every poison, evil.

36. Anangajit: who triumphs over the passion of love. T. lus-med-thuh

who overcomes the incorpbreal.^' M. Mg. who submits, id.

37. Shdtabhijd (r. shridabhijiia) : who possesses the six supernatural powers.^
^

T. mdon-ges-drug-rdan, who surpasses the six intellectual powers.

M. who possesses the six perfect intelligences (spirits). Mg. who

possesses the intelligence of the six heavens. Cli. who penetrates

completely the six spirits. Min. shad.

38. Bhavdntakrit; who is the cause of the end of the world. 29 M. Mg*
who makes the world to terminate. (Mg. sansar, from the Sanskrit

xansdni—passage from one to the other vicissitude). Ch., who causes

tlie centuries to pass in succession.

39. Aghnhantnr: (°td) who destroys sin. T. sdig-joms, id.

40. Siddhartha^ [correct, h. sidvaurtha) : who achieves what is useful, who
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accomplishes his destiny. T. don-grub, who satisfies the desires. M,

Mg. like Sanscr. Ch. id.

41. Cdkyasifiha : lion ef the Cakyas.^' T. Sakia-senge, id. M. Ch.

Cakya's lion.

42. Varada: who gives the best gifts.
^^ T. mchon-shyin, id. M. Ch. id.

43. Vira : valiant, heroic.^^ T.dpd-ba, id. Mg. batur, id.

44. Ntravatya (t. ^nvadja) : without blemish, fault. T. kho-mtho-mi-mna-ka

Min. uiragha,

45. VHatrshria, ireedhom thirst or passion, without desire. ^*T. sred-pa

dan-bral-ba, deprived of desire. M. Ch. id.

46. Nirdddna : who accepts nothing, who wishes for no present, accepts

no gift. T. Len-pa-mi-vma-ba, id. M. Ch. id. Mg. who takes nothing.

47. Viqruta : renowned, illustrious. T. r?iam-2}ar-grags-pa, very (vi) re-

nowned. M. Ch. id.

48. 'Cubhadharmakara : author of the good, the prosperous doctrine.

T. dqe-bai-c'os-kyi-pyin-nas, source of the doctrine of happiness.

M. id. Ch. base of happy doctrine. Min. dharmd.

49.
Qtici

: pure. T. gcafi-ba, id.

50. Anitsama (r. anupama): without comparison. T. dhed-med-pa, with-

out model. Ch. M. without equal.

51) Trikdlajna : who knows the three ages.^^ T. dus-gsaum-mkhyen-pa, id.

Mg. who knows the three times or seasons.

52) NirmaJa : without spot. T. dri-ma-med-pa, id.

53) Nirjvala: without sickness, pain. T. nad-mi-mna-bu, id.

54) Suryai-afii^a : of the solar race.^* T. ni-mai-rigs, id.

55) Angirasa: (cor. fr. adgi) issued from the sun( like a stream), from the

substance or sap of the sun. T. ni-mai-rygun. M. allied to the sun.^'

56) Gdutama : transcribed Goutam, Goodama, &c.^8

57) Ikshrdkida nanduna
(r. Ikshvaku kiilao): joy of Ikshvaku's race.^^ T.

Bu-ram-cin-pai-rigs-dga-ba, joy of the race of the sugar cane. M. Ch. id.

Min. Ikhsu.

58) Prabhu'^° : supreme master, sovereign ; independent king. T. mfia-

bdag, id. M. supreme king. 0. be Harlez.

NOTES,
1) Or, whose characteristic is purity. Fucihi is an alteration of

unknown origin. Fo, the Chinese word, was then pronounced Bot
or But.

2) A title of Vishnu and the older deities as possessing goods and

imparting them to their devotees
;
also given to Buddha so as to place

him on the level of the ancient gods of India. Remusat reads bhagavdnra.

3) Come at his proper time and in the requisite manner, like his pre-
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decessors; a title of the seven Buddhas.

4) Title conferred upon Buddhist devotees who have attained the highest

degree of perfection, but have not yet become Buddhas. Rem.: qui rend

a chacun selon ses merites. The Tibetan, M. Mg, trans, is based upon a

false derivation from ahi-hat.

5) The Tibetan, Mahdchu, and Mongolian translators have taken the

past participle buddha from hudh for the proper name of Cakyamuni.
6) R. dont le pied suffit a una marclie lumineuse.

7) Title of praise given to the Buddhas on account of the felicity they

brought with them into the world. Sometimes sugata is used in the

sense of '

gone into nirvana.'

8) Who knows the three worlds: earth, hell, and heaven, or the mass
of beings in general. R. logavitra.

9) Sdrathi : lit. good driver, coachman.

10) Trdyd, an unusual and incorrect form. Title of Indra trdtar.

11) Name given to the infant Cilkyamuni because all the statues of the

gods, including Civa himself, bowed their heads before him in the temple
of Civa-mahegvara.

12) The great rishi (inspired sage and poet). The seven maharshis

were the first human beings, endowed with supernatural power, sons of

Bi'ahma, born from his mind. Buddha is the maharshi of the maharshis.

They are also called prajapati, lords of creatures.

13) This word corresponds to the Sanskrit sw, which the author

supposed to be in svami; but svami comes from sva, own.

14) Lit. "
bull," a title of the gods in the Veda, denoting strength,

begetting power, etc. A man of this name, son of Meru, is known in

the later poems as the father of Bharata, ancestor of the Bharatas, whose

exploits are sung in the Mahabharata.

15) Buddha is said to be the giiide of men and even of the devas. He
shows them the path of perfection and nirvana.

16) Or simply: true, sincere, trustworthy. Advaya in philosophical
sense means identity of all beings and the knowledge of this identity.

Name of one of the Buddhas.

17) Name of the King of Kapila-vastu, father of Siddhartha or

Cakyamuni. The Tibetan doctors interpret this word etymologically from

(juddlia, purified, and odana, meal.

18) Name of an uncle of Cakyamuni, who was one of his first disciples.

1 9) Mdra, lit. destroyer, murderer, cf . the Avestic maravao, an epithet
of the demon Ahriman). Mara is the god of love and coitio among the

Hindoos. The Buddhists admitted him into their pantheon as the genius
of the passions. He tempted Buddha on several occasions to prevent him
from accomplishing his work. Sometimes he promises him universal

dominion as the condition of desisting from his enterprise; sometimes he

inspires him with fear and hesitation, or seeks to terrify him with appa-
ritions. But Buddha triumphed over everytliing, conquered Mara, and

became his superior {^MdrdhJubhuft).

20) Name of the universal soul of Hindoo pantheism, the principle of

life and thought in the universal being called tad, hrahma or
2>''^'>^(^-

Internal and supcrn turnl illumination.

21) Subducr of demons, evil men, passions, obstacles, &c.

22) Title of the highest deity Brahma, Vishnu &c., according to the text.

23) From vigva-tar: means : who traverses, vanquishes all, who causes
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to traverse or saves.

24) Igvara, tlie supreme Being ;
name of the highest deity.

llo) Word commonl}' used in Sanskrit to designate a man who excels in

every respect.

26) Pratipxidgdla peems not to he used in Sanskrit bouks.

27) Etymological translation of ananga incorporeal, god of love, Cupido.

88) These powers were acquired by Buddha the night before he attaiend

Buddhaship. They are imparted to every arhat who reaches the fourth

degree of dhyana or meditation. They are :

[1] Dh'yacakshus, 'divine eye,' power of comprehending all things by
intuition.

[2] dirt/a(^rotra7n, 'divine ear,' power of perceiving and understanding all

the sounds and noises of the universe, which have all sense and meaning.

[3] Rddhisakshdtkriyd, power of transporting oneself in a superna-
tural manner; complete agility of body in absolute accordance with the will.

[4] Pfa-vanirusdnusmrti, remembrance of all fo>'mer existences (or dwel-

lings).

[5[ ParacittajMnam, knowledge of the thoughts, intentions and desires

of others, of every thinking being.

[Q'^Agravalshaya ,
destruction of the current,' end put to the perpetual

flux of existence.

29) Or of existence; principal cause of jdti, birth. Destroying sin and

passion, introducing men into nirvdna. Buddha stops the cursus mundi
and makes an end of the actual world.

80) First name of Buddha interpreted and applied in its etymological
sense.

31) The word sinha is generally used in Sanskrit to designate the

principal hero of a race.

32) Used to signalise beauty and power in a god or man.

33) Viri/am in the Buddhistic language is energy in advancing towards

perfection.

34) Trshha (lit. thirst) is the desire to satisfy a felt want.

35) The present, the past, and the future.

36) Read suri/a vanqya.

37) Angiras was one of the maharshis, or of the prajapatis progenitors
of men. His descendants the Angirasas are half-supernatural beings,
sons of Heaven, .nessengers of the gods. Agni, the god of fire, principally
bears the name Angiras. The Angirasas are often considered to be sons

of Agni, and personifications of light and of the luminous element.

83) !Name of Cakyamuni's family, used to distinguish him from the

preceding and following Buddhas, merely transcribed in the versions.

There is still a family Gotama in the land where Buddha was born.

39) ILshrdku, son of Mann, the son of Vivasvat (i.e. the sun), and
therefore founder of a dynasty of kings wlio boasted to have descended
from the sun-god, and were called the solar race. They reigned at

Ayodhya. Rama and many other heroes are said to be of this race. A
branch of the family reigned at Mithila. Another royal race was called

the lunar race. Nandana, prop, who rejoices: common appellation of

heroes and glorious sons of a family. Ikshvaku is once mentioned in the

Rig Veda (x. 89-4) as a servant of Indra, who flourishes and gleams like

the stars in the vault of Heaven.

40) This word is used to designate the Supreme Being, source <jf all

existence. C. de H.

(7'c/
be continued).
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THE ROCK INSCRIPTIONS OF UPPER EGYPT.

Although every Egyptologist who has been up to the first cataract

must have seen the profusion of inscriptions on the rocks about Assuan,

yet, strange to say, only those tablets bearing royal names, and perhaps

half a dozen with private names, have yet been published. During ten

days at Assuan last season, with Mr. Griffith, we copied all that we could

find, 335 altogether, omitting all that had been published, so far as

Wiedemann records in the notes to his
" Geschichte." But these are not

all; beside about 30 scattered in Upper Egypt, we copied 278 from the

rocks about Silsileh and a few miles northward, most of which had

apparently never been seen by any Egyptologist before. Lastly, from the

rocks at Thebes I copied 38 of the Ramesside age. As all these in-

scriptions have appeared in " A Season in Egypt" and an index of

names, I do not propose to enter on them tally in a short space here; but

rather to give such general results as may be useful to those who do not

care to examine the subject for themselves.

The inscriptions are of two main classes; memorials of travellers—
wliich are almost the only class near Silsileh—and funereal tablets, which

are the most usual at Assuan. The travellers rarely, if ever, put up more

than their names, titles, and lineage ;
and consequently the results of

their inscription, so far as political history is concerned, are but small:

their value lies in the social question of the progress of the hieratic script,

the observance of maternal ancestry, and the condition of the people during

the period of the Xlth, Xllth and Xlllth dynasties. The main results

in the history is a suggested re-arrangement of the Xlth dynasty, from

the facts that an Antef was almost certainly a son of Mentuhotep Ea-neb-

kher; that Antefaa is the same king as one named Antef in other inscrip-

tions, as is shown by the Honis-name being identical; and that the names

of private persons Antef and Mentuhotep are completely intermingled all

through the inscriptions, and were combined in one as Mentu-hotep-Antef.

From all these points, added to the pyramidion in the British Museum

showing an Antef, son of a Mentuhotep, and the occurrence of a Men . .

. . . name among the Antefs at Karnak, it is certain now that Liebleins'

assigning the Antefs to the Xth dynasty and the Mentuhoteps to the

XI, is a mistake. The conclusion that seems most likely is that the

Antef and Mentuhotep names went regularly in alternate generations,

according to the Egyptian custom of naming a child from his grand-

parent ;
and there is no need, so far as remains yet go, to believe in more

than 3 Mentuhoteps and 5 Antefs, including one as yet unknown be-
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yond these rock-tablets. This reconstruction is more fully statediu the

volume of inscriptions.

The funereal inscri})tions of Assuan, follow the usual formula? of a myal

otfering to various gods.
—

specially those of the district, Khnumu,

Anket, and Sati,—of cattle, geese, bread, and all g(;od tilings, for tlie

ka of the deceased; also naming his wife and family, sometimes as par-

ticipating in the offerings, sometimes merely a list of his children ap-

parently alive at the time. In many cases figures of the father and

mother, and sometimes all of the children, are placed by the inscrip-

tion. In one instance a man is accompanied by his boy, who holds an

animal in his arms and leads two dogs. The tablets of the great courtiers

of the XlXth dynasty are grand examples; on some specially high or

prominent rock the king is shown riding in his chariot, or striking down

an enemy, while the fan-bearer bows behind him. It is probable that

these were put up by the road round the cataract, on occasion of Seti or

Ramessu passing that way in a negro-raid to the- south; they served to

testify to the devotion of Mermes, Ameuemapt. or Messu, who thus

glorified his own name as Avell as that of his master.

The variety of titles in these inscriptions is a good subject of study; but

owing to the absence of any general work on ti'les as a basis, it is

impossible to treat them satisfactorily without taking in account a great

deal of scattered materials. AVith the names, however, the case is

different. Lieblien's Dictionary of proper names has laid a broad

foundation, and we can easily see liow far our fresh material extends our

knowledge. The dictionary contains about 4800 names, reckoning all the

small variations which are there distinguished. The new inscriptions

(including all that I collected this year) give 825 names; of which 224, or

27 per cent are in Lieblein, and 112 more are varied spellings of others in

the dictionary; thus leaving 489 new names, or 60 per cent, of the whole;

while including variations there are 600 fresh entries for a dictionary.

We will shortlv notice now the more interesting of these new names,

Xames referring to the gods. '^°^, also written phonetically
'^"^"^

Q I
: this is not given as a sole name, but only in combina-

tions in the dictionary. Nefer-aah is new. There are some new com

pounds of Amen, as Amen-em-hert, Amen-em-ka, Ka-em-amen, Amen-

kena; and long agglutinated names which were fashionable in the Xllth

dynasty, such as Amen-em-hat-nehi and Amen-em-hat-nehi-senba*

The name Isis is singularly rare in these inscriptions, only one instance

being seen, at Silsileh: this is the more striking as there are as many
as 81) names containing Isis in the dictionary, probably from lower

Egypt. One new compound of Anubis occurs, Anpu-em-ha. Ptah does
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not occur in any graffiti south of El Kab, where a man
|
v^

|

has left his name on the temple. Menthu is very common, as might be

expected in the Xlth and Xllth dynasties; Menthu-antef, Menthu-

nseren-antef, Menthu-neter-au, Menthuhotep-abu, Menthuhotep-antef, and

Menthuhotep-senb are all new forms. Three new names occur of unusual

forms—ISTeter-mes, Neter-hemt, and Neter-sen, but all from Thebes A
fresh Horus name is Har-merer-neter, wliich is curious, Hat

hor-senb is a new form. Kheper occurs ahme as a name. Khem (or

Ame3)-nekht, strange to say, does not appear in the Dictionary; also

Khem-r .... Khem-du-f-an, .... aud Du-khem. Khnumu is not

very usual, and only occurs in the new names—Khnum-nta and Khnura-

dudut. Rertu, known as the name for a iiippopotamus, occurs at Assuan

as a name of Taurt, followed by a figure of the goddess: this is similar te

Apt' a hippopotamus, being also a name for the goddess. Of Sebak a few

new compounds are found, Sebak-meren, Sebak-er-du, and Sebak-si-nehi-

Sati appears in Sati-ab and Sati-sankh. Uajt (or Buto) occurs twice, in

Uajt-nub-em-nebt, and Teta-uajt; whereas the complementary goddess of

the south, I^ekheb (or iSTeshem) is not found except at her city, El Kab.

Tahuti is frequent ; Tahuti, Tahuti-amakh, Tahuti-em-heb, Tahuti-

nekht, and Tahuti-se all being new names.

Of other names of special types, as well as newin form, we may note

the following. tQ, ,
\\

. \ ^^^^ and t^" I Q
° ^^^^^ ^i'® t^e only

names known beginning with ab. I]
^v ,

" the favourite," and Ah- ^
do not, strange to say, occur in the dictionary as separate names. Of

Antef there are, as we might expect, half a dozen new compounds; but

except Antef-Ra and Ra-Antef, they are net peculiar. With finkli there

are twenty new forms, among which we may note Ankh-uajtet-senbn,

Ankh-f-amen, Ankh-mes, Ankh-nebf, Ankht-uza-uf, and Ankh-hak-ra-

nebu. Bu is a common opening, Bu-se-amt, Bu-sebak, and Bu-sen,

among others, being new; as were also Per-nebi, Per-neferu, and Pert-

ankh, A curious name, IH, meh khemt, occurs to a third son, like the

Latin Tertius. A group of names begin with Q, which seems a new

form; Nu-ab, Nu-bi, Nu-nansi, Nu-senba-frnkh, beside the goddess Nut.

Many fresh names occur with neb; Neb-res-uaj (a form of Neb-tasi)

Neb-senu, Neb-kau, Neb-ked, and Nebt-merit: and with nub, as Nub-

ari, Nub u a ankhtet ab, and Nubt-uaj-nehi. The nefer names contain, of

course, some novelties, as Nefer-peri (
"
good appearing" or "welcome"),

Nefer-em-heb, Ncfer-red-per (" good increase of the house ") and

Nefer-sat (" pretty girl "). evidently babies' names. A remarkable name

at Silsileh is Ramena; as it has the prefix neb taui it seems like a king's

name, yet no such king is known, unless we suppose it intended for some

person called after Menes, with the prefix Ra; several cases occur of Ra
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being added to a name usually without it, Ra-shepseskaf, Ra-nefer-ka

(otherwise Nefer ka) Ra-antef, Ra-sebskemsaf, and so here apparently

Ra-mena. Somewhat like Strongith'arm is the name Remen-f-ankh:
"

his arm lives." Antef occurs again in Huit-antef. Hfi-a-t, Hrtau,

Htankhi-aten-it, Ha-aitep, Ha-ankh, Ha-rer, Hatankh are all new
; as

also a gnnip beginning with -^^ , Ha-usertesen-mer, Hat-menfiu

Ha-khnumu-hotep, and Ha-tahu-ti. With the beginning '^
,
we find

Heru-mert, Her-em-ra, Her-n, Her-se-bu. The names based on hak^

prince, are analogous to those on sar chief
(cf. Sarah, Heb. princess);

Hak-resh, and Hak-reshu,
"
prince of joy." Three new names—Hegegu,

Hegegut, and Hegegu-sjeda—seem to refer to a name of Khem, Hages or

Hagega. Hotep furnishes a list of new names; Hotep-ankh, Hotep-

ankhuf, Hotep-at, Hotepu-ankh, Hotep-mut, and others. Khen, ^_^
seems to be hitherto unknown for a name, yet it is found thrioc—
in Khen-nti-hotep, Khen-nt-khati-hotep, and Khen-nt-khati-user, re-

ferring to the name of Horus Khen-nti-khati. The se- and set-, son

or diiughter, gives naturally many new names, as Se-ahgu, Se-autef, Se-

Se-peraa, S e-neb-hotep, Se-hotep, Se-sankhf, Set-au, Set-nebu, Set-

neferurt, and Set-hotep-kau. The name T?T«T T
| ^ ^:—^

(1 (1 ^
"
beginning

of children-nebit," seems to show that the phrase sha-mes. which has been

said (on the strength of another supposed variant) to be a title of Neith,

"beginning of births," is really "first born," as was otherwise believed;

here we have clearly
"
beginning of children," which is just a close variant,

neferu for mesu. The common name Teta, which is hitherto unlviiown in

combinations, forms part of such names as Teta-ankhtha, Teta-uajt,

Teta-pu, Teta-m-hotep, Tetamekh, Teta-nefer, Teta-nehi, and Teta-senbt:

these are both from Assuan and Thebes. A very strange name is

<^> '^ !j

<=:> "^ ^ "to strike" or "knock down;" and e^^ J (j ^
Dba resembles dabi, a bear (Chabas), but with the modern Arab dah'a

a hyfena, before us it is hard not to refer to that.

We have now glanced at the principal groups of new names, and it

will be seen that this fresh 600 varieties will add a fair amount to our

knowledge of Egyptian names. It is to be wished that some good reader

would take up the subject of names, classifying them according to their

roots, and showing in detail the extent of their meanings. There is a vast

amount of interesting matter on the principles of name-giving among the

Egyptians which lies ready to be worked out in Lieblein's Index.

The earliest rock inscriptions of all appear to be those on the great rock

in the valley at El Kab, of the sixth dynasty; but as these seem to have

been all published in the Denkmiiler and Zeitschrift, we did not stay to

examine them. W. M. Flinders Pktrie.
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THE CONE-FRUIT OF THE ASSYRlAy MONUMENTS.
(^Continued from p. 14:2).

(c.) The final question suggests itself- -where could the Assyrians have

got the citron ? It is not indigenous in that part of Asia. The cradle of

the citron would appear to be somewhere between China and India.

Alph. De Candolle says tliat, from what is stated by botanists,
''

it cannot

be doubted that the Citrus Medica proper (the citrDu) is indigenous in

India." Without stopping to consider whether this statement is

sufficiently satisfactory, there is probably little doubt that, in Assyrian

times, the citron was to be liad in India. At the present day there are

numerous varieties of citron, all along the Western coast of India down to

Coylon, which would point to the fact that the citron found its way to

Western India at a very remote period.

Reinaud says that the Phoenicians. Greeks, Rimians, Arabs, and

Persians in ancient times traded with India and China. Nothing could,

therefore, have been easier than the introduction of the citron fruit into

Persia from India by these traders almost as soon as it found its way to

Western India. It has a very thick skin and keeps well for a long time,

and with care would have easily stood the long voyages of those days

along the coast from Western India to the River Tigris. As the citron

is usually full of mature seeds, there would not have been any difficulty in

getting it to grow in Persia—say in the days that the Phoenicians traded

with India. Therefore, although it may have been yet a rare thing, there

is no good reason to suppose that it might not have been known to the

Assyrians in the reign of Assurna/iirpal, about 880 h.c, which is stated to

be the period of the figures in the Nimroud Gallery of the British Museum.

Judging from these monuments, there is no evidence whatever that the

citron had been in those days naturalized. The sculptures only represent

indigenous or naturalized trees, and show no trace of citron trees.

According to this view, the only places where knowledge of its fruit is

shown is in these figures, and in one of the conventional sacred trees;

also in another place, of which I shall speak presently. The citron rind

is very fragrant, and if, as I surmise, it was rare in Assyria in those days,

it is very likely to have beep selected for oilerings in temples, and to kings.

(d.) Tliere are, however, other, and in this sense very important

scul})tures, two of the figures of which would seem to throw a great deal of

light on ilie real nature of the cone-fruit in dispute. PI. '.) of Layard's

monuments of Nineveh (new series) shows men carrying what appear to be
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strings, or sticks, along which pomegranates are tied. They are mucli

like the strings of onions of Europe, Otlier figures are carrying baskets

of pomegranates and grapes, and, judging from the regularity of cer aiii

conical piles
—

probably also halls of sweetmeats, such as may be seen any

day in the Indian bizaars. Tlie oblong and square-cornered things in another

basket are probably also sweetmeats. Most of the men in one hand carry

a pomegranate branch, no doubt with the object of flapping away the flies

or wasps from the grapes, sweetmeats, &c. The most interesting figures

in this plate, however, are two of the foremost: each carrying in his hand,

with much pomp, as if something rare, a fruit which resembles a j)ine-

apple. Whatever it may have been, it is evident that, besides being rare,

it must have been extraordinary. The part, which might be taken for tlie

tuft of leaves on the top of a pine-apple, is, however, proportionally tao

small to be that; moreover, its middle division is signijlcantlii curled

inwards, somewhat like a snail. The surface of these fruits, as well as the

bodies of the pigeons carried by another figure, and also the three citron -

like fruits in the same plate are divided by lines into diamond-shaped

spaces, as if the artist had not the patience to chisel out the real features.

Now under no circumstances does the idea of these two extraordinarv

fruits having been pine-ap2>les seem admissible, as this fruit is of American

origin, and could not well have been found in Assyria before the discoverv

of America. With regard to this fruit, Alph. I)e Candolle speaks verv

decidedly, and says: "The pine-apple must be an American plant early

introduced by Europeans into Asia and Africa. Nana was the Brazilian

name, which the Portuguese turned into Ananas. The Spanish called it

pinas, because the shape resembles the fruit of a species of pine. All

early writers on America mention it
;

it has a Mexican name,

Matzatli. The works of the Greeks, Eomans, and Arabs make no

allusion to this species, which was evidently introduced into the Old

World after the discovery of America."

The fruit in question, although represented so like a pine-apple, cannot,

he one, nor is there any chance of its being this time mistaken for a fir-

cone. Then, if not a pine-apple, and not a fir-cone what can this extra-

ordinary and rare fruit be which is carried with so much pomp ? 1 incline

to the notion that it is no other than a monstrous or abnormal form of

citron, vf\\\c\\ in China is QaX\e^ Fo-shou-kan, or Buddha's hand; and in

India is called Changura, or six fingers
—this name having originally been

given to a specimen with six divisions. This fingered citron, which

Gallesio called "chiffone," is produced sometimes as an abnormal form
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no ordinary citron trees, especially those grown from seed. In these

abnormal forms the ends of the carpels, instead of being' united into the

mamilla, or apex of the citron, remain ununited, or "
chiffones," and

appear like fingers, some being curled downwards like half-closed fingers.

All species of the citrus genus are more or less liable to these abnormal

forms when grown from seed, but the citron, perhaps, is more than others

iable to produce them, and the fringing of the apex, in such cases, is

much more striking. E. Bonavia.

(7^0 he continued.)

THE PEHLEVI SUFFIX MAN.

In mv study on the Origin and Nature of the Pealevi, I d^d not

take account of the opinion which suppresses the suffix man and makes

a variety of a from the character ^. That is what I cannot regard

«s possible for the following reasons :

1. The supposition of an error in reading which could make it be be-

lieved that this charactei- represented man could not well apply and rests

on no positive fact.

2. It is not at all probable that the inventors of these Pehlevi char-

acters who had been so sparing of them and represented five or six mean-

ings by the same letter
(| =o, u, n, v, r) would have created two for

the same vocable.

3. If the suffix fy^ is only applied to nouns, we can see there the

ordinary emphatic d. But we find it also at the end of the pronouns
e. g., valman, denman, and even at the end of particular conjunctives,

e. g., levatman,
'

with,' trtm?«a?2 {lotamman) 'here', 'there'. Here that

is in no wise explained. See also the verb homan.

4. The Pehlevi system which Haug called G\m\diQO-PehJeri, has a for

man at the end of nouns, e. g., yada ;
but it has another character at the

end of pronouns and adverbial prepositions. It clearly results from this

that the Chaldeo-Pehelvi did not employ this suffix man in nouns,

but had in its place the habitual d, while it was used for other kinds of

words. It may therefore be concluded that if this system has a for ^,
it is not because this sign figures a, but because that this system did not

use it so much as the other
;
that is all.

5. In the plural valmana^hdn. which would be the a ? raldshdv, is

impossible.
It still seems to me, without being able to affirm it, that the reading

man is mu';li too ancient to be a pure error. That one should not know
how to ex])lain it, is no reason for suppressing it. In tamman, man
Forms ])art of the corresponding Aramean word: l^p. Tliore, th(^ read-

ing is certain.
'^

C. de Hahlez.

FEINTED AND PLBMSHED FOE THE PROPRIETOE AT 29 ALBEBT SQUAEE, CLAPHAM
BOAD; AND BY D. NUTT, FOEEIGN AND CLASSICAL BOOKSELLER, 270 STRAND.
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THE CONE-FRUIT OF THE ASSYHIAN MONUMENTS.
(Concluded from p. 172).

If this theory has any force, it would account for the figures carrying

these monstrous and rare specimens with an air of importance. The

Chinese put them on porcelain dishes in theii- rooms in order to enjoy

their fragrance, and I should say their wonderfulness
;
not improbably,

the Assyrian kings made a similar use of them. It would account also

for the cone fruit being so much like a citron, and so like specimens now

found in India and Ceylon. The accompanying outlines of this ab-

normal fomi of citron are ^ of the natural size, and of two speci-

mens I saw in India. The Chinese, however, have much larger

ones produced on trees which normally produce larg/e citrons.

m(C) 'Changura' from India

taken also from
of natural size

taken also from nature, ^

(Note the curUness of the

inner fingers asin Lay-
ard's pi. 9.

Another

gura,'
1

size.

'Chang-
natural

3m
'\G''/nS '^ V J

—Fringed or miunited

Y,^M WM \ carpels which normally
^^1/ are agglutinated and form

the mamilla of the citron.

It would follow also that, although rare yet, the citron was grown in

Assyria in the days of those monuments. Thus, if this theoiy can stand,

it would appear that the cone-fruit presented by the figures becomes a key

to the identification of the pineapple-shaped fruits of Layard's pi. 9, and

the latter serve as a key to the identification of the former. This theory

would also seem to accottnt for the custom of the Jews in making use of

Vol. II.—No. 8. [173] Ju/.y, 1888.
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the citron in their Feast of the Tabernacles. This idea they not im-

probably got during their captivity in Babylonia.

(N'ote the

curled

middle di-

vision of

the tuft).

(D) {E) (indistinct

portion)
E. 2 men car-

rying a board

with baskets

on it. 3 speci-
mens fill a bas-

ket.

Layard's Monuments of Nineveh, Layard's Mon. of Nineveh, n. s,,

new series, pi. 9, 'Men carrying fruit. pi. 8, 'Men carrying fruit &c.'

&c.' (Kouyimjik). (Kouyunjik).

Cone-fruit of the Assyrian Monuments,
(much reduced).

a and b, depressions on both sides of the apex.

Most of the citrus genus give two crops in the year, and the fnait

which ripens in summer is much more warty than that which ripens in

winter. Thus, if the cone fruits are citrons, and faithfully represented by

the sculptor, their extreme wartiness would show that the offering was

probably made in connection with the feast of the Summer Solstice.

To recapitulate then the various points which support this citron

theory.

1. We know tluat the citron was cultivated in Italy in the 3rd or

4th century, and probably was known to the Romans much earlier,

2. We know that it came from Persia, and that in ancient times it

was called Persian or Assyrian apple, and even in this day, its Bot-

anical namo is Citrus Medica, and that Theophrastus saw it in Media

in the 3rd century B.C.

3. We know that the Jews used and still use the citron in their church

ceremonials. This custom, it would seem, they might have got from

contact with the Babylonians.

4. We know that it was an easy matter to have introduced the citron

by seed from India by the trade route of the Persian Gulf, or even by way

of Afghanistan, where at a much later period, in Emperor Baber's time,

citrons were naturalized and plentiful, and that in South Persia it was an

easy matter to grow them, and eventually naturalize them.

5. We know that citron trees, especially those grown from seed, some-
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times produce fingered fruit, and before this phenomenon was accounted

for, such productions must have caused wonder, and were loolvcd upon as

sujieriiatui^l phenomena.

6. We know, finally, that the cone-fruits of the Assyrian monuments

are very much like large warty citrons, and that those in Layard's pi. 9

are neither pine-apples nor fir-cones, and that they may be intended for

fingered citrons, represented by a rude art.

Therefore, although there were fir-trees in Assyria, and certain hymns
mention the fir-cone as a thing held in reverence, the balance of pro-

bability, in my opinion, remains in favour of the cone-fruits of these

sculptures having been intended to represent citrons.

* # *

Since writing the foregoing, I have had my attention directed by
Prof. Dr. T. de Lacouperie to p. 83 Vol. I—note 2, of Lenormant's

'•Origines de I'histoire." He says: "In a large number of representations,

this tree (fir tree or supposed tree of life) has all round it a series of

branches, regularly disposed, each branch ending in a cone of fir or

cedar; nevertheless, he adds, the artist has not given to this plant either

the foliage or the habit of a coniferous tree" (G, Eawlinson—The five

Great Monarchies of the ancient Eastern world, 2nd. edit. t. II. p, 7.)

It is worth noting here that in "Perrot and Chipiez's," vol. II, fig. 45,

opposite p. 98, from the Louvre, there is a representation of another kind

of sacred tree, which is unmistakeably &fir-tree, with symmetrical branches

and fir-cones in groups, as they are often seen in nature. We know,

therefore, that, when the Assyrian artists wished to represent a fir-tree,

they knew perfectly well how to combine a conventional ornament with a

semblance of its real original; and the presumption is that, in the sacred

tree alluded to by Lenormant, with single cones all round its circum-

ference, these were not meant to indicate /r-co?jes, but something else.

In some future paper on the " Sacred Trees
"

of the Assyrian Monu_

ments, I hope to be able to throw further light on the probable nature of

the single cones of this particular tree.

Lenormant, in the same note, further mentions that " It is this fruit of

the pine or the cedar which, in the Assyrian sculptures, the gods and the

genii frequently hold in their hand, presenting it point forwards, whether

they are in presence of the sacred tree, or accompanying the king to

protect him. In the latter case the cone-point is always turned towards

the king," as if it were the means of communication between the protector

and the protected, the instniment by which the grace and power pass from

the spirit to the mortal taken under its care (Rawlinson's before-mentioned
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work).
"
Frequently also this cone is presented under the nostrils of the king,

that he may breathe it; for 't is always through the nostrils that the

breath of life is communicated, both in the notions ©f the Chalda?o-

Assyrians, of the Egyptians, aud repeated in Genesis."

The view taken by Lenormant in the foregoing note is pretty; but, I

would ask,
" Is it true 1

" With an attitude of rererence and enthusiasm,

for the spiritual feelings of these ancient people, I venture to say it would

be possible to exaggerate in one's mind their real sentiments.

Whatever may have been their spiritual yearnings and mythical notions,

it is impossible to examine the Assyrian monuments without being

impressed with the notion that the Assyrian artists had in their minds

a vast deal of realism. Their perspective is like that of the Chinese and

Japanese, but they represented what they saw with a wonderful accuracy,

however nide the manner of their doing so in stone may have been.

Their fir trees, their vines, fig trees, lions, dogs, &c. show this unmistake-

ably. The delineation of muscles, though rude and exaggerated, is real.

At a later period, moreover, they expressed uot only a good outline of a

thing, but even the feeliyigs of an animal—such as the expression of pain

and the realistic paralysis of the hind quarters of a lioness wounded in the

spine by an arrow.

Further, with regard to the breath of the nostrils being considered

the 'breath of life,' it was natural in a measure to do so; as when a man

gradually died, the breath of his nostrils gradually died away also. The

Assyrians, however, were accustomed to wars, cruelties of all sorts, cutting

off people's heads, hunting wild animals, slaughtering cattle for their food

and for sacrifices. And it would appear absurd to suppose that they had

not early learnt that blood had a good deal to do with life, and that

pouring it out caused death. Of course they may not liave had any idea

of the connection between blood and breath, but they could not have

helped connecting the two in some way.

Now, in connection with the view I have taken of the cone-fruit held in

the hand, the passage in Lenormant's note, viz., that "
Frequently also

this cone is presented under the nostrils of the king, that he may breathe

it," may have a totally different significance, from what has been thought.

The supposition I have hazarded is that the cone-fruit held in tlie hand is

a citron, and not a fir-cone. I think I have shown that it could have

been known to tlie Assyrians, and perhaps it would not be very rash to

state that it must have been known to them at a very early period, con-
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sidering that 300 years b.c. Theophrastus had seen it (the Persian or

Median apple) and described it with great precision, and stated it was

then common in Persia and Media.

The citron has an exquisite perfume. It is enough to scratch a fresh

citron with the fingor-nail to bring out its delightful odour. Its perfume

is striking, even to modem civilized minds; what would it not, therefore,

have been to the Assyrians—this novel and rare fruit, with such a

•perfume ? They would naturally present it in temples and to kings, so

that they might enjoy its perfume. All Orientals, even of the present

day, are extremely fond of perfumes, and the stronger these are, the

better they like them. They like ottos, and not diluted scents. Natives

of India think very little of flowers which have no strong scent. Their

favourites are the otto-rose, the jessamine, the tuberose, orange-blossom,

and overpowering perfume of the male flowers of the Pandanus odor-

atissimus, which they call
"
Keonla," and which, by the bye, on the

female plant produces a large cone-like fruit, hence its English name

screw-2Jine. They present the male flower of the latter (only a mass of

stamens) to great persons.

The Assyrians placing the cone-fruit under the nostrils of the king

therefore strengthens very considerably the view of its having been a

citron presented to the king'a nose, so that he might enjoy its delightful

odour.

Then, as to its having been always presented point fonvards—as if they

were acting magnetically on the king—let any one take a large citron (or

any similarly-shaped object) in his hand, and see how he would naturally

hold it—
(rt)

either with the base lying in the hollow of his hand, and the

point directed towards the ceiling
—

(h) or if he presented it towards any

person or object, he would hardly present it in any other way than point

forwards; and if two persons were to be drawn as presenting a citron to a

sacred tree, one on each side, symmetry would require that the artist should

show them point towards point.

Finally: I think it a mistake in Lenomiant to call this cone-fruit either

a pine or a cedar. The pine and the cedar are so different in their habit,

foliage, and cones that they cannot possibly have been mistaken one for

the other by the realistic eye of the Assyrian artists. It appears to me

that, judging only from the sculptures, there is no evidence that the

Assyrians had any other coniferous tree in their country than a true piiu.

although there appears no doubt that the wood of the cedar of Lebanon

was well known to them.
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It would be very interesting to search out tlie reason why the word

citrus, the citron, is so much like cedrus, the cedar. Can there possibly

have been any mistaken connection between the two things ? Gallesio

(Traite du citrus) says that it was Pliny who first commenced to call the

citron by different names, viz. Malus Medica, Mains Assyria^ and Citrus.

Before that it had always been called the Persian or Median apple. Why
Pliny called it Citrus Gallesio does not say. and I have not yet been able

to discover satisfactorily the exact reason.

I may here note that Rumphius, in his Herbm. xVmboynense (M DCCL.)
Vol. II, p. 99, writing on the Citrus, says: "Placet hie annotare dis-

cursum Philologicum
—de origine vocis citri ex Bauhino, libr. I, cap, 25,

ubi judicat hunc fructum in sacra scriptura innui per Etzadar, i. e. ramum

arbores speciosce, quem Israelitae adhibere debebant in festo Tabernacu-

lorum unde et Chaldaicum nomen hujus fructus Extragin, in singular!

Etog et Etrog, et inde Arabicum Atrog, a quibus nominibus Gr^ci

forsitan fecere K/t/jo?."

And at p. 100: " Omnes haj arbores (uti alii quoque id monent auc-

tores) ab antiquorum citro differunt, quod in Mauritania prope montem

Atlas dictum, crescit, ac species est oxycedri, quoe folia, fructus, odoremque,

cupresso simillimum gerit, ex testimonio Plinii, libr. 3, cap. 15, ex cujus

ligno antiquoribus temporibus pretiosaj fabricabantur mensa?—mensse

citrefe et citrina3 dictaj, qua3 juxta varias figuras maculasque dividebantur

in Tigrinas, Panterinas, et Apiatas." E. Bonavia.

TIIF P'U-YAO ATiV^G^.—A LIFE OF THE BUDDHA.
[J.W Extract, translated from the Chinese],

KiuEX I.—Section 1.

Discourses on the descent of the Spirit (or, the Divine Being).

I have heard thus : Once on a time Buddha was residing in the country

of She-wei (Sva-vaste) at the Jetavana (wood of Chi) in the garden of

Ani'ilha pendada) (the friend of the orphans) with the assembly of

the great Bikshus, in number 12,000, and of Bodhisatwas 32,000 in

number, all of them arrived at the perfection of Divine wisdom (lit,

complete in wisdom of the great Holy Spirit), subjected to only one

(more) birth, on the eve of attaining the supreme condition of Buddha,

perfected in the paramita of charity, of moral conduct, of patience, of

energy, of wisdom, thus arrived at the highest point of perfection, able to
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understand that all things (all phenomena) are but as a delusive mirage,

or a shadow or a vain echo, like a plantain branch for strength, like a

phantom or a dream, as empty of reality as the figure of the moon in the

water; fully understanding the vanity of all personal experiences, whether

of pain or reproach, and whether of joy or renown. Thus, for ever freed

from all worldly attachments, enabled by their spiritual faculties to cross

through the three worlds like the light of the sun, having obtained the

accomplishment of the prayers of all the Bodhisatwas in escaping from the

evils of various births, perfect in all the virtues of a Bodhisatwa, fixed in

the way so that there is no further point of excellence to attain in all the

regions (10 regions) of existence—such were these; their names were

Maitreya Bodhisatwa, Dharanisvaraja Bodhisatwa, Sinhaketu Bodhisatwa,

Siddarthamati Bodhisatwa, Prasantacharitamati Bodhisatwa, Pratisam-

vimprapta Bodhisatwa, and others, to the number of 32,000, the above-

named being chief.

At this time the world-honoured, in going through the city of Svavast

received at the hands of the king of the country, the great ministers, the

nobles and people, offerings of every kind, clothing, food, bedding

medicines—and in whatsoever place he stopped the fame of his condition

was spread abroad far and wide by all, who announced him as the Tatha-

gata, the supremely True the possessor of perfect Wisdom—who had

illustriously undertaken to save the world, and was its Highest Teacher—
the Lord of men and Devas, who, as the world-honoured Buddha, was able

to declare the truth in its aspect as highest, middle, and lowest, and was

thoroughly versed in the pure mode of life practised by the Brahmana ;

it was at such a time as this, at night, that the denizens of the Suddhavasa

Heavens whose names were Tsih-yen-tsun (Isi-ara) Shin-miau-tien

(Mahesvara), Nandana, Sunandana, Chandana, Mahita, Prasanta, Vinit-

esvara, and many others, all possessed of rare dignity, and each resplendent

with glory, so that they lit up the Jetavana with their brightness; and

thus coming to the place where Buddha was, they bowed low at his feet^

and then, standing on one side, they addressed the world-honoured

in the following words: "We have heard that there is a Sutra named P\c-

yao, belonging to the class called Vaipulya, which accurately distinguishes

the origin of all the virtues (gifts or endowments) of Bodhisatwa, how he

descended fii-st from the Tusita heaven to be incarnated as a Divine being

in the womb of his Mother, how he dwelt thus in her womb resplendent in

glory, how afterwards he was born into the world, how he was named

Siddartha, and how he dwelt in the palace of the women immersed in all

sensual indulgences, how he was distinguished in athletic exercises, how he
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excelled in book-learning, calculations, &c., even to the throwing of the

elephant and other exhibitions of strength, how he exhibited in himself all

the excellencies of a Bodliisatwa down to the conquest of Mara and the

attainment of perfect enlightenment. Such are the circumstances related

in Sutras of this character, endless in number, connected with the history

of all previous Buddhas, who have come into the world to declare the law,

—such as the Buddha Padmottara,&c.^ ;
and such are the circumstances

relating to the histoiy of the world-honoured which we now entreat him

to relate in full."

At this time Buddha remained silent, signifying thereby his willingness

to declare fully the circumstances alluded to, on which the various

Devaputras, understanding his willingness so to do, were filled with joy,

and having bowed reverently at his feet, they circumambulated the place

three times, and then, whilst heavenly flowers fell as offerings around the

person of Buddha, they suddenly disappeared, and returned to their

heavenly abodes.

And so it came to pass on the morrow, when all the Bodhisatwas and

the Sravakas were assembled and collected as a congregation around the

preaching-Hall called Kia-li (Kharika ?) that the world-honoured one

addressed them thus: " Bhikshus ! yesternight, in the middle period of it,

the Devas of the Suddhavasa Heavens and all their companions having

assembled round me and adored my feet, with clasped hands addressed

me thus :
' Would that you would for the sake of all (men) fully expound

the developed Sutra called P'li-yao, and thus cause the assembly of

hearers to experience lasting gratitude. At this time I remained silent,

thereby declaring my willingness to do so; on which the Deva-putras,

being filled with joy and exultation, suddenly disappeared and returned

to their heavenly abode. "Whereupon the entire assembly, having heard

this news, filled with joy standing before Buddha, addressed him thus :

" Oh! would that thou, god among gods, would'st fully comply with the

request." On this the world-honoured one addressed the assembled

Bodliisatwas and the Sravakas : "Listen then, and carefully attend to

what I say and consider it well, for now on your account I will recite the

most excellent narrative containing the history of all the Buddhas, fit to

enlighten all men, called the fully-developed
"
P'u-yao

"
Sutra, found in

the Law (or composing a part of the Law) (Dharma). Now at this time

Bodhisatwa was resident in the heaven called Tusita, reverenced by

all wlio belield him, having arrived at perfect emancipation from future

change,
3
dwelling amongst a hundred thousand Devas, who all invoked his
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name, perfectly acquainted with the })rayers that were offered up througli-

oiit the universe, thoroughly versed in the sacred Laws of all the

Buddhas, pure without taint, possessed of highest wisdom, having the

eyes of knowledge, the thoughts and memoiy fixed, from days of old

exhibiting the character of perfect Holiness (Holy Nature) to the shame of

those who had not yet controlled their thoughts, exhibiting in himself the

highest degree of charity, moral obedience, patience, perseverance,

meditation (yih sin) profound wisdom—deeply versed in methods for

saving men, possessed of infinite love, pity, joy, andpower of defence*,

knowing perfectly the way (traces) of Brahma, endowed with perfect

spiritual power (miraculous qualification), completely arrived at a condition

of perfect enlightenment without any darkness at all, possessed of entire

abnegation of self, and endowed with all the faculties of the highest

wisdom^ (i.e. the Bodhi pakchiJca dharma), his body beauteous with the

marks and signs of a great personage, arrived at perfect independence (self-

existence), guided by perfect rectitude and distinguished for consistent

conduct, glorified by the praises of Brahma, Sakra, the four kings, the

great Isvara, Nagas, Yakshas, Gandharvas; expert in the distinction of

the beginnings and endings of ever}' kind of discourse, able to explain all

that had been spoken by previous Buddhas, embarked in the boat of

perfect knowledge and crossed to the other side of the twelve seas, able to

deliver and save the whole body of men, to conquer Mara, to detect error

and to destroy all opponents. Thus surrounded by innumerable Devas

and Devis, dwelling in their paradise there were heard sweet soimds as of

music and words to the following effect were hymned by invisible

choristers:—
Let the abundant sounds

Of his accumulated merit and his virtuous conduct be voiced forth;

His heart, radiant with goodness and truth.

Beams forth the glory of the highest wisdom.

On every hand are seen the innumerable vows he has made (to

bring deliverance);

Regardless of all personal consideration;
With certainty distinguishing the causes of all error;

The beginning and ending (of the careers) of all the gods;
His mind pure and without taint;

No accumulation of worldly faults and impurities.
He has put away for ever the three poisons,
And completely extinguished anger, envy and hatred;
Thus cleansed from every fault

His heart is like the shining gem,
From olden times till now

Constantly loving and rejoicing in charity,
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The burtbeu (eclio) of the sound (of his conduct) has gone forth

from every creature (tribe or family)
How be has reconciled in one, the qualities of moral obedience, calm

reflexion, and active conduct,
Virtuous energy, meditation and ^Yisdom,

How he has obeyed in practice innumerable laws.

Let the sounds as to the countless names.

Embracing the teaching of countless Buddhas,
How they have pitied the case of all men.
And looked forward even to the present time.

How they have perfectly exhibited their knowledge of the beginning
and the end,

The taint of old age and death;
How in their lives they have seen through the limits of all existences,

Of Devas, Nagas and evil spirits.

How they have caused joy through ages innumerable,
Men being never weary of hearing them,
Nor irresolute in (the practice of) true wisdom;
How they have' fed the hungry and supplied the wants of the thirsty.

How the hit>h and the eminent

Have i-ejoiced in Religion and forsaken the cravings of desire;
—

Himself without fault.

He had pity on Devas and men.
So that countless of the heavenly host

In hearing the Law have heartily received it.

So that they have chanted his praises in latidatory verses.

Beholding the miseries of all the Hells,

His eye has remained pure and untainted.

Beholding the Buddhas of the ten regions.
He has heard and received this Law,
This Sutra lnjuoured by men

;

Living among mortals, he produced every illustrious virtue
;

Living in his palace in the Tusita heaven,
He is exhibited as the great Loving One
Who causes his good-will to fall as rain on earth

;

He has transcended the w®rld of Desire

And the countless higher worlds of Form ;

All these are filled with joy and peace.
In kninvledge of the exalted and fortunate Buddha :

It is he who has subdued the works of Mara,
It is he who has pacified and converted all other Teachers

;

The wisdom of Buddha as a man who beholds the marks of the palm,
Now is to be traced and marked out;
The world full of trouble and evil

Is now being sheltered by the clouds of the Law;
The sweet dew of life is now to be poured ottt abundantly,
All the pollutions of men and of the Gods are to be washed away,
The Divine plivsician understands all cases

And dispenses his medicine to sooth and to heal;
He will point out the three doors of escape,
And firitily establish the resting ground of unselfish action:

As the roar of the Lion
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Terrifies all inferior creatures,

So the sound of the Teacliing of our coming Buddha

Destroys and silences the sound of false doctrine;
In his liand he holds the shining cuirass of his vow (to save)
Forth stretches the destroying swurd of his determined energy,
Before his eyes he holds the collected wisdom of his teaching ;

With these he triumphs gloriouslj^ over all the followers of Mara,
The four kings uf Heaven even now standing at a respectful distance,

Desire to present to him the costly alms bowl,

Innumerable Lords of Heaven and Brahmas
At his birth come to worship him,

Observing the sacred words of the Lord.

All the high and well born families

Follow after the steps of the Honoured Teacher,
Ali the Bodhisatwas

Come to his wordly dwelling place ;

Bright gems insurpassable in glory,
The spotless Mani jewel.

These rain down from heaven to earth:

The sounds of gorgeous music

Voiced forth in countless lays.

Thus exhort to action, and encourage the loving thought.

Calling on him to consider and weigh well the present time.

S. Beal.

NOTES.

1)1 have omitted the names of three older Bodhisatwas, not being sat-

isfied as to their Sanscrit equivalents.

2) The names of the Buddhas are the same as those in the Lalita Yistara.

3) The Lalita Vistara gives
"
having received solemnly the supreme

power," but the Chinese compound
"
0-wei-yan" seems to be an equiva-

lent of "
Avi(vart)am,"

" he who does not return."

4) The Tibetan seems to differ—the fomth of the four "great qualities"

being rendered "indifference;" the Chinese is distinctly "defence." L.V. 10.

5) The repetitions in this section are so numerous, and the techni-

cal terms so obscure, that I have not been able to render it intelli-

gibly in every case. S. B.

(To be continued).

[On the P'u-yao King, see The Babylonian and Oriental Record of

February 1887, vol. I, p. 58.]
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WHEAT CARRIED FROM MESOPOTAMIA TO EARLY
CHINA.

Wheat indigenous to Mesopotamia was carried by tlie civilized leaders of

the Bak tribes in the twenty-third century b.c. to Northern China, where,

though not indigenous, it is mentioned at the beginning of history. Such

is the 37th of my sixty proofs that the ancient civilization of the Flowery

Land was borrowed from that of Western Asia^, and that one proof

which the following remarks are intended to develop and finally establish.

* *

Wlien the Bak^ tribes ancestors of the Chinese, arrived at their new

country, i. e. North China, to which they had been attracted by the long-

famed reports of the fertility of the land^, they set to work at irrigation

and agricultural pursuits, with a determination of purpose which shows

experience and knowledge on the part of their leaders. • The great feats of

engineering which were subsequently recorded in the Book of History*

under the name of Yii-the-Great, were begun long before (and continued

long after) the time of this great man, and tradition has preserved the

names of several of his predecessors.
^ The importance of the works and

the skilfulness -displayed in their execution, with the exception of the cases

of Kung and of the father of Yix, who was unsuccessful in his labourss,

imply a traditional experience which could not have been obtained in

China since the time when their first leader, Nai Huang-ti, otherwise

Nakhunte, had but arrived to finish his career at Ning', on the threshold

of China, after having led his followers through Central Asia along the

Kuon-lun range.*^ They had certainly brought this knowledge and

experience with them from their former quarters in Western Asia.

Agricultural traditions are deeply interwoven with the mythic legends

which the Chinese have preserved from olden times anterior to their

coming into their present country. Shen-nung, the divine husbandman,

is one of the prominent figures of the Chinese list of mythical kings which

is simply a version of the Babylonian canon ^, and his legend, even in

its details, is clearly the same as that of Sargon of Clialda?a. The two

stories are only one legend of one and the same man, as we slnll see

directly. The Assyro-Babylonian legend may be resumed as follows:

Sargon (i.e. Sarganu, Sargina, Sarrukinu) king of Agade, did not know

liis fatlior. His mother was related to the rulers of tlie country. He was
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born in the city^of Azupirannu, on the banks of the Euphrates; his mother

placed him in a small ark of reeds daubed over with bitumen, and

abandoned him on the river. Ahhi, the irrigator, saved him and brought

him up as a husbandman; he prospered in his occupation, and finally took

possession of the throne. He subdued small kingdoms southwards to the

Persian Gulf, and also the Elamites, the Guti, &c. He rebuilt several

temples; he built Urukh, &c.'°

Now let us turn to the Chinese traditions to which I have added in

brackets several suggested identifications:

Shen-nung" (=Sargon) or the Divine -Husbandman, also called the

great Hiisbandman King or Hwang uung, did not know his father, and

his family name was Kam^'' (Kami ?) from their residence. His mother

was from the family of the rulers of A7iteng'^^ ((Anzan ?), and her name

was Nliemti.^'^ He was born at Tam-dam}^ (same meaning as Azu-

pirannu), and grew up near the Kam river. He received the teachings of

O-ho (Akki), and became also denominated from the name of Wu-kut,

also written E-Ket^^ (Agadel) and from that of Letsaivi}^ (Larsam?) which

he inhabited for a time. He established himself in Tchen (Singar ?) and

afterwards at Kohbut^^i.e. crooked hill); but the people of SohshcC° (Susa

= Elam f) rebelled against his orders
;
he turned his arms against them

and subdued them. He built the town of U-luk'^^ (Urukh ?).
He died at

the age of 120 years (one soss T) and was buried in the great sands.

The whole of these deeds of Shennung is gathered from the several

fragments of his legends which have been handed down from olden times

through several ancient writers and compilers, of the times before and

during the Han dynasty, i. e. two thousand years ago. Allusions to this

hero are frequent in the oldest literature, and the variants of spelling in

the proper names belong to the class of those which come from the

transcription of the olden Kuwen texts into the more modern system of

spelling. On the other hand the many names, geographical and personal,

T)f Babylonian resemblance, while showing the syncretic character of the

collection of souvenirs here reported and attributed to one and the same

man, prove without the sUghtest doubt, though blighted by ages and

repetitions, the primeval origin of the legend from Babylonia.*^ Shen-

-nung, as the inventor of agriculture, is stated to have sown the five kinds

of corn ;^^ and every year in his honour at the vernal equinox, in his

temple at the capital^ "*,
the Emperor, assisted by princes and ministers,

performs the widely-known ceremony of ploughing the soil and sowing

the five kinds of corn. These are rice or tao, wheat or meh, spiked millet
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or huh (Setaria italica). sorgho or -shu, and soy bean or shuh.^^ There are

some doubts among native scholars as to the spiked millet or huh, which

they say has been substituted for tlie panicled millet, or tsih. But the

matter is unimportant, and perhaps no substitution has taken place at all,

inasmuch as huh was formerly employed in the sense of corn or cereal,

and may have been applied to any kind of them.^*' The oldest list of the

five cereals named individually is that which is contained in the Book of

Poetry. The passage occurs in the traditional legend of Hou Tsih, who

had the direction of husbandry under the Emperors Yao and Shun(cIrc:T,

2100 B.C.) and is still at present worshipped as the God of Agriculture.

The poetiy dates ton centuries before the Christian era i^?

" When he (How Tsih) was able to feed liimself,
" He fell to planting soy beans.
" The beans grew luxuriantly;
" His rows of paddy shot up beautifully;
'•His hemp and wheat grew strong and close;
" His gourds yielded abundantly."

Further on the millet is mentioned:

''He gave his people the beautiful grains:
—

" The black millet, and the double kernelled,
"The tall red and the white."2 8

The last statement is the more remarkable as that one sort of millet is

indigenous in the regions North^^ of China; it shows that the director of

husbandry had made himself acquainted with this native corn, and taught

the newly arrived Chinese the value and use of it. And it is to be

remarked that no statement of the same sort is made about the other

plants whose cultivation is mentioned as a matter of course, because they

were already known to the immigrants. Soy beans, indigenous also in

the North, ^o and rice, the natural food of the country, had no doubt

attracted the attention of the new comers as soon as they arrived in the

Flowery land, and were added by them to wheat which they hadimported^'*

The importance attached by them to wheat was such that it was looked

upon asa present from Heaven. Witness another extract from the Sacrificial

Odes of the Tchou dynasty in the Book of Poetry, probably composed

somcAvhat earlier than the foregoing quotation:
"

accomplished Hou-tsih,
" Thou didst prove thyself the correlate of Heaven,
•' Thou didst give grain-food to our multitudes;—
•' The immense gift of thy goodness.
" Thou didst confer on us the wheat and the barley,
" Which God appointed for the nourishment of all."''^

The statement there is quite plain, and puts out of doubt that the
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introduction of wheat and its congener the barley was attributed to this

officer of one of the earliest rulers of the Chinese in China.

It has been well ascertained by the specialists that wheat is not

indigenous in the Middle Kingdom. We know now that it was imported

by the Bak tribes from Western Asia, The various statements and

legends which we have quoted or referred to show this cereal to be connected

with their earhest traditions long before the time of their migration to the

East.
* * *

Male, ^34 the common Chinese symbol for '

wheat,' is a compound

ideograph which has remained unaltered since the oldest time that we

know of its existence in the writing, taking into account the more or less

of stiffness of its component parts and strokes as required by the successive

styles of the writing^s. Its sound is the same word as the Magyar mag
com, the words of the type bug, hog, for wheat in the Turko-Tartar

languages^*, the Japanese mugi and haJcu, the Corean 7««i/j and mir,^'^ the

Tibetan pug—all meaning wheat, the Mandshu pelge, grain, &c.

This symbol male is made of two characters ^, about which much has

to be said, and ^. The original value and meaning of the latter is lost,

and the shape it has assumed is that of an altogether different character 3^,

which has attracted it by its similarity of shape. I am unable to say, for

this reason, if the compound ideograph mal- was originally the same as

the Sumero-Akkadian complexe read ittii and amaru, which we shall have

to mention below. But anyhow, in Chinese the unknown component
seems to me to have been a phonetic, whose sound began by m or h, which

may be restored from the part it plays in several complex phonetic

characters'^. Is it possible that the Sumero-Akkadian amavu should

belong to the same word-family as the Mandshu jyelge, the Corean mir^^^

and all those of the wide extended and perhaps impoA-erished type h-m,

m-g, b-g. It is not impossible that the word the Chinese wanted to

express phonetically by the compound muk should have been malek or the

like, afterwards deteriorated by the dropping of the medial /, seeing that

one of the two component parts of the symbol was expressing the labial

initial, and that the other, of which we have now to speak, was simply lok.

But this is a conjecture.

Lak ^ is a simple ideogram"*' which was employed, as we have seen in

another paragraph, in the Sacrificial Odes of the Tchen dynasty, with its

original meaning of ' wheat
'

given by Heaven and introduced by Hou

Tsih, the manager of husbandry for the Emperors Yao and Shun at the

very beginning of the settlement of the Bak tribes in China. This
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meaning is borne out to a certain extent by the pictorial appearance of

the symbol which in its Ku-wen form, and not without apparent reason,

is said by the Chinese themselves to have represented originally a kind of

grain with awns like (wheat) barley, &c. The following seem to be the

parentage of this word laJctiie Mongol tarija 'wheat,' and the words

turik, fori, tara of the Turko-Tartar languages for 'millet'; 42 and still

better, the following words for 'rye': Finnish (root) rukii, Esthonian

rugis, Wotiak rids, Vepse rugis, Livonian rilggos, Lapp roJc, Mordvinian-

roz, Tscheremiss rsa, Zyrianian rudzeg, Wogul rdsch, Magyar ?*os2; 44

and the words for
' wheat ': Vepse nigi's, Finnish fuis, Ostiak oros, &C.4 5

All these affinities made it quite clear that the Chinese Bak tribes, whose

original language was cognate to that of the Ostiaks, or at least belonged

to the Ugro-Finnish family, did possess the word Idk or the like for some

sort of grain, and applied it to wheat when they were made acquainted

with that cereal by the extension to them of the civilization from Chaldf^a

and Elam.

Se, written ^ in Assyrian ^ in Babylonian, is the Sumero-Akkadian

for '

wheat,' as the corn pa7- excellence, and figured in its original

hieroglyph an ear of corn. 4 6 Its Assyro-Babylonian sound was imi, or

better se-um, by a juxtaposition of the Sumero-Akkadian and Semitic

Sounds. But there is some uncertainty as to the accuracy of such a

meaning as that of ' wheat
'

or ' ear of corn
'

;
as in compounds it is used

as an ideograi^h meaning
'

growing, advancing.' Such, for instances,

*^J^^\]z,uzu^'^ to go, to run?, a complex ideograph made with the addi-

tion of the symbolfor 'bird,' Hu, an association which may be at the same

time suggestive of the sound, as/M< and se may well suggest mzw. Such also

is the compound Tir, '^^|][][^
'

forest,'*
'^

. made with the addition of nih,

' set up,' and which is perhaps an ideo-phonetic compound, with the first

character {se) mute and suggestive of plant or trees, and the second

character (nir) phonetic and suggestive of the reading tir (n=t). It is

this other process of formation which of all became the most important in

the gradual multiplication of the Chinese characters. This, and especially

the above instance of phonetic composition, may appear strange to

Assyriologists and to scholars trained to more precise systems of phonetic

expression. But in the early days of phonetism and predominance of

ideographism the phonetic renderings did not rest on anything like a

•

rigorous analysis as a basis, and was only attempted in a clumsy way by

mere approximation and suggestions, imperfect and incomplete. Of

course, in some of the many instances of the kind whicli apjiear to us in
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these ancient compounds we might, in our ignorance of the motives wiiicli

guided the stylet of the scribes in their selection of the characters, infer

more motives than they had in point of fact, but the number of such cases

is too numerous for not being often an intended resuh, in phonetic and

ideo-phonetic compounds.

In my paper On the Old Babylonian c/iiir<(cter>' and tlwir Chinese

derivates, I have shoAvn, with ilhistrations, that the <jld or tlie new form of

the Chinese character lay mentioned above is exactly derived from the old

Babylonian form of •^. It is, therefore, needless to reproduce here

the illustration again, nor the remarks which their palseographical

peculiarities have required.
•iC w ^ w

The natural growth of wheat in Mesopotamia is certainly one of the

causes which have made this country one of tlie, if not the earliest cradle

of civihzation. Also De CandoUe, in his most valuable researches on the

Origin of cultivated plants, has collected with care and sifted with great

acumen all the historical and modern information, legendary and scientific

on tiie subject.
5' And his researches show that wheat was, and is still,

aboriginal in Mesopotamia, from whence it has been spread in the sur-

rounding coimtries, thus upholding the statement of the Chaldsean

historian, Berosus.=' His sole difficulty was that concerning China, where

wheat which does not grow in an uncultivated state, and therefore is not

indigenous, is mentioned since the earliest times.

It is very gratifying, for the purpose of the present article, to

note that the eminent Swiss scholar who wTote without knowing any-

thing of my discovery of the West Asiatic origin of the Chinese civiliza-

tion should have been led to a somewhat similar conclusion in suggesting

that seeds of wheat were introduced into the North of China by isolated

and unknown travellers'^ The migration of the Bak tribes from the borders

of Elam to Northern China is the historical fact which does away with this

temporary hypothesis which the exigencies of the case had required.

Terrien de Lacouperie.

NOTES.
1) Cf. Bab;ilonia and China in The Babi/lonian and Oriental Record,

June, 1887, vol. I, pp. lU-115. Cf. also my previous articles: The Old
Bahf/lonian characters and their Chinese derivates, ibid. ]\farch 1888,
pp. I'd—99; The Tree of Life and the Calendar Plant of Babylonia a?id

China, ibid. June, pp. 149—159.

2) In modern Chinese Feh sing, erroneously explained as the hundred
families. Sinologists may compare such names as Li min, Yao jen,
Tchung kia, &c. The Ethnic Bak was preserved in W. Asia in the
names of Bactria or Bakhtan, Bakhthyaris, Bagdad (on the Michaux

stone), Bagistan (Bag or Bak + stan=land of the Bak). Mr. Boscawen

points out, also the name of an Elamite ruler called KhumbaBak mes
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nagi, i. e.
' Khumba of the laacl of the Bak tribes.'

3) Cf. Thi' Languages of China before the Chinese, sec. 13.

4) In the chapters known as the Yil Kung, or Tribute of Yu.

5) For instance in the Tso tchiien, Tchao Kung, Xth year, 10 sect.

6) Shu-l-ing, yao tien, sec. 10 and 11.

7) On the common south borders of Kansuh and Shensi. Long. 107° 51',

Lat. 350 35'.

8) There are not a few legendary traditions concerning the whereabouts

of Nai Hwang-ti in tlie Kwen-hm range.

9) Cf. The Chinese Mythical List of Kings and the Babylonian canon

(The Academy, Oct. 6, 1883): and Traditions of Babylonia in earli/

Chinese documents (ibid. Now 17, 1883).

10) Fox Talbot, A fragment of Ancient Assyrian Mythology, Trans.

Soc. Bibl. Arch. t. I, pp. 271—280; Fr. Lenormant, Les Premieres

civilisations, t. II, pp. 104—110, A. H. Sayce, Hibbert Lectures for
1887, pp. 26-27. Cuneif Inscr. W. A. vol. Ill, 4-7.

11) 4|bjtt. Sheu-nung as a corrupted form of Sarrit-Kinu=Sarganu=

Sargina, stands in comparison to Shinar^Sennaar and Singar^Simgiri.
His mother C(jnceived him tlirough tiie influence of a heavenly dragon.

12) ^^_4- The Sing of Kiang, anciently Kam.

13) ^^. Another version gives ^ for the fii'st symbol.

14) ^AH- jSfhdmti in Sino-Annam. Jen-si in Mandarin. Cf. to

this name that of the Sumero-Akkadian Namit, goddess of fate, F.

Lenormant. Chaldcean Magic, p. 120.

J 5) ^:^. Another version gives ^^. 16) ^^f|f.

17) n,Wi?^- 1'^) 'fi^n[l- 19) ^ and ^4. 20) ^^. 21) ^^.
22) The details of the legend of Shen-nung are found in the works of

Tchwang tze (u.c. 330), Wen-tze (?), She tze (280 e.g.), Lu Pu-wei

(237 B.C.), Hwai-iN'an tze (150 b.c.)' and Hwang Pu-mi (a,d. 250).

23) In the She Ki or ' Historical Records '.

24; Wells Williams, The Middle Kingdom (1883) vol. I, p. 78.

25) E. Bretschneider, On the study and value of Chinese botanical

works, with notes on the history of plants and geographical botany from
Chinese sources, Foochow, 1870, pp. 7, 8, 9, 45.

26) Cf. Ten ping yil Ian Cyclopaedia, Bk. 837, f. 1-8.

27) Cf. J. Leggc. The Chinese Classics, vol. IV. proleg. 83.

28) Trad. Legge, ibid. pp. 468, 470.

29) The spiked millet. Cf. Alph. de CandoUe, 0. C. p. 380. The
connuuu millet or shu and the sorgho, indigenous from Egypt and Arabia

(and therefore known in Chaldjea, &c.) must have been carried to China,

Cf. same work, pp. 378, 382.

30) A. Ue Candolle, O. C. pp. 330—332.

31) It had been thought that wheat and rice were both jndigenous in

China, but the fact is only true for the second of these two sorts of com.
Proofs have been sought for in the Chinese records with tha following
results. According to the geography of the T'ang dynasty, in a.d. 874,
near the town of Pun-lu, in the department of Ts'ang (still

of the same
name in the province of Tchihli) wild rice or ye tao, and aquatic spiked
millet or shut kuli were growing on more than 150 acres of land; starving

people of Yen and Wei ate it." In this case the misapprehension had

arisen from a wrong translation made of the word kuh, which is not the

wheat, l>nt the spiked millet indigenous in China. Another case of
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misapprehension has come from a statement made by the Poh wuh tcJie, a

short cyclopfedia by Tchang Hwa, a.d. 232—300, a native of Fan-yang,
near the present Peking, as follows ": On the sea tliere is a plant called

she, of which the seeds taste like barley, and which ripen at the seventh

month; they are coraraimly called 'spontaneous grain' or 'extra rations of

Yii.' The she had been wrongly supposed to be a sort of wheat, while it is

now described (\V. Williams. Si/ll. Diet. 758) as a floating marine plant,

probably a kind af Zostera, or sea-wrack, Hai shang,
' on the sea,' has

been also mistaken for the name of a place. The two texts are quoted in

the learned work nf Dr. Gustave Schlegel, Uranographie chinoise,

p. 767, but without reference for the second and for another purpose than
that for which thev are given here.

32) Shi-King. Part IV, Bk. I. (1) Ode X. The expression used there

for wheat is 5^ lek, which may or may not be older than mak mentioned

supra. It occurs also in the first Ode of the second series of the Sacrificial

Odes of Tchou.

33) Trad. J. Legge, Chinese Classics, vol, IV, p, 580, For the date

of composition, cf. proleg., p, 83.

34) In Pekinese Mai, Mandarin meh, Sinico-Annamite mak, Cantonese

mak, Shanghai mak, Foochow mek, Amov hek, Sinico-Japanese haku, &c.

35) Cf.^Min Tsi-Kih, Luh shu thing, Bk. 10, f. 1.

36) Cf. Hermann Vambery, die Primitive cultur des Tarko-Tatarisclien

Volkes. Leipzig, 1879, pp. 214-215.

37) The Japanese baku and the Corean maik are probably borrowed
words from the Chinese. Cf. below, note 40.

38) Khang-hi-tze-tien, pu 199. This character seems to have been
jj^,

simply a variant of wen, the 67th radical.

39) Such as ^, where it would be suggestive of the initial as in mak,
in accordance with the most usual practice of phonetic composition in

Ku-wen; and ^, ^. Szc, where it would be suggestive of the final.

40) M. Edward Harper Parker in his interesting, though not altogether
scientific paper on The " Yellow

"
Languages (in Transactions of the

Asiatic Society of Japan, 1887, vol. XV, pp. 13—49) looks on the Corean
msl or miv as a local alteration

;
he may be right if I am wrong in the

remarks above. The chief objectiun I make to this paper is that the

mithor compares on one and the same footing Corean and Japanese words

(not always genuine) with words from one or the other of the Chinese
dialects without taking into account the respective ages of these dialects

and their different sorts of phonetic alteration.

41) And not a compound as wrongly suggested by the Rev. J. Edkins,
Introduction to the Study of the Chinese Characters, London, 1876, p. 83,
from the unfortunate tendency to analyse chemically the symbols into

their strokes, a process similar to the decomposition of the words into

letters' which my be seen with all its mconvenience and lack of the sense

of historical etymology in Dr. J. Chalmers, Tlie structure of Chinese

characters after the Shwoh-ican, 100 a.d. (London, 1882).

42) The structure of Chinese characters after the Shwolt-wan, p. 154;
Min Tsi Kih, I^uh shu fung, Bk. II. f. 4; cf. also ICang-hi tze-tien, s. v.

pu 9, f. 14 V.
;
and pu 199 + 8, f. 17.

45) Cf. Hermann Vambery, Die Primitive cultur des Turko-Tata-
rischen Volkes, p. 215.

44) Cf. Dr. August Ahlqvist, Die Kulturwurter der Westfinnischen

Sprachen, Helsingfors. 1875, p. 37. The word is largely spread among
the Aryan languages of Western Europe: Swedish rag, old Norse rugr.
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Slavonian ml, Lithuanian rugys, Lette rudsi, &c. Cf. ibid.

45) Cf. Ch.E. de Ujfalvy, E.<fso/ de grammaire vepse outchoude,]}. 151

of Rern,e de Philologie, t. II, 1876.

46) Cf. Theo. G. Pinches. B. ^- 0. R., vol. I, p. 10.

47) No. 177 A. M. made of 176 and 23 of the same. Cf. T. G.

Pinches, Sign list, Nos. 177, 175, and 30; Menant, G. A. ^os. 180,

174 and 212.

48) No. 178 A. M. made of 176 and 66 of the same. Cf. T. G. Pinches.

Siffn list, Nos. 180, 175, and 122; Menant, G. A., Nos. 181, 174. & 346.

49) B. cj- 0. E., March 1888, p. 87. Reprint, p. 15.

50) Origin of the cidtitmted plants, pp, 354—361, and the various

authorities quoted therein, and in his Geographie Botanique, p. 931. The

suggestion of Prof. Gabriel de Mortillet, Le Prehifttorique, p. 580, that

wheat may have come from spelt cultivated, does not agree ^yith the facts

quoted by Dr. de Candolle, Origin, p. 364.

51) Berosus, Fragmejds, I, edit. Lenormant, Essai de commentaire des

fragments cnsmogoni(/ues de Berose. p. 6. Paris, 1872.

52) A. de Candolle, 0. C, p. 357. T. de L.

[P. 187, 1. 26 : read amaru for nmavu ; 1.28, m-Jc for ?•-?«; 1, 33, lak for

lok ; 1. 36, Tchou for Tchen.]

MAN HAN SI-FAN TSYEH-YAO,
A BUDDHIST BEPERTORY

IN SANSCRIT, TIBETAN, MANDCHU, MONGOL & CHINESE.
{Continued Jrom p. 165).

Part I.—Section II.

Sku gsum gyi min-Ia. Han heye i gebu.

The Names of the Three Bodies.'

1. Dharmakaya: body oi the \a\y. T. cos-sku, do. M. Ch. do.

2. Samhhogaldya : body of enjoyment. T. Lorn spyod rdzogs jjai skti^

body of complete, perfect^ enjoyment. M. Mg. id. Ch. body of

enjoyment.

3. Nirmdnakaya^: body, incarnation of productions, manifestations.

T. sprul-pai-sku, hody of transformations. M. body of changes.

Ch, body of creations and transformations.

NOTES.
]) Those three notions are dilTorontly interpreted by the different

schools. The MaliAyAnists, for whom Void is the Supreme Principle, see

merely abstract ideas in them. The Buddha, once entered into Nirvana,
is as it were dissolved in the element of Void; his body does not even
exist any more as an ajiparent and distinct oiitit)'; merely an abstract

notion of it remains, jtersoniHcd in llio Law of wliich lie was the Agent,
and in enjoyment, tlic; cf)n(lition of existence in Nirvana. Buddha has for

body only (his Law, diutrma, and this su])reme enjoyment which he

represents, and jience the two lirst 'bodies.' The Samhhogakdya also
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represents the abstract beings, Bodhisattwas, &c. who have entered Nirvana.
The Yoqdcdryas, recognizing a soul, see in tlie Samhh'fjahdya the

condition of happiness obtained by the soul in consequence of its pious life.

The Nirmdnakdya is for the pure Mahajanists the visible body, assumed
by Buddha to preach the Law. For others, it is a magic body, assumed
at will by the Buddhas and superior Bodhisattwas in order to become
visible, to work miracles and to labour for the propagation of the Lawiiiid
the salvation of men.

These terms are also explained otherwise, as representing three states

of man upon earth. The intellectual essence is the Dharmakdya. The
consciou^=ness of the intelligent state is the Sambhdgakdyd. The putting
in practice of the intellectual views is Nirmdnakdya.

Or again: the intellectual principle which enlightens all minds, that
which causes all form to be seen, and that which confers existence
and its different transformations, constitute the three Kdyas, sometimes
represented as a sort of trinity or trientity.

_

Nirmdna is also said to be the human body of Buddha, and Snmhlmja
his substance perpetuating itself and passing from one state to another in

the different existences.

2) Renders the Sanskrit sam.

3) Properly: body of creation, transformation.

Section III.

Mts^an-sog nis hyi mifb-la. Gosin juwe laksan^ i gebu.
Names of the 32 exterior qitalities, or distinctive traits op Buddha,
1. Ushmshagirashr. having on his head a diadem-shaped protuberance or

a conical tuft of hair. 5 T. dbu gtsug for dan Itag ba, having a tuft of

hair on the top of the head. M. the head perfectly ornamented with

the ushnika. Cli. having a piece of flesh like a head-dress on the head.

2. Pradakshinyajatdkega ; wearing his hair in tresses* turned towards the

right, or well arranged. T. dhii skra gyas su hkhytl ba, hairs in ringlets,

tresses turned to the right. M. Ch, hair surrounding the head in an

elegant (hao) manner. Min. pradakshinavartak.

3. Dirghddguli [read dirghdngult]: having long slender fingers. T.,

sor-mo-rin-ba. long-fingered. M. Ch. long, slender fingers.

4. Jarnyakegaurnya'^ : (shaggy like old hairs,} having between the eyebrows

a line of pale hairs like hoary locks. T. mdzod spu, having a ring of

hairs. Ch. with white hairs between the eyebrows. M. jdtakeqor'^d.

5. Abhinilanetra : with daik blue eyes. T. Spyari mthoti-mthin, with eyes

looking like indigo blue. Ch. with eyes of the colour of a bluish metal.

6. 6^(^j^a^sAa: with eyes like ivory
^

(1). T. Rdzi-ma bai Ita ba, with a

shepherd's eyes. Ch. with eyebrows like an elephant's. M. gopakshma.

7. Catvdringada7ita: with forty teeth. T. iVems bz'i hcu mna ba. M.

having forty slender teeth.

8. Samadanta: Hodgson, samacatvdringadanta. T. Ts^ems mUam pa,

having equal teeth. M., Oh., Mg. having well-arranged teeth.

9. Arir(d<idu7ita, liaving teeth without intervals. T. Ts'ems Ihag bzan.
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with well-made intervals between the teeth. M. teeth arranged in

order. Ch. close-set teeth.

10. Sugukladanta: with very white teeth. T. Ts'ems gin-tv/lkar ba, id.

11. Rasarasdgrata:^ whose mouth tastes of the aroma of a delicious

juice. T. Ro bro pai mchog dan Idan-pa, whose teeth taste of the best

taste. M., whose saliva has a high flavour. Ch., in whose mouth the

saliva has a high flavour.

12. Sinhahdnu: lion-jawed. T. hgram pa senge hdra-ba, with jaw-bone

like a lion's. Min. sihhahanu.

13. Prahhutatannjihva; with long, slender tongue. T. Ijng!? gin-tu rihs

zHfi srap [read, srab'\ ba, -id.

14. Brahmasvara^°: whose voice is like Brahma's, T. Ts'ans pai dbyans,

with Ts'ogsjia^s voice. M. Mg., with Ersuns voice. Ch. with Ban's voice.

15. Siipavrttaslandha: With well-rounded, or well-turned shoulders*

T. dpuhmgo qin tu zluin pa. M. with well-rounded armpits. Ch. mah, full."

16. Saptvdadpada [read Saptotsdda''-'], T. mdun [read bdun^ mtlio-pa^

with seven high [protuberances]. M., with seven high and full points.

Ch., with seven full or swollen points. M. saptosada.

17. Citdntaranpa [read rdwfrt]'^. T. zla gon rgyas pa, tall, vnih. broad

shoulders. Ch. M., Mg., with round, full shoulders.

18. Suhshmacchavls: delicate skinned. T. Ipagspa svab pa. id. Ch.

delicate soft .skin. Hodgson, gitkla-c.

19. Suvarnacchavis: with golden skin, or beautifully coloured-skin'''. T.

gser mdog hdra ba, golden skin. M. Ch., colour of polished gold and

purpled. (Hodgson, suvarnavarna-c, with the word * colour '

expressed.

20. Sinhapurvdrddhakdya. with the breast ('front part of the body') of a

lion. T. Ro ston senge hdra ba with the fore part of the body of a lion.

21. Nyagrodhaparimandala: with [the body] rounded, well made, like

[the body] of theNyagrodha'^, T. ^ih rnyagota Igar chu zen gab pa, id.

M. Mg. with the body well-made and stout, like the tree Naijuda.

Ch. of beautiful, well arranged, fully rounded form.

22. Ekdikardmapradakshinyavartta : each of whose hairs [of the body] is

turned to the right [or aright, gracefully]. T. Spu re-re-nas skyes giii

gyas jihyogs su JdJnyil ba, id. Ch. id. M. do. gracefully turned.

NOTES.
The 32 distinctive signs and the 80 beauties of Buddha are the object

of a long dissertation by Burnouf in his Lohis de la bonne Lot, pp. SS?-'

621. Naturally many things were obscure at that time which are no

longer so. Wo cannot discuss all the details of this long study, but will

confine ourselves to a few remarks.

1) The lakshanas (§ III.) are distinguished from the Nairya, or

anuryafijana, in this, that tlie foniier arc the distinctive marks which the

Buddha nmst bear; tlie latter, features of beauty belonging to mankind in
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general, and of which Buddha had to have the highest expression.

2) Biirnouf discusses and often opposes the particular explanations of

Eemusat, and is often at a loss to explain their origin. As said above,
Remusat got all this from the Chinese version, which he did not always
understand correctly. Thus, in § III, No. I, ushiushafiraska, Remusat
translates

' hairs gathered in a knot upon a fleshy swelling on top of the

the head.' Burnouf remarks that the text does not contain these two

ideas. Quite true, but Remusat deduces them from the Ch. T5
j^ ii.

As for this term, the Buddhists appear to have diverted it from its

primitive sense, and to have made it into an elevation of the skull, whence

rises the flame of intelligence.

4) Remusat argues upon the sense of this word, which is simply a

transcription of the Sk. word lakshaim,
" distinctive trait," employed by

the Buddhists in this meaning. Hodgson's list has ri/a/ljana.

The Buddhists have in all ages attached a great importance to the

exterior qualities of Buddha. They have attributed to him all the features

which constitute in their eyes, not a god, but the heavenly Man, and
which are likely to draw all minds and hearts to him. This was in their

eye a means of persuasion and conversion. In their legends we find

kings sending to one another figures of Buddha as precious gifts, and the

mere view of these figures converting princes. Buddha in a state of

contemplation is the favourite figure. The Lalita Vistara, ch. vii. gives
the 32 principal signs and the 80 secondaiy signs which the Buddha must

possess. Ourwork sees in these: 32 laksham, or distinctive marks (sect, iii.),

and 80 manly beauties (sect, iv.). These are not quite the same as in the

Lalita Vistara. HodgsoD; in his Essays (90, 91) also gives a list,

without any explanation. He refers them to the Aclibuddha. They are

arranged in a different order, and several are completely different from

ours. In the list of the lakshanas four are altoo-ether different, viz. 8th

Rjugdtra, with straight lines; 12th patarubdhu [read;:)r^A«], broad-armed,
25th prastambasa [read prastamhha~\, stiff firm; 29th haiisavikrdnta-

vikrami ; which respectively take the places of our nos. 6, 1-1, 25, 29,

The last is also found about the 80 beauties, and thus occurs twice over.

Several other terms differ in accessories. In sect. iv. parydnguli is

wanting in Hodgson, and some terms have striking difference. Those

deserving note will be seen later on. All these terms are, in Hodgson's
Essay, abstract noims.

5) The second is the more ancient conception (see Burnouf, Lotiis,

p. 558), preserved in Tibet. The Sk. word indicates a kind of turban.

6) Beautiful tresses were already an attribute of Civa. Hodgson has

pradaxinyavartaikai-oma, 'each of whose hairs turns to the right.'

Pradax'inya indicates the direction of the curls. The Lalita-

Vistara adds " curls of a deep black, of a dark blue, like a peacock's tail,

or like coUyriuni with alternate reflexions."

7) This is one of the traits reckoned as the most important, an ominous

sign of the supernatural power of Buddha. Hodgson has urndlan-

krtamulha^ with face adorned with shaggy hair.

It is from this down that go forth the miraculous rays illumining
the worlds and announcing them to the Buddha.

8) The Sk. can mean shepherd's eye, elephant's eye, Krishna's eye,

wanting in Hodgson. See note 4.

Here again Burnouf says, speaking of Remusat's translation
(' eye-
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lids like the king of elephants '),
" I do not know on what authority."

It is on that of the Ch. version zho slang wang, which means little more
than '

elephant
'

alone. The Oh. joined the two syllables go2)a as one

word; and this word in Sk. also designates the elephant. Same remark
in No. 5 for abhimlanetra, cf. t's'ing kin, Remusat ' blue-black metal,' in

11, for 'highly flavoured saliva'; lit. 'who has the sense of taste in the

extreme.'

9) Read rasarasagraha (?). whose taste (sense of taste) has the most

agreeable sensations, tastes the best of fluids or juices; having an ex-

quisite taste in his mouth.

10) With a voice strong a d powerful as Brahma's; or who is the voice

himself, the expression of the thought, the mouthpiece of Brahma,
Svara, sound, as the exiiression of thought, was the first wife of Brahma,
according to the pihdal-alpadrinna. The Tibetan has fsogspa, which

must be corrected into t'sanspa, the Pure One par excellence. Tsogs pa
is Ganega. Dbyaiis is 'melodious sound.' The Mandchu-Mongol Esrun is

said to be derived from l9vara= 'Doniinus.' All this is very uncertain.

Ch. Ban, nowadays Fan, is an imitation of the sound. The word

designates also Magadha; and Fan-yen is Pali.—Wanting in Hodgson.
Brahmasvara, tne Southern lists add,

" with the voice of the bird

Karavika."

11) Hodgson: Siisam.hh.rta, which explains the Tibetan.

12) Cf. Burnouf, Lotus, 568. Hodgson Saptocchanda.

Saptotsdda. The authors of our vocabulary have written p) for s,

as is often the case, and the t separated from what ought to have been s,

has given rise to ta (da). These seven protuberances are on the hands,

feet, shoulders, and head. The ' seven fulnesses
'

of Remusat are again
taken from the Ch. chii mvan, which means rather '

full in seven places
well rounded."

13) The Sk.word signifies rather breast, antardnsa, between the

shoulders. Perhaps antardh(;a should be read. Hodgson, antardhga.

14) According as Sucarna is taken in the literal or figurative sense.

15) The Jicus indica, with its strong and long branches and broad

leaves, often mingled with the/, religiosa in plantations, the tree of Buddha,

Nyagrddhaparimandala. Remusat really translates ' full and suf-

ficient majesty,' after the Ch. yong-i-mran-tsuk, which is rather 'whose

form is suitably rounded and well developed: mvaii-tsuk is to render

ivirim/indalu.
Burnouf supposes urddhdgra, whose extremity, &c,

Remusat does net understand this, as he misses the Ch. ma yin tsong.

(To be continued). C. de H.

ERRATA IN No. 7.

Read, in title, min for miji; No. 3, bzin-g(;egs\ 7, bar g^egs ; 11, s''tha;

12, pa-kun; 10, 11, 34, 44, 53, ba for (ja, bo, bu, ha', 15, drari

srofl; 17, incog pa ; 18, hdren
; 19, gsu/i ; 20, gtsan; 21, bcu; 2d, e'en,

25, 32, ad. r. °bhu; 30, sinha
; 37, mnon, shad; 38, krt, omitted, srid

mthar phyiyi; 36, 55^ 27, ng; 42, mcog ha; 44, miia-ba, viragha; 46, mna;
50, dpe; 51, gsum; 55, rgyun; 57, cafl. P. 172, read ralmanshdn.
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BABYLONIAN -AND ORIENTAL RECORD.

Contributors are alone responsible for their opinions or statements.

ESARHADDON IT.

Have Assyriologists drawn all the advantages they could, for the

history of the last days of the Ninevite empire, out of a little tablet already

published in Vol. III. of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia

(pi. xvi, no. 2), under the title: Tablet of Daughter of Asshur-ebil-eli

son of Asshur-bani-pal ? It is a very short letter, but full of questions,

addressed by a princess Sherua-eterat to another princess of the royal

house, by name Al-Asshur-sharrat. It is conceived in these terms:—
Avtt mdrat sarri ana

{cissatu) Al-Assur-sarrat,
Atd tuppiki Id tasattiri !

Imbuki Id taqahhi/
5 Uld iqabbiu
md :

" Annttu li belitsa

so (i(ssatii) Seriia-etrrat,

mdrtu rabitu so Bit-rtdute

sa Assur-etil-ildni- uMnni,
10 sarru rabu, sarru dannu, sar Lissati, sar mat Assur?"

U atti mdrat dannat, belit biti sa Assur-bdn-ahil
,

mar sarri rabu sa Bit-ridute

sa Assur-ah-iddin, sar nidt Assur.

I translate thus:

Order of the daughter of the king to

Al-Asshur-sharrat.

No longer write thy tablets

and no longer speak thy words !

5 Lest they should say
thus :

' This is she then the mistress

of Sherua-eterat,

great princess of Bit-ridute

daughter of Asshur-etil-ilani-ukinni,

10 great king, powerful king, king of nations, king of Assyria?'
But thou, thou art the powerful princess, the mistress of the house

of Asshur-ban-abil,

great prince of Bit-ridute,

son of Asshur-ah-iddin, king of Assyria."

The great difficulty to the complete understanding of this tablet is in

the lines 3 to 5, and principally in the word imbu. Perhaps this word

Vol II.—No, <). [197] August, 1888.
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must be explained as a nominal form, with aleph prefixed, of the root nabu.

Imhu would then be for inbu. Cf. for the alephprefixed: iptiru, iqribu:

and for the change of the nun into mim : tamM, tanamM. In line 3, atd

is very probably, as others have recognized before me, the Hebrew

nn^ "
nunc, jam." In line 5, uld is certainly the Hebrew "i^'l^ ;

see Delitzsch, WoHerbuch, p. 225. There is concerned, therefore, in our

little document a question of authority between two princesses of the

royal house, of whom the elder or the liigher would have felt herself

wounded in her rank by some writings or words of her inferior or cadet,

and would have ordered her to cease.

But the meaning of the lines in question is only accessory to the

conclusions at which I wish to arrive. Whether we adopt my translation

or prefer another to it-- that, for instance, given by Dr. Sayce in 1877

(Babylonian Literature, p. 78)—I shall be satisfied provided only it is

admitted that we have to do with an order given by a person in authority.

Now, this point seems to me scarcely doubtful, as our letter opens thus:

ArUmdrat sarrianaAl-Assur sarrat. "We know that avit {or abit) signifies

"decision, order, will"; see Delitzsch, Worterbuch, p. 21 and 22, note 2).

And in fact all the other letters which, to my knowledge, commence with

this word, or its synonym, avat, are letters emanating from the king.

K. 95: Avdt sarri ana Bel-ibn'i, (S. A. Smith, die Keilschriftexte

Assurbani'pah, II);-—K. 486: AvU sarri ana umini sarri (ibid.) ;— K. 312:

At'dt sarri ana nise mat Tamdim (ibid.);
—K. 82-L: Avdt sarri ana Sin-

tabni-ahe (ibid.)',
—K. 96: Amt sarri ana Nabu-sarru-usur (Strassmaier,

under word «^o<) ;

—K. 533: AvU sam ana Mannnr-Ki-Rammdn (ibid.),

Evidently the daughter of the king, author of our letter, could employ the

formula avit only in regard to a person over whom she had authority^

"We see, if my translation is correct, that it is precisely this authority

which is the object of the letter. Why does Sherua-eterat (such is the

name of the king's daughter in the opinion of all translators) prohibit

Al-Asshur-sharrat^ from writing and speaking as she has done? She

telle us herself. It is that no one may be tempted to ask himself: "Is she

(i.
e. Al-Asshur-sharrat) the mistress of Shorua-eterat, great princess

of Bit-ridute, daughter of Asshur-etil-ilani-ukinni, great king, powerful

king, king of nations, king of Assyria?" And she adds: "But thou,

thou art the powerful princess, mistress of the house of Asshur-ban-abil,

great prince of Bit-ridute, son of Asshur-ah-iddin, king of Assyria,"

what seems to me in short to mean : As to thee, thou art that, but

nothing more.

(For my translation of annUu u 1. 6, see Halevy, Journ. Asiat., 1881,

t. xvii. p. 555.—In the same line, one might think of reading ahdtsa
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instead of belitsa; but the general sense is unfavourable to that reading.)

What is the meaning of the two titles of "
great prince (literally :

great son of tlie king) of Bit-ridute," and of "
great daughter of

Bit-rid utc?" If we had only the first title, we should think that in

Assyria it was given to the hereditary prince, and that it was analogous

to the appellations of Prince of Wales or Dauphin. But the fact that

a daughter of the king was called "'great princess of Bit-ridute" proves

rather that we must see in it a general title given to all the royal children,

like that of Infant of Spain. Cf. WAI, V. pi. 1, 1. 23 to 34
; pi. 10, 1.

51 ff., and especially 1. 59 to 65.

More embarrassing are the qualifications mcirat dannat, belH bUi sa

Assur-bdn-ahil, given to the princess Al-Asshur-sharrat. Is the

reference hei'e to a daughter of Asshur-ban-abil ? I think not
;

for we

should not then be able to understand the second appellation of helit

biti,
" mistress of the house," which appears to me to apply to a "

wife,"

and which we may compare to that of assat ekalU, meaning
"
queen,"

literally,
"
lady of the palace." See WAI, I, 35, No. 2, 1. 9; II, pi. 53,

c. 5;—S, 1034, \. 7, in the PSBA, IX. 245;~Strassmaier, N«. 880).

Marat, in the passage now before us, has rather the meaning of "
princess,"

like mdrtu rabitu in 1. 8.

I now reach the chief information furnished, I believe, by the letter of

Sherua-eterat. Every one has hitherto admitted that the three princes

named there are the three known Sargonides, Asshur-ah-iddin, his son,

Asshur-ban-abil, and his grandson, Asshur-etil-ilani. Let us also admit

a moment. The family relationship of the two princesses will then be

as indicated in the following table :

Asshur-ah-iddin.

Asshur-ban-abil = his wife Al-Asshur-shan-at

Asshur - etil - ilani

Sherua - eterat.

We shall thus obtain the sufficiently surprising result of seeing a young

princess give, according to my translation, orders, according to that of

Dr. Sayce, spelling lessons to a queen-dowager, her grandmother ;
at

least, to a king's daugliter, her aunt, should the words mcirut dannat belit

hiti sa Assur-bdn-ahil signify
'•

daughter of Asshur-ban-abil," what I

do not believe probable. Nor shall we find without considerable

surprise that Sherua-eterat gave their title of "
king" to her father and

great-grandfather, while she only described her grandfather as "
great

prince of Bit-ridute." Asshur-ban-abil, however, reigned likewise
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and doiibtless more gloriously than his son. Nothing could explain such

an exception, quite unusual in the Assyrian texts.

Now, everything will be altered and become natural, if we identify

the Asshur-ah-iddin of our text not with Esarhaddon, son of Sennacherib,

but witli an Esarhaddon II, whose existence has already been admitted

for other reasons by several scholars. See Sayce, Babylonian Literature,

p. 20, p. 79 and ft"., and Schrader, die Keilinscliriften unci Geschichts-

forschung,-^. 518 and ff.^ It is true we do not know for certain whose son

this Esarhaddon II. was
;
but his name itself indicates a Sai'gonides, and

therefore makes us think he must have certainly been either the son of

Asshur-etil-ilani or his nephew, that is to say, the son of an elder brother

of Asshur-etil-ilani, X-zikir-ishkun, who may have reigned immediately

after Asshur-ban-abil. ^ I should rather admit that he was the son of

Asshur-etil-ilani, and consequently propose the following genealogical table:

Asshur-etil-ilani

Esarhaddon II. Sherua-eterat

I
. . .

Asshur-ban-abil^his wife Al-Asshur-sharrat.

Sherua-eterat would then have been the aunt by marriage of the princess

Al-Asshur-sharrat. Everything would thus have given her authority

over the latter: her relationship, her age, her position as a king's

daughter and sister of the reigning monarch. But even if Esarhaddon II.

had been the son of the king X-zikir-ishkun, Sherua-eterat would always

remain the aunt and the senior of Al-Asshur-sharrat,

There remains still a difficulty, which I do not pretend to solve.

According to what is told before, our tablet should have been written

under the reign of Esarhaddon II, whose sister Sherua-eterat was.

How then does she commence her letter by the words: "Order of the

king's daughter, and not thus: " Order of the king's sister?" While if,

on the other hand, we choose to explain the words mdrat sarri by
"
king's

daughter, princess," and translate,
" Order of the princess,

" what is

possible, the question mighi thru be asked if there were not at that time

other princesses of the royal house, so that Sherua-eterat would be

sufficiently described liy this general title. Or did custom permit the

first of the princesses to call lierself simj)ly "the princess" par excellencel

Many liypotheses are allowahlc, hul the (|iu'stion must remain undecided.

Howsoever it may be, if tlic letter of Slicrua-eterat was indeed written

in the reign of Esarliaddon II, two observations must be made. First

there is no longer cause for astonishment that his son, Asshur-ban-abil,
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appears there only as prince-royal, not as king. And nothing prevents us

from helieving that this Asshur-ban-abil, afterwards seated on the throne,

should be the Sardanapalus who is represented to us by several Greek

historians as the last king of Assyria. Then again, even without taking

jnto account an Asshur-ban-abil II, three kings in succession filled th^

throne of Assyria after Asshur-ban-abil, son of Esarhaddoii T : X-zikir-

ishkun, Asshur-etil-ilani, and Esarhaddon II. Since we admit that

Asshur-ban-abil reigned from about 668 to 626, who would then dream of

placing the fall of Nineveh in 625 ? Evidently the Assyrian empire
could not have come to an end before 606. Altliough this last date is

now generally preferred, I may be permitted to advance in its favour a

proof which I have nowhere found pointed out.

It must be remembered that we know the fixed succession of Assyrian

eponyms only up to the year 667. But we possess besides, as much

from the fragments at the end of the Canon, the exact position of which

is not determined, as from separate documents, the names of a sufificiently

arge number of such officers, who, although we cannot attach a date to

them, belong without doubt to the reigns of the last kings of Assyria.

The lists given by George Smith, in his Assyrian Eponym Canon, allow

us to reckon 48 of them. This number already brings us lower than

625, as far as the year 618, and it is very probable that the lists are not

closed. Will it be objected that the Assyrians may have continued t^

count by eponymes after the annexation of their country to Babylon,

where they reckoned by the years of reigns ? That would scarcely be

probable. But there is more than that. Among the 48 eponymes

posterior to 667, three bear the title of abaraklii. As the aharakku was

one of the great officers whom custom called to the eponyme at the

beginning of each new reign, three aharakku strongly testify to the

existence of three successive kings. Up to the present time only two of

these three kings have been recognized without dispute ;
the reader \vill

judge if I have succeeded in furnishing a useful argument in favour of

the third, Esarhaddon II. Arthur Amiaud.

NOTES.
1) I do not believe that in this name the words Al-Asshtir and sJmrrat

can be separated. A woman could not be called " the city of Asshur "

quite short; but very properly "the city of Asshur is queen."

2) It is with the reign of this Esarhaddon II that I would connect the

edition of tlie addresses published in the W. A, I., IV, pi. 68.

3) See Smith, Assyrian Discoveries, p. 384; and note this phrase:
" This prince (Asshur-etil-ilani) in a broken record wh'ch I recently

discovered, tells us that when Assurbanipal died he himself was not called

to the throne, but he ascended it at a later period." A. A,
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^.V ASTROyOMfCAL OR ASTROLOGICAL TABLET FROM
BAIiYLON.

As is well known, tlie British Museum possesses a large class of tablets

which liave been, as yet, Imt little studied. There are many reasons to

account for this, and })rol);ilily tlie principal are, that they are unattractive,

difficult to copy, still more difficult to read, and unpromising even if it

were likely that a satisfactory rendering could be obtained. And here I

may remark, that T make no pretention whatever myself to be able to

translate these difficult texts. Like others, I have "fought shy" of them,

and sliould not venture to bring one forward now, were I not of opinifin

that it is of greater value than the majority of its class; and did I not

hope that it might, perchance, when })ublished, fall into thorougldy

competent hands, and that a ray of light might be thrown into a very dark

Corner of Assyriology.

The text in question is inscribed on an oblong tablet of baked clay, about

4^ in. liy
;! in. The obverse has four columns of writing, mainly con-

sisting of numbers, divided into about seventeen paragraphs or sections,

separated from each other by ruled lines. The top right-hand corner

and side are considerably damaged, slightly injuring and making im-

perfect the first section of the second column, destroying the whole

of the first section and jiart of the second section of the third column,

and the greater part of the fourth column, of which, as it is a short

one, the remains of G lines are all that are left. The reverse, how-

ever, is almost perfect, and has 22 lines of writing which extend

across the whole tablet; and are not divided into columns. The

wiiting on the reverse is divided into six sections, of which the last

is the most important.

The subject of the obverse is difficult to determine—all I can do is

to give certain of the more evident points, sufficient to indicate the

probable nature of the contents, leaving it for others more competent

tlian myself to complete the work.

Tiie text begins with a line which formerly extended right across the

tablet, but which is rendered incomplete by the break. What is left

reads "The 7th year of Cambyses
"

The

next line—the fir«t line of the first cohmni—begins with the sign
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>f-, equivalent to ^Y >^ (foi ^^ *^'^) = Xisannn,
" the month

Nisan," and is followed by signs and nuriiliers referring;, apparently, to

astronomical or astrological matters
.»3fz^ (for <<<][ *^'^)= Anru, "the

month ly^'ar," comes next, and is followed by "ja, equivalent to
<^'^ J.

(for^J ^i^^) =S/wannu, -'the month Sivau." The column ends with

the sign for Tammuz (^y, for ^Y ^y, the character for month, which is

generally prefixed, being left out throughout tlie text).

It will be seen from the above that in tlie first column the months
follow on in order, and in the second and third columns this system is

continued, and we have
jr^jry (Abu, Ab); ^ (Ululu, Elul) ; Jgf

{Tisritu, T/'sri); and
.->^yy (J.mi^-s«?n??M, March eswan). Leaving out the

last section, and going to the third column, we find the section for

t^ (A7s?7«M.«, Kisleu) lost, and that for tszl (Tebetu, Tebet) mutilated,

^{Sabatu, Sebat), and -^ {Arhini, Adar) next follow in order; and at

the end of the second and third columns we have the section treating of

yJO^ -^ (Adaru mahru or ?na/c-/'«=Ve-adar) divided and placed thus

probably in order not to begin the fourth column with the last of the list

of months. The fourth column, which is written on the very edge of the

tablet, sometimes extending almost to the reverse, probably contained

additional information as to certain months. The last paragraph, as will

be seen, begins with the character
•^, which I have transcribed se, but

which may be intended for Adaru (Adar) the name of the month in the

corresponding section in the foregoing column.

As for the characters and numbers (other than the names of the months)
it is difficult to give any certain indications as to their signification. Dir

means "to fill," "to destroy," "to stretch out," &c., also apparently
"
grey,"

"
dusky "; si (which may also be read igi) means "

eye,"
" front or

"before," and "to see
"
or "to appear"; ina sa harrart possibly means

"according to the road;" the meanings of ?ia are "he" or "
that," "stone,''

and " to answer;" mi means "night" or "
dark;" me means "libation,"

&c.,
"
command,"

"
voice,"

"
bright," and is used, in Akkadian, to express

a certain pronoun and some interrogatives ;
su means "to destroy," "to

set, of the sun," &c., rna means "
in;" and sa means " of" or "

from," also

*' to make," &c. For all the possible significations of the above-named

characters, however, we have not space here.

I append herewith a complete transcription of the obverse, and shall

be glad to answer any question as to possible improved transcriptions

and readings of the characters, which are not always certain even for

the numbers,—usually so clear in Babylonian and Assyrian texts.
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Transcrii'Tion of the ()i;verse.

Saltu <ibittu Kani-

Tssannu 1 dir ;3o si

iua sa harraii ua

mi lo dir ina 9 ine

10 150 su

uii 15 dir 8 20 mi

14 sa 40 na

27 dir imi 16

m-zi-ia .

Abu :!0 10 (?) .

u i) ao .

iiiii 15 130('0
115 11 . .

Jmi IC) 7 ;;o ,

17 20 UO .

Aaru
1?. 8

mi U
U
mi U
•27

•SO

20

1

100

U ;!0

21

23
su

me
na

mi

Ululu 1 15 40

13 1 1 sa

14 4 na

mi 15 (SO me
mi IC) <s 4(1 mi
2S 15

10(?) . ,

mi 15(rj
14 5

mi 15 10

27 20

20

1

Simaunn iJO 18 30
mi 14 9 30 me

4 su

1 5 5 mi
5 30 na

24

14

mi

15

27

Tilritu 11 K; 40

13 ('. 30 su

mi 14 7 30 me
14 12 na

mi 15 3 mi

26 22

Du'uzu 1

1 3. 1 1

mi 1 ^ 4

14 4

mi 15 8 30

15

su

me
na

mi

Arah-?amnu3012 40

13 15 su

14 5 na

mi 15 1 me
mi Ki 14 mi

20 2(;

Sabatu 1 20 2

mi 13 17 21

13 4 40 su

mi 14 60 40 mi

14 7 na

27 17

SI

mm ma sepi
. a su

sa ina lib

Adaru20?28?30
12 10 30 su

mi 13 5 20 me
13 su n na nu-du

mi 14 10 mi

-5 23 27 12

se 19 su ,

nu nu su bi

Adaru malira 1 19

13 5 "20 su

14 5 40 na

mi
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78- 11-7, 4. (Obverse).

-
T -^^ <« <h ^^T «<'^^ii

^ V ^ .4 <v TIT <«iii
tt <TTT -tH?

- \ T-

TTT TT«<

p

\ T »

<«
< 4 «}^ « TT«

T <v;
/TTT
\TTT

[^ <« « TTT

fTT w « I

^^ <V T ^-

V TT ^4
:- <V <V <« <^^

<?y^ «T

<« <V7 <«

W V
-.- /TTT— \TT

TTY YTY
TT

TT
TTY
TT

/VYY
YYV

<TTT

<v/ < «
<vvy
YYY
YT

TTY/TTT
\TT

YYV
YYY « T

vyy
YYYT

T «T
'IT <T I

/TTY
\TT

<T <^^TTY
<«
<

<TTT ^\ <« I

itt <V Jj? <« l>

^ T « TT

<W <TT -4

<;:- <V/ TTT <^^

«TT//TTY
\\TTY

<^^ <ITT <}v

<TIT V <i'

<tt <V T <^<

/TTY YYY

«

«T

.4
YYY
YYY <

YYY
YYY

-^TT <« <TT <r

<TTT <\V I

<^t <\V T T-

<- <^ <v <^;:

//TTY
\\TYY «^m̂

^n? -^ T <\
<TTT

TTY
TT

TYY <«
YY <

« I

^4 «

^ « «7y^ <«

<TT < <« I

<cc <TTT W « T-

<TTT H ^4 V- X
<-- <v < <j:^

«7t' «TTT «'v <TT

<c^ <TTTM«< ^

('YYV
.
YYY «T
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78-11-7, 4. (Eeverse).

^ «TT ^ ^ ^^ <^- --] «^? ^ <^ "t:? ^y ^ -.m

>^ V7 Hh <yrr
- i - ^ a <f-

M <yyy
- ^^ ih iw^ -^ ^ii? >^ w ^^t <Ty ^ii

m «m -
-^^ ->f w^r r- ¥ in «< rrr -^ ^^

igf « \- '^j ->f -^ H^y ^4f uiru T-¥^^H
Igf <yr ->f ^T^T ^ <y- ->f ^ y- y y '^
Iil<y ^HF- 4^ ^

yif ^ y ^>f 5^ y^ y yy < i^^

-•BIT rr ->f ^r^T ^? "<" -+ --< 'p? < ®
c-y V7 ^>f i.y<- 4 :^ ^>f. ^^ 4. ^
>^ V .IT <^^ <v T HI ^ -^^ <c^ j^r

^^y <t^ <v yy 4- ^ ^^ <^- T "^J ^ JffI 4
«< ^>f <- ^ V ^yyyy < U - «r ^
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Adar, in the Ttli year of Caiubyse.>, i< nieutidiied in cuniu'cticni with it.

"Nisam la," in tlie 8th year, is also mentionnd in the Ia>t line of tliis

paragrapli.

Tlie third paragraph refers to a star represented hy the characters

^>-f-^I^I- t'le nioiitlis and days being
" Elul ;3," "Tisri, 13,"

"
Ve-Adar,"

apparently, and •• Ah 2'.)

"
oi the Sch year,

The fourth paragraph refers to the
star»->]f- ^ yy---^

>—< ^ *^,Mui;t<(hanu-

miitanu, the months and days being
"
lyyar 28,"

" Elul 13,'"
" Ve-

Adar," and '• Ah 12
"

in the 8th year. The 9th year is also mentioned in

connection with '"lyyar 9," and the word '•

king."

The fifth paragrapli apparently refers wholly to the 7th year, and mostly
to the month Tisri, the name of this month occurring at the beginning of

five of the seven lines of which the paragraph is composed. The first line

of the paragraph contains the number "
93," and refers to (the star)

^T^ ^T (^^''f-f"'")'• t^'^ !?econd line contains the number 23, and refers ts

Sag-i)ie-(/((r: the third has the number 29, and mentions Dilhat or Dilmii>

(«-i-|f- >-»--<) : the fourth has the number 12 and refers to >->^ "ET ^Y (see

the third paragraph) and ^>f- »^ f^ ^ (Sia-me-gar) ; the fifth line

contains the number 11, and mentions Mustabarni-mutanu (com}»are

paragraph 4 of the reverse), and mentions also Sm-me-ffar; the sixth line

of the fiftli paragra})]! mentions "Marcheswan 2" in conjttnction with

>->][- [Sy ^y and
«->!->->-< (^Dilbat or Dilmu); and the seventh refers to

" Tebet 5
'"

in conjunction with >->^ tf-^ ^] and Dilbat or Dilmu.

With the sixth and last paragraph we have something more interest-

ing and certain, namel}'. a reference to two eclipses of the moon which

took place in the 7th year of Cambyses. I give here a transcription

and translation of the whole paragraph:
—

19. Sattu sibittu, Du'uzu. mfisu irlia-isrit, e^tin sinipat kaspu salmu ukin

20. Sin antalu innadar sa isi irihi karnu ukin

21. Tebetu. musu irba-isrit sane bar kaspu. salmu ana nur irihi

'12. Sin antalu innadar sa manzazu u karnu ina libbi ukin

19.
•• 7th year. Tummuz, night 14, 1^ liour darkness was caused,

2(». an eclipse darkened Sin, which was partial, to the moon a horn it made
21. Tehet, night 14, 2^ hours, darkness to the light of the moon,
22. An eclipse darkened Sin, which a station, and a horn in the midst caused."'

The above interesting notice is of great value, not only for the statement

as to the aclipses, but also on account of our having here for the first time,

the Assyrian word for "moon." irihii t^ JPf-J .^. i-ri-hi, oblique case),

theHebrew nn"^. «^ distinguished from the moongod (Sin, ^^^, or -Jf- ^^0
also mentioned in the above extract.

It is to be noted. tViat the above paragraph may contain pre-

dictions, and \\(A records, of eclipses. Theo. G. Pinches.
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SHEN-NUNG AND SARGON.

The very striking similarity wliich Professor T. de Lacouperie^ has shown

to exist hetween the Chinese legend of the husbandman king Shen-nung,

and the Babylonian story of Sargon of Agade seems clearly to indicate a

borrowing by the early ancestors of the Chinese of this ancient story.

The resemblance of the names in the Chinese version to those in the

Babylonian is so close as not to be explained by mere chance. Striking

as these are, I think they may be still more increased by an examination

from the side of the Babylonian version. Tlie family name of Shen-nung

was Kam, which is the Sumerian Kam or Kham, " a family
"
(Kimtuy.

The expression used in describing the parentage of the Babylonian king

seems to me to have been mistranslated, and to favour more than at fii'st

appeared the identification made by Professor de Lacouperie,
" My mother,

my father knew not, my father's brother dwelt in the mountains {irami

soda "^), which perhaps points to a connection with Elam or Akkad. In

the same way the two names of the birthplace and dwelling in early youtli

of Shen-nung seem to me to be capable of more definite explanation. He

was born at Tam-dam, which must be Tamdim,the sea province of Southern

Chalda?a^, a name which was borne by more than one dynasty of Babylonian

kings. The name Atsu piranni I should render as " the outlet of the

channels," that is, the mouth o- the two rivers corresponding to the mythic

region where the translated sage Samas-napisti dwelt. This region is thus

described in the Deluge tablet ina ruki ina j)i nari,
"
in a far distant place

at the mouth of the rivers." A trace of this name and region so famous in

Babylonian mythology appears to be preserved in the modern Arabic name

of Abii Sharein,
" the father of the two river mouths—the ancient Eridhu,

The Chinese sage is said to have grown up near the Kam river, This

name is surely the Sumerian Kan or Kam^, which is explained^ nagahu,
" canal channel." Idiagahi,

"
to fertilise," and must mean the irrigation

canal. Now we know that the river of Sippara restored by Khammu-rabi

was called in after time the " river of Khammu-rabi," the benefactor of

men," and which was said to give perennial waters to the people of Sumir

and Akkad. This stream was the great canal (Kam) ^xf/- excellence of

Babylonia, and was, no doubt, in legend associated witli Sargina and his

city of Akkad. I am more inclined to see in 0-ho, the teacher of Shen-
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nung, a corruption of Ea than the name of Akki, the irrigator. It is

almost impossible not to admit the identity of the names E-ket, Letsam

and U-luk with Akkad, Larsa and Unuk or Uruk. The connection

between the dynasty of Sargon and the land of Elam is clearly indicated

in the astrological omen tablet containing an account of the wars of Sargon

and hie son, Naram-sin, so that Sohsha may be Susa, which was a pro-

minent city in the time of Kurdur Nakhunti, b.c. 2286. The connection

between Shen-nung and agriculture does not find, however, much parallel

in the legend of Sargon, who does not appear in the Babylonian legends

as tlie husbandman—the only trace of such a mythic character being

IsuUanu, the gardener in the Sixth Gizdhubar legend, and indeed, it is

strange to notice that there is no distinct god of agriculture in Babylonia.

The goddess of the harvest was called Serakh, a name which is explained

to mean "thrashing corn"^," or the whole name more ftilly "Lady +
com + thrash." This goddess was probably another form of Istar as the

great nature-goddess, she bearing the title of " the bringer forth of

verdure," the lady of the human race^." In this character she became the

protectress of Sargon, the adopted child of the gardener Akki. Sufficient

has been said in this short note to show that the resemblances between

the legends of Shen-nung and Sargon are such as cannot be ascribed to

merely chance similarities in the work of myth builders, bat must indicate

a close and intimate contact. W. St. C. Boscawen.

NOTES.
1) B. ^- 0. Record, vol. II. No. 8, p. 185. Academy, Nov. 17th,

1883, p. 334.

2) Sayce No. 416. See also List of Royal Names, W.A.I.
,

vol. V., pL
44 line 21. where Khammu-rabi is rendered Kimta rapastum.

3) W. A. I., vol. Ill, pi. iii. 1. 2.

4) See canon, Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch. vol. VI. p. 199.

5) W. A. I. vol. IV. pi. 51 Col. IV. 30.

6) Sayce, No. 180.

7) Strassmaier, Alp. Verzeichniss, No 8303.

8) Haupt. A. S. K. No. 15, p. 116. line 8. W. StC. B.

Our friend and coUaborateur, Dr. Victor Revillout, has just issued the

first fascicula (16 pp.) of a new work of his own, entitled: Melanges

Assyro-Babyloniens, vol. I, 4to, It contains the following papers: Notes

archaiques de Sippara: Le caillou de Berlin (with eight pages of cuneiform

text autographed): and: Annulation pour Ingratitude d'un acte de

Turbuniitu (Affranchissement). We cordially wish good success to the

raliant jurist and Assyriologist. T. de L.
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NOTES ON THE WRITINGS OF THE LYCIANMONUMENTS.
A.--THE LYCIAN WRITING.

The comparison of the proper names in the bilingual texts constitutes,

for the reading of characters traced in an unknown writing, an excellent

ground of reasoning. Moritz Schmidt had understood it, and it is

wonderful to see the help he draws for his decipherment of the Lycian, by
the unending confronting of parallel examples borrowed from the in-

scriptions in one or other of the languages.^ Savelsberg, applying the

same method still further, increased the conquests of science in this

mysterious domain,^ and at the least it may be said that, thanks to these

scholars, we are in a position to transcribe a Lycian text with a nearly

satisfactory fidelity.

While Dr. Deecke, devoting himself to the same epigraphy, has

considered under another aspect the question of decipherment^. Ac-

cording to him, it is necessary, less to apply oneself to the expression of

the vocal reading, consequently varying by time, of the words engraved on

the tombs and other monuments of Lycia, than to make pass into a

known writing, that is to say the Latin writing, the characters of our

inscriptions ivipressed in their phonetic primitive value. Now, do we

know this primitive value ? Can we assert that E, only to quote that

letter, had at first been pronounced as at present, rather than t ?* Are
we more assured of the pronunciation of O, and that it was o, 6 and not oul

Besides, a language is not accustomed to wrap itself in those bandagas
like a munmiy. Although Dr. Deecke is unwilling to admitthat E and

O, because certain Lycians of the IVth century have given themtha

pronunciation of i and ou, ought to receive those transcriptions, I

shall not reserve the question, and not write waiting, as he has done,

Parekld for Perilde, Koprlle for Kuprllt {=Kvficpvi^\_Koi\, Herod,

vii. 98), Methrapata ior Mithrapata, &c. In the main, the two opposing

systems nevertheless differ very little in their results, and I believe it

is possible to reconcile them.

I repeat, then, my phrase at the beginning, whore I stated, not without

pleasure, tliat we were, since Schmidt and Savelsberg, in a position to

transcril)(3 a Lycian text in a nearly satisfactory fashion. It is at the

same time to be admitted that tlic restitution of the alphabet is not

complete: but since tlie work of tlic learned professor of Jena is not

useless, -we shall improve on it, and not destroy it.
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I. The Letters E and I.

This Lycian writing on the monnment3 is looked upon by M. J. P. Six

as relatively recent, and we dare not make it go farther back than the

Vth century.* Not only is its direction from left to right, apart from

some retrograde legends on coins, but posterior to 450^—not only are the

great majority of the characters, the same which Simonides knew, and

with which the Athenians decorated their monuments, but still more,

it expresses by a letter each vowel. In the Phoenician school the scribes

of Lyciawould not have attached any importance to the vowel a re-

presented by a sort of P with an angle, in place of the rounded loop, to

6 represented by f ,
to t expressed by E, to u (=ou) marked O. We

should not have seen them write the silent y, which under the form I,

is much inclined to prolong the iotacised sound of E. Above all, this

semi-vowel, very analogous to y in the French word bruyant, would

nothave been introduced at every moment, under the pretext of linking two

vowels together: (EAt PEIf^=SIAAPIOZ (Limyra 19), read Sideriya

It is clear that the Lycian writing is the daughter, and the last born, of

the Greek. At the time wlien the Lycians had applied to the Athenians

to obtain from them a character for the short i, which they did not

confound with the ordinary vowel i, those latter gave them I
;
but what

letter did they give them for the vowel i ? The Lycian monuments

reply: it was the letter E, which served to express that vowel.

That the diphthong El would be pronounced, among the Greeks of

the period (y, is the point on which I present the following examples :

1. The name of Darius, AAPEIOZ which is in no way explained, out-

side of a pronunciation iy affecting et, and of a pronunciation voxi affect,

ing the second last letter. Only on this condition can there be any

meaning given to the passage in the Persian form

*tt tty ^f y
>- -y^ <*!? <r

D A Ri Ya V U Sh

to the Greek form employed by Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon,

2. The first of these writers, enumerating in ch. 98 of his VI 1th book

the small princes of the maritime districts, who commanded the naval

forces directed by Xerxes against the Greeks, speaks of the Tyrian MAT-
TNN EIPHMOY "Mattan, son of Hyram."^ It is remarkable that Juse-

phus calls the king of Tyre, whom he speaks of as the friend of Solomon ora

man living at the time of the Achemenides, in the same manner as Herodotus

^Et/jw/tos and Eipufio^. I quote the first orth:^graphy before the other.

because it is precisely thus that; the Apion's opponent designs the
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Phoenician chief of the|Vth century^. On the other hand, however, the

n of the Biblical name of Ql"in> and of the same name in an inscription,^'^

js
transcribed by the LXX x- Josephus also mentions the skilful workman

X€ipafio9,^^ the namesake of the Tyrian prince in the Book of Kings.
But may it not be that ^ badly represents the aspiration of a vocalic

sound i'n In any case, Eipwfio^ read iyromos reproduces very closely

the word "iTr "
Hiyrom.'"

Moreover, the value of the iota recognised by Schmidt in the Lycian

character E is absolutely certain. There is nothing embarrassing here

except the manner in which the name of Artaxerxes is written, if, more-

over, it is concealed in the passage of the Xanthian obelisk. (^E. side, \.b^)'
^^

Artax^sE.razahe.'" To reply to the objection from the use of an E,

where one would have expected f ( Apra^ep^eus, genitive in the in-

scription of Mylasa), it is necessary to enquire whether the Lycians have

foUowedjin this transcription of the Persian name, the Greeks rather than

the Egyptians, who have left us the forms ntarioush and Artahshairsha^^.

A single example in such a case cannot suffice to dissipate the acquired

riches. Everywhere, besides, E is i ; we have seen rEAirPE!l^=2t^a/Jtov
of the bilingual discovered hy Cockerell, and known under the name of

Limiir<il'). There
arestillFElTTS^XPf^.*=FtZTTrt<T7r7ra(Y<rTaff;r»;v) and

M EXP^ (^T^^^mepaTTaTaiNA. 49,^.1. 16 of thegreat Obelisk). Alittle

time later, after 360, there is engraved on some monuments^^ the name of

the indigenous king Pi PEKAt; rie/x/cXi^sof whom Theopompus has spoken,

and which Polyan mentions cursorily.^* In 335 it is Ih^w^aposi, brother

of Mausolus, who, under the name of TEV^ A^Ps^ (Pi^edara) treats

with the cities of Xantlius, Tlos, and perhaps Pinara.^* At an unknown

period. E^TTf^, that is to say, Ih-T«s the Antiphellite, built his tomb

(Antiphellus, 3). I shall endeavour, at the end of this notice, to

demenstrate that the Greek-Asiatic nameKu/Je/n'/v has not only been

borne by a Xanthian or Patarean chief^^ ine480 n.c, but also that it is

the word on which the Lycian form had been traced in the new writing

of KOrPAAE, with E expressing the iota of Kvfiepvi^. Let us cease,

then, from an exclusive attachment to the form of the letters, to write

hoprlle and the name for the lonians, EI^E^'^^i
'' Eiilnesny

Far from me be the thought of undervaluing the services rendered be

M. Deecke by putting Schmidt's disciples on their guard against the

temptations of his system. Exaggeration is unnecessary on any side.

The Lycians were not successful more than any other people in faithfully
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painting words; every age brings its own pronunciation, which often agrees

no longer with the words, bygones of the past. Yet, when we see the

Lycians remaining faithful to the value of i recognized by Schmidt for E,

on the inspection of their own bilinguals, we cannot do anything else than

adopt this reading, strange as it may appear at first sight.

It matters not that at Lewisu the name of XwoWiovi^rj^ had been

written f^rOAf^l^^ ^'S ^''^ I' ^lod ^^^ by E. how do we know if j is not

short, or even if the Lycians were not disposed to pronounce it AttoXXwj'^//?.

Let us remark in passing that | appears indeed to have served also to

separate two consonants belonging to two different syllables, as two

vowels. Thus we have the name of >|/ fPlxl/ t+ F i^^ Xanthus 8, or the

Chimoeni Tomb, unless indeed, as M. Six reproaches me, my identifi-

cations of \i/TPEYA with ropr^o9 and of\i/tPE\l/1 orv]/APE\^i with

rdpyu), (a feminine noun) are nothing but chimerical ideas.

II. The Letter O-
How was upsilon pronounced ? Probably like the Russian y, that

is, ou. Thus we understand that the Lycians had written OPTT El f^ , Ypr-

to9, ( Oztrtiya) vl^OAPt+ EAP. KvBpfjXo,- (A'oudrehila) and MOKf^At.
MvKaXT] (Jfowkale).^^ The character O has nearly as often the value of o,

which does not difier much: ^(^OAtN\A[^ ATroWwvtcrjs, ElfTPO^l/A?
lrjTpoK\i]^, at least as they had pronounced, as they would have done in the

Eastby the same letter, "Apowlenida, lyetrouxle." Here still the frequency
of the transcription by u in the bilingual texts, and the great number
of nouns having in Greek and Persian a u, but translated into Lycian

by 0, determine me to adopt Savelsberg's position.

I always, therefore, write Apalenida, Arppaxus, Mullihiseh (even in

presenceof MOAAIZIOZ, for inthis Levisu inscription thescribe has

distinctly used a special orthography where O is equal in his view to o :

he gives us EAOTIIN and AOmi.
That is enough for this letter. I do not propose to continue the

discussion so well conducted by Schmidt and Savelsberg, but to « revise

their work, as far as a long personal experience will permit me. That is

why I shall beg the reader to desire, in what concerns the readings of |^

and t ,
to recur to the statement of the Aix-la-Chapelle Professor.^^ I

believe it difficult, and besides daring, to go further in everything that

concerns the Lycian writing.

The subject appears to me to be exhausted for 4-=A,V=^7/, I=c, and

not f.18 Let us only say a few words on F and >l/ .
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III, The Letter F.

1 write F as we are in the habit of doing, that is to say, p. But I pro-
nounce it V, as the nomen gentile FElTTk^ JTf T^I^ (Tizttasppazil)

obliges me to do there, Obel. N'orth, 1. 49, where we immediately recog-

nize the name of the chief of the race, the Persian Hystaspes.^o

V I Sh T A S P A
M. Six, in an obliging communication, makes the remark to me a propos

of the digamma, that the Greeks of tha classical period had ceased to give
it a distinct place in the body of the word, and that they considered it to

be nothing more than a semi-vowel w. The Cypriotes, on the contrary

expressed F ; tliey had written E-U-FA-PO-Pfl the name of Eva-

goras, in the genitive. In passing into the Greek writing alphabetically,

while u remained, F disappeared (Ew«7o/3av). Likewise, for Vistaspa,

become by the loss of the digamma and the strange enough transformation,

I confess, of i into Y, YaTaainj<i. Now it is this F which the Lycian
word presents, which is not inspired by the Greeks. Yet O is already

u and V does not serve to represent F, directly drawn as its form

attests, from the Cypriote syllabary.21 To escape all confusion which is

scarcely remedied by the use of a « nnder-pimctuated or provided with a

trema, I believe F should be adopted, like ^ for X' and x for \J/.

jIV. The Letter U/.

This last letter might be taken for a g in the names ^PfTf^sl/ 0>
i\/37r«709, rE\l/Pt (n*7/,^?), and Mhvl/F^ Ma7a9. But we are,

nevertheless not deceived by this. There are here, as M. Six recalls

his fine memoir on Us Monnaies LyciennesP niyf>r}%- and Uiicprj^ and
doubtless there had been ApiraKo? and Apirayo^, according to Schmidt's

conjecture that 7 was changed into *: among the Cretans and their

ancient colonists, the Lycian-Greeks.23 Many peculi .rities common to

the two peoples (there is no question, well understood except as to the

exterior form of the words in their inscriptions) have been set forth by
the professor of the university of Jena^^. The sweetening of the 7
into X or k is one of them.

At first sight, one would be tempted to distinguish from '>i/ the sign y
m the namoTE«ytA^P> Ih^wcapo'^. But^ is in reality nothing except
a purely graphic variant of

vj/, seeing we have the name Ihtto? written

E^ I I h, in Aiitiphellus ?,. The remarks of M. Pertsch on this

variant" nave kept all their force. \1/ is equivalent to f, translated
•jr

Not only do I admit this, but I even attach to the guttural aspirated x of
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of the Greek,tlii3 occasional value which permits it to replace the sibilant

Here are two examples :
—

The Pharaoh of the IVth dynasty was not named Kephren, but Shafra

and it is of the tyrant of the imperial epoch, Achilles, that the cartouche

in hieroglyphics, Ashils, preserves to us the recollection.^^ Very likely

the Lycians said "
PicA'edara," (the name is even written later Tliaeoapo^^'^

as Herodotus writes Ch'ephren, J, Imbeut.

N'OTES.

1) It is the Greek which, alone in the bilingual texts, plays the part of

the Phoenician in the Semitic and Cypriote inscription af Milkiathon.

The epitaphs of the 4th tomb of Antiphellus, the one Lycian, the other

Latin, date from the two different epochs, and are not tlie translation of

each other. The dissertation of Moritz Schmidt Essay on the Alphabet
and Language of the Lycians, serves as introduction to the collection

pp. Ill—X, to The Lycian Inscj-iptions after the ccurate copies ofSchOn-

born, Jena, 1868.

2) Das Lykische Alphabet, pp. 8—22, of the first volume produced at

Bonn in 187-4, of his Beitrage zur Entziferung der LyJdschen Spruch
de?ikmaler : Erster Theil, die Lylcisch-griechisclxen inschriften.

3) Lyhische Studien, pp. J 24—125 in the Beitrage zur Kunde der

indogermanischen Sprachen, herausgegeben von Dr. Adalbert Bezzen-

berger, Gottingen, XII, 1886.

4) Even at a late epoch e retained this primitive value of i, as is proved

by the name of AofieTiavo^ for Ao/urtavoi, which we see in Josephus
and in many writings of tlie time, such as the Actes apocryphes des treize

Apotres, published at Leipzig in 1881 by M. Tischendorf.

5)
" But a repeated examination has led me," says the learned Dutch

numismatist, "to see in this alphabet nothing but a recent enough invention :

it only began to appear on the coins in the Vth century."'
—Monna/e^

Lyciennes, in the Revue Numismatique, 1886, p. 105, and in the

Reprint, p. 5.

6) Such are the legends of Mutlreis (about 445) of Kuprlli (440—40fi)

of Teee'ifeilei (405—805) and of Ddcnefele (395—380) in the notice alreadv

quoted "by M. Six, Nos. 85, 153 to 136, 139, 153, 163, 171, 129, anil

131, 217, The ligature Y^ of No, 85 raises an interesting question; in the

time of JNIutloMS, had the Lycian writing been long practised ?

7) Although the reading" MATTHN in place of MAnHN has

been recognized for a long time, certain editions of Herodotus, among
which we regret to find that of Didot bear Knl Tvpto<! Ma->/i/. This is

probably why this bad reading has been introduced:
" Hoc ipsam (scilicet

^]-|^
= donum), ut puto, latet in nomine regis Tyrii MaTr/p', quod hucusque

onmes Herodoti editiones obsedit L, VII, c, 98, et cutii nullam aptani

significationem habere videatur, certissime ex quatttor codieum auctoritate

refringendum est in MdrTijf, Caussa erroris in promptu est, nam facile

duo Tau in nnum Pi coaluere.":— H. A, Hamaker, Miscellanea Phoenicia,

Lugd. Batav. 1820, 4, po. 194.

8) M. Six thinks that there is no motive here sufficient to correct the

niention of the actual text "Eipwpo^. Yet one of the most frequent forms
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of tlie s'gma is ^ which has very readily been able to replace a primitive E.
It is not to say because of that that the mention of the Cjninote,

'S.ipwfio'i
son of Evelthon, in Herodotus may not be correct: at least,

it would be dangerous to contest it. I have, indeed, been informed that a

stater like that which he has described at page 352, No. 1, of his Series

Ciij)riotes, 1883, (Revue Numismatique), has supplied M. Six with a le-

gend more exact and which allows him to read: pw St „
^ = ZiipWIA.O'S.

9) Contra Apionem 1, § 21.

10) C. J. S., No. 5, p. 2-2, "Templnm Baalis ad Libanum," -j^^

11) 1 Kings vii. 13, 40. 2 Chron. iv. 11. "Solomon autem Tyro
accessit ab Hiramo (rege)—Tra^a EZ/aa^ov,—artificem Chiramum {Xei'pafjiov)

e niatre quidem genere Nephtalide ..." Josephus, Antiq. Jud. book

VIII, ch. iii, § \.

12) Obelisk of Xanthus East face, 1. 59: the form of the name of

Darius is curious with its dental T preceded by a nasal J =n, "fitariyeus,
The Greek would have given "i)ariyeus," and the Persian, Z)ariyefus."
Yet the influence of the Egyptian at this period and so far from its

frontiers, is difficult to explain. We do not, however, forget that

we are ignorant of a multitude of things even concerning these

plainly historical ages.

13) The texts where mention has been made of the name of Perikles

are the object of a very interesting study by M. Schmidt published in

the Zeitsch)-ift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung, under the direction of A.

Kuhn, E. Kuhn, and Johann Schmidt, Berlin, 1879. This dissertation is

entitled Lykische Studien.l. Konig Perikles, p. 441 to 457. The origin

of these inscriptions is Limyra for five of them, 6, 16. 38, 40 and
41. M. Six infers from that circumstance that Pericles "appears to have

been the dynasty of that city," [Herue Numismatique, 1886, p. 430.)

Limyra, at this day Armootlee, is situated in the eastern part of

Lycia, by 36° 19' of latitude N. and 30° 18' of longitude E., between

Phaselis and Antiphellus.

14) Theopompus XII, frag. Ill reunited by C. Muller, frag, historic.

Grcec. 1, p. 295 (=Photius, Biblioth. c. 176, p. 202, edit. Bekker)
narrates the submission to his arms of the city of Telmissus, on the frontier

of Caria. Polyan, Stratag. V. 42, speaks of a certain Charimenes of

Milet who travelled over the lands of the Lycian Pericles TlepiKKeov<i toD

AvKt'ov. See those quotations and the resume which M. Six traces from

our knowledge as to king Pericles in Monnaies Lyciennes, principally p. 430.

15) We have a fragment of the bilingual inscription of Pixodaros,

published by Pertsch and Schmidt, under the title; Neue Lykische Studien,
nnd das Decret des Pixodaros, Jena. 1869, and by ^VL'^e\shQrg,Beitr(ige ziir

Entziff. der lyk. Sprachd., Bonn, 1874, pp. 60, N. 61.

16) Twv Se eTnTrXtoovTivv fiera ^etovs arpaTi^'^fov^ oiSe rjanv ovvouaa-rot-

moi ' teat Ai'Ki'o'i KvBepvi'aK09 'S.iKa, . . . (Herod, vii, 98).

See his coins in Nos. 10 and ff. of M. Six's notice, No. 13 bears,

besides the legend KVB, with V nearly invisible, a second legend, iu very
small letters, in which wa can distinguish PA" A, which I believe to be

nATA PA, the name of the city whieh was to Xanthns what the Piraeus

was to Athens and Joppa to Jerusalem.
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17) Sec Savelsberg, Beitrage z. Entz. tier hjk. Sprachd. I, pp. 11 & IT,

18) See tlie same work, pp. 7 and ff.

19) I is : as in French, in irr?AO^> E, ZrppcdnnI, (
=

2«/'JT/;rwr),

Obelsk, West face, 1. 0, and tlie word for Persia, PJ^PHJ^, Parzza, Obi-1.

Nortli, 11.2 & 14; in tlie cuneiform texts, ^
yyy ^y 1"^.

The Hebrew has

p"" A u sT.

likewise the soft breathing, D'^D-

20) Since I have found (or think I have found) in the long mysterious
text of the Xanthian obelisk mention of Amorges, the illegitimate son (jf

Pissuthnes,and of whom Thucydides speaks, I feel disposed to apply the

nomen gentile of Hystaspides to that Amorges and to his father. The
historian of the Peloponesian war calls

"
Hystaspes

"
the father of

Pissuthnes, I. 115, and some scholars have thought that he was one of

the sons of Xerxes (after Ctesias, § 20). The word "
Fizttasppazn

"
is

read on the obelisk, north face, 1. 41), not far from another nomen gentile
of the most interesting «;;/rr'r'(/c/~= Amorgides, (badly read by Savelsberg
and Deecke zmrnnazn and identified by mistake with Smyrnean, the man of

Smt/rnal) A third family name is that of "
xeriv"azi

"
the Gorgides ?

If 1 am not mistaken, I shall recognize here three great families, (1) that

came of the chief Ceriv'a, KapiKa^-, or Fop^/ov, which reigned over Lycia; (2)
that of the Hytaspides, that is to say, Pissuthnes and his fon, Amorges,
•'

humr;YX'''" (Obel. South, 1. 50. The name is in the accusative); and (i>)

that to which belong Harpagos and
;;i^eraMS his son, the hero of

the long inscription; it would not be at all impossible that the Har-

pagos of the stele should have had as father an Amorges, whoso

grandson by the maternal side, the son of Pissuthnes, should have re-

ceived the name. Thus it is necessary to reserve the designation of

Amorgides, not to Pissuthnes or his son, or to the descendants of the

latter, who died very young, but to the family of Harpagos. According to

Ctesias, Cyrus conquered Lydia. not with the old Harpagos, but with a

chief named also Amorges. We hope that the decipherment of this

beautiful historical inscri])tion of the obelisk of Xanthus will furnish us

with the notions which are still wanting to us as to that genealogy. The

Harpagos of the stele lived about 430.

21) TjIOlC • • • i^ rendered hy Ili'yS . . in the Greek of Limyra 19.

{J\vfiiu\\t]i) it is therefore "Pvv," as it ought to read. This combination

of a redoubled consonant following another consonant is very frequent; we
have already seen the examples KupreUi, Zrppedinn, humrxx"^; there arc

till Kzzdnase, Ix^ta, Parzza, Fizttasppazn. The hrst consonant is

made to be preceded by a vowel a; Zrppeduyii is to be read Zarjipeduni.

Kuprll!= Kuj>arlli, especially when tiiat consonant is an
?•,

but nothing
indicates that another vowel did not replace the a, and that the name was
not pronounced P^/'/a/^'Vf There are many relations between Hiis writing
and the Cypriote syllabary; it is this last which has given )(, 'j',

(Oypr. }^),w 5j/ (Cypr. ^), m, X (Cypr. X ), ^^••" When this syllabary

was superseded by the simpler Phceniko-Greek alphabet, particular
characters belonging to it were retained in the local al})habets of Mysia,

Lydia, Lykia, Karia, Pamphyl'a, and Kilikia, in order to denote sounds

not represented in the Hellenic alphaltet."
—A. H. Sayce, The Kanati

lo7iguage and inscriptions.
—

Reprint of a Paper published in the Trans,

of the Society of iJiblical Archaeology. Vol. IX, Part i., 1887. (p. 2).
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22) Monnaies Lyc.,^. 108. (R. IT. 1886).

23) "In the dialeet of Crete the word for {wprphvI/OZ woiild
^pos-

sibly have been KpiraKo^, in the same way as a'/aOo^, good; a/c?/T09 (a-^aa-

Tos), wonderful; fSa'iKau {a7-/a) the gosit."—Essai/, Note at p. IV, b.

24) For example, 69, ibid, page v, a.

25) See the interesting preface to the Neue Lyh. Studien published
in

collaboration with Moritz Schmidt, 1869, Jena. Eine unedirte lykisch-

griechische bilinguis, pp. 3—10.

26) See M. Fr. Lenormant's article in the Revue Archc'ologique, fev.

1871, p, 109.

27) C. J. G., No. 4253, p. 142 : To ^ivt^jnelov Xvmrcnpov SU tou

Tliffeca/jov, ktX. "• ^"

(To be continued).

THE OLD BABYLONIAN CHARACTERS AND THEIR

CHINESE DERIVATES.

[The following notice by Prof. Sayce appeared in Nature, June 7th

last; and, although it is contrary to our usual custom, we reprint the

article, as it may be of great value to our readers in forming an opinion

on this question, coming as it does from the pen of an eminent As-

syriologist and giving his point of view. We did not think it necessary

to ask the learned author to re-cast his suggestive notes in another

paper for our own columns.]

Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie has long been known as the advocate of a

theory which would bring the ancestors of the Chinese from Western Asia,

and see in the characters they employed derivatives from the cuneiform

symbols once in use in Babylonia. The proofs of his theory have been

gradually placed before the learned world. In two articles published in

the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society he has endeavoured to trace the

history of the Yh-King, the oldest and most mysterious of Chinese books,

and to show that its earliest portions contain lists of characters and their

meaninpfs, ancient poems and similar fragments of antiquity, misunderstood

and misinterpreted by successive generations of commentators. Elsewhere

he has given us for tlie first time a national account of the vicissitudes

undergone by tlie Chinese system of writing, based upon the statements of

the Chinese writers themselves. Lately he has communicated to the

Pliilological Society an interesting and exhaustive description of the

languages spoken in China before the arrival of the "Bak" tribes or
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Chinese proper, as well as of the modern dialects which are descended

from them. Now we have the last instalment of his proofs in the shape of

a comparison hetween the primitive forms of the Chinese characters and
the pictorial forms out of which the cuneiform script sul)seciuently de-

veloped.* Prof, de Lacouperie claims to have proved in a typical number
of instances that the correspondence is exact, or fairly so, as regards form,

signification, and phonetic value
;
and that consequently an early con-

nection hetween Chinese and Babylonian must he assumed. Since the

Babylonian forms can he shown to presuppose tJiose of China, we must

bring the Chinese from the West, and not conversely the Babylonians

from the East.

I am not a Sinologist, and therefore can pronounce no opinion on the

Sinological side of the argument. Chinese scholars must determine how
far Prof, de Lacouperie's restoration of the primitive forms and values of

the Chinese signs is correct. Assuming it to be so, the resemlilance

between many of them and the corresponding characters of Accadian
Chalda?a is certainly surprising.
On the Babylonian side. Prof, de Lacouperie has been at great pains to

secure accuracy, and has left but little to criticize. Zik, however, it may
be observed, is not a value of the Babylonian ideograph of "

ship," but

goes back to an erroneous conjecture of Dr. Hincks; and the original

meaning of the cliaracter which has the value of pa was " the leaf
"

or
"
leafy branch

"
of a tree.

The Babvlonians seem never to have forgotten that the cuneiform

characters they used had originated in pictures. Indeed, their scribes

long claimed the privilege of adding to them, the result being that

hieroglyphic forms took their place in the texts by the side of forms that

long degenerated into a cuneatic shape. The original hieroglyphics had
been the invention of the so-called Accadians, the early population of

Chaldfea, who spoke agglutinative dialects, and were eventually superseded

by the Semites.

The Semites received the hieroglyphics from their inventors after they
had already assumed a cuneatic form, and added still further to the

heritage. When the Semitic king Sargon I. was reigning in Babylonia
in B.C. 3800, the scribes at his court were still occupied in devising new
forms of characters, and in increasing the number of phonetic values

the student was required to learn. This is the cause of the fact pointed
out by Prof, de Lacouperie, that, whereas most of the cuneiform char-

acters have to bq turned on their sides in order to be restored to their

primitive position (Clialda?an writing having once been traced in vertical

columns), there are other characters which have never been thus dis-

placed. As time went on, the forms of the characters became more and
more distorted

;
the number of persons in Babylonia who could read and

write was very large, and while the general form of script varied from

age to age, the individual in each age was distinguished by a peculiar
form of handwriting as much as is the individual of today. An official

script never prevailed in Babylonia as it did in Assyria, where educa-

tion was practically confined to the class of scribes; and while, therefore,

the Assyrian student has little need of learning more than one form of

writing as long as he confines himself to the monuments of Assyria,
he is bewildered by the number of cursive hands which the documents
of Babylonia oblige him to decipher,

*
Cf. B. ^ 0. n. vol, II, pp. 73-99. Reprinted separately.
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The oldest Babylonian monuments yet known are tliose discovered by
the French Consul, M, de Sarzee, at Telloh, in Southern PJabylcuia.

They are earlier than the epoch of Sargon I., and belong to tlie pre-
Semitic era. The inscriptions engraved upon them still preserve in some

measure the old vertical arrangement of the characters, and in some few

cases the characters themselves have a pictorial form. But more generally

they have already become cuneatic, and not unfrequently have departed so

widely from their primitive appearance as to make it impossible even to

guess what they were primarily intended to represent. If this were the case

in the fourth milennium before our era, we may have some idea of the vast

antiquity to which tlie beginnings of Babylonian writing must reach back.

In other instances, though the transformation of the character is not so

complete, it is dithcult to determine with certainty the object originally

portrayed. Some of Prof, de Lacouperie's examples are in this plight,

and as regards at least two of them—those pronounced da and clu or tur—
I prefer the explanations suggested by Mr. Pinches and Mr. Beitin to

those sitggested by himself. In fact, in tlie first case he has misinterpreted,
like the earlier Assyriologists, the Assyrian explanation of the ideograph
iiasu sanisi; which signifies, not "the summit of man," but "the lifting

up of a man." It is consequently natural to regard it as representing tlie

upHfted arm.

Prof, de Lacouperie rejects the theory which saw in the mountains of

Elam the l)irthplace of Babylonian writing. Whatever, however, may be

the value of the arguments urged by the advocates of this theory, the

arguments brought against it by Prof, de Lacouperie do not appear to me
to be cogent. Certainly it is not my experience that the cast of a flat

country like Chalda?a "
always looks mountainous

"
to the seafarer; while

the Accadian word a (misprinted ai) signifies
" father"' not because of

the ideographic meaning of the character which represented it, Init be-

cause the Accadian adu "
father," became in pronunciation, through

phonetic decay, first ad, and then a. The symbol of "
country" attached

to the ideographs of " man" or "servant" " handmaid" and •' wild ox,"

need not have been introduced before the Accadians had long been

settled in the Babylonian plain, and it is not quite correct to say that

"while [Babylonian writing] possesses primitive symbols for ' boat' and
for 'wind,' represented by an inflated sail, there are none for 'river.'

15oth "
ship" and "river" are alike denoted liy a double ideogra]ih.t

Tlie question, however, whether the cuneiform system of writing or-

iginated in "the mountains of the East," as the Babylonians called them,
or in tlie islands of the Persian Gulf, does not affect Prof, de Lacouperie's
main contention. If this can he established, a new and important cliajiter

will be oijened in the history of the ancient East, and the mvsterv which

has so long enveloped the origin of the Celestial Empire will be cleared

away. I nuist leave it to the Sinologists to detennine whether, on the

(Chinese side. Prof, de Lacouperie's conclusions are sustainable; on tlie

Babylonian side, he has nothing to fear from Assyrian scholars.

A. H. Saycb.

1 1 propose in a special article to put forward all the reasons which

ill my opinion support decisively the legend reported by Berosus, against
the roc(Mit theory of a northern hiuliland (HMLriii. T. de Jj.

I'Rl.NTED AND PUBJ.J.SHKD TOK THK PKOPRIETOK AT2y ALBEKT SQUARE, CLAPHAM

ROAD; AND BY D. NUTT, FOREIGN AND CLASSICAL BOOKSELLER, 270 STRAND.
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THE FABULOUS FISHMEN OF EARLY BABYLONIA
IN ANCIENT CHINESE LEGENDS.

The fabulous legends of Babylonia attributed the introduction of the art

of writing and of all its learniog to the successive arrival of divine beings

half-fish half-man from the Persian gulf. The tradition must have been

carried to early China like so many others already mentioned, as we find

it echoed there, and applied in a curious manner to the early leaders of the

Chinese.
c

In the fragments preserved of the Babylonian history of Berosus^ we are

told that, in the first year^, there came a reasonable being whose entire

body was that of a fish; under the fish's head he had another head, with

feet also below similar to those of a man subjoined to the fish's tail. He
had appeared in that part of the Erytha^an sea which borders upon

Babylonia, and he gave to men an insight into letters, sciences, and arts of

very kind. Eveiy day when the sun had set, this being, Cannes, used to

retire into the sea, and pass the night in the deep, for he was amphibious,

and come again every morning.^

Similar fishmen, on the same errand, appeared during several successive

reigns, and, though their names have been preserved in the said fragments

or quot .tions from Berosus' work, there are a few discrepancies in the

various reports as to the origin and times of their respective appearance.

But the difficulty is not insuperable, and a great scholar, the late Fran9ois

Lenormant, who had paid peculiar attention to the subject, had come to

the conclusion that the number of these monstrous apparitions or theo-

phanies, was the same as that of the number of reigns from the first king
to the seventh of the ten mythical antediluvian kings. However, even in

combining the information derived from the various extracts and quotations

of the lost work, we can agree with the late lamented scholar, onlv in

excepting the second reign, as we cannot restore the list of the apparitions

and reigns otherwise than as follows. The references are given in foot-notes.

Vol. II.—No. 10. [221] Sbpt., 1888.
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I. First King: Aloros (for Adoros:=Adiu7-u in Akk.), the Chaldaean

who ruled for 10 sar* in the first year of whose reign appears Cannes.^

II. Second King: Alaparos or Alasparos,^ who ruled for 3 sar,

III. Third King : Amillaros^ or AmeUn of Pantibiblon (Agade), who

ruled 13 sar. In the last, appearance of the first Annedotos or Eu-

neudotos (^Anudata in Akk. ^Anu law^^). Also called /(7oi/on.

IV. Fourth King: Ammendn, the Chalda?an, of Pantibiblon, who ruled

12 nar. Appearance of the 2nd Annedotos otherwise Eneugamos (for

Neugajnos-=Nuhijnmut ? in Akk.)^

V. Fifth King : Amegalaros, or Megalaros, or Metalaros, or Megalanos

(for Melargalos ?=Muru-urugal in Akk,^*^) of Pantibiblon, who ruled

for 18 sar. Appearance of the 3rd Annedotos, otherwise Eneubidos

(
= Anu-bel)during the second sar.

VI. Sixth King: Dadnos or Dads of Pantibiblon, who ruled for 10 sar.

Appearance of the 4th xVnnedotos, otherwise Anementos (= Anu

manatu ? in Akk.)^'^

VII. Seventh King : Euedoreskhos or Eddranchos of Pantibiblon, who

ruled for 18 sar. Appearance of Anodaphos or Odakox (for Ano-

dakon, i.e. Anu>Dagon^^).

And we are told that all those kings who came,[ subsequently to

Cannes, explained in detail all that had been taught summarily by him.'^

We have no need here to go further into the question and enquire if the

first apparition is the prototype of which the others are only imitations, or

if they conceal under a mythological dress some real immigration and

importation severally repeated. Neither is it a part of our task to inves-

tigate the origin of the mythological arrival of Oannes, nor is it to

examine, if it is the result of a combined information by. which a solar

myth has enveloped genuine traditions referring to the primeval arrival by

sea in the country, of civilised men covered with fish skin coats, from the

rising or setting sun regions in the Persian gulf. We shall examine

these questions in a S})ecial paper. The only thing we have here to

remember is that a long lingering tradition of several, probably seven, ap-

pearances of mysterious ichthyomorphic beings, or half-fish half-man,

whose mission consisted in teaching the population, till then rude, of Ba-

bylonia, was linked with the earliest traditions of the ountry.
•

These peculiarities must have been communicated to the ancestors of

tlie civilisers of the Chinese, when they were still in Western Asia, with

the wholejor nearly the whole apparatus of civilisation. Knowing how
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conservative of mind the Chinese were, and are still, we should be

surprised should we not find such peculiar legends in their early traditions.

The following, therefore, must be taken as an imitation, more or less com-

plete or completed of the fabulous events of which the tradition was re-

ported to them, adapted to their surroundings and circumstances :

I. When the mists (in which the heavens were wrapt for three daj's and

three nights) were removed, he (the emperor Hwang-ti^Nakhunte} made an

exciursion on the Loh (river) and saw a great fish; and sacrificed to it with

five victims, whereupon torrents of rain came down for seven days and

seven nights, when the fish floated ofJ the sea and the emperor obtained

the map writing. The dragon writing came forth from the Ho (river)

and the Kwai (= Kut or tortoise) writing from the Loh (river).

II. Apparition to Khng-tu, mother of Yao. "One morning the dragon
came with a writing" which was the description of the future emperor Yao.

III. When Yao had been on the throne 70 years. ... On tlie second

month . . when the day began to decline, a glorious light came forth

from the Ho river. Then a Lung Ma (=dragon-horse) appeared, bearing
in his mouth a scaly cuirass, with red lines on a green ground, ascended

the altar, laid down the scheme, and went away. . . .

IV. Two years afterwards, on the banks of the Loh, at the decline of

the day . . . "a red light appeared: a tortoise rose from the waters, with

a writing in red lines on its back, and rested on the altar." . . .

V. In his 14th year Shun raised an altar at the Ho. '• W^hen the day

declined, there came a fine and glorious light; and a yellow dragon issued

and came to the altar, bearing a scheme on his back, .... in lines

of red and green intermingled
"

VI. In the time of Yao, Shun brought Yli forward. As he was

looking at the Ho, a tall man, with a white face and fish's body came

out Having spoken, he gave Yli a chart of the Ho, con-

taining all about the regulating of the waters: and returned into

the deep."!''

These six apparitions are the only ones which are referred to the

primitive times in China, but they do not stand alone in the fabulous

legends of the country. As usual with the Chinese compilers of history

and ancient traditions, the circle has been extended so as to include the

founders of the Shang and Tchou dynasties, whose own merits and

virtues equal to those of the early leaders cotild not, in the judgment

of the writers, have been deprived of the same glorious events which il-

lustrated the Hves of Huangti, Shun and Yao. We give here these

secondary apparitions spurious imitations of the others :

T'ang (the founder of the Shang dynasty^^) came east to the Loh . . .

yellow fishes leaped in pairs a black tortoise, with red lines

forming characters

At the beginning of the Tchou dynasty
^^ Liu Shang went out ranih-

ling, when he saw a red man come out from the Loh. who gave him
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a writing with the words: As a backbone, you must assist Tchang
(Wu Wang).
When Wu Wang was crossing the river at the ford of Meng in the

middle of the stream, a white fish leaped into the king's boat ....
under its eyes were red lines which formed the characters ....
When Wu Wang died, the young Tching Wang and Tan duke of

Tchou as regent, went to view the Hoh and the the Loh, a green dra-

gon appeated bearing a shell with red characters,
^^ &c.

These fabulous statements speak by themselves and do not require

any further remark.

As we have pointed out in the case of the tree of life and calendar plant

some remote and varied echoes of the legend are found in literature^^. For

instance, in theEomantic Geography of the Shan hal king^^ we hear of the

Hu people who had human faces and fish bodies, and who were descendants

of Shen-nung (whose legend has been shown to be an echo of that of

Sargon^**) through his grandson, Ling kiah-^.

The notion of mermen was certainly present to the mind of the writers

who describing the Ti people from the great rivers in the west of China,

and seen by any chance traveller, engaged in their usual occupation of

fishing, half the body in the water. They were reported to have the lower

part of their body as fishes, and their description appears in the same

Eomantic Geography^^,

A last echo has probably made itself heard in the following fabulous

description of the Jin (195 + 9) or fishmen, which are supposed to have

been developed out of some notions on the Dugang^^ the cetaceous mammal

of the Indian Archipelago. It runs thus: "A sort of merman or mermaid,

having eyebrows, ears, mouth, nose, hands, nails and head complete; its

skin and flesh is as white as alabaster, it has no scales, and is covered with

fine hair of various colours
;
the hair of its head is flowing like a horse's

tail, five or six feet long, which is also the length of its body. People

who live near the sea, catch and breed them in pools; the male and female

live together like human beings^^."
*

The conclusion of this paper can be but very short. The loan to

the Chinese legends of the Babylonian fabulous traditions of the arrival

out of the water of fislmien acquainted with the art of writing, is so

clear and evident that we need not insist again to make it under-

stood. Though not the object of a special mention, the subject matter

of this article is the elucidation and demonstration of one of the

legends alluded to in the sixty items of the civrHzation of Babylonia

carried to ancient China.
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NOTES.
1) He was born circa 355 b.c.

2) Cf. Leriormant, Essai de comiwntaire des fragments cosmogoniques de

Be'rose, (Paris, 1871) p. 10.—Les Origines de Vimtoire, t. I, (Paris,

1880), p. 581.—Also T. P. Cory, Ancient Jraginents of the Fhanncian,
Chahlcean, Egyptian, Tyrian, Cdrthaginian, Indian, Persian, and other

writers, edit. Hodge, p. 51-52.

3) A representation of Oannes=Ea, corresponding witli tlie descrip-
tion of Berosus has been found in the sculptures of the Assyrian .palaces
and on the Babylonian cylinders. Cf. fur the former : Layard, Nineveh
and its remains, 11, l^)&; Sinereh and Babylon, pp. 343, 350; and for

the latter: Lajard, Calte de Mithra, pi. XVI, 7; pi. XVII, 1, 3, 5, 8.

4) The sar is the well known Babylonian measure of time for 3600

years equivalent to six ner of 600 years; a ner being equivalent to ten

soss of 60 years. The aggregate of the years of the reign of the ten

antediluvian Kings makes 120 sar, which would make 432000 years,
an interpretation which was current in antiquity as we find the same

figure in the legends preserved in China. The unit of the primeval
traditions may have been a sensible one. We shall examine the ques-
tion in a special paper on Babylonian Cycles, Numbers and Names in

China.

5) F. LenormtiDt, Chcddmm Magic, pp. 203-204
;
Essen de com-

mentaire des fragments cosmogoniqttes de Berose, pp. 243—251
;
Les

origines de Vhistoire, vol. I, pp, 580—589, App. II, Les Eevelations

divines antediluviennes chez les Chaldeens.

6) Lenormant, Berose, pp. 235-236, has explained the two first names

by the Assyrian Ail-ur, 'the ram of light.' Alap-ur
' Bull of light.'

7) Explained by Lenormant, ibid., p. 236, as the Assyrian Abal-ur
' son of light.'

8) F. Lenormant, Berose, frag. XI, and p. 249.

9 & 10) F. Lenoi-mant, Chaldivan Magic, p. 204.

11) All these suggestive explanations of proper nnmes are borrowed

from Lenormant's works above quoted.

12) A. H. Sayce, Hibbert Lectures of 1887, p. 132.

13) Beros. ap. Syncell, p. 39; Lenormant, Berose, p. 241.

14) All these passages are quoted from the Annals of the Bamboo
Books, Tchuh shu ki nien, in Chinese Classics, edit. Legge, vol. Ill,

proleg. pp. 109, 112. 113, 114, 116, 117.—On this work cf. B. 4- 0. £.,

June, 1888. p. 151: and the note 9, p. 166 must be rectified and completed
as follows: These Annals, which are concise as ephemerids, refer to the

successive central dynasties until 770 B.C.; from that date to 440 b.c it is

the principality of Tsin in Sliansi which is their chief object, and aftenvards

unto the end (394 b.c.) they refer to that; )f Wei (S. Shausi & X. Honan).
15) In the XV th cent.' b. c. J?
16) In the Xlth cent. b. c.

17) Tchuh shu Ki nien, ibid., pp. 118, 128, 143 and 147.

18) The Tree of life and Calendar plant of Babylonia and China, in

B. 9r 0. R, June 1888, vol. II, pp. 152-153 (repr. pp. 4-5.)

19) Chap, XVI, edit. Pi yuon, fol. 6 v.

20) In my piapers Traditions of Babylonia in early Chinese documents

{The Academy, Nov. 17, 1883), Wheat carried from Mesopotamia
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to early Cldna, in B, ^ 0. E. July, 1888. vol. II, p. 185, (Repr. p. 2) ;

and later in the confirmatory and most interesting article of Mr. W. St.

Chad Boscawen, Shen-nung and Sargoii. ibid. pp. 208-209.

21) Does this name represent any lasting echo of Lara7ilha=:Surip2mk,
one of the towns where ruled several of the mythical kings under the reign

of whom the fishermen successors of Oannes made their appearance.

22) Shan Hai King, Bk. 13.

23) Wells Williams, Syllabic Dictionarij of the Chinese Language, s. v.

p. 287.

24) Halicore Dugung. The word is Malay dujiung, also Javanese

divjjung; Macassar ruyung. Cf. Yule - Burnell, Glossari/ of Anglo-
Indian words, p. 254.

25) K'ang-hi tze tien, s. r. 195 + 2.r—Meddhurst, Chinese and English

Dictionary, p. 1389. Terrien de Lacouperie.

BABYLONIAN CANALS.

The level nature of the fertile Chalda?an plain and its freedom from hard

rock formations rendered it one peculiarly suitable for the introduction of

a system of irrigation canals which soon, as we know from ancient writers,

spread like a network over the plain. Many of these canals were of large

size, and formed channels of communication between the two rivers.

It is evident that the construction of these canals dates from a very early

period, as the signs used for their ideographic expression belong to the

earliest characters, and indeed retain some traces of pictorial character.

Thus we find that the sign t^ rendered by nagabu,
- a canal," and by

Khagalu, "to irrigate," is certainly derived from the pictorial form -
,

-^
which is composed of channel and flowing water. The Sumerian name for

these useful public works was Kan or Kam. We find them al$o represented

by the word Id, a river which also is a compound ideogram of very

simple construction, and may be thus analysed YI O = water+
channel + flow. The references to canals in the earliest hymns of the

school of Eridu all point to their great antiquity. Indeed, the con-

struction of these life-spreading streams seems to have been regarded as a

religious duty, and a hymn for such an occasion appears to be preserved in

tlie fragment Si 704, recently published !iy Professor Sayce:

Tboii, O river, I have madii thee;
When 1 dug thee, the grcal gods were beside tliy bank;

Kii, the Lord of the deep, blessing in thy heart has made,
His deluge before tliee he brought!
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Here, then, the great water-god Ea figures in liis character of the sar nari,

"Prince of Eivers," which is assigned to him, The h'sts of rivers and

canals given in the inscriptions show that inost of tliese streams, if not

actually deified, as were the Tigris and Euplirates, were certainly under

Divine protection. Thus, in one of these lists (W.A.I, ii. 51 1. 26—84),
we find the Tigris called Far sa bahilat nukhii,

'• the river which pours
forth joy;" the Euphrates under its old name of " the river of Sippara"
is called napisti mdti. -'the life of the land;,, the Araxes the Arakhtu

of the inscription is described as the river sa ana Babili iihbalu balaia,"

which " to Babylon brings life." Other names such as " the fish canal,"

"the bird canal," "the snake canal" ''the rope canal" no doubt were

derived from local peculiarities. In our information regarding these im-

portant features in Babylonian topography, we are fortunately not con-

fined entirely to mythological texts, for the names and particulars of the

construction of several of those water-ways are known to us.

One of the most ancient was the canal of Sippara called
J]; ^

^y Cl^l'^yyy'- ^J^ id ud-kip-nun ki. TIjIs name Avas in after time

given as a common appellation of the river Euphrates (W.A.I., II, 50, 7).

The Euphrates cannot, however, be identified with the " river or canal of

Sippara," which Khammurabi states that he excavated in his time—" The

canal of Sippara to Sippara I dug, and with protecting banks I lined it ,'

(No. 1, I, 20—II— 1). This distinction is still more forcibly shown by
the inscription of Nabupalassar, which was written at least fifteen centuries

later. In this valuable text the King distinctly states that the Euphrates
had removed itself "fi-om the city of Sippara, the great city beloved of the

Sun-god and Gula"
,
and that it was necessary to continue the canal formerly

excavated by Khammurabi until it reached again the banks of the river.

An inspection of the splendid maps of this region of Babylonia issued

by the Indian government clearly show the westward tendency of the

Euphrates, and the three ancient beds can be traced with clearness.

1. The Ancient Eiver of Sippara. 2. The course about b.c. 2200

3. Course about b.c. (500. In the Trigonometrical survey of part of

Mesopotamia from Sheirat-Beytha to Tel Ibrahim by Comr. Selby and

Lieut. Brewsher, 1862—65. the following topographic features are

to be noticed. That from Akr-El-Gherbi until south of Aboo Hubba

no ancient canal approaches near the present course of the Eup-
hrates. Almost opposite and extending South East of Aboo Hubba
is a pebbly ridge evidently to be traced to riverain origin. East of tliis

between the Ruthwaniyeh and the ridge is a depression extending
until the canal El Mutu is reached when it nears the present course
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of the Euplirates. This marks I believe the ancient courso of the

river, considerably to the East of the present stream. Indeed it is

to this ancient course that this ancient Hubl. Es. SiMjk. the rlubl.

Ibrahim ancient Nar Kutah, all from and not to tlie present Stream.

It is this ancient river bed which marks the old corner of the Euphrates

as river of Sippara, and on the gradual westward shifting of that stream it

became necessary, at various times, to enlarge the canal connecting the

city with the main stream. The course of the canal of Sippara seems

certainlv to be marked bv the Ruthwanvieh canal, which is so constructed

as to derive its stream from the angle of the river, and cprry the waters to

the regions around Aboo Hubba. The construction of this canal by

Khammurabi must be placed B.C. 2200, and, during the period which has

elapsed since, mam^ changes liave taken place in the waterways of Babylonia^

When we consider the rapid growth >f the alluvial in the South and the

low nature of the valley, it is not stirprising that such changes have taken

place.

The construction of this canal seems to have been an important event,

and, according to the castum of the time, it afforded an epoch by which to

date the tablets, like the ''capture of N'isin or Karak,'" -'the flood of

MuUias," or the "construction of the river of Samsi-ihma," a little later.

The following dates refer certainly to this work, the restoration of the

siggurat, or great tower of the city of the Sungod.

^ ^Wr ^.
The Month Tebet, the great tower of fortress of the Sun god,

In the year Khaniiiiutabi the king
built it.

The second date agrees still more clearly with the word< of the cylin-

der, but appears to refer to another edifice.

Month Ail. I;lth day.
In the vear l\hammuralii the kino-

the great tnwor on the banks of the river Tig-gar,
its head like a mountain he raised,

tlip fortress of tlie Sun god' its name lie ]iroclaimed,
Ifi' i)uilt it.
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If the river Tig-gar here mentioned is the same as the Mas-tig-gar, the

Sumerian name of the Tigris, thi- iilentificaiiou with the tower of Sippara

must be abandoned, and in that case the editice is uiarked l>y the ruins at

Kallwad, on the Tigris, where the mace-head bearing the inscription, the

palace of Khammurabi, was fonnd.

There remains one point more to be considered. Was the river of Sippara

the same as the '' river Khammural)i, of wliich so full a description is given

in the Paris inscription ? This I hardly think is the case, for the latter

seems to have been a much larger work, extending apparently through the

two provinces of Sumir and Akkad, and therefore probably one of the

large canals running north sottth. On this point I hope to have some

further evidence to place before the readers of the Record in a future number.

BRITISH MUSEUM CYLINDER.
Col. I. Tr'in-'^cr/ption.

1 Kha-am-uiu-ra-bi

2 sarru da-lum
'6 sar Babili (ka-dimmika)
i sar ki-ip-ra-tini
5 ar-ba-im

6 ba-ni ma-tim
7 sarru sa ip-sa-tu-su
8 a-na si-ir (^ilu) samas
9 u (Ilu) Marduk ta-ba

10 a-na-ku

1 1 dur

12 sa Sippara (ud-kip-nun-ki)
18 in e-pi-ri

14 ki-ma sa-tn-im

15 ra-bi-ini

16 ri-si-su

17 lu-n-ul-li

18 ap-pa-ra-am
19 lu.us-ta-as-khi-ir-su

20 Nar-Sippara (ijd-kip-nun)
21 ana-Sippara
22 lu-Akh-ri-a-am-ma
23 kar su-ul-mi-im

Col. II.

1 lu-um-mi-su
(?•«?-. zu)

2 Kha-am-nm-ra-bi

3 ba-ni ma-tim

4 sarru sa ip-sa tu-su

5 a-na si-ir (Ilu) Samas
6 u (Ilu Marduk ta-ba

7 a-na-ku

8 Sippara (uD-xtP-NUN-Ki)
9 u Babili

10 su-ba-at ne-ikh-tim

Col. I. Translation.

1 Khammurabi
2 the mighty king
o king of Babylon
4 king of the four

5 quarters
6 builder of the land

7 the king
8 to the sight of the Sun god
9 and Merodach are pleasing

l(t T am (ho)
11 The tower

12 of Sippara
13 with earth

14 like a great
15 mountain
16 its summit
17 I raised

18 (with) a rampart
19 I encircled it

20 the canal of Sippara
21 to Sippara
22 then I dug and
23 with protecting banks

Col. II.

1 I lined it.

2 Khamniui;abi
3 the builder of the land,

4 the king whoso deeds

5 to the sight of the Sun god
6 and Merodach are pleasing.

7 I am (he)
8 Sippara
9 and Babylon

10 the resting places
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1 1 a-na da-ir-a-tim

12 lu u-se-si-ib

IS Kha-am-mu-ra-bi
14 Mi-gi-ir (Ilu) Samsi
15 Na-ra-am (Ilu) Marduk
16 a-na-kn

17 sa is-tn um-uni
18 si-a-tum

19 sasru in. sarrani ali

20 la ib-ni u
21 a-na Ilu Samas bil ya
22 ra-bi-is

23 lu-e-pu-us-su-um

II to all time

12

13 Khammurabi
14 the favoutite of the Sun god
15 the beloved of Merodach
16 I am he.

17 That M'hich from days
18 ancienti

19 no king of the kings of the city
20 had made
21 to the Sun god my brd
22 mightily
23 then I constucted.

THE PARIS INSCRIPTION.
This transliteration is from the copies publislied by Meuaut, Inscriptions

de Khammurabi, Paris, 1863, and also in Elements d!Efigraphie assyr-

ienne, Paris, 1880, corrected by the version in Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie,

Band ii., p. 1880-1.

Transcription.

Column I.— 1. Kha-am-mu-ra-bi 2. sarru da-lum. 3. sar Babili 4.

sarru mu-us-te-es-mi. 5. Ki-ip-ra-tim ar-ba-im. 6. Ka-si-itl ir-ni-ti. 7.

Ilu Mardtik 8. ri'-u mu-ti-ib. 9. li-ib-bi-su a-na-ku-ku. 10. Ni-nu Ilu

u Bel. 11. nisi Su-me-er-im 12. u Ak-ka-di-im 13. a-na- bi-li-im id-

di-nu-nim. 14. si-ir-ra-zi-na. 15. a-na ga-ti-ya 16. u-ma-al-lu-u 17.

Nam Kha-am-mu-ra-bi 18. nu-khu us ni-si 1!). ba-bi-la-at me khigalli

(kan-ik) 20. o-ua ni-si. *Su-me-er-im 21. u Ak-ka-di-im 22. lu-akh-

ri 23. ki-sa-di sa ki-la-li-en 24. a-na mi-ri-sim lu u-te-ir 25. ka-ri-e

as-na-an 26. lu as-tap-pa-ak. 27. me-e da-ru-tim 28. A-na nisi. Su-

me-er-im 29. u Ak-ka-di-im. 30. lu as-ku-un.

Column II.— 1. Nisi Su-me-er-im 2. u Ak-ka di-im 3. u ni-si-su-uu

na-ap-kha-tim 4. lu-u-pa-akh-khi-ir 5. mi-ri-tum u ma-as-ki-tum 6.

lu as-ku-un-si-na-si-im 7. in nu-ukh-sim u kliigalli 8. lu e-ri-si-na-ti

9. su-ba-at ne-ikh-tim 10. lu-u-si-si-ib-si-na-ti 11. Ni-nu-mi-su 12. Kha-
am-mu-ra-bi. 13. sarru da-lum 14. mi-gir ili rabiti (gal-gal) a-

na-ku 15. in e-mu-ki-in 16. ga-as-ra-tim 17. sa Ilu Marduk id-di-nam

18. duru si-ra-am 19. in e-bi-ri-ra-bu-tim 20. sari-sa-su-nu 21. Ki-ma
sa-tim e-li-a 22. ina risi nar Kha-am-mu-ra-bi 23. nu-khu-us nisi 24.

in e-pu-us 25. du-ru su-a-ti 26. dur Siu?]-mu-ba-li-it 27. [a-bi] im

a-li-di-ya 28. [zi]-kir su-mi-sum lu-ab-bi 29 Sin-mu-ba-li-it

30. a-bi-im a-li-di-ya 31. in ki-ib-ra-tim lu-u-se-pis.

Translation.

Column T.— 1. Khammui'abi 2. the powerful king 2. King of Babylon
4- the king who causes himself to be hoard 5. [in] the four quarters 6.

Conqueror of opponents 7. The god Merodach 8. the prince pleasing 9.

his heart I am he. 10. When El and Bel 11. the people of Sumir 12.

and Akkad 13. to my dominion had given 14. and their seed my bands

16. had filled 17. the river [of] Khammurabi 18. the benefactor of men
19. bearing waters of fertility 20. for the people of Sumir 21. and Akkad
22. then I excavated 23. its adjacent banks 24. to cultivation then I
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turned 1 5. double banks '26. Then I heaped up 27. perennial waters

28. for the people of Sumir 29. and Akkad HO then I established.

Column II.— 1. The people of Sumir 2. and Akkad o. and their tribes

adjacent 4. then I assembled 5. irrigation streams, and drinking water

6. then I appointed for them 7. with benefits and fertility 8. then I

showered them 9. and in a resting-place 10. I caused them to dwell. 11.

Then 12. Khammurabi 13. the great king 14-. the favourite of the

great gods I am he 15, IG. By the mighty wisdom 17. which Merodacli

...has given 18. two great towers 19, with much earth 20. for tlieir

heads 21. like mountains I raised 22. at the source of the river [of]
Khammurabi 23. the benefactor of men 24. then I made 25. those

towers. 26 the tower of Sin-mubanit 27. the father my begetter 28. as a

record of his name then I proclaimed 29 the to^yer of Sinmu
balit 30. father my begetter 31. with bitumen I made.

INSCRIPTION OF NABUPALASSAR.
Transcription, Translation.

Col. I. Col. I.

1 D.p. Na-bi-um-apla-u-sn-ur 1 Nabupalassar
2 sar Bab-ili 2 King of Babylon
3 ti-ri-is ga-at (Ihi) Na-bi-um 3 Guided by the hands of Nebo
4 u (Ilu) Marduk a-na-ku. 4 and Merodach I am (he).
5 Ni-nu (Ilu) Marduk bel rab-u 5 When Merodach the great lord

G a-naza-na-an ma-kha-zi 6 to the restoration of towns,

7 u-du-su es-ri-eti 7 the renovation of holyplaces
8 ur-ta-su ka-lii-it-ti 8 by his mighty command
9 u-ma-h—i-ra-an-ni 9 urged me.

10 Ni-nu-mi-su-um 10 Then also (from)
11 Sippara (ud kip-nun-ki) 11 Sippara
12 ma-kha-zi-L-ri 12 a great city

13 na-ra-am (Ilu)Samsu(Ilu)Gulal3 beloved of the Sun god and Gula,
14 nar Sippara is-si-sc ma 14 the river Euphrates had removed itself

1 5 a-na-ku dam-ku bi-lu-ti su-nu 15 1 for the favour of their lordships
16 Me-e i-ri-e-sim a-bur sa-a-bu. 16 Waters . ,

Col. 11. Col. II.

1 D.P. Na-bi-um-apla-u-su-ur 1 Nabu-pal-assar
2 a-as-ri sa-akh-tim 2

3 pa-li-ikh ilani Ya-a-ti 3 worshipper of the gods myself.
4 Nar Sippara 4 the canal of Sippara
5 Ar na Sippara 5 to Sippara
6 lu-u-sa-akh-ra-am-ma. 6 then I excavated.

7 Me-e nu-ukh-si nik-lu-tim 7 pleasant waters

8 a-na (Ilu) Manias bel-ya 8 for the Sun god my lord

9 lu-u-ki-in. 9 then I estalished.

10 Ki-bi-ir nar su-a-ti 10 The channel of that stream

11 I-na kupri u a-gur-ri 11 with bitumen and brick

12 lu u-sa-ar-s'-id-ma, 12 then I made strong.

13 a-na (Ilu) .S'amas bel ya 13 for the Sun god my lord

14 kar sn-ul-mi-im 14 protecting banks

15 lu-um-mi-id 15 then I placed.
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PHILOLOGICAL NOTES.
Inscrijitinn I.

Line 1. Da-lum, "mighty." Altliough somewhat obscure as to etymology,
the equivalent in the Sumerian versions leaves no doubt as to the meaning,
it being A(/-g-t, which is tlie equivalent of dnn-nu, or in the bilingual text

of this king (Nimroud Saloon) da-an-na-um. See also Lenormant Choix
de textes Cuneiformes, Fas. 2. No. 62. Inscription of Dungi, also Revue

arciieologique, Fev. 1878, p. 76.

2. bani matim,
" builder of the land," the Sumerian equivalent is

kalama {t]^) dim dim-mi,
" builder of the world or nation."

3. <^>- 5^ si-ir must be the word Seru, "flesh," used in the sense of

"person," the Sumerian version has -^y|, which supports this rendering,
•4. Apparam, "a rampart"; Sumerian has gur-ra gu-7nu-ni-gin, 'a

rampart I it enclosed."

22. Kar svl-mi. Apparently a borrowed expression, as the Sumerian

has ken- silima, i.e. <J^ -ma. In the second inscription this phrase is

replaced by ka-ri-e as-na-au (^ >-^] ""Hf") H) i- 25. Here the use of

ustapak. "I Leaped up," seems to suggest the reading "double or parallel

bank'?,' such as flank all the Babylonian canals. Asnan is derived from

sananu p^Z^ like azakaru, a " commemoration day," from zakaru "^^f or

ikribu, prayer from karabu. This explanation seems to be settled by the

following passage in the India House inscription, col. v. 27. itat kar

kliiriti su. 2 kari dannuti ina kupuri u aguri abnima u itti kari abi

iksuru esnikma,
" the side banks of its ditch, two strong banks witb

bitumen and bricks, and with the embankment of my father made firm and

joined." r( r farther examples see Strass. Alp. VerseidtnitiS, No. 4193.

6. sar in sarrani. Sumerian here has higal lugah've-ir,''limg of the

kiniis," For this title compare the title of Sargon I. on the M'horl, sar

all.
"
king of the city."

Tnscrijjtio/i II.

4. Mustesmi. Istafal participle of smtt, meaning literally "one causing
himself to be heard."

8. muteb,
"
pleasing." Compare W A I., v. 64, col. Ill, 15, rubu

zannn-ka mutib tibbi-ka epis (" I, Nabonidus, king of Babylon) the

prince thy beautifier, the one pleasing to thy mart have made."

10. Ilu*~iX- may possibly stand for Anu, hnt the frequent occurency

of // in names of the period justifies the reading. Perhaps also the

Contrast to Bel (see Migration of Abram, Victoria Institute Trans,

part 78.)
19. Babilat. Part, from babalu to pour, to flow. Compare bibJat

Zii^i
"
offspring" See also 8trass Alp. Ver.: ina biblat libbi-ya u tursi

katifja "by the thoughts of my heart and the assistance of my hands."

23. Kilalien "adjacent" lit. 'all round' see W.A.I. V. 64 line 19

izzizu kelallan " were standing around."

24. Merisim. Part, from eriiu '• \o cultivate", compare the common

phrase in contracts ekil erisi " cultivated field."

Col. IT. 3. Na-ap-kha-tim. Na appears to be the only i-eading for

^<^^^ in tliis case which gives a niphal derivation from pakhu, to

"come together" pikhatu
"
province" napkhatim

" tribes."
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5 & 8. Miritum and (rial iiati luitli from H'l^ "to sprinkle'' scatter,

irrigate.

2-4. Sin-mu-h(i-lt-it.The sign read am by Menunt is certainly *"^TJT^yT
EN-zD. '-Sin' the Moon god. In the same way >^ must have the value

li as both readings are based on the king's name in the Canon. See

Pinches' List in Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch. Vol. VTII.

Inscnpfton Til.

2. Tin's, "guided" from tarasu " to direct"—Compart note on biblat,

tarsi Icatiya "the gnidance of my hands" II. 19.

8. Urta, synonym of terhi a " law or command" in W.A.I. IV. 26.

14. issisma,
" had left" for insi^ma, from i?D2- t.o leave, to abandon.

Compare nimti " distant" " far removed" ana ntatat, sarrani nisuti

to the lands of far distant "kings." W.A.I. 1. 12. 49.

W. St C. Boscawen.

WAS FIANKHT A SYNONYM FOR SABAKO ?

It is withth e greatest diffidence I venture to offer a few observa-

tions on a very crooked period of Egyptian history to so critical an

audience as the subscribers of the B. ^- 0. R. The hypothesis which

I would urge is only a tentative one. There is no absolute proof either

way available, and if what I have to say seems revolutionary, it only shares

the fate of other views which have proved to be true. Among the paradoxes

which must have presented themselves to the students of the history of the

24th and 25th Egyptian dynasties as told by Manetho, there is one which

has not, so far as I know, been made the subject of much comment, and

that is the fact that there is no mention in Manetho's lists of the great king
and conqueror, Piankhi. Piankhi styles himself king of Upper and Lower

Egypt in the famous long inscription that has been so much quoted since its

discovery in 1864, and which was translated in the Records of the Past

by Canon Cook. He was no doubt acknowledged as king all over the

country, and was clearly a \Qvy famous and distinguished person. How,

then, is it that he is not named by Manetho ? The priest historian has no

scruples about naming his countiy's conquerors and the various foreigners

who became its masters, and there can have been no special reason why he

should omit the name of one so earnestly distinguished for his piety and

his deference to the Egyptian gods. What, then, is the explanation of

the difficulty ? The solution which I would suggest is that perhaps he

occurs in Manetho's lists under some other name. Let us examine this

hypothesis more closely,
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It is a very curious fact that the 3 kings forming the 25th or Ethiopian

dynasty of Manetho, namely, Sabalvo, Sabatak, and Tirhakah bear

names which are not Egyptian in etymology; but, as has been shown very

clearly by Dr. Brugsch, are to be explained by the language of the Nubian

Barabra, the modern representative of the ancient Ethiopian language*

Shabk or Sabki, meaning the male cat, and Shabata k, or Sab ato ki iu

Bar bra, meaning the male cat's son, while Tirhaka has a common

Ethiopian termination, (see Brugsch, Hist.of Egypt, ii. 274-275).

On turning to Piankhi, we have a name which seems to be clearly of

Egyptian etymology ;
the particle Pi occurs in several of the names of

Egyptian kings, &c.' as Pi mai, which means 'the male cat', Brugsch,

ii. 210 and 275, Pi noteni, Pike ro ro, &c.

Ankhi occurs in the names of a priest Ankh Psamethik {id. 284), and

of an architect of the same name (id. 200), and in that of Ankh ne9

Anion, the daughter of Khamatin {id. I. 456): but the very name itself

of Piankhi occurs long before as the second king of the 21st dyn-

asty. This is assuredly a curious fact, for the Piankhi about whom

we are now writing was essentially an Ethiopian, the greatest, perhaps, of

the Ethiopians. Why, then, should he bear a name of Egyptian origin

while the three Ethiopian kings of Manetho's list have Ethiopian names ?

The fact seems to add support to the hypothesis which 1 started with

namely, that Piankhi is a synonym of some king mentioned under another

name by Manetho; and the great probability is that it is an Egyptian name

or title adopted by one of Manetho's three Ethiopian kings. The question

is, Which of the three ? Tirhakah is quite inadmissible. His history and

that of Piankhi are quite apart and distinct: Shabatak seems altogether to

have been too unimportant a person to be available. We have left Shabak

the founder of the dynasty. Can it be that he w^as Piankhi under another

name ? That Shabak was his style in his early days and among his own

people, while Piankhi was the Egyptian name he adopted when he con-

quered the famous empire which bordered Ethiopia on the north. Now,

it is very curious that the name Shabak or Sabako does not occur in the

Egyptian monuments, or if it does, it is so rarely that one can hardly find

an example. The name undoubtedly occurs stamped on a clay tablet found

atNinovoh, where the king's head is also figured. But it will be noted that

in that instance he wears the crown of Upper Egypt only, and this was,

therefore probably a monumeiit of his early days, (see figure in Birch's

history of Egypt). The history of Shabak is very obscure. He seems

to liavc concjuercd Lfiwer Egypt with its capital Sais from Bokkhoris, the

?ole king of the 24th dynasty.
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It will be remarked that in his great inscription Piankhi in his -2 1st

year not only speaks of himself as king of Upper and Lower Egypt
but \yas clearly the master of the whole country which was divided

among his dependants. The dependant who then ruled at Sais and

Memphis was Tafnakhth. I have little doubt that this Tafnakhth was

the son of Bokkhoris. He was the Tnephachthus of some of the classical

writers and not improbably the Nekhepso of others. In Brugsch's
table Tafnakhth is made a son of Bokkhoris.

Piankhi, as is well known, married the beautiful queen Ameniritis.

It was probably on this marriage that he changed his name from Shabak

or rather adopted the new name of Piankhi. The suggestion here made

seems to clear up very materially the chronological difficulties surround-

ing Piankhi in whose great inscription we find several names which

recur in the famous inscription of Assurbanipal recording his victory

over Tirhakah, and which proves he lived at least in the same .gener-

ation as the latter.

It enables ns also to solve toher difficulties. Shabak is reported by

Manetho to have been succeeded by his son Shabatak. If the father

adopted an Egyptian name he would probably be followed in doing so by

the son. The successor of Piankhi is called Miamun Nut on the monu-

ments, and Brugsch says he has found an inscription dated in his* third

year. He probably reigned only a short time. Is it improbable that

Miamun Nut was a synonym for Shabatak ? This, at all events, is extra-

ordinary that in one of his inscriptions Pi ke ro ro, the prince of Pi saptu,

is made the leader of the confederates against whom he fought in Lower

Egypt, while the same prince is mentioned in Assurbauipal's inscription

already named, again showing that he and Tirhakah lived in the same

generation. Now Tirhakah, as we know from Manetho, followed imme-

diately after Shabatak, while it is now generally held that the Assyrian

inscriptions prove that he married the widow of Shabak. Again, Tirhakah

was succeeded by Urdamane, the son of his wife, i. e. his stepson, and

who, according to Dr. Birch's reasonable conjecture, was a son of Sabako.

In regard to him we have a very singular circumstance. One of the

most ingenious suggestions ever made in Egyptian history was that of

Dr. Haigh, when he identified the Urdamane of Assurbanipal's cylinder

with the Rudamon of the Egyptian inscriptions. This identification is

now generally accepted, and has been so by Dr. Brugsch. This evidence

that the son of Sabako actually employed two names strengthens very

materially the argument that his father and brother did the same as

1 have argued. Lastly, Psammetichus the son of Neko, the son of
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Tafnekht already mentioned, married the daughter of king Pianklii who

ruled at Napatu, and thus united the royal families if Ethiopia and Egypt.

Is it not exceedingly proboble that this princess was the sister of

Urdamane Tirhakah's immediate predecessor ? The facts I have men-

tioned seem to hang very reasonably together, and offer at least a target

ior critics to fire their bolts at. They do explain what at present

is a very quagmire of chronological and genealogical difficulties, and I

only offer them as a tentative and plausible experiment in a singularly

obscare coneeries of difficulties. Henry H. Howorth.

NOTES ON INDO-SC YTHIAN COIN-LEGENDS.

In the B. & 0. Record, vol. II, p. 44, Sir A. Cunningiiani culls upon

Zend scholars to interpret the legend MAZAOOANO found upon

an Indo-Scvthian coin, the only trace of Zoroastrianism he can recognise

ui)0u such coins. It is possible that he means the Avesta language by

the term '

Zend', but in this particular case it is a knowledge of the

true Zend (that is, the Pahlavi language) wliich is necessary, because

all the Iranian names and titles that Dr. A. Stein thinks he has

recognized upon these coins {11. & 0. R. vol. I, p]i. 155— 166)

bear a strong resemblance to Pahlavi, with a general leaning rather

towards modern Persian thnn towards Avesta forms.

As the Indo-Scythian Greek O stands for //, v (Eng. iv), h, and final o,

it is easy to read Mazdooano as the epithet Mazdo-vdno,
'

Mazda-smiting,'

if it be possible to consider the particular king who uses the legend as an

enemy of Mazda-worship. If not, it would be quite possible to read

Jlfazd-hrdno, which (if hruno=ahvdno) would mean ' the spiritual faculties

of Mazda '

(cf. Dddi^tdn-y D1n1t. vii. 7).

With regard to Sir A. Cunningham's reasons for objecting to Dr. Stein's

differentiation of b sh from P ?•, with wliich it had hitherto been confounded,

it can hardly be said that they are so convincing as those tliat might be

given in favour of Dr. Stein's view. The strongest objection is umloubtedly

that with reference to the word A0bO» wiiicli rtiiiiinds one vcit strongly

of Pahl. Aturo, 'the angel of fire,' and Av. dtliro.
'

fire,' Iml (lie hitter is a

gentive form, the nomiiiati -c Iteing dtars/i, whence come Pahl. dtds'h

jn)=isih]y dta/rlish, cf. SriidniL-lis]i, frotu Av. Siidr(ir^lidnn) and Pers. dtash^

tlie terms for 'fire' in general. Tlie ([iiestion, therefore, is whethei"

AG]'0 sliMiild lie WiulAtJim, the modification of P inU)
]> being assumed
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to be accidental, as Dr. Stein suggests, or wliether it slionld be read

Athsiho for Athnshf), in accordance with the Pahlavi and Persian ordinary

names for '

fire.' To derive tiie name direct from an Avcsta genitive, or

other oblique case, merely because is used instead of the rare T, seem.«

hazardous, though apparently supported by the Greek form
"A9/ja. Tl.'p

Pahl. Aturo and Pers. Ada?- are traceable to the crude form Av. uture

used in compound words and names.

Sir A. Cunningham's crystal seal, with a royal head and the word rati in

Aryan ciiaracters, appears to prove nothing to the purpose, unless it can be

shown, not only that this rau means '

king,' but also that it refers to one of

the particular kings who used the title ];AONANO }jAO on their coins.

The variants Korean iind ICorsnd for KOhANO rather tend to show that

the latter was read Koshdno^ Kushdn; aswevaaj suppose that the engravers

first attempted to represent t/i by rs (or by ; in ZAOOY) before they

adopted a separate character for it. But, if the change were really one of

pronunciation, it should not be forgotten that /• before a sibilant is

often dropped, as in Pers. kishrar from Av. karsilware, Pahl. AshtdA

from Av. Arshtd(}i, &c.

The question wliether the reading sh for
]?

furnishes an intellig-

ible rendering in all cases appears to have been tolerably well an-

swered already, and seems capable of still fuller reply. According to

the materials supplied bv Sir A. Cunningham and Dr. Stein there

appear to be about a dozen names or titles in which the letter
]?

has been distinctly recognized. In KANH]?KI, OOH]>KI, and

KOp'ANO it is admitted that we have the names which, in other

characters, are written Kanishka, Huvishka, and Kushdn ;
and if so, what

right have we to assume that the sh was also pronounced /•, when the

probability of
]? being the same letter as P has once been shown to li(>

doubtful? The certainty of the title j^AONANO p'AO l>eing

shdhandno shah {=shdhanshdh) can hardly be pr(jved more fully than it

has been already by Dr. Stein; though the earlier titK' ZAOOY. quoted

by Sir A. Cunningham, is surely a further confirmation. The reading
Shahirraro for

])
AOPOHPO has also been fully considered by Dr. Stein;

and the doubtful case of A0)?O has been discussed above.

In Oj>AArNO. as an equivalent of Av. Verethraghita, we have t.>

recollect that n-et {aret, or art) and ash (or esh) are merely dialectical

variants of the same sound, as in anc. Pers. artaz=Ps.\\ n-^hn. Av.

2?eretutanuz=peshotaii,u, and Pahl. Ardarahisht=AsJhfrahisht; the -change

of /• into / is also common, as in Av. /H'retu=^Pahl. ptlhaI=\^eYS. pid

or /)'(/, Av. p('res7iz=Pii\i\, pdhhU'=Peri. pahlu; so that wo -com quite
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justified in reading Vashldgno on the. coins as equivalent to Av.

Verethraghna,

The identification of APAOX]?0 v^'itli Ashi vanguhi, the personification

of 'good rectitude' whose name is applied to the 25th day of the month,

is more certain tlian has yet been shown. Her name is variously written

in Pahlavi, as Ashtshvang, Ashishang, Arshishvajig, Ardishvang, Ardo,

and A7-d; which last three forms are confirmatory of the general rule of

ard being equivalent to ash. The Pahlavi word for 'good' is usually

pronounced veh, in accordance with Pers. beh, but we have no Sasanian

authority for this reading, and the word can, quite as well, be read vash

and be identified with the rarer Perg. vash, vasht, or visah, which have the

same meaning. Looking to Av. vanghush,
'

good,' or some allied form,

as the origin of the Pahlavi word, and noting the relation of such words as

Av. dkhshti, raokshna, and Uihsnuman to Pahl. dshtth, roshan, and

shnuman, we may readily suppose that vash may have been formerly

vakhsh. In confirmation of this view may be quoted the old Persian

names F«^7is and Vakhshu for the river Oxus (see Indian Antiquary,

vol. xvii. p. 114), as the Bundahish (xx, 22, 28) informs us that the

Balkh and Teremet rivers flow into the Veh river. We may therefore

consider the identity of Ard-vakhsho and Ashi vanguhi as almost certain.

The variant AOX];0 must, in that ease, be taken as an imperfect legend;

which seems, on the whole, quite as probable as the contraction of Arta

+ Tukkra into Ardokhro.

In
AJ^AEIXJ^O Dr. Stein is inclined to see an equivalent of Av. Ashara-

hishta, if he could find a satisfactory explanation of the change of sht into

khsh. Perhaps Pahl. dakhshak = Av. dakhshta may be quoted as an

instance of the disappearance of t under nearly similar circumstances*

The medial El must stand for an original hi, or something analogous, as

in MEIPO for Mihir, TEIPO for tighri; otherwise it might be supposed

that vakhsho had been substituted for vahisJda, as Pahl. veh can be used

for 'good, better, or best.' The usual Pahlavi equivalent for ra/</c«7ii«, 'best

perfect,' when used independently, is generally read pahlum, a form that

is occasionally replaced (see Pahl. Vend, xix. 47, 66; Pahl. Visp. ii. 3)

by its dialectical variant pashum, or imkhshum, which word could hardly

take the form of eikhsho;\t\s, moreover, rather a translationthan aderivativc

of vahishta, being best explained as a member of the series fratema, fartum,

J'dshum, fdhlum,
'

first, chief, pre-eminent, best.'

The only remaining title said to contain the doubtful letter
]?

is 0K];0;
it is connected with a personification that seems undoubtedly Indian, but,

singularly enough, an appropriate Iranian reading of the title can be sug-
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gested if the letter h stand f(ir ••7/. Sir A. Cunningham recognizes the

figure of Siva, on the coin, and mentions that he represents Death
;
so that

it may be safely assumed that Av. aoshv,
'

death,' would be an appropriate

title for Siva. Av. aosho becomes aosh in Pahlavi, and it is a common

Pahlavi irregularity to insert Ic between 6 and sh, as in Sd}cshdns:=Av.

Saoshydns, anokshak (Westergaard's BundaJiish, p. 7, 1. 18; p. 8, 1. 3)=
At. anausha, and anukshakth {ibid. p. 4:2, 1. 14). These last two instances

are precisely to the purpose, as anokshak,
'

immortal,' is a negative adjective

from adsh, 'death;' it is, therefore, quite justifiable to read Okshn as

meaning
'

Death,' if we are sure that K can be distinguished from X
with absolute certainty on these coins. If not, we can read Okhsho with

the same meaning, assuming that the kh has been inserted as in

Pahl. nyokhshidano (Av. nigusli),
' to hear'.

On the whole it must be admitted that a good case can be made out for

the reading sh in nearly all occurrences of the letter
]?.

And nothing but

a careful re-examination of every type of these coins can now settle the

question whether the letter
]?

is ever used as a mere modification of P.

If it be so, then some instances of
]? being used for an undoubted P can

surely be found, as well as some instances of P _being used for the usual h

But, as the difference between the two letters may sometimes be very

slight, all such doubtful instances ought to be noted' separately, as

indeterminate. E. W. West.

MAN HAN SI-FAN TSYEH-YAO,
A BUDDHIST REPERTORY

IN SANSCRIT, TIBETAN, MANDCHU, MONGOL & CHINESE.
(Continued Jrom p. 196).

Section III {continued).

23. XJrddhvdngardma: whose body hairs are upright. T. Skuhi tpu ky

du pkyogs ba, id. Min. Urddhvdnga.
24:. Kvgagatavastiguhya: whose [mdenda are buried, and as it were hidden,

in a secret receptacle. T. ' doms kyi sba ba sbv^s su nub-pa. M. the

secret parts hidden in the interior. Ch, Ma-yin ts'ang.

25. Surarttiteru (?), T. brla legs j^a 5/u/« />a: with well-turned or modelle

thighs; with beautiful, well-rounded, well-made thighs.

26. Ucchdnkhapadd [read ^Kw/a].^'' T. 2)us mohi, Itag ai t^igs mi iiitho
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ba, high-kneed, lofty, without knot. M., Mg. knee -without swelling

Ch. with knee-bone strong, rounded, beautiful. Hodgson, utsangapdda.

swollen, rounded like a breast.

27. ^frdutarunahastapddataja.- T. phyag dan z'abs ki/i, mthil 'jam z'tn

gz^on pa chagspa, having tlie soles of the feet and the palms of the

hands delicate, tender, and soft to the touch. Ch. do. soft and flexible.

28. Jdlahandhahastapdda^'' : Having the joints of feet and hands inter-

lacing like the meshes of a net. T. Phyag dan z'ahs hji sor dra bat

hbrel ba, id. [Foucaux:
' whose fingers are united by a membrane'].

29. Cakrdn/citahastapddatala: with the palms of the hands and the soles

of the feet marked witth a wheel. ^^ T. Phj/ag dan z'abs kyi mthil hkhor

lo mts'an pa, do., with a circle or disc. Ch. do. with a turning wheel.

M. with the Buddhist prayer-wheel.
^^

30. Supratishthitapdda: T. Z'ahs i;in tv, (7«a.« ;5a: with well-posed, firmly-

set feet. Ch. with the soles of the feet full. M. Mg. do.

31. Ahieyajanghana: T. hyin pa ri-dvags enyahi Ita ba: with antelope's,

or deer's leg.^^ Ch. with shin of antelope (king of antelopes.)

32. Ayatapddapashni: with wide and long stretching heels. T. Z'abs kyi

rtin ba yam pa: witli the hind-part of the foot wide. M. Ch. do.

round, or full. Hodgson, dyatapashni. Min. jangha.

NOTES.

16) Lit. with feet like a long slender concha.

17) Lit. feet and hands of network. Hodgson, jdldbuddhavajrdn-

guUpdnipddatala.
Jdldbandha . . . Burnouf translates

" whose hands and feet have a net

work," understanding it of the linesof the skin.

18) The Wheel of the Law (?) which is also a figure of the superio-

power of Buddha. In India the Cakradhara, bearer of the disc, was the

superior sovereign; the Cakrarartin, he w^hose chariot could override

everything, enjoyed the same privilege. These ideas are concentrated in

the Cakni of Buddha. Vishnu also had for his badge the celebrated disc,

whose violence broke all obstacles,

19) Bearing a prayer. As long as it turns, the faithful is considered

to c(mtinue praying.
The Lalita Vistara adds that these wheels are '

beautiful, resplendent,

brilliant, white, with 1000 sjiokes, a felly, and a wave.'

20) Tibia. The Tibetan transcribes, as the Mandchn and Mongol.

Eneija from Erii, the antelope.

Section IV.

BzaH brgyad cuhi miA la}

Names of the 80 Manly Beauties [of Buddha].

1. Atdmranc{kha, T. Sen mo zans kyi mdog Ita ba, with copper-eoloured

nails.
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2. Snigdhanakhix'-, T. Sen mo mdog snuni jxi. with oily nails, sliinin;^

'ke oil (Ch.).

3. TumrdganaLha-^, with large raised nails. T, Sen ma vithn hrt. with

high nails. M. with arched nails, risini;: in the middle. Hodgson, tnnga

4. Vinddngult [read ]^rttdngulQ, with well-turned, rounded fingers

T. Sor mn rnams rgyaif ha, Having broad nails as a mark. M. with

thick nails. Ch. fingers round and full, without hollows (produced bv

thinness).

5. Anupurvdnguli^, with symmetrically arranged finger;;, well-ordered

and placed. T. So?- mo mams hyin-gyis phra ha, with marvellously

ornamentetl fingers. M. with gradually tapering fingers, gracefully

tapered. Ch. fingers long, delicate, and round.

6. Pdri/anguli^, T. S'o^ wo 2/wm;)a, with well-rounded fingers. M,Ch.,id.

7. Nigudhasira, with veins hidden, or sunk in the flesh. T. rtsa mi

mfio7i pa, with veins not swollen, or evident (M.). Ch. veins sunken,

without projection.

8. Nigranthas/ra, witli veins without knot or entanglement. T. rtsa

mdud pa med pa, id.

9. Gudhagulka, having the ankle-bone andl bones of the feet sunken

(not appearing). T. Lofibu mi mhon pa, ankle and bones not visible.

Hodgson: {judhagulpha.

10. Avishampdda, whose feet have no inequality'^, or external fault. T

Z'ah-'s mi uihaiii ba med pa. id. M. with equal, well-made feet. Ch. as

one would desire them.

11. Siflhanh-dntagdmP. whose gait was the vigour and bravery of the

lion. T. Senge hi Hah.'^ su g^egs pa, walking like a lion. Ch. majestic,

full of dignity like a lion.

12. Ndgavikrdntagdmt, whose gait has the vigour of the elephant. T.

glan-po-c^ehi stabs su gcegs pa, do.

13. Hansaznkrdntagdmi, having the deportment, the imposing gait of

the swan. T.' nafi pahi stabs su ggegs pa, id.

14. Vrshahhat'ikrdntagdmi, having the vigorous gait of the bull. T.

Khyu mc'og gi stabs su g^fgs pa, id. (' as the best of the flock
').

15. PfadakshinyavrttaydmP, T. Gyas phyogs su Idog (^ifi ggegs pa,

whose gait is (firmly) directed forwards.

16. Cariogdmi, with elegant gait, pleasing to see. T. Mdzes par

ggegspa, id. Ch. marching with gravity and dignity.

17. Avakragdmi, not walking sideways, or obliquely. T. Mgyog.-< bar

g^-egs pa, walking straight forward, without turning aside. Ch. walking
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cfiiite straight. M. do. without going aside, or turning aside.

18. Vrttagatra, with well-turned limbs. T. Sku khril ba c'ags pa.

M., with majestic and beautiful body. Ch. body brilliant and soft.

19. Mrshtagdtra, with limbs (beautiful as objects) well-polished. T.

Shu byi dor hyab pa Ha bu, with body well cleaned. M. with body flaw-

less, like a precious stone. Ch. with body brilliant, without stain.

20. Anupurvagdtra, with well-arranged limbs. T. Sku rim par

hts^ams pa, with limbs arranged in due order. Ch. arranged perfectly in

their mutualrelations.

21. Qucigdtra. T. Slcu gtsan ba, with pure, bright limbs. Ch. with

pure body.

22. Mrdagdtra, T. Shu lijam pa, with delicate limbs.

23. Viguddhagdtra, T. Skit mam par dag pa, with limbs (or body)

completely purified.
i^

24. Faripiirnavyanjana. Having all the signs of beauty, having con-

trived and completed all the qualities constituting beauty. T. Mts'an

rdzogs 2^ci, vfith complete marks. Ch. with the body completely filled,

fulfilled.

25. Samakrama. Having the gait always equal. T. gom ba snoms pa,

with equal steps. Ch. with regular, well regulated gait, (which is never

either too hurried or too lazy).

26. Prtliucarumandalagdtra. Having the limbs broad, graceful,

rounded. T. Sku Kho-lag iians gin bzafi ba, and M., with body and

hands broad and handsome, pleasant to behold. Ch. Body well ar-

ranged in its parts and their relation, worthy of praise.

27. Cuddhanetra. With pure bright eyes. T. Spi/an dag ha.

28. Sukumdragdtra,^^ with the limbs of a handsome young man. T.

Sku gin tugz'on mdag can, whose body has the brilliant colour of a

young man. Ch. whose face, marvellous aspect is constantly like that

of a young man.

29. Addnvagdtra.^^ Whose body is not bent. T. Sku z'um pa med

/?a, whose body-is without weakness. Ch. body not bent. M. Hodgson,

adma, not worn away.

30. Utnadagdtra^^, with limbs capable of bearing, resisting. T, Sku

rgi/aspa, with vigorous body. Ch. with body of sufficient desirable stout-

ness. H. phambhirakushi.

31. Susaiihatagdtra, with limbs well fixed, well uiTanged, T. Sku gin

hi hgrtms pa, H. prasannagdtra.

32. Suvtbhakldngapratyanga, whose limbs and joints are quite inde-
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pendent and freo. T. Van lag dan hiii lag c^in tu hhi/edpa. M. wliose

limbs and essential organs arc well <listinguished. Ch. wliose articu-

lations are (like) the parts of a padlock.

33. Vitimiraviguddka loka, wliose eyes are exempt from all obscurity, are

quite pure and clear. T. Gzigs pa rab rib med, cih mam par dag pa.

Sight clear, excellent, quite pure^^.

34-36. Vittakv.kshi. Mrshtakukshi, Abhugriakuk.^Iii: with V)elly well

formed, or rounded; quite equal, not bent, sideways, well flattened.

T. Dku zlwn-pa; Dku Skabs ph/jia pa; Dku ma i-fioms pa. Ch. with

thighs round and full; smooth and straight ; without inequalities. M«

with hips, &c. H. Vitunga. . . . abhaya.

37. KsMmodara. with flattened, not projecting!^, belly. T. Phyal phyah

he ha, id. M. flat, well made. Ch. not projecting, not appearing

Mg. Straight, without bend. H. Akshobhakukslii.

38. Gamhhiranabhi: with deep, sunken navel. T. Lte bajah ba, id. Ch,

with navel deep, round and beautiful.

39. Pradukshinavarttinabhi : with round and straight navel. T. Lte

ba ghyos phyogs su 'khyil ba, navel turned in a straight direction. Ch.

do. like a wheel.

40. Samantaprasddika. Graceful on all sides. M. Perfectly made, witli

taste and art. T. Kun nas mdzes pa, id. Ch. beautiful, straight,

majestic.

41. Sthitanaimnatapralambaliutd [read -pralamhabdhuta~\, whose arms

hang beside his body when he is erect and not bent forward^^. T.

bz'ens bzHn du, ma btud pan phyogs pus mor sleb pa. M. Ch. whose

arms hang to his knees, Avhen &c.

42. ^ucipamdcara [read Samdbara'], of suitable and beautiful gait, or

conduct. T. Kun spyod gtsanha, pure in every action. Ch. without

obstacle {puh ngdi). H. pucisamuddcdra.

NOTES.
1) Mandchu and Mongol Nairak horn Sk. Narya, manly.
Herein are colleoted all the features which in the eyes of the Hindus

constituted the beauty of man, and they are attributed to Buddha, as

sculptors seek to realise them in their works. Several do not agree
with our esthetic appreciations. There are numerous differences between

this enumeration and that in the Lalita Vistara, but they are not im-

portant enough to engage u? in detail. Several are differently explained

(See Journal of the As. Soc. of Bengal, vol. V. ])p. 91 seq. Hodg-
son's Essays).

2) Snigha means simply also '

smooth, soft, not rough'. Oil has

always been used in the East as a term of comparison for all that is

good, soft, or brilliant.

3) Word not used in classical Sk., translated in accordance with the
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versions and tradition. Cf. Lat. tumulus. Tumra:=ht, thick, plump.

4) Corrected according to the meaning preserved by tradition. Cf. No. 18.

5) Amipurr((, lit. follnwing what goes before, where what follows

fits what precedes.

6) Pari, in the meaning
'

having what it needs in every way.
Pdrjianguli, equivalent to c/tdaguli, Singhalese. Tlie Lalitn has citrcu

beautiful.

Nigranthiqira, in the Lalita, ghanasandhi , articulations well joined
and connected, well fitted together, which really comes to ' without knots'.

7) The one not larger or thicker than the other; no grossness, pro-

jection, &c.

8) This § and the following attribute to Buddha the mien of the four

animals whose gait appears to the Hindus the most majestic and imposing
and which they formerly attributed to their gods. Sihharikraimi is a

name for a king. Vide Kathdsaritsagara, Ixx. 117.

9) In walking the legs are not unsteady nor misshapen; he has legs

straight and firm, his gait is certain, not deviating from the straight line

through weakness or infirmity. (No. 17, id.).

The Lalita Vistara adds vastusampanna, provided with a garment.
A feeling of decency has caused this to be added, which shows the later

date of the Lalita.

10) ^hici
indicates the brilliancy of a beauty without flaw; Vi^uddha,

the disap{)earance of all stain, the purity necessary to fulfil a religious
function. The 'V. mun-par, piece by piece, renders I'i. The L. V. adds

jndna VKHidala.

11) SuLumara indicates pailicularly tenderness; it is here taken in its

etymological sense. Kumcira is a title of the war-god .' it also distinguislies

jirinces, the crown-prince. C/n-tu=!^u.

12) This form adihiva is unknown in classical Sk. It shfuiltl he addnta.

not tamed, not bent beneath the power or strength of another; or n/nhni/a,

not bendable (Foucaux, 'exempt d'abattement: Hndgson, adina). L. V.
adlna. Remusat has again translated the Ch. which supjioses a different

reading to adma.
l;i. Vtifdda must bi- a mistake ;

the word indicated by the versions is

iitsdha.— Utsad means tn withdraw fmm." Hodgson's list has iitsd-

hogdtra, which is not • limb of effort.' (Burnoufj, but 'limb capalJe of

eftortor support.' T lie L. Y . has annwiata-g for auunnatdnata, i.e.. with-

out any curve or irregularity.
14. Lit. well separated, distinct, tlip articulations not knotted.

15. The T. rah-rih-nii'd .neans of a value having notliing nliove it.

16. A j)rominent l.Ily i.< infompatible with tlie exterior if a jienitent.
That of Buddha is in conformitv with the exiuencies of bis qualitv as

an ascetic. I'chdmodara. L.Y. Tchdjloda ra. hoWy rmmdcd like the wood
of the bow.

17) The Sk. has only 'pendant arms'; tradition adds -to the knees'.

Tliis i.< the measure of well-made arms of correct length.

{To be covlliiued).
(• ^^ Hai;lb/..
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BABYLONIAN AND ORIENTAL RECORD.
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PURAMDHI, THE GODDESS OF ABUNDANCE,
IN THE RIG-VEDA.

PuRAMDHi does not occupy any conspicuous place in the Rig-Veda.

No hymn is addressed to her; but she is often mentioned, simply by

name or with some indications which may lead to elaborate an idea of her

character. This, however, at first sight is vague and changing. It is

the aim of the present essay to abstract, from a careful examination of all

the passages in which the deity occurs, the proper and original notion

which underlies this seemingly incoherent character.

/.

PuRAMDHI IN RELATION TO ABUNDANCE.

I. 5, 3. May Indra assist us in our struggle for riches, for Puramdh';

May Indra come to us with spoil.

1,134, 3. (Vayu yokes to his chariot the b'-illiant, the swift ones; Vayu,)
Awaken Puramdhi, as the lover awakens the sleeping (girl;.

Show forth the two worlds; clothe the dawns,
That they may be glorious; clothe the dawns.

Vayu is invoked in tliis hymn as the giver of wealth
;
in the following

verse the dawns are said to spread for him their light ;
the Cow, the symbol

of abundance, to yield all good things to him. All these formulas are

equivalent : to manifest the worlds, to clothe the dawns is the same as to

make the dawns shine or the cow yield her symbolic milk. The sleeping

Puramdhi represents the same female being that should be awakened, put

into activity that wealth may come to me. Tlie following quotation

confirms this identity:
—

I, 158, 2. (O A§vins), who has so honoured you as to merit such a favour

That you deposited good things in the place of tlie cow by the

homage (rendered to you);

Coming (to ns) with a mind ready to fulfil all desires.

Awaken for us the rich Pura7??dhis.

The favour bestowed by the A^vins is expressed here twice :

They have laid down riches in the dwelling of the Cow ;

They have awakened the rich Puramdhis.

Vol. II.—No. 11. [245] . Oct., 1888.
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This epithet rich removes every doubt as to the relation—identity of the

Pura/ndhis, or their presidence over—the riches deposited witli tlie Cow
As to the plurality of tlie Pura?Hdhis, we sliall have to speak of

it further.

II, 1, 3. (O A,2:ni) then art the (heavenly) priest who possesses wealth;

Brahnia?mspati, thou, ruler, art acc<>mpanied by Pura??idhi !

Clearly Pura?/Klhi is here another designation for wealth, so far even

that we may doubt whether the word could not be translated as well

by abundance; the same may be said of I, 5, o (above). One might

even ask whether in the other above passages (I, 134, 3; 158, 2)

the awakening of Pura?«dhi is not a mere metaphor. But in other pas-

sages the personification is certain.

III, 62, 11. We who become rich by the Puramdhi of god Savitar.

We implore the gift of Bhaga.

Pura?ndhi appears several times with Bhaga, the god of liberality :

we may thus well admit here a parallelism : Savitar's Puramdhi is

the same as Bhaga's favour or gift.

IV, '22, KL Indra, do hear our prayer ;

Procure us excellent spoil :

St-'ud to us all the Puramdhis
;

Be to us, Maghavan. a cow-giver !

The parallelism between all the Pura??idhis and all kinds of riches is

clear. Let us note also the distinction between prayer and the Purawdhis :

IV, 50, 11. Brhaspati, Indra make us prosper;
112= VII, 97^ 92" Let your favour be with us;

Help the prayers; awaken the Purawidhis :

Abate the enmities of the enemy, of the hurting ones.

The female principle is sometimes represented as being retained b} tl.e

enemy, the demon. It is Indra's achievement to deliver her=to set her

fertilizing gifts at liberty. The final sense is thus the same as in the

preceding passage. I do not identify here the Para;«dhi3 with theprnyers.

although they are occasionally identified, as will be seen afterwards.

VI. -49, 14. May Bhaga and Pura?»dlii im})el ns to richness.

VII, ;35, 2. Let Bhaga, (^a?>isa, Puramdhi, the riches be pro]iitious

Pura/wdhi is named here with Bhaga, the god of liberality, with Cn/z/sa

(Praise), the riches. Of course nothing can be concluded from that jnxtii-

posltion which, however, is not merely accidental.

VII. '.), (!. Agni, slay the noxious (enemy), honour Pura»Hllii, to

(obtain) wealth

This is the first time wo meet with a verse where Puraz/Klhi i> [ler-

Sf'uified, or at least distinguished from the riches she is expected to bestow
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i)U men.

VII, 32, 20. Tlu' zealous unly acquires spoil, bj' Puraoulhi, his ally,

I iucliue to me the much-invoked Indra,

by my song as the carpenter (bends) a tire of fine wood,

X, DO, 4. Soma, who pnssessest large domains, make for us secure

(wealth) ;

(Give or acquire) by thy purification, the two conjunct
Purawdhis,

Procure us by thy (sacred) cry all kinds of spoil.

Soma is requested to procure by his sacrificial action the two Pura/ndhis,

viz., the boons of heaven and earth.

IX, 93, 4. Thou, Pavamana (Soma), with the gods, be favourable.

O Indra, and break open (the source of) horse-wealth;

May Purawdhi propitious move her chariot

to us in order to give riches

IX, 110. 3 In this verse which will be translated elsewhere PuraTndhi is

called gojlrd, who has swift cows, viz v,\\o gives rain, light, etc.

I, 180. 6, A§vins, when you yoke your chariot, 0, liberal gods,
You pour out Pura/ndhi, according to your custom.

I, 116, 7, Agvins, for the praismg Pajriya
Kaksivat you broke open Pura;«dlii.

In these two verses Pura?«dhi is simply the impersonal receptacle of

the gifts which the gods bestow on men.

Till now we have made no remark on the plurality of the Pura'>?idhi s

which appears in some preceding and in many following passages. The

gods are many and conceived of as having each a particular lot of good

things assigned in order to distribute them to men. (This idea occurs

twice in 1, 164 and elsewhere). Hence, each god is united with a Purawidhi.

This plurality is not in the least strange, when we take into account tlie

vagueness of this personality, which is poured out, &c. (Cf. Conclusion).

11.

PURAMDHI IN RELATION TO PraYER.

In the second series of passages relating to Purawdhi we shall show once

more the goddess of abundance. These passages are not distinguished from

the former save by the ' connection
'

of the word Piirawdhi to the word

which signifies prayer, or even by the occasional identificatiim of Purawidhi

with the prayer. This identification was almost inevitable
; prayer is a

first element of sacrifice
;

it procures all good things by rendering the gods

propitious, or even in making them give, as if mechanically, the riches of

which they dispose. Those considerations vtuld be more than sui!icien

to GUI' poets so fond of connections of all soits to justify in their
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eyes the assimilation aud occasionally the identification of Prayer and

Purawdhi.

A'^II, 64, 5. Mitva-Varuna, favour the prayers, awaken the Piira?/idhis.

VII, 67, 5. (O A9vins, favour my prayer for victory,)
Incline all the Puramdliis to (obtain) spoil ;

Help us by your Powers, you Lords of Power.

In tlie first of these two verses the favour bestowed on the prayers may
be the same as the awakening of the Pura/zidhis; tlie prayer well-made

and favourably received by the god may be the cause of his awakening

the Purawdhis; the same may be said of IV, 5o. 11^, Vll, 97, 9-. But

in IV, 22, 10, the exaudition of the prayer is surely the condition or

cause of the bestowing of riches ov the emission of the Pura?Mdhis; in I,

loi, 3 the awakening of Pura/ndhis is surely the same as the illumination

of the world's light, being considered as the most excellent of divine gifts.

Therefore, we will in our passage distinguish Pura?ndhi and prayer in the

same way. As to the second passage, the verbal assimilation of both is

very strong, but still they can be held distinct as in the former passages;

and because they can, we must do so with respect to the verses in which

the distinction is necessary. The Puramdhis seem to be identified with

the Powers, ^aci,
of the Agvinii Caclpati, which Cacis remind ns strongly

of the ^aktis or female Energies of the later Hindu mythology.

We now proceed to other verses where Piira?ndhi is distinct from

prayer.

VII, 35, 6, 8, Put into activity the great Aramati,
and Piisan as the hero of the assembly;

Bhaga, wlio favours this our prayer;
Puramdlii the bountiful to (obtain) spoil.

This verse has two parallel divisions; in the first appears Pusan, a god

of agricultural prosperity with Aramati or Piety; in the second Bhaga.

the liberal god par excellence, with Puramdhi, clearly distinct from ])raycr.

\, il. 6. May the yearning Puramdhis, who lionour the order,

The rich wives, apply us here to prayer.

Here the personality of tlio Pura?rtdhis is plain, nor less plain is llicir

distinction from prayer.

Before proceeding to another set of texts UKjre open to doubt or di—

cussion, let us recall attention to II, 1, 3 (al)ove) where Agni is said to

possess wealth, and, as lord of Prayer is accompanied by Pura?>idhi.

ir. 38, 10. ]\ray Naracamsa, the lord of (hcavonly) wives.

Help us wlio slrcngthen Bhaga, DliT (Prater) Puraw/dlii.

X, 6r>, 13. JVlay all the god.s hear my words
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SarasA^ati witli the prayers (dhis) ami Puramdhi.
X, 65, 14. May all gods with the Prayers (dlu>) and Piira/«dhi.

enjoy my hyiiui.

Vlll, 02, 5. buir(indra), iielp us with Din (Prayer). Puramdhi,
the most conquering one, the terrible, the swift.

Nothing can be concluded from the mere juxtaposition of Prayer aufl

Puramdhi; their identification must be denied on account of the above

passages, where they are distinguished. This juxtap )sition may, however

be founded on the poet's view of their common characteristics.

VIII, 69,1. Bring your hymn (tristubh) your uourisliincnt to Indu (Soma)
who inebriates the heroes;
He aspires to the conquest of sacrifice by prayer and Pnramdhi.

Soma, by itself, is not fit for sacrifice; it must be mixed with milk, &c •

and accompanied by prayers. There is no reason whatever to identify

here Prayer and Pura/»dlii. This last repres3nts simply the benevolent

liberality of Soma, just as in the case of the other gods. If an identifi.

cation has been made iu the mind of the poet, it seems more natural U>

think of the ingredients mixed with the sacred liqucn-.

X, 112, 15. This soma, O Indra, excites your mighty Pura/ndhi:

This soma, pressed for you, to inebriate you.

The sense is good, although another sense could be obtained by relating

te to Indra^for thee,s,G\\. Soma moving to Pura??idhi, prayer or the admixed

offerings for Indra, without which Soma is unfit for sacrifice. But this is

less probable, because of the epitliet, tarisl, which applies more naturally.

in the context, to Indra's Pura?Hdhi.

Pdramdhi and Soma.

Pura/wdhi is mentioned with Soma in nine passages, several of wliieli

have already been explained. Soma being par excellence a beneficent

deity, liis union with our goddess is quite natural. On another side Soma

is an element of sacrifice, in which it must always be united with otlier

ingredients, and adorned by prayers or hymns; these are an al)Solute

condition of Soma's eflficiency for procuring heavenly gifts. As they are

often called tlie wives or sisters of Soma, their confusion with Pura;«dlii

would seem almost necessary. In fact this confusion is very rare. Several

passages have quite another signification. Soma is a celestial deity as weli

as a material for sacrifice, and Puramdhi represents also the female cosmic

element, as we shall see when speaking of her relations with the

A^vins. Now sacrifice, of which Soma is the most excellent parr, is

believed to act upon that cosmic; principle of ft^cundity.
—The few cases

where Puravudhi seems reallv to be Ccnfused with the female sacrificial
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concomitants of Soma cannot be taken into account, for the proper and

original conceptions of this goddess, as this confusion is merely occasional,

and is very easily explained in another manner. In verse IX, 93, 4,

already translated. Soma may be the sacrificial Soma, and we might

translate: by {the action of) the gods. But it seems preferable to consider

him as one of the gods whose liberality is invoked. In the first case

Puramdhi would be in her general role, las the Pura/ndhi of the gods; in

the second, she belongs alike to Soma and to the other gods.

IX, 97, 36. O Soma, enter into Indra with loud noise.

Make the word increase, bring forth Puramdhi.

Soma is requested to go to Indra, increasing the word or voice, the

heavenly voice of Indra's thunder, and so putting into action the

heavenly warrior's hberallti/, viz., causing the heavenly waters, Indra's

spoil, t flow down on earth.

IX, 90, 4. (translated above) speaks clearly of the sacrificial Soma's

action on the cosmic female, here conceived as twofold.

IX, 110, 3. O Pavamana, thou hast generated the sun,

to distribute with force the liquor;

hastening with Purawdhi, who has swift cows.

Soma is evidently the heavenly deity, in company with Puramdhi,

the symbol of his benificence towards men.

The following passages present the occasional confusion of Pura?7idhi

with the accompaniments of the sacrificial Soma, conceived as female

entities.

TV, 34, 2. (0 Rbhus) the inebriating drinks and Puramdhi come to

you

IX, 72, 4. Soma the master of the cows

who possesses Puramdhi : accomplishes man's sacrifice;

the brilliant Soma is purified by prayers for tliee, O Indra !

Soma, the master or husband of the cows, the female elements of

the sacrifice; vrho possesses Puramdhi; who is purified by prayer; all

xhese seem to be equivalent formulas. Nevertheless, Puramdhi need not

be regarded as identified with the cows or with prayer ;
the epithet

l>uramdhivdn may be an allusion to tlie heavenly Soma, so as to render

the assimilations almost rhetorical.

X. 112, 5. For thee, O Indra, Soma rushes upon the mighty Puramdhi,

for thee, it is pressed, to inebriate you.

If we admit this to be the true sense (cf . supra), we have here at last

a formal identification of Puramdhi witli the female sacrificial elements.

PuraTwdhi is also mentioned with Soma in IV, 26 and 27. But these

passages are most obscure and controverted. It is precisely with^ a view
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to elucidate tliem
(if possible) that we have imdei'takeii this detailed

study on Pura?/idhi. In no case will the result of our study be altered

bj' the explanation of these hymns.

IV.
PURAMDHI AND THE A§VINS.

The conception of Pura?ndhi as set forth above has been embodied in tln^

myth of the Agvins so as to give her a sensibly different aspect. The

Agvins are two essentially beneficent deities, healers of sickness, blindness,

sterility, and the like. Pura?«dhi sometimes plays with them her ordinary

role; at other times, however, she is conceived of as the object of their

healing agency. The origin and sense of this mythological phraseology

has been duly investigated and exposed by Bergaigne, Religion i-e'd/qae,

IT, 476, &c. The idea of a female cosmic principle from which are

derived light, water, and generally all good, pervades the whole Rig-Veda.

How far this idea is related to that of Pura?ndhi I shall not now examine;

they seem to me to be of different origin altogether. In themselves,

however, they have enough analogies to occupy the lazy and umsing

phantasy of the Brahmans. The cosmic female, during night or dryness,

is often conceived of as being within the power of a demon who cannot

fecundate her, and from whom she is delivered by Indra, who slays the

enemy. This same idea, when entering into the myth of the A9vins, who

are no warriors but peaceful physicians, must be transposed to this new

tune. The demon becomes a man who is impotent or wifeless
;

in the

first case the A9vins bestow fecundity on Puramdhi
;
in the second, they

marry her to the wifeless man.

The verses 1, 158, 2
; I, 1.S0, 6

; VII, 67, 5 have already been

translated; they have no special connexion mth the myth of the Agvins ;

the same must be said of—
I, IKl, 9. O Agvins, saying,

" You are like Pusan and Purawdhi,"
the offering men praises you like Agni and Usas.

The following verses, on the contrary, represent Pura/rtdhi as viewetl

from the standpoint of the A9vin-myth.

X, 89, 7. You, O xVyvins, came at the call of the eunuch's wife,

you made good progeny for Puramdhi.

I, IIG, 13. Nasatyas, Pura??idhi invoked you as helpers.
You who have many good things (she invoked) at the

great sacrifice
;

This appeal of the eunuch's wife was heard as an ordei-,

You gave (her), O Agvins, (a son) Hiraynyahasta (or
the golden-handed.)

I, 117, 19 You. O Agvins, Pura/ndhi invoked.
You came, bulls, with aid !
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V.

PURAMDHI AND THE DaWN.

Usas. the dawn, is a female deity, who brings to man light and hfe;

in many cases she is identified with the cosmic Female. With these

characteristics she could hardly escape occasional assimilation with

Pura7r/dhi; in fact, the two following verses may be thus explained:

III, 61, 1. goddess Usas, as the ancient and young Pura7?jdhi, you
walk according to law. . . Or: You, ancient,

young, Pura/ndhi, (who are in many respects like P.) . . .

The verse I, 128, 6. which had first been brought under this head,

contains no assimilation of the kind.

Rise up, excellent gifts : rise up, Pura7«dhis :

the brilliant fires have risen up.
The beloved riches hidden by darkness,
the radiating dawns make to appear !

The excellent gifts are the light, and even all earthly things which

are revivified, and, so to say, rendered to manby the first lights of day-

break. The PuraTndhis are the sources of these goods, and clearly dis-

tinguished from the Dawns.

One remark more, and a general one, on the preceding assimilations.

They all may as well be based on the etymological sense, real or supposed

by the rishis, as on the objective resemblances of our goddess with Prayer
or Usas. Purawdhi looks very much as containing verbal elements with

the sense of: 'who contains, who places, who gives Plenty, abundance.'

In so far the translators who render alternately this word by Pur.i?Hdhi

and by Plenitude are right. Nevertheless, I think it more aptly trans-

lated always as a proper name, under which the reader has to understand

the deity as it is conceived of by the poets, viz., as a vague personality

which is not definitely distinguished from the function or object it

personifies.

VL
\^ (now proceed to a few passages where Pura?Hdhi is only named.

The only light thrown on her results from the constant vicinity of such

gods as Bhaga or Pijsan, well known for their relations with riches or

prosperity.

TI, :-)!, 4. May Tvastar with the wives . . . impel the chariot
;

Ila. Bliaga and Brhaddiva, Rodasi.

Piisan, Pnra??!dhi : the A9vins, the Lords (also)
VI, 21,9. (0 Indra,) put forth to help us ... .

Piisan, Vis?m, Agni, Purawdhi,
Savitar, the plants and mountains.
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VII, 39.4. Agni, honour . . . Bhaga, tlic Arvin.-^, l'ura?«dlii.

X, 64, 7. I'ut fortli by your hymns Vfiyu \vhi> attels tlie

chariot, Pura?/Mlhi, {Or : Vayu, I'lirawdlii wlio

attels the t-hariot) .... Pusan.

X, ^5, i}6. Bhaga, ^Vryainan, Savitar, Purawdhi

gave you (the spouse) to me.

Pura?ndhi is named together with Dliaga or PQsau in some itrecedinf

passages more.

vrr.

Conclusion.

In the texts hitherto translated and connncnted Pura//.dhi displays

one steady cliaracteristic : that of a deity intimately related (>n one

side to riches or abundance, and on the other side to a god from

^vhom she proceeds. Rarely is she mentioned alone—two or three times;

but we may reasonably suppose that the god was not absent from the

mind of the i)oet or of his hearers. The relation to abundance takes

a peculiar character in a few passages where Pura?ndhi is incorporated

[n the myth of the A9vins. As for the few instances where she is

identified with other female deities, these cannot outweigh the many
cases where she appears as the personification of abundance jiroceeding?

from A^arious gods; nay, the inconstancy of these assimilations is enough
to prove that they are merely occasional, if not altogether rhetorical.

These considerations lead us to pourtray Pura?«dhi as an entity repre-

senting the 2>rinci}>le from ichich Jlow the gifts of the gods to men, and

iohich is conceived as united with fie beneficent deities themselves, Tliis

principle may be called a goddess, in so far as it is often treated as a

person; at other times it appears as impersonal, or quite indefinite in

regard of personality. This circumstance seems to indicate that the

rishis did not elaborate a clear idea on this point: in fact, they speak of

Pura??idhi as a being personal or impersonal, according to present or

individual inspiration.

These features we regard as the proper and primitive conception of

Pura?«dhi, who has almost a counterpart in the Avestie Pfirefidi. The

comparison with Pareiidi, which is the subject of the following ajipendix,

will remove the last doubt as to the conclusions of this essay.

Appendix.—The Avestic Parendi.

Pareiidi is thus described by de Ilarle/, (•Introduction a Tetude do

I'Avesta,
"
&c., p. cviii.):"She is ordinarily invoked with Ashi Vanuhi

(benediction or sanctity) and other allegorical beings nf moral order, as

justice, law, &c With Ashi Vanuhi. s1io clears the way for Tistrya.
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and follows Mitlira on liis triumphal marcli." ''
Tt is not easy to

-abstract from these indications t!ie true notion of tlie Pfirendi. The

(Pehlevi) tradition rej)resents her as the genius of liidden treasures; she

is, perhaps, the genius of richness, of abundance like the Vedic Pura???dhi,

whose name signifies also "treasure." As such Parondi accompanies
Aslii Vanulii or benediction, who bestows lieavenly boons,—law and

justice, sources of benediction; shn opens the way for Tistrya, the lieavenly

body which gives fertility, and for Mithra, the protector of fields and
their treasures."

Moreover, this author remarks :

1. That Pfirefidi is once taken as a common name, and is once used

in the phiral.

'1. That her epithets are raorafha and rcn, which lie interprets: having
a s^wift (or ri'teiit/ssiod) chariot and arfin\ (juich.

The many and striking analogies between both goddesses will easily be

made by the reader himself.

The first epithet recalls the chariot with which our PuraHallii is also in

rel tion, and especially the verb ratliiraydtam of ix, 9;3, 4. 'J'he moral cha-

racter of Parefidi suggests the id(>a that the assimilation of our Pura???dhi

to a moral deity may be very ancient: but this may be independent on botli

sides, in India and in l'ii-aii. We need not dwell on the numerous

analogies of both goddesses; they are so striking that they occur at first sight.

^NoTE.—The Etymology of Purambhi.

The various etymologies ]U'oposed for l'ura///dlii are cited in Bergaigne?

*'Religion vedicpie," IT, p. 477. From a formal point of view, 1 would not

take the first part jiiirain as a synonym of jiura, jiiwai^, because this

preposition and its cognates show always an u (o) in Zend; paoin/6,

p(io>/rn/o; the root j)r<r, to fill, on the contrary, has never the ti, in

Zend', altliough the Sanskrit shows often ?/, il.

Now, it is not easy to sejiarate etymologically the names of these most

intimately related deities. Therefore I venture to propose an etymology
which is new, in some respect Puramdhi (and also Pfirendi) are composed
0^ 2)nram (pdrcm) plenty, richness, and dhi, weak form of dJia, with the

sense of the atniancpadam as in vdadlii (which contains water); osha-

^//(i' (which contains,.?) and signifying tluirefore : which contains plenty,
riclmess or treasures. This etymology is altogether satisfactory for all

the uses of the word-—even for the etymological i)lays of the poets and
is free from any objection on the formal side. Pii. Colinet.

]) Not even in ])ouru, much, which is for *paru, jxt (u) ru by

ejienthesis. Cf. old Persian parii^ just as rouru for *r<iru, Sanscrit

r((r(ii/as) &c.

[Italics have been used in the foregoing article instead of the usual

iliacrilical marks.]
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PHYSIOLOGY AMONG THE ANCIENT ASSYRIANS.

In tlie British Musoum, Nimroud Gallery, No. ?>k, is an Assyrian basso,

relievo representing a " bull-Iumf in the reign of Assurnasirpal—about

880 B.C. The king is represented as standing on a chariot, Avilli a bull

close to liiiji. With the left hand he has the bull by the horn, and with

the right liand he is thrusting a dagger-like blade into the back of the

bull's neck, ju.st at the spot which would correspond with the line between

the '

occiput
'

bone of the skull and the ' atlas
'

vertebra of the spinal

colunni. 'l"he bull is represented as alive, and struggling.

I do not think that this figure could have been meant by the sculptor in

any way to represent the act of cutting off the animal's head. A totally

different knife or chopper would have been put in the king's hand, if that

were the case. Nor could it have been meant for the act of bleeding the

-animal to death l)v cuttint;- across some of the larore cervical blood-vessels.

The Assyrians, with their warlike habits, their love of the chase, and their

customs of animal sacrifices, and of eating animal fo(jd, must have known

that the main blood-vessels of that region were at the side A\\A.fro)tt of the

neck, and not at the place where the point of the blade is being thrust.

No, I think the act of this figure admits of a different and very interesting

intei'pretation.

In the south of Europe I have seen cattle slaughtered for the market,

X thick rope is looped round the animal's horns, and pulled through a

stout iron ring, fixed in the floor of the slaughter-liouse. The animal is

then dragged by this means until its head is close to the ground, and fixed

by tlie ring. Then the butcher takes a double-edged sharp knife, shaped

like a bleeding-lancet, and of the si'-ce of a broad dagger, and thrusts it

into the back of the ani nal's neck between the occiput and the atlas,

so as to completely divide the spinal marrow, close to its attachment

with the brain.

In an instant, as if struck l)y lightning, the animal falls to the ground

like a dead weight, the brain having no longer any control over the

body. The animal's legs continue to move convulsively by what arc

called " reflex" currents.

The carcase is then bled, and finally skinned, &c. By means of a

sharjj knife, as described, this operation of paralysing a large animal in

this way, appears to be done, with the greatest ease, and as if a person
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were tlirustiug au orclinary knife into a pie-crust.

In bpain tliis same mode of paralysing a bull appears to be known, as it

is used for finalh* despatcliing the animal by means of a sword m their

bull-fights. I believe the same mode of slaughtering cattle is practised in

South America, introduced there, probably, hy the Spaniards,

Now. Avhere did the bull come from in the South of Europe ? In Assyria

the bull appears to liave been not only one of the wild animals, but the

Assyrians must have laiown it from very ancient times; for in the i>. <y 0. Ji.,

vol. I, Iso. ;!, p. :39, under the heading of "
Babylonian Teraphim,"' by

W. St. Chad Boscawen, I iind that the figures of winged bulls placed at

he entrances of the palaces were of Akkadian origin, and used as talismanic

figures to represent
" the guardians of the royal footsteps

—the opponents

of evil."

Judging, then, from the sculpture alluded to in the British Museum, I

would incline to the notion that the bull reached the south of Europe from

Assn'ia, which it could have easilv done through the Phoenicians, or other

ways. If so, I think the probability is that the method of slaughtering

cattle now practised in Sicily and Spain and other places was imported

with the bull. Curiously enough the knife, in the hand of the figure

on the monuments, is shaped like a slaughtering knife.

Studying the bas-relief in question, and also studying the realism of

the Assyrian artists, I have not much doubt in my mind that this an-

cient artist meant to represent the king Assurnasirpal as despatching

the bull in this scientific and speedy manner. Of course it was absurd

to represent a man holding a wild bull by the horn, but in those days

a king, descendant of Nimrod, Or from some god, was understood to have

the power of doing anything.

Thus it would appear that in Europe, we have received from Assyria

not only the beginnings of our civilization in ninny directions, but we

may have probably also received from the Assyrians, the beginning of

an important physiological fact, viz. that division of the spinal-chord,

at the base of tlie brain, paralyses the whole body, as far as the ivill

H concerned.

Of course 1 do not pretend to maintain that the Assyrians were so

advanced in scientific knowledge as to kunw the real reason of this result.

I would, however, maintain that they [)rnl)ably had foun d out tlic

practical effects of what they did, viz., that a formidable animal, of the

size and stren.gth of a bull, could be at once i^ai'alysed, and rendered

manageable by this simple and easy operation. E. Bonavia.
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CHIPS OF BABYLONIAN AND CHINESE PALyEOGRAPHV.

The general conditions of scientific criticism, in which these researches

may be carried out with chances of success, have been explained in our

previous paper on The Old Babylonian characters and their Chinese

derivates. We need not, therefore, enter again into the matter, which we

shall supplement and complete gradually with the progress of our studies.

As to the historical side of these questions, it may be useful, however,

here to acquaint those of our readers who may not have seen the tractate

referred to, that our conclusions, in resume, were the following :

The art of writing in Babylonia did not originate on the spot, nor was

it originally from a northern land
;

it was brought in, as the tradition

records it, by way of the Persian Gulf from a southern country.

The Chinese Bak tribes, who carried the civilisation of Susiana=Elaui

to China N.W. about 2250 b.c, were taught to write in a cursive style,

the old, corrupted and already cuneiform characters of Babylonia,

some time previously to their migration eastwards. The first of these

two statements is still in discussion, but the second is already a demon-

strated fact, admitted by most of the eminent scholars in Assyriology and

Sinology.

I.-
yr ^ and

'{Pi.

The symbol for
• river' in the Babylonian script has been al-

luded to as a double ideograph, like that iov ship,i ^vhiIe another

authority explains it as ' water -|- channel -|- flow ;- these two state-

ments have come forward since our contention that the inventors

of the writing which became afterwards that of Babylonia had no

primitive symbol for '
river.' Notwithstanding tliese contradictions, more

apparent than real to our opinion, we venture to think that we are not

wroner in our view, and we maintain our contention for the reasons which

follow. The study of such words is interesting under many respects, the

least not being the insight which can be gathered from it, about the state

of civilization of the primitive writers of this once celebrated script.

To begin, we must remark in the double ideogram yj Qf id that

the first symbol y|,
'

water,' may be simply the determinative prefix
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probably mute when the context did not require its vocal rendering in

colloquial. If such is the case, the second character may be that of '

river,

and in that case we are wrong in our contention that such a character did

not exist. But if the character ' water
'

is indispensable to the sense and

an integral part of the complex symbol, then the second character is not

the representative of a hieroglyph for river, and we are right in our state-

ment^. Should the symbol Q[ be the modern form of a primitive

pictograph for 'river,' it ought to have been employed by itself with the

proper names of rivers; but such is not the case, and the double ideogram

is required. In none of the nine names of rivers which 1 can refer to in

the authorities at my disposal* is the symbol J^ employed alone: the sign

J^
'

water,' must always be prefixed to it, and this shows that alone the

symbol in question has not by itself the meaning of river. The double

ideogram is therefore a unit and cannot be se[)arated, A short examen of

the symbol '^rrf in its history as an ideograph is therefore interesting to

supplement and confirm or disprove these remarks.

In the inscriptions of Hammurabi the sign Y^has still the form
| *^^]

which in the earlier inscriptions of Gttdea is : [»^ .'' The outside line

otherwise the enclosure, which it represents pictorially, is the \vell-kuown

Q Hal, modern ]^], meaning to collect, to gather^. The inside ^—
symbol, we know it to be'' a variant of ;^ , which becomes >-»- in modern

script^. It represented an arrow^. and more probably a shower of arrows,

whence the idea of rushing, fear, hostility, expressed by the various words

it symbolises. Therefore the ideographic composition of the symbol *^
GUR would suggest

'

rushing ottt the enclosure or of the deep.' It would

suit for an ideograph of a spring or source, whence its actual meaning,

apsii, 'the deep of the flowing waters.' From its primitive meaning it

was applied to heaven^^, zikum; in Assyrian sarmi^'^.

To resume, we may say that the character ]^ did not figure
' a river,'

and that it was only in the case of its composition with the sign for

' water
'

that their association into a double ideogram expressed the

meaning of river, id. I am, consequently, justified in my contention tliat

tlie ](rimitive writing which became that of Babylonia did not possess an

original ideograjOi for 'river.' As a confirmation of the above statement.

the Chinese Bak tribes do not seem to have ever learnt tn write a symbol

special for river; at the wry beginning ilicy made use of the character

7JIC .v///^/, water, for that purpose. Afterwards tliey framed an ideophon-

etic compound ^ made of f<]nii
'

water', as mute determinative and ho

a plionetic, in order to render the word u-^ed In N. Chiuii for river.
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And in the same way they framed the compound ^ Kiang for the same

meaning, when they became acquainted with this word in use south-

wards of the other.^"^ On the other hand in the same early script of the

Baktribes there are simple symbols for 'source' ^ and -stream'
Jlj.

which we shall trace one day to their Babylonian antecedents.

NOTES.

1) A. H. Savce, Nature, 7 June, 1888, and B. 0. R. II, 220.

2) W. St. Ciiad Boscawen, B. 0. R. II, 226.

3) Another argument in favour of my view is the reading ?>/, 'river'

for the double ideogram, while the same sound does not belong to any
of the symbols separately. Cf. below.

4) Cf., for instance, the names given in J. Menant, Le syllahaire

Assi/rien, vol. I, pp. 129, 167, 168; H, Pognon, Les Inscriptions Bfiht/-

loniennes du Wadi Brissa (Paris 1887) p. 145
;
P. Haupt, Akhtdische

und Sumerische Keilschrifttexte, p. 36.

5) Amiaud et Michineau : Tableau compare des Ecritures Bahylon-
iennes et Ass//riennes Archaiques et Modernes, No. 284

;
J. Menant,

Ele'nie/tts d'Epigraphie Axsijrienne, 'No. 78; Ed. Chossat, Repertoire

Assyrien, No. 573.

6) Amiaud, 282; Menant, 69 : Chossat , 219; T. G. Pinches, Sign
list, 221.

7) W. A. /., II, 62, 1. 1.

8) Amiaud 9, Menant 196, Pinches 2, Chossat 10 Brunnow, 73-82.

9) Cfr. Fr. Leuiinnant. Efsni de cninmentnire des fragments cosmoqnn-

iques de Be rose, p. 311.

10) On this meaning cfr. the remarks of Prof. A. H. Sayce in his Hib-
bert Lectures for 1887, p. 375.

11) This second meaning has had a curious effect on the pala30graphic

history of the symbol. At the time of Nebuchadnezzar and Esarhaddon

the scribes inserted the character for 'god' i^jk^modern ^>X- ax inside, in-

stead of the original ,|^]modern
>-»-

explained above.

12) On this point, cf. our book : The languages of China before thr

Chinese, Sec. 181.

II.-
.^yyy

= ^.
The symbol for 'boat' Ma, Assyrian elippu which we have examined

in another paper^, is not at all in the same conditions as the

complex iiieograiTis for
'

river' we have just discussed. It was a

genuine pictography of a boat which in course of secular alterations

and transformations has lost its hieroglyphic appearance, and it has n •

need of another character to combine the sense and express the mean-

ing of '

boat'. It is often preceeded in the texts of Nebuchadnezzar

by the prefix determinative ^ (Gis) 'wood' indicative of all tliat i,-

made of wood, bat this is no part integral oF its symbolism. Tin-

proof may be seen in the use of the character »—TTT mi alone with it->

sense-value of • boat' in many cases. Some have been examplified in
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the pages of the B. 0. R. last year,^ though not reproduced then in

the cuneiform script^. In the native lists of characters ^fy| is explained

alone as ma in Sumero-Akkadian and dipim,
'

boat,' in Assyro-

Babylonian*; while id and muir are given as the explanation of the

group A-GUR, and not as that of the second sign alone^. Tliis fact settles

the qtiestion, and we may safely contend that the primitive script which

became the Babylonian did possess a hieroglyphic for
'

boat,' but none for

river, as we have already shown in the previous paragraph. In early

Chinese the symbol is also a simple one, and its shape as befits to the

case is distinctly imitated from the old Babylonian form, as we have seen

in a previous paper.^

NOTES.

1) The old Bahylonian characters and their Chinese derivates, sec.

M\ (B. 0. B. II, 87). We are indebted to Prof. A. H. Sayce for having

pointed out our mistake in quoting the character for ' boat' the sound
for zil- which we found in Menant J561 and Chossat 263. It does

not occur in Dr. Rud. E. Brunnow's Clissijied list, where the char-

acter is instanced 368]--o701, to which we had no access at the time

nf writing our above quoted paper.

2) Cfr. T. G. Pinches, The Bahylohians and Assi/nans as maritime

nations (B. 0. E. I.) p. 41.

8) Some of them may be seen in Brunnow's Classified list, 3686—3701.

4) Cfr. TF.A.L, II, 2.

5) Cfr. Ed. Chossat, Bepertoire Assyrien 58; T. G. Pinches, Sign list,

2506; Menant 15; Haupt, p. 36 (873).

6) Old Bab. Char. sec. 36. The old Babylonian form given tliere was

from a text in archaic characters of Nebuchadnezzar II, and the oldest

instance given in Amiaud's Tableau compare. Its similarity to the form

of the same sign in Gudea's inscriptions shows that the archaism was

genuine. I have taken great care in my paper, in that case as in the five

others where the forms did not appear in Hammurabi's texts, and I was

compelled to quote a form of tlie archaisms, that it should correspond

exactly to the earliest forms, and in some cases be supported by the earliest

Assyrian. There is no room, therefore, for the unfair criticism of Mr.

C. Bezold in Proc. Soc, BilA. Archoiolog^j, June 5th, pp. 420-421. The

plasticity of the Babylonian script, which I have described {ibid. sec. 33)
and to wh'ch Prof. Sayce with much greater authority has called attention

(B. 0. B. II, p. 219) must not be forgotten.

III.- -jr^ = ^.
This character has been quoted by ilr. W. St Chad Boscawen, Babfi-

hmian Canals, in its meanings of Nayabu 'a canal',! Khagalu 'to

irrigate', and referred to a pictorial hieratic l(^ compounded of

' channel' and flowing water'. Tlie similarity between the modern As-

syrian form here quoted and the hieratic, is indeed most striking, iand
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;n my opinion too much so to be true, if we l)ear in mintl the three

thousand years of wear and tear and script decay wliicli separate tlie

two forms of characters. It is a moon-shine and notliiiig more. Such

sheer coincidences when they happen are most deceptive, but they must

not blind us. It would be anomalous to an extreme degree, and an un-

lieard-of phenomenon in palaeography, that a modern form of a written

character, of which the regular antecedents and older forms are pretty

well known, should have alone preserved the original shape, while these

antecedents go back most clearly to an entirely different hieratic form which

occurs in the earliest inscriptions hitherto known.

The modern Assyrian t^ and Babylonian ^>~^ as shown in the most

valuable Tableau compare des Ecritures Bab/ilonienne et Assyrienne,

archaiques et modernes, by MM. A. Amiaud and L. Mechineau^, go back

through seven gradiant foi-ms of older times to the actual form in the

inscriptions of the canals of Hammurabi rjj-^r^ »
which is the regular

cuneatic transformation ofcrfjs^^the
hieratic form of the symbol as it oc-

curs in the Stele des Vautours. The latter form, however, is sufficiently

divergent from an original pictograph, for its formation to be still unclear.

The upper part might have beenin "^h modern Babylonian and Assyrian

scripts X^ called Kasn in the phraseology of tlie scribes: its various

meanings of liquid, drink, rain, agree with its pictorial outlines, which

suggest a filled up vase; but the fact that there are only two strokes

inside of the vase-like figure of the complicated character we are studying

instead of four, as in the Kasu symbol, shows this suggestion unsafe; it

seems only probable that it represents a vase or recipient of some kind

What the lower part of the symbol may be we are unable to say. as none

of the hieratic signs that we know bear a sufficient similarity. Some of

the meanings would suggest that this lower part ought to have originally

represented the clouds raining, but there is no evidence from any other

hieratic symbol to support this view. It is more safe to look at this

lower part as a support or stand inseparable in its pictorial value from the

vase placed upon it. The symbol was not looked upon by the scribes as a

compound; this is shown by its name in their phraseology, which was a

simple one, hu. In Assyrian its meanings are varied: ah'dii, to beget,

annu, cloud, dahadii, to rejoice, nadiiru, keeper, lu, if, or; it is used for

Kisilevu, the ninth month, in Akkadian Ganganna. Its phonetic values

are ^an, kan, and ha, he, hi, hu; the latter is the precative prefix^, and

also the demonstrative pronoun, whose vowel is harmonized. In this

pronominal function we may compare it with the Mai-Amir Am.irdian

Khi, Khu^, the hi of the Medo-Scythic^ or Akha?menian-Armardian,

the Turkish -Jd'', Mandshu -ge (ngge), the Chinese ki ^. The latter
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of these affinities proves most important.

Not only is this Chinese symbol that of a demonstrative pronoun
'

he,

that,' bxit it is also the name of the seventh of the stellar mansions corre-

sponding to 7 and c of the Sagittarius, one of the winter constellations.^

These similarities with the Babylonian symbol are certainly very great, and

call for some remarks. It is highly interesting to point out that it is

confined to two points, the pronominal and calendar values, and does not

bear on any of the other meanings which occur in the Assyro-Babylonian

texts. Its pronominal value is very seldom used in Akkadian, while its

correspondent khi and hi in Mahl-Amir Amardian and Medo-Scythic is

rather frequent. Judging from the relationship which existed between

these languages and the Susian or Elamite tongue, we may suppose that

it existed also in the latter. Now the Susianian or Elamite was written

into the archaic characters of Babylonia^ ; slight simplifications only are

visible in the inscriptions of the Vlllth and Yllth centuries B.C. which

William Kenneth Loftus has unearthed during his excavations on the

site of the citndel of Susa. These simplifications and other alterations of

their cuneiform characters show these inscriptions to be written in an

archaic style once distinctly the same as the early cuneiform style of

Babylonia, and not a separate derivation from the hieratic and pre-

cuneiform period. They have nothing in common with the revival of

archaism, which appears in the inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar and others.

And the form of the characters, as well as these later changes peculiar to

these inscriptions show them to have been written in a regular descendant

style of the old writing communicated by Babylonia to Susiana in days of

yore^". The importance of this inference will not escape the attention of

our readers, as it bears distinctly on the origin of the civilisation of Susiana

and its bor-'owing by the Bak tribes or primitive Chinese. The primitive

Kuiven form of the character, ^ in modern Chinese, at the time of the

borrowing represented a recipient on a stand^^, and was figured thus^- (S>

Its identity which cannot be denied with the old Babylonian of Ham-
muiabi's time (loft to top) simplified, is as close as can be expected, and

forms the best conclusion and confirmation of the above remarks.

NOTES.

1) Cfr. W. A.I.. II, 7, Rev. lil The value ?m^a^?< does not appear
in JJruiiiiow's List 40bl sq. Cfr. on this sign: Pinches 56, Menant 41().

Chossat 4f»;-i.

2) Cfr. p. 30, n. 79. Should wo have only tlio archaic form of

this cliaracter as it appears in the texts of Gudoa, we might wonder
if the upper part is not simply tlio livgam (il)id. No. 74), but the

hieratic on tlie stele des Vautours hero reproduced shows it to bo

nothing of the kind.
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3)Cf.p.20,n.75; Meuaiit oOG; Pinches 76; Chossat 7;Branuow5118sq.
rt)

Cfr. Pinclies 56, Menant 410, Lenormant pass, in Cliossat's

Ri'pertoire Siimerien, p. 61.

5) Cfr. A. H. Sayce, The Jascriiitioiis nj' Mal-Ainlr uul tin' laugudf/f a/'

the second column of the Akhcemenian inscriptions, pp. 712, 741 (Act. VI,

Congr. Orient. 288;-}, Leide, vol. II, pp. 637-7y().

6) Cfr. J. Oppert, Le peuple et ia lanyue des Medes, p[). 02, 6o, 242.

7) Cfr. Fr. Homniel, Die Sumero-Akkadisclic Spruche und ilife Ver-

wandtschajts verhaltnisse, p. 28; The Sumerian language and its ajjinities,

p, 10 (J.R.A.S, 1886). The learned author quotes Turkis//. mcning-ki '/

of that,' i. e. that of mine. We may compare also Mandshu miningye,
same composition and meaning.

8) The very character in astronomy is ^, namely the same character,

ki above, with the addition of the 118th determinative or key. Such

additions were late in the history of the writing, and began to be multiplied
from £he time of Confucius. Cfr. my i-emarks on this point in The oldest

Book of the Chinese, sec. 25, n. 3. For the present case cfr. Min Ts'ikili,

Luh shu t'ung, I, 30 and 40 v.

9) The texts of Loftus have been published by Frangois Lenormant in

his Choix de textes cuneiformes (Paris, 1873, 4to.) Dr. J. Oppert, in his

paper Les inscriptions en langue Susienne, Essai d'interpretation (I Congr.
Intern. Orient. 1873, Paris, vol. II, pp. 179— 216), lias reproduced in

facsimile an inscription of tlie king, Kudur Nakhunte. The remarks in

the text are based upon a close examination of the following characters of

Amiaud's 2'a^/«/ it co/«y>are which occur in this inscription: 2, 23, 100, 102,

119, 120, 123, 178, 180, 182, 191, 199, 267, &c.

10) Unhappily we have not yet any material evidence by any inscrip-
tion of that remote time. Excavations are urgently wanted there.

11) Hu shen, Shwoh wen.

12) Min Tsi k'ih, Luh shu fung , I, 30. Tbrrien de Lacouperie.

(jTo be continued).

BABYLONIAN CANALS.
[Explanatory Note.]

The sign ^^ which I t raced to the pictorial form S^ ,
is now rather to

betr aced to a more complicated form found in the earliest inscriptions,

In the Stele des Vautours it appears thus orfj;^^ ,
find ^l^J^ in the hier-

atic text of the Canal inscripdon of Khammurabi. The various ideographic

meanings of the character afford but little indication of the object repre-
sented in the pictorial form. The principal readings aj-e KhagaUu,

" to

irrigate,' 'to fertilise,' basu, 'to be,' alidu, 'offspring.' dukhudu, 'abund-
ance.' The reading nagabu, a canal, is given by Sayce and Menant, but
not by Brunnow. The reading, liowever, seems to be quite tenable, as

we may note by the reading in the dates to the inscriptions of Samsi-

iluna, where the river of Samsi-iluna is called nagab nukhsi,
' the river of

blessing.' Nagabu is probably a Babylonian variant of the Assyrian
Nahbu, 'a fountain,' which, as the text often shows, has the meaning of

valley or hollow.

Accidentally portions of two lines in my rendermu' of the Cylinder of

Khammurabi have been drojiped. h\ col. i, 1.7 read: "the king whose deeds,"
and in col. ii, 1. 12 read,

"
I caused to dwell," W. StC. Boscawen.
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MAN HAN SI-FAN TSYEH-YAO,
A BUDDHIST REPERTORY

IN SANSCRIT, TIBETAN, MANDCHU, MONGOL & CHINESE.

(Continued Jrom p, 244).

Section IV (continued).

^'i. Viiapagatatikalakagdtra [read tilakalaka],^*^ whose body has all

blemislies effaced, without blemish. T. Sku •*?//'' ha dan gnag pa med

[Ki, whose body has no black in its marks. Ch. M., whose body is

without natural mark or stain.

44. Kulapatri qasu (whose hands have skin) soft like the Kulapalri^^.
'

T. Ph//ag giii bal Itar ^jam pa, with hands soft like cotton.

45. Snigzmpdnilekha!^^ With the lines of the hands smooth and

gleaming. T. Phyag ris mdam yon pa, with the outside of the hand

brilliant; (with lines, &c.), with the tissues of the hands brilliant.

46. Gamhhtrapdnilekha. With the lines of the hands deep. T,

Phyag gi ri mo zah pa, id. With the marks deeply sunken or hidden.

47. Ayatapdnilekha. With the lines of the hands long. T

rin ba.

48. Ndtydyatamadna. Whose face is not too (wide or) long. T. Z'a/

^c'an yan mi rin ba. M. lAg. id. Ch. face round and full.

49. Bimbaprativtmba^^, (Whose lips) have the lustre of the bimba-fruit

T. M'cu bim-pa Itar dmar ba, With lips red as the bimba. M. as the

fruit of the bimba. H. bimbapratiblmboshtha (lips).

50-52. Mrdujihva, Tahujihva, Raktajihra :i With tongue tender and

soft; slender, red. T. Ljagn mnon pa ;
—srah pa; dmar pa, tongue soft

slender, red.

Sy. .Jvamutaghosha [read Jmw/a-J Whose voice resounds like a thunder

cloud. T. 'brug gi sgra dan Idan pa. With a noise (like that) of

thunder. Ch. giving forth a noise like, &c. H. Meghagarjitaghosha.

54. Cdrmvara. T. gfiun mnen pa, With voice pleasant to hear, M,

Voice soft and pleasing. H. Maduracdrmnanyusrara.

55-^58. Vrttadm'ishtra, — Tikslmadafishtra,— ^ukhadafishtra,
— Sama

dahshtnc. With teeth rounded, or wellturned,... sharp,
— white,— even,

without defect. T. AVce-ba zlum pa.
— mo ha,—dkar ba,—mnam ba y

(with canines rounded, &c.)

59. Anupurradanshha: With well ordod teeth. T. M'ce ba byin gyis

phra ha, Willi teeth (like) wonderful jewels. M, Teeth progressively*

regularly, gradually tapering. Ch. id.
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60-61 Tungandsa.—Cmindsa : with nose projecting, brilliant, <>r witli-

out defect. T. Gam mtho-ba,-gts\(n ha, id.

62. VigiuUUwmtra : with eyes of pure brilliancy, free from all imper-

fection. T. Spyan mam par dga pa. eyes very {yi) pure.

63. Viqalanetra : wide-eyed. T. Spyan yans pa, id.

64. Citapakshmdpqjmo^^ ;
with close, serried eyebrows. |T. rjivia stag

po, id. H. Citrapakshma, brilliant.

65. Citd^'itakamala dalapakalanai/ana'^'^ : whose eye-ball gleams like the

petals of the white and black lotus ? T. Spyan dkar nag 'byes gin pa-

dmai \lub ma dafis pa Ita ba, eyes pure as the padma (lotus) with

opened black and white petals. Ch., in whose eye the black and white

are distinct and shining like tlie blue lotus. M., pnpil or eyeball like

a bouquet of lotus (s'w iiha) wherein the black and white are distinct.

66. Ayatabhu [read bJmi^ : with long brows. T. smints'ugft rin pa, id.

H. dyatakrkata.

67. pakshnabhru : with fine, delicate brows. T. Smin ma ^jam pa . H.

Gtiklabhrd, with brilliant, white eyebrows.

68. Samardmabhru : whose eyebrows are formed of quite equal hairs.

T. Sminmahi fine mnam pa, id. [read spu\. H. Susnigdhabhruka, very

thick eyebrows.

69. Pindyatakaryia : with thick and wide ears. T. Snan-gal stuff cin rift,

ha, with ear-flesh thick and long.

70. Samakarna: with equal ears. T. Smn mnam pa.

71. Anupahatakaniendryia : whose sense of hearing is not injured. 'J'.

Snan gyi dhan po mnams pa, do., always the same, undisturbed^

M, Ch., whose root of the ear is complete, not damaged.

72. Siiparinatalaldta : with brow rounded, well formed. T. Dpral bat

dbyes c^es pa, broad-browed. M. broad and lofty. Ch. round, fulh

H. aparisthdnalaldta.

NOTES.

18) Tilakdlaka is a black mark like a seed of sesame {tila), whicli

aj)pears under the skin: hence the Tibetan version.

19) The Kidapatri is the cotton-tree.

20) Snigva, (cf. addnra) would suggest a new form, used in certain

dialects. The correct word is snigdha (cf. note
.)

21) The himba is the mordica monadelpha, a sort of gourd with red

fruit. This comparison is often used in Sanskrit.

22) A voice reechoing like thunder, resounding afar, and spreading

terror, is an attribute which has always been given to principal deities

and the founders of religions. We find it even in Mexico (cf. Maxcon ,

t. VI 1887,). This same voice is also carw (No. .54:), sweet,
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pleasant to hear, when the divinity wishes to attract men.

23) Pajrnd, a pecuHar and faulty form
; peihaps ought to be effaced.

24) Pakala is a word altered, unless we ought to read clalapa
'

gold',
and laila, thin, fine. Cf. KamaJadalarimala,

'

spotless lotus petal',
a name of Buddha. May it be apakdia, without soil, or stain of

black ? Interpreters seem to have understood (i/>o/jrt/
= separate, dis-

tinguisli; or the Chinese; kdin, blackish. Phnh/atkarn is found in the
Pali list, and there only. This was not a feature of beauty universally
admitted. Perhaps it comes from rudely made statues, where the earrings
are confounded with the lobes of the ear. C. de Hari.ej:.

(To be continued).

THE WHEAT INDIGENOUS IN MESOPOTAMIA.-A LETTER.

[The following note was sent to me in answer, to my sending a copy of

my article {B. ^ 0. R. 11, pp. 184—192) to the illustrious botanist of

Geneva, and to my request for some remarks on the subject. T. de L,].

I have been so much the more pleased with your paper (on Wheat
carried from Mesopotamia to earhj China) that yoi; strengthen by an
indirect argument my opinion on the origin of wheat. This origin is not,
as yet. established by ascertained samples gathered wild in Mesopotamia,
but a third traveller, since the old Berosus and the modern Olivier, has
stated having seen the plant in the mountains N.E. of the Persian Gulf.

We read to that effect in the Rer^ne des Deux Mondes for 1888, vol. T,

p. 378, the following statement of Mr. Houssay, who was then with

Mrs. Dieulafoy: "Above the grass, shoot the stalks of a plant, which,
to my great wfmder, I recognise to be wild wheat. The ear is perhaps
thinner, the corn less full than in our cultivation, but it possesses

exactly the same characteristics." The author was then travelling
over the hilly country near Shushter.

As he lives at Lyons, 1 have written to him to know if he had bean able

to collect any sample of this wheat, and if he had sown any since his return

in Europe. He answered that he had taken a handful of the plant and

placed it under his saddle in view, of taking care of it afterwards, but,

unha])}iily, his servant threw it away ! Olivier had not even tried to take a

specimen of what he saw.

It is highly dcsiralile that a botanist should visit this hilly country, where

vegetation must have remained more ptire than along the rivers of

Mesopotamia. Alph. de Candolle.

DR. E. WEST ON THE PAHLAVI LANGUAGE AND
LITERATURE.*

Every study relative to Pahlavi, and emanating from the pen of

Dr. Ed. West is certainly worthy of tlie dee^test attention, and cannot fail

to add to tlie sum of inlormation acquired up to the present time. It is,

therefore, with reason that the chiss of philosophy in the Munich

• The Extent, Lanfjnage, and Affe of Pahlari Literatrire. By Dr.

E. West. Extr. from Sitzungsbericliten der jjhilos.-histor. Klasse der

K. Akadomie, Miinchen, 5 Mui, 1888 : pp. ;591M43.
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Academy has made an exception iu favour ot' tliis Ahhrmdhmg, and has

voted for its puhlication, althmigli it be written ///, nicht (leutsclier

Sprache.
This paper of the eminent scholar contains three or more principal parts.

We observe in it first, the list of 82 works written in Pahlavi, of

which 2-t consist of translations from the Avesta, -i? of original treatises

on religious matters, and 11 otliers of the same nature on subjects

political, economical, &c. To each of these names Dr. West adds
the number of words which the work contains. There are some of

them very long, such as the Dinkard (I70,UU(,i words), the Bundahish

(30,U00 words). Others, on the contrary, have only four, two, or three

hundred words, and some even only 80.

After this, Dr. West occupies himself with the Pahlavi alphabet.
with the nature of its letters, their different values and their groupings.
We have no remark to make on this well-known subject. We only

observe that we cannot but commend the author for his hesitation to

pronounce old, which is generally read ralman and other similar forms;
as also to replace the suffix man by (/. But here he has ni^t paid enough
attention to the arguments whicli are opposed to the reading a, and which

Dr. Casartelli and I have set forth in this Mccurd. 1 have nothinu' to

alter in that.

Dr. West continues his study by speaking of the translation of the

Avesta, and of the glosses which accompany it. He has rightly pointed
out its gradual composition. He might have added to that the cases

which I have quoted in my translation, where we see the author of one

gloss speaking of some former glosses.

Following this are some notes upon different Pahlavi books: the

Nirangistdn, the Aogemadaeca, the Vijarkard i-dinik, the Dinkard, the

Rivdyat of Hemcd-i Ashaz-ah/shtdn,tiie Jdmdsp ndmek, all interesting and

suggestive. The learned author closes by some notes equally important
on the Pahlavi works whose authors are known, such as the Epistles of

Manashcihar and his Dddhistdn-i dtnik, the extracts from the numero u.s

works of Zad-sparam, brother of the preceding, the Dinkard, and many
others besides. As to the Dmkard he advances some very numerous evidences.
He leaves altogether on one side the facts quoted by Dr. Casartelli

facts which demonstrate that a part of the book at least had been

composed under the Sassanides, at the time when the kings were yet
faithful to the good law.

The middle part of the paper is taken up by a discussion on the

nature and origin of the Pahlavi. The author is there occupied es-

pecially with the system I have developed in the Record. What he

says on this subject will surprise more than one reader. On the one
hand he recognises that my objections against the hypothesis of pure
ideography are very strong, but he cannot admit that part of the

argument which supposes the real use of certain Pahlavi words
;
after

that, he adds that the opinion of Haug, making a Semitic tongue
of the Pahlavi, is more probable. Notwithstanding this, the facts

quoted and demonstrating that the Semitic Mords had been jjronounced
at least partially

"
will not bear strict examination, and merely indicate

peculiarities, or blunder of some modern copyists."
As Dr. West dispenses with all proof, 1 do not know how to reply

to his criticism. Ii refer my readers to a perusal of mv article
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and to the ludgmeut of Prof. J. Darmesteter, wLo has spoken of itquite

differently.

Besides, Dr. West has only imperfectly understood me. I have never

supposed a literary language employed in conversation, as he calls it, but

only a system of writing ;
and that was not a hypothesis on my part, but

the simple mention of a well-known fact, attested by all historians, as to

the use of a peculiar argot for corres})ondence among the higher classes in

Persia.

As to " the peculiarities and blunders of the modern copyists," Dr. West
was kind enough to communicate to me his ideas "»n this subject ;

and I

must say, in spite of all my desire to assent to the learned scholar, that I

find nothing there which could make me change my conviction. All I

have quoted is generally of a custom too common to be either "
pecu-

iarities or blunders." Besides, Pahlavists will be much surprised to see

the learned scholar return to Haug's opinion, and to the Semitic

Pahlavi.

Every objection drawn from the customs of another language is valueless

here ; for the Pahlavi has nothing in common with any other written

language. It is no serious argument to say that Persian is not such as the

Pahlavi might have been. Moreover, I think that Dr. West has taken my
expressions in a sense which is foreign to them. I have not spoken of a liter-

ary language, but of a system serving for writing alone. That the use of

some Semitic or Persian words would be more or less arbitrary is not a hy-

pothesis, but a fact well known by all those who have studied the inscrip-
tions on the medals, gems, &c. But this is enough on this point of

detail into which the learned author lias drawn me b}' a criticism which does

not appear to me justifiable.
Let us close by wishing for the veteran Pahlavist a hnig career yet

in the interests of science. C. de Harlez.

OuK friend and Member of Committee, Mr Theo. G, Pinclies, has just
had printed for ])rivate circulation: Inscribed Babylonian Tablets, in the

possession of Sir Henry Peek, Bart., translated and explained (4to, 36 pp ).

Tlie texts are ten in number. 1. Memorandum or receipt dated in the reign
of Samsu-satana about 1969 b.c. 2. On weaving done for the temple of

the sun-god at Sippara, 14th year of Nabopolassar. 3. On the live-stock

in the liands (;f the shepherds of the same temple the ])receding year. 4. On
the taxes due from the Chaldaeans in the district of Sippara, 14th year of

Nabonidus. 5. On the payment of one gur of fruit, same year. 6. On
the ]>ayment (jf tithes to the temple of Gula, 14th year of Darius. 7. On
tlie su])plies to the temple of the sun-god at Sippara, 22nd year of Darius,
8. List of payments. 9. Data for drawing a deed of sale. 10. Letter

from Gimillu to Nergal-ultallit, liis brother. Every text is accom})anied

by a transliteration, translation, and notes. A short introduction, list of

Babylonian numerals, index of matter, and an index of 231 words met with

in the texts, complete this new work of ourcollaborateur, who hasdis|)layed
in it his usuul and precious qualities of precision and correctness.—T. de L.

FEINTED AKD PUBLISHED FOR THE PEOPRIETOE AT 29 ALBEET SQUAEE, CLAPHAM
EOAD ; AND BY D. NUTT, FOBIEGN AND CLASSICAL BOOKBELLEE, 270 STEAND.
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BABYLONIAN AND ORIENTAL RECORD.

Conti-ihntuvx are alone responsible for their opinions or statements.

KHAN, KHAKAN, AND OTHER TARTAR TITLES.

SUMMARY.—Introductory.

. I. Khan. § 1. EtymoTogy and present value.—2. Its appearance in

the cuneiform inscrij^^iins.
—3. Ka7i and Kun of the ancient Chinese,—i. Tiie Kun of the Wusun and the Kun-m\.—o. KJian of the

T.'hat Tartars (a.d. 300).' and -of the Joujen (a.d. 3.35).— 6. After-

wards frequent among Tartar hordes.

II. Khakan. §7. Kliakan of the Joujen (a.d. 402).
— 8. Etymology

and meaning
' Great Khan.'—9. Khakan of the Tukuhhuan (a.d. 540)

and Tuhkiieh Turks (a.d. 552).
—10. Among the Khazars of

S. E. Euro[)e.
— 11 .Among the Uigurs (a.d.. 744).

— 12. Among the

Djurtshen and Tsaghan.
—13. Another title assumed by Djingghiz

Khan.— 14. Given to him nevertheless.— 15. Resumed by the Turks

conqueror of Constantinople, (a.d. 1450).

Khan, Khakan and Khaan have been the subject of lengthy remarks

from several scholars, namely, Dr G. Rosen in the Allyemeine En-

cyclopedia von Ersch and Grliber/ Elienhe Quatremere in a long note

to his Histoire (^es Mongols de la Perse translated from the Persian of

Raschid el din,^ and more recently Sir T. E. Colebrooke in his paper:

Oil Imperial and other titles.^ But none of these learned investigators

has carried his researches, either in time or as to the original sources,

far enough to unrarel the rather eventful story of these titles. The

record of their respective origins only can explain the intricacy of

their use in history, and show how it is that Khan is not the sim-

plified from of Khakan, through Khaan, as it is commonly though

erroneously believed.

I.

1. Khan sometimes Han is an original term in tlie Turko-Tartaric

that the second was derived from the first by a symbolical emphasis of the

Vol. II.—No. 12. [269]
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languages for chief, prince, or ruler, as in Mongol, Kalmuck, Mandshu,

Djagatai", Turkish, &c. The word is common as well, to other families

of the Turano-Scjthian stock, as shown by*: the Ostiak Khon, the

Vepse or Tchudic Kuhn,^ the Dravidian Kon, with the same meaning, the

old Chinese Kon officer of goverment and Kun ruler, the Wusun Kun,
of which we shall speak again, the Burmese gJiounq &c. The political

influence of the Mongols lias carried the term Klian much beyond
its linguistic domain, for instance in Persian and Hindi^ where it

has become a common word. It has lost in course of time a areat deal of

its former importance. From its value as a title equivalent to Lord or

Prince among the Mongol and Turk nomade hordes, "it has since become in

Persia, and still more in Afghanistan, a sort of vague title like
'•

Esq.,"

whilst in India it has become a common affix to, or in fact part of, the

name of Hindustanis out of every rank, properly, however, of those

claiming a Pathan descent.'^"

2. The history of this word and title goes back to a very remote period

as we must look upon several similar terms in the cuneiform inscriptions

of Western Asia as its kindred. Such for instance the well known

Snmero-Akkadian
>-][ J

en ' lord master'^ which was frequently used as

a prefix and otherwise,^ and according to all probabilities was ultim-

ately connected with the well known word an for
'

god' in the same

language. Such also the ancient Susian title Han-?7i- translated by

Prof. J. Oppert as '

Emperor' in the inscriptions of Kudur Naklmute,

king of Susiana towards tlie end of the Vlllth century n.c.i*^

Besides it seems that the inscriptions of Ma!-amir, which Prof. A. H.

Sayce has shown to be written in the same language as, and earlier

in time than, the Akha'menians Medo-Scythic or Amardian, show a

cognate form Ain
y^Y tTy "^5^ wliich is distinctly 'a king', and this

repeatedly.
1^

As the latter language, like the Susian, belongs undoubtedly to tlie

Turano-Scythian stock^^, as the Sumer ^Akkadian, altliougli these are

less pure and in a hybridised condition^^, we are justified in considering

these terms as cognate to that of Khan, and its ascendants in a collateral line.

'A. Tlie Chinese words ^aiid ^ (anciently /.(W^* and kuny-' are those

which, thanks to the old age of ancient Chinese written documents, can

boast of the oldest records in Eastern Asia. They appear, both in their

respective meaning of
'

officer
'

and ' ruler
'

in the most ancient parts of

the Book of history {Shu king II, ii, 1'.), II, ii, 4, 17;. It seems probable
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original vowel corresponding to the increase in tiie meaning required.

But this must have taken place long before, as the two words are ex2)ressed

since the beginning of the Chinese written his orv, by two ideograms quite

distinct in formation.

4. In sequence of time the next oldest instance of the word occurs in

the second century before the Christian era, when it appears as the title of

the ruler of tlie Wusun^'', a red-haired, blue-eyed race^^ allied to the

Hiungnu Turks, in the NW. of Chinu^**, whence tliey moved westwards,

at least the greater part of them, in 143 b.c.^^ They were ruled by a

great Kan-mP^, whose wife or queen was called the great Kun-ti. The

gender terminations show the radical word to have been kun-\ while the

specification oi great applied to their ruler, confir:aed by the furthiT

statement of the Chinese account that the Wu-suns had also small kitn-im\

show that kmi- had the meaning only of prince, lord, but not tliat of king.

Another portion of the same people about the same time moved soutliwards

and settled in Yunnan W.^^ where they became known to the Chinese

as forming the kingdom of the Kun-mi (Kun-mi Kwoli).^^ It is one

of the manv historical cases of migration of northern tribes towards the

sunny south of Indo-Ghina^^ through the region between China

and Tibet. -^

5. A7ta?i does not appear ipsis'litteris, in historical evidence, as far as I

have b?en able to ascertain, before the Ilird century of our era. But we

may be sure tliat it was in>tise a long time previously, for no statement is

given about its first adoption, and it is quoted as a matter of course.

It occurs as the title of a ruler of the Tobat Tartars (in Chinese sources)

who was the regular successor of a long list of sovereigns of this people,

who claimed a great antiquity. Lin Khan (Chinese Lin Han^^), who was

ruling at the very beginning of the Ilird century, was the father of

Kiesun, who is reputed to have been the sixty-seventh ruler. Tchomo

Khan (Chinese Tchomo ban), son of the latter, was put to death in

an insurrection^^ In the year 312 a Khan Tobat named Hi gave assistance

to the Chinese against the Hiung-nu Turks^^. Later on we find it as a.title

of certain leading officers among the Joujen'^^, the eastern ancestors of the

Avars, as, for instance, in the name of Hoto Khan, beheaded in 385 a.d

by order of the Emperor of the Wei Tobat Tartars. It continued to be

used by them long after their migration to the west***^.

6. And it became henceforth of frequent use among the Tartar hordes,

but it had always a subordinate meaning to that of the supreme title

which we shall now examine.
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7. Kliakan, or Khagan, the supreme title of authority among the

Tartars, makes its first appearance in history in 402 a.d. It wa& assumed

by Tuhm, the Khan of the Joujen, after he had established his supremacy

all over Tartary. He disdained the old title of Shen-yu^^, which hitherto

had been always assumed by the supreme ruler of these regions, and he

struck out for himself and his successors in power the new title oiKhakan.

The Chinese account in the annals uf the Wei dynasty is most precise

under this respect, and we may say that it is the looseness of the Chinese

compilers of late date made use of by European scholars, which has led to

the misconception and confusion together of the two terms Khakan and

Khan^^. The passage is worth quoting in full. The text speaks of

Tulun: " Tze hao IC/u tonfat k^okan. K'iu toufat yu Wei yen kiayu

K'aitchang ye. ICokan yu Wei yen Huangti ye. He called himself Ku
Tubat Khakan. Ku TuLat is the same as the Wei term for 'a driver

beginning his task.' Khakan is the same as the Wei term for Emperor."33

Tuhnfi^, though written differently because of respect for the family name

of the rulers of the Wei dynasty of Southern China, was most prob-

ably the same name assumed by Tulun. ^^ It was most renowned and

illustrious, and continued to be so for some centuries. And as Tulun

and his followers belonged to the same race, their claims to the family

name was not unjustified.

8. Khakan is stated to be the same as Huang-ti, i. e. Supreme ruler.

The etymology is pretty clear—Kan is the khan which we already know.

Kha is connected with such words as the Wogul aku, Ostiak oker,

Mandshu yga, 'first,' Turki '

agha, 'lord,' Mongol ika, 'great,' the

Dravidian /.vr'*',
' a king '^^. This word is very old, and belongs to the

whole of the Turano-Scythian stock of languages as shown by the

Akkadian aga, 'chief, lord'; akka,
'

powei'ful '2^, the Chinese kao,

'high,' &('. The meaning^^ of khakan is, therefore, indicated as being that

of
'

great khan.'

9. Let U3 sketch rapidly the ])rinci})al historical instances of its

adoption.

Tlie rulers of the Joujen kept their prominent position of Khakan over

the other khans of the Tartars until the sixth century. In a.d. 540

their weakened power permitted Hiliu Khan, of the Tukuhhuan, to assume

the supreme title**^, which, liowever, he could not keep leng; for his

successors ;
as in 552 a.d., the empire of the Jonjen, was finally destroyed

by Tiitiiun Khan, of the Tulikiieh Turks,"*^ who assumed the supreme
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dignity of Kliakan, not only for himself, but also for his successors^*.

But Tlimun soon discarded this very title for him personally^^, because

apparently of Hiliu khakan still living and not yielding, and he took for

himself another title as we shall see when studying another term of

the same group, Ilkhan.'*^

10. Not long after that, we see the title of Khakan in use among the

Khazars*^, a Turkish race in South Eastern Russia and beyond, who

occupied there a prominent position for centuries, as their power

was not destroyed by the Russians before 966 a.d. But the use of

the supreme title among them does not seem to have been lnoked

upi)n as a symbol of hegemony over the other Khans. They had a

Khakan. a Khakan bouh, and a Render Khakan, the wife of their

Khakan was called a Khatun. a term which we have already met. It

is he who is spoken of as ya^iavo'^ in the times of Jtistinian and Maurice

(Vlth century). Constantine Porphyrogenitus (903-959 a. d.) mentions

'o x^^l^^o"^ 'apx"^" Xo^fl/'jtW^ Albiruni (1000 a.d.) in a list of the words

for King, Emperor, Prince, &c. gives that of Khakhan as applying to the

rulers of the Turks, Khazars and Tagharghuz.''^ Should the lat-

ter be identified with the Tukiihuans of the Chinese records, we

would have in the statement of the Khorasmian author an enimieration

of the three nations whom we have recorded as having adopted the title

Khakan for their leaders.

11. The empire of the Turks in MongoHa was destroyed in 744 a.d. by

the Uigurs. Their ruler assumed the title of Khakan, which was recog-

nized to him by the Chinese Emperor of the T'ang dynasty, then all

powerful^**. In 840 a.d. their dominion in Northern Mongolia was

destroyed by the Kirghizes, and they were compelled to flee from their

capital city (Karakorum). But in 847 they reestablished their seat at

Turfan, and resumed the title of Khakan, which they preserved until the

Xllth century^^; the last of them is mentioned in the history of the

Djurtchen (Kin dynasty) as having sent an embassy in 1127 a.d.^*^.

12. The supreme authority passed then into the hands of the Karakhitai,

whose ruler, however, did not assume the old title of Khakan, and started

that of Gurkhan, as we shall see further on.

The title of Khakan seems to have been then used rather promiscuously,

as we hear in the history of the M ongols by Ssenang Setzen, of a Chagan
of the Djurtchid^^ (or Djurtchen) and of a Chagan of the Tsaghan tribes

(of the Solsons) subdued by Temudjin the future Djingghis Khan in 1202

A.D. 52 Should the matter be more important, it might be necessary to
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have this statement better authenticated, as the mere words of the Mongol

historian are, perhaps, only a T'aqo)i de purler.

\'6. Temudgiu, whatever may have been said otherwise, never assumed

himself the title of Khakan; a new title was struck out for him. In 1206

A.D. he had destroyed all his rivals, and in the spring of that year
" he

summoned a Kuriltai ne^ir the sources of the Onon
;

on this spot

was planted a standard composed of nine white tuks^^
(i.e. yak-

tails, one for each of the nine Orioles) placed one over the other,

around this were collected the chiefs of the different tribes. A
Shaman named Gueukdju, who was surnamod But Tcngri,^^ now

came forward and declared solemnly that having conquered so many
Gur Khans, i.e. chief Khans, he could not adopt that humbled title,

and that Heaven decreed to him the title of Djingghi:^^ Khan or the

"
Very Mighty Khan." He was therefore saluted under that name

by the different chiefs. "5*^

14. Notwithstanding his new and spcL-ial title Djingghiz Khan was

spoken of as the Khakan of the Tartars; and so deeply engrained was the

use of this title with reference to the supreme ruler, that the Mongol
historian and Prince Ssenang Setzen goes so far as to say that the full

title of Djingghiz Khan^^ was Sutu Bogda ^Djingghiz Khagan. And the

Armenian historian Guiragos, relating the events of the time in Georgia,

does mention Khagan ipsis litteris as the title of the Mongol sovereigns***

Besides, some coins are witnesses of the fact, as souie of them issued in

the time of Djingghiz Khan bear simply the legend
" the Just, the

Great Khakan," and others "the just, the great Djiughiz Khan "
^9.

15. The great importance of this title gradually dwindled down, and it

came again into use after the conquest of Constantinople (a.d. 1448)'

The title assumed by Murad III. ran :
" Sultan of the two continents and

Khakan of both seas," &.c.^^

NOTES.
1) Vol. 35 s, V. Khau.

2) Vol. I, (folio, Paris. 1836). pp. lo— If., u.

3) Jounud of the Roi/al Asiatic Society, lM77, Vol. IX, jip. 314—420;
Khan, or Khacan, pp. 402—411—.Cfr. Also the iiitices of P. Visdeloup
iu the Sitp/tlniiciit if la Bibl/otcqne orientale i/,' d' Ilerbeluf. pp. 132-133,
and of Col. H. Yule, The Book of .SV/- Marci> /\il(>. 2iid ciiit. introd.

pp. U-IO, n.

4) All the instances are taken from the fwllowing ;uuhoriiii'>:— .1. E.

Kowalewski, Dictionaire Mongol-rii.xs('-/'ran<pis (Kasai). 1844-S), 3 vols.

4to) vol. II, p. 712.—Pli. .J. von Strahlenberg, An histonco-geoyrajdncal

description, of the North and Eastern parts of Europe and ^sm (London,
1738, 4to), in

j)olygl()l table.—Pavct dc CourteiUc, Dictionaire Turk ori-
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ental, s.v. (Paris, 181<»;.
—It. Caldwell, Draridian Grammar, 2nd edit"

p. 504.— U. A. Chase, Anglo-Burmese luuKlbooh ( Maulmain, 1852;
III, ^'S.—Ch. E. de Ujfalvy, Esmi de gramiwnrc Ve/ise ou Tchoude

(Paris, 1875).

5) To which compare the Kalmuck Kuinjuhr, a ruler, in Stalileuberg,.
the Burmese ghoung, &c. 0. c.

6) H. H. Wilson, A Glusmrt/ of Indian terins, p. 276 (London, 1855,

itoj.
—The Siamese ^^MW, chief, in J. Leyden's Comparatire vocabulary

oj'the BarriKi, M(daiia, and Thai (Serampore, 181UJ p. IT.), is a loan word
from the same source, and may have been carried by the Kun-ini Kivoh

people, ou which cfr. I^elow.—Kun in Kun-maing, a Shan title meaning
(cfr. Ney Elias, Introductori/ sketch of the histuri/ of the Shins, p. 56)
calls for the same remark.

7j Col. Henry Yule and A. C. Burnell, .1 Gloxsun/ oj' Aaglo-fadiau
collnqnial words and phi-asex (London, 1886j, \>.

306.

8; J. Meuanr,''* Si/llahaire 225 ( Graminaire Ass//n'enne, ISSOy.
—

T. G. Pinches' iSign list A8 i Texts in the BaUylDuian wetlge-wriiiug,

1882;,—R. Bjuunow'-s Chissi/ied li)<t 2805-2945 (Leiden. Is87y.--
cfr. Cuneiform Inscriptiom of Western Asia IV, 13, 10a.

9j This term has probably a linguistic and subjective affinity witli

»->|-
art 'god' in the same language; the difference wiiich is only vocalic

being symbolical and correlative to the intensity of the meaning. This

interesting phenomenon is rather frequent in the Turano-Scythian stock

of languages as a whole.

10 j Cfr. J. Oppert, Les inscriplions enlangue Susienne, Essai d'inter-

pretation, pp.l8-i, 194 {1 Congres des orientalistes, Paris, 1873, vol. II .

11) Inscription across a Bas-relief at Kul Faraun, Mai-Amir (Layard's
Inscr. pi. 36-37) 5, in H. A. Sayce, The Inscriptions of Mai-Amir and

thelangaage of the Second column of the Akhcemenian inscriptions, pp. 634,
737, also 716, in Actes da Vie Congres international des Orientalistes,

1883, vol. II, pp. 636-756 (Leide, 1885 ).—Mr. W. St. Chad Boscawen
has favoured me with the following valuable note on the matter: " The
value of AN never, as far as I know, meant '

god
'

i^dimmir and dingir

being the words) but '

heaven,' and gave rise to the borrowed ai nu
'

heaven," the primary meaning of the root being
'

high.' The Elamite
word for '

god
'

Avas annap, cognate with the Suraerian nap,
• a light or

star' (perhaps an + nap, 'heaven light'). The better reading for

Oppert's Han-ik is Khan-gsd, pronounced Khag-gal, as this formative has

the value of gal in all adjectives, as in KM-gal, Ner-gal,
'

ruler,' not ner-ik.

Si-gal,' protector,' not Si-ik, &c. There is very little doubt that the

guttural first letter in en, erem, e,
'

lord, fiend, house,' corresponded to the

guttural ^, and was then softened from the ghain Arab., being like the

Persian prefix kh ^. Thus then: EH:=gen=Khen, 'lord'; Ai^=:^ain=
Khain, king '; AX=^ar4= A7jt<rt, ^o^ifycf/

'

chief, ruler.' This is to be

seen in Sumerian erem 'foe', Assyrian e';7'/n?'=Heb- QIJ? and Arab, ghu-
;wH 'subtle foe'. W.St.C. B."

12) On this kinship, cfr. Francois Lenormant, La Langue primitive de

laChalde'e et les Idiomes Touraniens (Paris, 1875 )
and Chaldiean Magic

(London, 1878, pp. 263-317); Fritz Hommel, Die Sumero-Akkadisclie

spracJie und ihre Verwandschaftsverhdltnisse (Zeitschri/t fi'tr Keilschrift-

forschung, 1884, vol. I.).
13 y On this hybridity cfr. my article Akkadian and Sumerian in com-
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'parati7'e philology (The Babylonian and Oriental Record. 1886, vol. I,

pp, 1-7.;

14) Mandarin A'tcow, Sino-Annamite ^wan, Cantonese kun^ Amoy kwan,

Shanghai kwo^, Foochow Kwang, Pekinese Kuan.

15) Mandarin Kiun, Sino-Annamite qndn, Cantonese Kwan. Amoy
Kwun, Shanghai Kiin, Foochow Rung, Pekinese tchim.

IG) Cfr. to this name the Mandshu hosufi meaning strength,

hosungga
'

strong.'

17) And also,
"
having the appearance of female monkeys" tchwang

mihuu, says the Chinese writer.

18) They were settled in the district now Tnn-hwang in Kansnh
W., near Sha-Schou.

19) In order to attack with the Hiungnu, the Gweti't vulgo Yuehti.

20) Or Kun-mo, ^JS or _^^ ;
both forms being used. Cfr. my

article The Yuehti and the early Buddhist missionaries in China.

(The xVcademy Dec. 31, 1887),

*21) She'-ki; Tsien Han shu; Hou Han shu; Peh she; T^ung tien; and the

Tai ping yi'i Ian, compiled in 983 a.d., K. 795, ff. 1-2.—Parts of these

details through later Chinese compilations have been given by De Guignes
in his Histoire des Huns. vol. I (1) pp. 300-301, and I (2) p. 55.

22) They were said to have much of the same manners as the Turks

(Tnh-kueh) and to have been originally a brother state to the Hiungnu's.

They are mentioned under the reign of Han Wuti (140-87 b.c,) and in

the year 623 a.d. In 645 they numbered 72 tribes and 9300 families.

Cfr. Tang shu, Tai jiing yil Ian, K791. f. 12. They have been soinetimes

mistaken for the Kun-ming.

23) On some other instances of similar migrations cfr. my tractate on

The Cradle of the Shanrace (1884) pp. 18, 19-22; and my book The

languages of China before the Chinese (1887) pp. 84--96.

24) On the spelling of that name without h, cfr. my notice Tibet not

Thibet \n Le Museon, Aout, 1887, pp. 500 501, and my article Tibet in

the Encficlnpfedia Britannica, 1883, vol. XXIII, p. 338.

25) iPJ^ ;
the first word ?o is explained by 'land' and the second k/f

(modern poh) by
'

prince,' therefore ' Prince of the land
'

in the Sung shu,

or ' Annals of the Sung dynasty
'

(620—678 a.d.) Tai ping yii Ian, Bk. 801,

t. 1 V.

26) The Chinese render the word by ^ now read han, but previously

jfc'an,. It is the same character as in the later /t'a k'an for khakau.

27) Cfr. De Guignes, Histoire des Huns, vol. I, pp. 180-182; vol. I (2)

p. 143.

28) Dr. E. Bretschneider quotes erroneously this fact as the first appear-
ance ef the title Klian, in his important Notice of the Median^al Geography
and history of central and western Asia (1876) p, 117.

29) Tliis name has been rendered in Chinese by the ideo-phonetic

JS^ which may be read .Iwenjwen or Ju-ju or more probably Ju-jwen; this

ideographic spelling, which may mean '

crawling crawlers
'

had been

selected about 425 a.d. as a contemptuous transcription of their name by

Slic-Tsu-Tai-wu, Emperor of the Wei Tobat Tartars, then ruling over

Northern China. Their original name had been given to them about 320

A.I), by their first chief, Tcheluhuei, who had gathered all the rimaways
and malcontents of these Wei Tobat Tartars. On this people cfr. the

Chinese annals of 420-589, called Nan sin-, sect, y Meh tchuen, and those
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of tlie Wei dynasty 386--556, Wei shu Jujwen tclnten, 15k. l')^, sect. Dl.

Cfr. also the Sui shu.

80 j Cfr. De Guignes, instoire dc- I/ans, t. I (2) p. 195.

81) Shen-yu or Tan-fiu ^^hadi been the title of tlie I'liler of the

Hiungnu. It is known in history from the Chinese accounts as early as

the third century before our era. See the She-ki of Szeiua Tsien, Bk. lid,
f. 9v., where it is explained by a gloss as meaning h'iranf/ ta tchi ma,

'

majastic grandeur.' In the Annals of tlie Former Hun dynasty, I'sicn

Han shu, Bk. 91, the title is said to be in full Tung-li l-watu Shen-yu.
Heaven in the Hiungnu language being Tangli, i. e. Tengri, the well-

known Altaic word, and Kivatu,
'

son,' cfr. the Tungasian utu, Lamutic

utu, same meaning. The title in full implies. -Majestic grandeur of the

son of Heaven.' This was evidently set up as a competition to the

Cliinese Emperi:)r who claimed the title of Son of Heaven or Tien tze

since the beginning of the Sliang dynasty (circa 1550 b.c. ).

32) Deguignes Histoire des Huns, I (2( 337, referring to Ma Twanlin's

Wen Men fung k'ao and to Tchuhi's T\mg kien kang muh compiled in

tthe Xlllth and Xllth centuries respectively, states that Tulun "
prit le

titre de khacan on de khan." The contemporary Annals of the Wei
dvnastv do not leave doubt on the matter, and show that he asstimed

the two titles successively.

33) Wei shu, k. \(yi, schuen 91,f. 2v. Here is tlie original text: g 3^

A few remarks are recpiired to justify my rendering. The sfiunds of the

proper names are given as near as possible as they were pronounced at

the time. On Tubal, cfr. the remarks in the text. Kiayu k'aitcha'tig

is difficult to translate
; kia-yu means '

guide,' and more properly
'

driver',

and it is often applied to the Chinese Emperor himself whose leader-

ship of the state is compared to that of the driver of a chariot ; k'ai

tchang is properly
' to open a shop' (W. Williams, Syllah. dictionary

p. 308) . The two terms imply my rendering. K'o was employed for

the rendering of a foreign ka as for instance in Acoka. (cfr. Stan.

Julien, Methode pour dechiffrer les noms sanscrits dans les livres chinois,

No. 712).

34) The Wei used to write it
^"^ ^^. For some remarks on this name

and other variants of its spelling and connections to that of Tibet, cfr.

my Beginnings of icriting around Tibet, §§ 84-85, and my article Tibet,

already quoted.
35) The Tobat gave the dynasty of the Southern Liang in Kansuh
N.W. from 397 to 415; the first dynasty of E. Tibet in 434 : the great

Wei dynasty over IST. Cliina, from 386 to 535; and were part of the Si-Hia

or Tangut, from 983 to 1227; and of other petty Tartar dynasties. Before

he time of Kit-sun (D. 260 a.d. ) they claim to have already given 67

princes to Tartary, and continued to do so until 376 a.d. Cfr. De Guignes,
Histoire des Hmis, I, 280-282, and my Beginnings of writing, 1. c.

36) As in the old Tamil of the Syrian inscriptions: Ko-il,
'

king's house.'

Cfr. R. Caldwell, Dravidia i Grammar, p. 504.

37) Sir T. E. Colebrooke in his paper On Tm2)erial and other titles, 1. c.

p. 404, has compared it to ko in the Scythic version of the Behistun in-

cription of Darius, as deciphered by Ed. Norris, who had followed in that

case a suggestion of Westergaard concerning the character
yyyt: (J7('»fyjr

on the Scythic version of the Behistun inscription, J. R. A. S. 1855, vol.

XV, pp. 19. 181. But the decipherment Ko irsarra, Ko kofainna for

'great king. King of kings
'

was not exact, and the reading is -now given
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as Unan irsurra, Unan ip-inna in Prof. J. Oppert, Le peuple et la

langue des Mkles, p. 112,

38 1 Lenormant, Etudes Accadiennes I, 28, III, 2, 32: Ed. Chossat,

Repertoire Sume'rieu, p. 7.

39) A Mongol etymology has been sought for unsuccessfully, as he re-

cognises it himself by Prof, H. Vambery, Die primt'tive cultur des Turko-
Tatarischen Volkes, pp. 135—13G.

40; On ^^ cfr. HOu Wei shu, Bk. 101, f. Q.—Tal jnyig ytHtm, Bk.

794, f. 8 r.

41) De Guignes, Histoire des Huns, I, pp. 178-188.

42) Tung Kien Rang Muh : De Mailla, IV, p. 523.

43) De Mailla, ihid. p. 225.

44) Cfr. below
§ .2.

45) The
;g. ^ ICohsat or

"pj" ^ ICosat who belong to the stock of

the Tuhkiich, in the Annals of tlie T'ang dynasty. Cfr. E. Breitschneider,
Not ces of the viedfoei-al geogmpliy, p. 191.—Theophanes who is the

first to name tliem in the year 626 speaks of them as the eastern

Turks who are called Khazars. Zeuss 742 in H. H. Howorth, The

Khazars, were they Ugrians or Turksl p. 17 (Trans. III. Congr. Orient

Leide, 1878). The learned author of tlie H'story of the Mongols, has

returned to the opinion which he held previously about the Khazars and
has adduced in favour of this view new proofs to those put forth by
several scholars of old. In the same paper he has sketched the variations

of opinion among scholars on the nationality of the Khazars. De Guignes,
Histoire des Hun-'^, II, 507—509, has them as Turks.

46) De Administr. Imp. c. 38, &c.

47) The Chronology of Ancient nations, traosl. Sachau, p. 109.—
Similar lists are given by several authors

;
for instance by Ibn-Khurdudhbih

(Journal Asiatique 1865, p. 249-257).
48 Tang shu, Bk. 257rt.—E. Bretschneider, Xotices of the Mediaeval

Geography, p. 117, ox Mediceval Researches, vol. I, p. 239.

49) Meanwhile an isolate case of the assumption of the title of Khakan
occurred in N. India. It appears among those of Musand, son of Mahmud,
set forth on the minaret near Ghazni (a small territory in Cabul). Cfr.
Journal Asiat/c Soc ety of Bengcd, vol. XXII, pp. 11-IS.

50) Dr. E. Breitschneider has put together with great skill all that is

known on the Uigur history, in his Media'val Researches, vol. I, pp. 236-263.

51) On this Mongol form of the name of the Djurtchen, cfr. my paper
Tht' Djurtchen of Mavdshuria, their name, language, and literature.

52 ! Geschichte der Ost Mongolen (transl. Schmidt) p. 75 ;
H. H.

Ho\vorth, History of the Mongols, I, 57.

53) Cfr. iw^=standard, flag,

54) i. e.
'

E,e])resenting Heaven', not '

Image of God'.

55) Explained as Djin(/=gront, and ghiz the superlative.

56) H. H. Howorth, 6. C. I. 64.

57 ) H. H. Howorth, History of the Mongols. I, 65.

58) Cf. liis record in the translation of Ed. Dulaurier, Les Mongols
d\ipres les historiens Armeniens, [>.

123 (Journal Asiutqiie, 1858, t.

XI, pp. 192-255).

59) Ed. Thomas Chronicles of the Pathan kings of Delhi, pp. 91—92.

60) T. E .Colebrooke, On Imperial and other titles, 1. c, p. 411.

Teurien de Lacouperik.

(T'o he continued).
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NOTES ON THE WRITINGS OF THE LYCIAN MONUJbENTS.

A.—THE LYCIAN WRITING [cont.).

{Continuedfrom p. 218.)

The Letter y.

Quite wrongly this letter which, under the form V^ enters into the name

of the prince T^^^'^\yOPi, has sometimes been taken for a simple

graphic variant of \y . Moritz Schmidt has received |this
coin legend in the

Vth plate of The Lycian Inscriptions, and in his Neue lyTcische Studien,

p. 71; but the temptation was very strong to seek there for the Greek

name xeqvayopa'i'^; the learned professor could not resist it, and he has

undertaken to complete in vj/ the 5th character of the name. Without

being so positive in his proposition, the author of Monnaies Lyciennes

believes he has recognized in the mention V^P^E of E., 62, of the

Obelisk, a speciale version cf theproper name^^^f P^^E-^. I confess, never

theless, that in his eyes, V is a letter independent iof \i , and to which he

assigns the value v.

I share his opinion that y, V, V is nothing but a Greek upsilon; but

I ask him to concede to me that this upsilon, declared by Dr. Isaac

Taylor wanting in the Lycian epigraphy^'^, is a consonant. The reduplic-

ation of y after P in the wordOMPyy^H demonstrates this fact,

for the consonants only comply with the reduplication which is proper to

this writing^^ If some repeated vowels are shown to me, this is only

accidentally, and outside every rule; still the case is very rare^^.

They shall be successful in clearing up the transcription of f

by taking as the point of departure the value r, wMchis that of

the character )!(. Let us say a few words on the subject of thi^

last letter. Limyra 19 shows it redoubled in the name f)lC).K E VAjlT ; it

is therefore a consonant r, asl have announced it at p. 214, in a phrase

unfortunately mutilated, and which I take tho liberty, for that reason, to

reproduce :
" Yet O is already «, and ?' does not serve to represent F,

but )f(, directly drawn, as its form attests, from the Cypriote syllabary."

If the Greek gives us, on the same monument, the name of

r>K)lCETAtlt "licler the form HYBIAAAHI, it is not ne-

cessary to conclude that )I^')I( answers to vft or the Latin w m of

the name Pacuuius. The two )iK are resolved into only one, in the
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some way as the two f, the two X ^^^ the names Ap7ra^o9, '^irapji-

t'lTai, ^ap7rr}Btvv, ^epaovijao^, Parqcfi'^ under their Lyoiaii dress

The u of the syUable Ylv^ is not admitted except to join the tt to the

ft (=v) ; you should not expect, I think, that the Greeks wrote

UftiaWrii ?

Here now is a word iPEM^-i^^AE which we know to be read ^m'a/z,

and which I remark at 1. 32, West face of the Xanthian ObeUsk. The

North face, 1. 51, gives way from its side, doubtless the same word, but

with this interesting circumstance, that ;j( had given place to /

(IPEyp^AE).
It will be seen, then, that it is quite wrongly that Schmidt has written

this last example under the form TPEN "^ AE^^ in his Neue lyk. Studien.

Many errors of this sort seriously injure his lists of words, by leading the

reader astray. Indeed, there exists a variant of N which somewhat recalls

our letter y, \i h*/ ;
but that variant is only found in some tumukj.

inscriptions^^, and besides, by a little attention we shall avoid this mistake.

The y diecloses sufficiently its nature as a consonant by its ordinary

position between two vowels. The Obelisk would appear to have made

mention of ihenavarchs with the word (in the gen. pi.) N^ !/OP^ + E^^

Savelsberg compares this term, which he translates by "schiffer," with the

Armenian naimwak, and he remarks that trieres are not remotely men-

tioned. The comparison of this example with the Greek vavap)(^wv is very

tempting indeed : here u is the consonant v.

I therefore write )Sv ?• and Y v\ without any hope of making any-

thing but some conjectures on the difference of the pronunciation of those

two consonants.

As a oeneral rule, the Obelisk does not admit of purely graphic variants;

there is a consequence to be drawn from this fact, that is that V is in no

way a variant of vj', not even a letter which, of a different origin, might

have the same phonetic value. For V is interchangeable with >|/ as well

as with }|(.

The Greek epigram on the Obelisk caused much trouble to the

interpreters, because of certain lacuntr M'hich affect an important pa

sometimes of the proper names of persons, forgotten by history. At

the beginnfng of the 5th verse, there is the name of [KPHjlZ (for

KAPniZ wliich expressed,for the western strangers,the name of the Lycian

>V I P'^E (xerau)
son of 6^ PPf^4^0 ((Arppa^us). And in the twelfth

and last verse it issaid of this Kapwfi that "he crowned with very beau-

tiful crowns the race ofKAIIKA[Z]." M. Six was at first i)ersuaded
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tlmt thaae was a reference in this word KAllKA to a pro[)er name, and

that seeing the space between the hvo Is, there was room to complete the

first hy P*". Who was this Ka/nKas ? The inscription of the 8tli tomb of

Xanthus gives the name of \.

'

PE 1/ t ;
and as the author of the monu-

ment MtPr+ E (Merehi)is quoted perhaps once on the Obehsk*\ ihe in-

genious numismatist supposed that this Merehi, descendant of vl, f PEV T

or Ka/j(/c«w, is reckoned in the number of av^^tevei'i
of the son of Harpag-

os.*2 Unfortunatel}', the meaning attributed to ^^^r^hT^ (x/l^/ate)

by the Dutch scholar has nothing real in it*^, and other examples where

the word is found make it probable that it signifies "hyparch, or an

officer under the orders of such." Tliis is how I should translate this short

ejjitaph :

ebonnoe : prnnafo : moeti prfmafatoe : Merehi : Kudalah :

this monument-here has built. Merehi of Kodalos

Xiitlah tideimi triya trbbahi : piinutahi : uliahi

(thesameas)Condalos son, — — —
hrppi prunezi : (jenoe : x^talafata x^rixehe.
for the oiKeioi ;

he was hyparch of (the lady ) Cerice.

We have a cohi with the name of the princess \|^ AQEVA with the same

vowel (A= y) in the second and the sixth place. The genitive will make

it quite naturally \J/|PE>^ J + 1, with the interchange between y and

^. But do we see the princess of Xanthus in this twelfth verse of

the epigram, which bears a masculine name in the genitive (KapiKc

fyej/os=the race of the prince Karikas) 1

Nor does the Obelisk quote many times a woman of the name of

VJPEVr with Tat the beginning and the end, but a man XP'i'PEyf**'^

with a vowel, |, in the first syllable, ^ in the last. The genitive

does not modify these vowels: it is always vU?PEi^ /-|- or <^TPE/-
+ t- This name figures on a coin, and exactly with ^ at the beginning,

^ at the end, vj, fPE^ ^. There is therefore ground to attribute it to a

sovereign prince; and further, the grand stele recalls frequently the yj/tP-

f^y ;E,aword copied from the pattern of FElTTf Pff'lE, and indi-

cating a member of the family of 4^ fPEyj^. Is this not sufficient to

make us recognize the expression rendered by IdapiKo r^evos:
in the

epigram ? If we are deceived, if a man of an ancient period bore the name

of one of his descendants and counts as an eponymous hero, it must be

confessed then that the Greek ear heard KaptKa^ when people spoke

of Ceriv'a, and that the Lycians themselves were given to confounding
the two styles of writing the name of the lady, vl/iPE>^f or nJ'ADEVA

(=>^rPEvr).
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I was not. therefore, so far wrong in connecting the names of

+ OMPV'' U'^ and OMPyyf^lS-'*^ In fact 1^ is the termina-

tion recalling the attrihnte, the quality as a member of the family of

OMPyyf^;^^ yy are instead of ^I'V^. and + (h) disappears after a

word ending in the vowel |. This letter -f ,
at the begnning of a word, is

often omitted; we
jtlo

not have it in the names of ^P.T|*vO^
OPTTEI^. and tKP'TAMAh {ApTrd^/o^, Y^t^o?, E/caTo/ti/a^^?).

The name of Ionia and of the lonians is El;^ NE ^^ lonyiefi, EI:i<N4

lyono, but once I believe I find it appear preceded by + in + E I cf N p> V^^

=hii/6mxd (South. 1. :24). We have likewise : PXM P^i^T^^^X Xf^''

z=rnlmazata\66a ('eight' ])ieces of the i'fB.gy of Hermes')? PXMr'=
+ PXM, hniimx, and -|-PXM^ or +PXMi,, /i?-wm(>, "an dermean

coin,"^^ (in the accusative singular) in the same manner as Pf PE,

elsewhere completed -f P/'^f E=G7rt'*".

How is the passing of ?'' into a guttural k ur x t^ be explained ? The

Persians, perhaps, imported into that country their curious articulation

uva (Zeud Jw) which, in the Greek transcriptions, is transformed into k or

\ ; examples: h/mrenanh, in Zend signifying "majesty," became Kapavo^;

uvaspa, became
:^oaff7rjy? ; uvazd, became KoWato ; uvddamanyush,

became ^o^ouavi/os. The Lycians would therefore first take the \^^ up-

silon consonant of the Greeks, and would make it express the hv of

the Iranians.

Let us remark before passing to another letter that the monuments

of the country (others than the Obelisk and the coins) do not

use y orV . No doubt but that ^, susceptible of many shades of pro-

nunciation, appeared to them sufificient.^^

V. The Letters X & I-

Nothing is farther from the processes w)f the Semitic writing, from

which the vowels are excluded, than the Lycian writing
—the latter

jiossessing, in the opinion of the most competent scholars, a system of

delicate and complicated vocalization^^. It has. however, groups of con-

sonants which ought to call forth the thought, e.g., the words xplyi^pllufi,

Xtthiuti, x^-hhln ; but all regarded those as peculiarities, and no one

imagined before Hiibschmann^^^ that the X of the name of TPXMEAE
(=" Lycian"), and the Zg of the final syllable so frequent I^ or /J
(leoni J-^) were consonants. An advance towards the truth was made

by Schmidt^^,who thought he could clear up everything by admitting that

X represented ain and 5 '«• I^i'- l^eecke, by accepting a sug-

jjestion of M. Six. has agreed with Hiibschmann that the so-
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called nasal vowels of Schmidl and Savelaberg are consonants,

or, to borrow his own expression, nasale sonanten. I enter so thoroughly

into these new views that I would not admit the existence of such

vowels as an'i, an, except in the case where many examples would

constrain me, and I abandon the false track upon which I had proceeded

before with respect to the readings on, on, oun, which I attributed too

readily to the characters which occur so frequently, >^, ^, '^. However^

without conceding to the author of the Essay on the Alphabet and Lan-

guage of the Lycians, his transcription by in of the sign ^ ,
we can-

not deny that when that consonant is followed (and this is often the

case) by another consonant, either does not demand any vowel, (MEAf^-

>'5!/j£TP^= -Milasontr6," Me\eaavSpov^^),OT, if it is impossible with-

out that to make itself heard, it calls into the pronunciation the vowel

/, to the exclusion of all ethers, ( f/ ^T?NOB + '3'=K<i/cai/v/3oi;).

Similar is the case with X, whose inherent vowel, when it must be pro-

nounced, is a, which proves the bad reading of the word TPX-
ME-'^E. from which has come the word

TpafilSriXot. Reserving these

facts, we always write 5 " ^^d. X ni.

I prefer -to the little ring below used by M. Deecke to distinguish

^J (n) from ^ ('n) and M [m) from X ('m), the dash above, fi, TFi. I rest

on the traditions of the typography which represents in this way either

the redouliled m of the Fr. home, or Lat. final of reru, potente, homine(m).

The Parisinus MS.. Xlllth century, used this method, for example, in

folio 114, verso, 1. 10 from the bottom, he writes e^ncvw-Tai the word

e^iKi'wi'Tai.

This is why we write the name of the dynast opposed to king Pericles

^PTTOXP^P^ ''Antumpara;' and the name of rSNOTi" + Pnnuteh

(Jluinov).^*^
In ridding himself of the vocalic transcription of Schmidt,

Dr. Deecke has been joyfully surprised to meet, on our precious Obelisk,

this original page of the history of Asia Minor, the mention of the

satrap Tissapherne, KEI I^f P^N?*, "A7e2a/)r7ma."

Likewise PPNH?", the city of Xanthus, was not J.nna, but Arfina

that is to say, the old Pelasgian Apvo^- (in the neuter plural) Apva.^.

NOTES.
28) Neue Lyk. Stud. p. 71. Commentatto de inscriptionihus nonnullis

Lyciis (Lipsia?, 1876,) p, 17: "Neque urbis sedhominis noraenlatet in scrip-

tura aliorum nummorum margines circumeunte XOYNHfOPH—OYN-
\iPO— , quam ad Athenagoram referendamesse non negabunt, qui in obclisoo

AfAe7iasATOYNAI dici meminerint." There is some difficulty in admitting

here not a Greek name, since one Lycian prince was the king Wepi

KX.1J9 {Perilcle) of some monuments, and of Theopompus, but particularly
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the name of Athenagoras ;
the ethnich of Athens and of Athenian has

always for the first letter the vowel ^ and for tliird the vowel ^ ,
w hicli

(as we shall see later on) is in no way to be confounded with n^. I

have for my part believed myself able to correct (!) | to the T of the

name of T"'**'N J'OPl^, so as to find there the name of Zrji/a^opav the

'ELeva^lopas of Pliny and of the Stadiasmus. The 'Sev-'yopov

vrjaoi (Pliny, V. 85, Stad. § 218) a grouj: of eight small islands off

the coast of Lycia,would preserve the name of that dynast. Texier iden-

tifies the present island of Volo, Sfio 13' lat N. by 29*^ 27' E. with the

principal of those islands. The first part of the name '^evarfopas is

nothing else than the epithet fe^j/tos of Zeus, and can be completely

exchanged with the name of the god Zrju- (in the oblique cases.) M.
Six, who has carefully examined the legend on the coin No. 101 has not

accepted my way of looking at it; "T^*j^Nf y/ OPT is complete, he says,
it is there really and only T." It remains to be seen whether, after the

example of the Cretans, who said TTHNA for Zrjvu, the name of

Zeus was not among the Lycians T^^N.
29) Monnaies Lyciennes,]). 176 (51) No, 178: '* V^P^ E appears to

have been put for S^ fPN^E." The difference in the vowels puts me on

my guard against that identification.

30) To this author, the absence of the upsilon in the Lycian writing (an
unfounded proposition) would be a mark of high antiquity.

'• It is

especially worthy of notice as an indication of date that upsilon, which

appears in the earliest of the Thera records, is not found in the Lycian
Alphabet which has only the oldest of the Greek vowels, A E I O. Hence
it may be concluded that the formation of the Lycian Alphabet belongs to

a period more remote than any of which we possess direct epigraphic

knowledge-" Dr. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet; an Account of the origin
and development of letters, London, 1888, 2 vols. 8vo. vol. ii, p. 118
When shall it be understood that each language has treated alphabet!

writing in its own method, and that the fact of having or not having sue

a character gives us no authority to determine the date of its formation.

Latin has no longer 0, but replaces it by F ;
it has the Athenian letter H

pure aspirated, without vocalisation t' i. In the same manner Lycian has

taken O for u, and a letter with a double upsilon, ^^ for ou. The epigrapli
texts are there to testify against the theory of the extreme antiquity
of this writing, and this alphabet is a clever elaboration of grammarians
living at a period of high intellectual culture.

31) Schmidt lias arranged in jilate B which accompanied his Essay on
the Alphahct and Lant/uage aj' the Lycians (The Lycian Inscriptions after

Schonborn's Copies, Jena, 186>S), two tables jiresenting the letters which

are redoubled and those after which the reduplication takes place. He is

ccmvinced by the view of this mechanism that the reduplication obeys
certain laws.

32) Obel. Obel. north, 57, gives KEEE '?OOTtTO.—Limyra, 4.

AA^FV;F*^PT^T+ Antiphellus l, KEEE Mt These examples are

perhaps nothing but mistakes on tlie part of the stone engraver.

88) Prof. Sayce is of an opinion opposed to mine regarding the read-

ing of )|< )Jf which appears to him to be : iiw,
" as is shown by the

Lycian equivalent of the Greek name Ili'/JmXj/v." {The Karian lan-

guage and inscriptions, p. 20). I explain otherwise the transcription fli'/S-
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of the bilingual text. 8e(? on this letter, Savolsberg's B-iitraije, 1, pp.17 & 11".

Z-^) Arppaxux, Arj)p(i\iih{'^o\-\h, 58, South, 25, 0\)q\.)] SppaHazi, Sppnrt
-Obel. East, 27, G4:);Zrj)jt<'(hfHi (Obcl. West, G) Zrppudehie {"S-apirtjcrAov ?

West, 46); Krzzonasc (Obel. South, 48. Ct'. with tlie Phrygian Atanizen

kurzanezoii, Texiers Asic Mineure, 1 pi. 59). Parzza (Obel. North, 2, 14).
We may add to these \fts(i(/rapa, x^sadrapntii (gen.- plural =faT/ja7rijv

(Xanthus 5, and Obel. East, 2Gj; sttrat[a,Ya], Obel. East, 18; stiala

ffTijX.?;
? (ibid. North 5, 7)

35) ]).
2;!. y>P^E became NS^P>5'E, p. 47. ^4 TlEy^+ becomes

H'rrENP+ p. 74.

;5(j) E. g., Xanthus, i> and 4.

;37) Obel. east, 14. Dr. Deeoke, who has shown that the plural genitive
was t+ E, P+ E {('hi, aid), in tha 2nd jiart of his Lyhische Studlen (Bezz-

enberger's Beitnige, xii pp. olo—340). makes the following remark on

this word: '' Nauorahe {=nav'urahi) yon einem ml. nominativ nauora,

wohl entlehnt aus dor I'aavfjo'^' (eig. vavfopof), att. vcwpo^. i>eupio(pv\a^,

(Hevsehios) aber wohl ancb= unuapyo--: . .

n N^/OP^ + E: O . . . BBE: TPO ^5F
" und von sebift'saufschern (resp. schirt'scapitanen oder admiralen)

den
'

p. -528.

38) Savelsberg, Beitruqe, &c., pp. SIC and 217 (tome ii, 1878).

39) Six has bad the great honour of solving the problem as to the

name of the son of HariJagos, x*^'"^^b {Monnaies Lf/ciennes, R.N., 1887,

p. 5, and Reprint, p. 88. He .idniits provisionally va7/j;5 as the Greek
form of that nnme. Deeoke uses the reading Arapftv

in his short but

substantial article cur J^etdimg der Sttda Xanthica ('Berliner Philologische

WochenseJn-ift', 30 June, 1888, column 828). But I have never been able

to follow Six's example, in his private correspondence on this subject,
.and to philosophically accept, as regard these particular letters, thatortho-

grapy which necessitates the admission of a -^ in the Greek epigram of

390 B.C., ;uk1 an ending-' is, rendering the Lycian syllable
'' n?i" Vs^E.

It appears to me, (and I am glad to be able to add to Dr. D eecke

himself today,) preferable to adopt Kapwi>}, which the poet would

haA'^e caused to enter his verse under the contracted form of
icptctf. This

author, in fact has shortened certain words : in his 2nd verse he writes

'"ivQQjjKev, in the 4tli «6(/j'T0i/, in the 5th oTrefivaav-ro. In another study
I shall give an explanation of this reading K/3(2i<9.

40) Mnnnaies Lycienvex, R, N., 1887, p. 3; Reprint, p. 87.—Here
is now the whole inscription ;

for commentaries the reader is desired to

have recourse to tome II of Savelsberg, ^^. 211, 212, and 213. and
to the Commentatio de Columna Xanthica of Moritz Schmidt, Jena,

1881, and to Six's last and decisive treatises which I have so often

^juoted. Verse 6, xe/jff/ TraXw, a good restoration by Dr. Deecke.

'Ejf oil t' EvpwTTip' ['A]<x/'a9 o/;^a ttoV^tJov tfcL</tG,

ojfct'v
7^10 Ai'/iVwj/

<T7t'j\>p>
Totavce dvcOrjKi',

eivdcicd Oeui^ uy^opus Ci> tCdOcipu-H TciJ.e\_i'i:i

iniKJeii'i'
K<it TroXt/iiovpi'Tj/ta jooc uOaviov.

K/>7y]]A-
o re 'ATraiyo vio>i upiaTcvaa-i ra u7r\_(t\i'\_-(i

\^c~\p(ri 7r,'i\iji>
A.vKt'wu rtl'i' TOT oi'yXiKi'ut,

TrJoWdv (ii. uLpo7r6Xi9 ain>'AOt]i'atai 7r-oXt7ropO\_tL'i

TT^cpcriK-, avf^eveatu cwkc fiepo'i ^aaiXda^-

Oij Xa/)(i' aOauchocffi aTrcfwaavio ciKaiav.
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CTTTM fe oTrXtTQS- KTeivcv ei/ ijficpai^ApKncas- uvcpas-.

Zi]Vt cc 7r(X)e[_iJ(i7a -poTTaia ft\_p~\oTicv^-iyf\if\^p\cv ii~u.>'[-r\wr

KaWiatofi c'tpf^/oii- Kal^pji'icu ^/ci^os: ca~e<piii'tvcTe\_i'j.

The first verse is also the beginning of the epigram attributed to

Simonidcs and wliose object is to celebrate the victory of Cimou over the

Persians at the moutli of the Eurymodon (l)iodorus XI, 62. Anthol.

VII. 29G). Some rominisences of this piece reappear from time to time.

41) Obelisk, South. 1, 12.

42) See the genealogy of the Xauthiau princes, such as M. Six

believes lie can arrange it, p. ?>. i:.x., 18S7 : Reprint, p. 8G. It has
a very slender point of support in the translation of the word

)(^ntafata.

43) Deecke attributes to this' word the sense of '' verwandter
"'

( Li/k.

Stud. II. lS8fi, p. 322). The phrase of Pinara 2 has since appeared to

M. Six to signify
*' he (tlie defunct) was hyparch of Perikles"« nrr ^^ntafata

Perikleh.—This translation will lessen the numbci of the descendants of

xeri-^i- and of Pericles, and will give us, in return, some names of high
functionaries.

44) Six only knew, in 1886, a coin of nJ-A'O EVA described at No. 72

of his monograph. Her namesake, the prince ^ I*PEy T i^^ better known;
we have two coins of his, Nos. 132 and 13 1. Some feminine names
exist in |* as well as in |^, 'Anube and UJiute, Limyr. 22

;
see Savelsberg.

p. 99, t. 11). In F^, we have the princess vJ^YlEy ^(=Koffo-i,itf/yi),

wife of xea3n(Oba3el. South, 26). I have asked myself on this subject if

one of the ancesters of this \fzir\i could not have taken the same name
as her descendant, and consequently if Herodotus' mention of Kv^epviano^
'S.iKCL would not break up into Kvficpins: KofftnKa\^'^'\

= Kii]'rUi', son of

the lady -x^eziro VII. 98 ? It is wiser not to involve ourselves too much
beforehand in this labyrinth.

—As to the reading /\=i , it is that frees the

text of Talmissus called •The Cariuu Iiu-criptioii^ by Beaufort, its dis-

coverer, and Walpole, its first editor. This text follows another Lycian

writing, where f is replaced by A or /O. N^ by ^, N by W, V^ by D.

Nothing is proved but that these inscriptions may be less ancient than

those of Xanthus.

45) Note 20, p. 217 B. % 0. R
, 1888. Dr. Deecke admits my identi-

fication of +OMP\J/M^ ^ith Amorges, the son of the satrap Pissn-

thnes, and he appears to take into consideration the meaning I attach

to the word OMPyy^l^ {Berliner philulo(/if<cJie Wochenschrift, 30

June, 1888, Column 828).

46) This termination IJ as Schmidt has shown in Lj/t. Stud, oi

1879, expresses the ethnicii, it is true ; but sucli cannot he the case

in the proper names of Hystaspes, Karikas and Amorges, These

expressions, extremely restricted in number, could not })oint out all that

belongs to the person named Hystaspes, his riches, his people,
and his children. The suffix -:i never takes the place of the

phrase
' son or daughter of such an one'

;
in such circumstances, it is

always said Arp/iaxtdi iidfim/=' Ap<'r{o^- m'ov. .^fterwads, neither Kup-
rlli nor Ilarpagos are seen to have their names joined togetlier at the

termination in question, because neither Harpagos nor Kuprlli have

been eponymous ancestors of those princely families of the Vth century.

47) The name of EKmopvat is curious; Savelsberg (II, 161) and Deecke

Lt/k. Stud, i, p. 133) believe it to be a pure Greek formation, and
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signifying
" a hundred minas," as a promise of the father of tlie ehikl to a

divinity. The grandfather of lyamara, the possessor of the tomb of

Rhodiopoh's, would have promised "three sigles
"

for the birth of a son,

who thenceforth was named "
Terssixli." Each acts according to his

pecuniary resources.

48) Hermes, recognizable with the winged petasus, is figured on a

small numb er of coins, whether anonymous, Nos. 199, 200, or of the

reigns of Fesx^erc (196, 197), Faruma (198), and Pericles (26C); some-

times the wand appears. Moritz Schmidt presented already iu the name

rmmazataxOOc, a name of a divinity (Essay on the Alphabet, pi. v. a.)

Deecke first isolated the word ax09a=octo, Indian ashtati. Gothic ahtau,

8;—there the word :ata, which he compares with the Sanskrit Jiatd,

"struck," infinitive han; this participle is united to another word, itha

(uha-zata) where he discovers ?//m=: "
gold," and what is perhaps the

Lycian name of Apollo Av/e/o?. There remains (It) rmma, which cannot

be the Sanscrit rama (dunkelfarbig), for the m (X) followed by m is

nothing but the reduplication of m, and the vowel is pronounced before the

r. as KvprIU=Kvfttptn^, Przza=Farqa. Krzzo7U(se=Xep<TovT](To^, &c.

(See under the word rlTtmazata^ 66u, Deecke. Lyk. Stiul. ii, p. 320). The
word is found in Limyra 36, and under the form +PXM^. +PXMi,,
in Sura and Rhodiopolis. This coin appears to have been one of

the least ancient ;
in the time of the Obelisk, the highest favour was

given to the pieces presenting the goddess Athene.

f4:9) Limyra 19, 1. 3, rppi etli ehbi='' for himself." Although the usual

orm has been hrppi, still it is not complete, and this is the only tomb of

Cadyanda I, Avhich renders it hrpjxii. This termination ai is that of the

Greek words 'inrai, Trapal, Karai. The pp, owing to the rule as to the

reduplication after ?• are resolved into a single 7>, and pi or rather pai is

the same encli'ic as the Cypriute 7ra= 7ral; compare the Latin pe in nempe
quippe (from quid-pe). Hrh nothing but the bare preposition /ir/=Greek:

irpo, Sanscrit prd, French ;)0i«-, English for. Hrppi governs the dative.

Deecke, Lyk. Stud., Bezzenhcrger's Beitrage, xii, pp. 316 and 322,xiii,268,

50) This is the list of the words where the letter V is found:—
1, Obelisk, South, x^''""'"^'^, 1. 5; eriv\\. 25; x^-"''«/*, 1.20; West,
xvivazo, 1. 19; -xerii^'azn ,1. 45; luv'utu: 1. 00

; East, se naiy'urahi. 1. 14
;

^uiy'aTia: 1. 58: Xorth, )^erir\i 1. 38; nmrv'v\izn, I. 50: xfri:v^a: I. 51 ;

'zriv'ali, 11. 51 52; East :»«?.'';/, 1. 22; West: xM?''a«, 1. 07; South, zav'nba,

1. 37 : East, v'aroi, 1. 62; North, emuax'^(i''o, 1. 4, 2nd, Coins, b'x's

Catalogue, Tonev'ure, Nos, 100, 101, 102; x^'"""'^; ^O- 132: xcrire,
No. 172; a/-?I«r/7??-x^m''a, No. 184. Zr^r'and zai-'aha, Nos. 261 and 202.

Z/xyx*^ (^i^^^ "^^^^^^ y origin of :|[/.=(y ?) No. 89; ttL-nr\ No. 92. 3rd,

Indistinct, Obel. South. 1. 1; and Coins, Nos. 103 and 177.

51) Fr. Leaormant, avt'ide Al/>huhefam m the Dictinnnairc den Antiqtiites

grecques et romainesde Saglio and Daremberg,~-ls. Tavlor, The Alphabet,
1883, t. II, p. 111.

52) In the Jenaer LiteraLnrzeitung, a severe criticism of the Beitrage
of Savelsberg, 1st Feb. 1879, article 61. No. 5.—This scholar adopts
for M m, and X= M; N=/i and -5=N. He writes 1/ JT'l NOB 4"+
'^x'Nddnu/Sc/Ii.'^ He has also propo.sed for the Ze nd a bizarre transcription
where the Greek letters are set side by side w'th tlie Latin.

53) Essa?/ 091 the Alphabet, pp. v A and vi. k^TXMAf^ E/caTo/u'a*.-,

conduces almost to the result of attributing to X the value of op, np.
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54) JVasale Sonanten im Lykischen,^ baud Xin, 18(S7, of ]ieitrage
directed by Bezzenberger, pp. 132-139.

55) Ewald falls into tlii.s error when, in the conr.se of hi:? account given
of Schmidt's researches, Gutting, (/elehrt Anzeigen. LSGS, he pl•e^cIlted a

new letter ^, wliich he read un.

5G) This is a discovery of my learned friend, M. Six. who has been good
enough to communicate it to me by letter on 12th January last.) The
final ^ indicates the accusative. Melesandros would be this Athenian

general sent into Lycia in -1:50, to raise contributious and to oppose the

Peloponuesian pirates. He penetrated into the country, liut he was

conquered in an engagement, and perished with porti<jn of his army
(Thucydides, ii, (59). The events related on the Obelisk can now. thanks
to those different circumstances, be limited to a very lestricted period

(nearly twTuty years, 430—410).

57) Stepheri of Byzantium has spelled the name
T/>6/(/\,/ (Tpefu'\,j y

AvKi'a eKuXtl-To oihws. 01 ktnaKovv7e<i Tpef-iiXei^ a7r6'Ype/ni\oi',Kd[t. Mcin-

ecke, Berlin, 1849, .v. verho, Menekrates. apud Antoniu Jjibcral called

Tpef^LeXis- {ytf) which removes it still further from the name Tpu/xStj^o^
•which has perhaps another etymology. We find the ethnich of Tcp/ieffao?
which confirms my reading ep, in -|-PXME '

(Trmmisii).

58) Deecke, Nasale Sonanten im L/ikisvlien. p. 134, t. xiii of the Bez-

enbcrger.^ Jieitrcifje (1887). Likewise f |kAP> Ml^ i-'? not Padramma, but

Pa(l(a)r7n7na as Uv6ep/.wi the Phocean, Herod. 1. 152. f^ has not always
the clear sound

;
it is sometimes the Swedish ii; TA^F^ only becomes

TXia in the condition of being pronounced Tlavas, TXwfof, TAa-ov.

59) It is not only the name
'Yiaaaxjiijpinp -which is revealed to the

.sagacious philologist (Nortli, 11. 14. 15) : there is also the name of

Pliarnabazu>, snn of Pharnakes, in a line which he has been obliged, un-

i'ortaualely, to complete ; PrTuia\J)a:a : Prnncika~\he : tideinii : se

parzza yhide = Pharuabazus, Pharnake's son and Persian prince.
—

Deecke, :ur Dentung der Stela Xanthica, Berliner philologische Wochen-
chrift, ;iO June, 1888. col. 828. M. Six tliinks that xbifh^ answers to

7|~)J2'
^''^ ^'^^^^' "t the Phoenician and Cypriote kings.

60) "Api'ti (jilural ]i!\i'
"AOiji'tii)

•

vroXi'i Ai'/c/av "Ootw ySdi'Oo'i cKtt\ciTO . . .

Stephen of Byzantinii:. p. 12;; 12, (edit. Meineke. Berlin, 1849. I omit

the explanation wliich geography gives, according to which a certain

Arnos, a sort of (jenin-^ loci, was defeated in that veiy ])lace. In a

thousand districts, legends cpiite similar are recomited. M. Leake has

well seen that Xpi^a was a geographical term dating back to the Pelasgians
and withont connection witti tiie Airiiajia Vaez'a "the Aryan semen",
(Trans, of the lioi/((l Soc. Lit., 2nd series, vol. II, p. 35, note 9,

—
1847.) The indigenous name lias remained in the name of the village
of Pornas where the agha resides, about six miles from the coast,

at 3(r 18' lat. North by 2!)'^ 2(;' long. East. We see by this that

the name was pr.jnounced witli a certain breathing, or rather a pro-

longing of « before P^N (.\.'Mii:i). That /<orHos woitld be the exist-

ing form of the Ly(;ian Aruna is what can scarcely be doubted.

Likewise the Ijctoum, converted into a Christian basilica, /intriXtk-ii

.still called Bosolooh. J. Imufrt. ^

(7'o he continued.^
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MAN HAN SI-KAN TSYEH-YAO,
A BUDDHIST REPERTORY

IN SANSCRIT, TIBETAN, MANDCHU, MONGOLS CHINESE.

{Continued Jroin p. 266).

Section IV {continued).

73. prithuloldta:
witli very beauteous brow. T. Dhu cin hi rgyas pa

with very powerful head. M., head worthy of great praise. Ch.

lofty an handsome. H. prthul, broad.

74. Siiparipiiniuttamdhga : with head well rounded (full) on all sides.

T. Dbu skra bull ha Itar gnag pa, with hair black as the buhba

stone (a black stone). M. Ch., with lapis-lazuli-coloured hair.

75. Citrakcga : with hair of beautiful hue. T. Dbu skra ftug pa : with

thick hair. Ch., id. M., with hair fine and serried.

76. ^lakshmkcra : with fine and soft hair. T. Dbu sLra 'jam pa, id.,

H., Guhyake<^-(i, witli hair hidden.

77. Apaiilutitalrra-'^: with hair loose, not confined or entangled. T.

Dbu */.'?•« mi \hin pa, with hair not confined. M., not in disorder.

H., Asangunita-k ,
same meaning,

78. Ajyatugakeci : whosi' hair has nothing unsightly or repulsive. T.»

Dbu skra mi bror pa, do., not tough or ugly. Ch., Avithout dust or

displeasing stain. Mg., sirukuu bo<o.

79. Surabhikega : with jierfumed locks. T., Dbu ski-a z'im pa, id.

80. Ci-ura-jmsrastikamdi/draj-talalitapdnipada : whose hands and feet arc

adorned with the ever-turning svastika, syndjol of happiness.-'^ T.,

Phyag daii zabs dbal yiji beii(?) da/l bkra-cis datl g/iun-drun Ichyil

has pa rgyan-pa, having for ornament at tlic end ;of
the feet and

hands the turning svastika inscribed thereon. M.. on his hands and

feet, with beautiful lines a sign of happiness is ever sealed. Ch.,

On his hands, feet and breast a sign of happiness indicating eflica-

cious virtues, and of admirable beauty, is traced.

NOTES.
25) Cr'dhu, a word peculiar to one book (prthu ?).

26) Ilead apalatita, from luf, a peculiar form.

27) Apatuga. The Cli. seems to suppose apa-tut<ta, free from dust.

Hodgson, aparii^lia, not rough, or rude.
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28) An extraordinary and corrupted form. Crivarpa (?) artistic, or

fortunate; form of appearance.
—Natt/drarta is perhaps Nitya dvarta,

perpetual circular motion; or else ndh/drarta, wheeling round, a dance
movement. This movement is often taken in Sk. as a term of com-

parison, for a motion to be praised, e. g. of a war-chari<jt managed with
skill. The word Svast/'ka, the celebrated Buddhist aud Hindu cross

U|^ is nowhere transcribed, but always translated according to its

meaning. >Su asti,
' bene est,' a sign of luck. The T. lias phvff, which, it

seems to me, ought to be corrected to pliyag, from a consideration of the

text—Ben is corrected from pen, and taken in a conjectural sense, for

beu is a book.—Hodgsnn has for the last two terms:—
79. ^

^rirat.-<ainukttka7iand/iata.

80. Vartulacihnitapdnipddatal ,

The L. V. has a text which may help ns to correct this reading
into " with hands and feet adorned with the crivatsa, si-astika nandy-

avd.rta\ The first is the nivstic sign of Vishnu, ^ilfi, of crood omen ;

and the third, nandiidraata, is a sign of the same value, rc})resenting
a snail, whose coils unroll from left to right. Another form also

is given to it, as may be seen in the Lotus de la bonne Loi, p. G26.*

The L. V, frequently collects together in one various qualificatives from
the other lists. On the other hand it has several terms not found else-

where : asitahhru with l»lack eyebrows arishamagaiula, with cheeks quite

eqaul, vyapaqatagandadbsha, with clieeks whence all stains have dis-

appeared ; cini/pdtahat((lrtishfa, of unabated wrath, which must be a

misreading; suriditcndr///a, fuparipiivmndrhia, whose senses are well filled,

or constituted : mngdtamukliahddta, whose I)row and face meet well to-

getlier. The Piili lias in addition hetumdla, -oith a beam of light as

a crown.

Section V.

Stobs hcuhi miii la.—Fucihi juivari Iwf<un i geht/,.—'Names of the ten

powers^ of Buddha.

3. Sthdndstlidnajndnabalam^. T. gnafi dafi giias ma yin pa mkhyen pa

stobs : power of knowing what is in place, ai d wl at is not. Ch. id.

M. what is just, and what is unjust. Knowledge of true and false

proportions.

2. Karmavipdkajndnab^^., knowledge of tlie fruit of results of human

actions. T. las kyi mam pur kw/h pn mkhyen <Jt, knowledge of the

complete maturity of actions. M. Mg. Knowledge of fitting retribu-

tion. Ch. of the merits of acts.

3. ViQvagradhajhdnah^. Knowledge of all desires'*. 'Y.mos pa snaVsogs

mkhyen. <J-c. of all kinds of desires. Ch. of desires.

* So several others which the Buddhists pretend to see in the im-

print of Buddha's foot.
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4. Ndnddhdtujudnab'^. Knowledge of all elements. T. K/iiim swx t'says

m. of all elements. M. of alUfoundatious.

u. Iiidrii/apardparajadnao^. Knowledge of the superior and inferior

senses. T. Dbar po mcog dak incog myia i)u m. id. Md. id. Cli.

of all foundations, or roots.

6. Sarvadhi/dmvimoL-shasamddhisamdpattisauJdtia^''. Knowledge of

the means of arriving by meditation at the contemplation which pro-

duces deliverance. T. Snoms par lijug pa /n. Knowing how to

enter into equanimity. M. into silent equanimity. Ch. into evenness

and immobility of soul.

NOTES.
1) The corresponding Sk. term must have been jndnabalam, intellect-

ual power, faculty ol knowledge.

2) Cf. Burnouf, Loticx &c, 78o. This term may also signify : Know-

ledge of what is durable or permanent, and what is not.

These 10 articles indicate the principal points of doctrine and the

principal objects of knowledge with the Buddhists
;
but they are not

arranged in logical order, the compilers not having reasoned the matter

so far out. These kinds of knowledge are perfect in Buddha
; they

form one of his essential privileges.

We have first of all the fundamental principle of I'^thics, viz., the

just, the true, or that of the nature of existances,—the unstable
;
next

iho Karma with its fruits, the sources of all individual existences and
of all evils. Then comes the fruit or the cause of acts,—desires, ele-

mentary beings produced by Karma
;
the senses which are evolved in

the individual being and help it to know ;
— reflexion and conienip-

lation which aid it in escaping from its miserable present state, as

soon as its miseries are clearly known, and in disengaging itself from

the latter
;

the cause of these miseries in anterior births
;
the succes-

sion of these births; lastly, the manner of ending the current of evils and

existence, and of attaining Nirvina. This d^rava is analogous to the

srotas, seen elsewhere in srdtdpanva,
' involved in the current' (Section XX),

though in technical Buddhist parlance it applies specially to faults.

3) Vtpdka, perfect maturity (lit. 'cooking'), fruit, consequence of good
and evil actions.

4) Craddha here is not faith or belief, but desire, if we may believe the

versions. They must be right, for there is questiun of principles, not of

facts. Burnouf's opinion does not appear to us tenable.

5) Pardpara, princii)al and secondary, superior or inferior, i.e. the

intellectual and material senses. See Sec. xxviii, xxxiv.

[^ 6) Dhydii is the abstract contemplation of the soul, which seeks to

disengage itself from all objective or subjective conception, in order to

arrive at the state of internal void, i, e. at the annihilation of all perception,

reflexion, will or appetite. Samddhi is the condition of the soul when
arrived at the state wherein it is entirely applied to its object (the Void)
and has attained it: (*S'a/«-i'/-rf/ta= to apply oneself to, be applied to, with

a concentration of all the forces;. This is indicated by t'ne Ch. versions

cheng ting, meaning the state of well-established and immovablefixity.
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Vang-shi, the sense of whioli is a complete applicatiou to -whicli one is

entirely given up. The meanings given by Eitel '•

self-a])plication
"
and

•' correct tranqnillity
"
are inadequate. Samapatti is immersion in a

thought or contemphxtion. Samddhi, properly so called, is complete

ecstasy in void. These perfect kinds of knowledge belong to the Buddha,
but the faithful may participate in them.

Burnouf puts all these terms in apposition, which does not seem so

good. C. DE Harlez.

(To he continued).

A TALMUD10 QUESTIOX TO PROF. J. OPPERT.

Among other peculiarities interesting to archeology, the Talmud of

Jerusalem explains, after it^ fashion, the origin of certain celebrated days

in the Pagan world. In the treatise Abdda zara, ch. I, § 2 (fol. 39 of

the Venice edition, French translation, t. xi, in the press, p. 182) we read

these words :

" Rab. says: The feast of the Kalends takes place eight days before the

winter solstice, and that of tlie Saturnalia eight days after. R. Johanan

says: The feast of the Tropic rpo~ixus- occurs at the beginning of the

springtime or of the equinox. 11. ,Vba says: Tnere are three idolatrous

festivals at Babylon, and three others in Ahnlia. The three festivals of

Babylonia are called: ^^')ri?2' ^Nfi'huri, i^^^Z ^.'onuni, and, Hl^niD
Convetah. The three festivals of Media are: "tTiC^^ ^'^^^-^I'^i' ''i'7D**^"^'^n,

Teriaski, and
n-i~'^''ri!2 (*-'^' '^P^'^m'';!} according to other editions),

^leoharneki."

I have searched in vain for the meaning of these six words, and scarcely

lind, for the second among them, a onneetion to be made with the idol of

tlie Syrians called Conouii. An Assyriologist will probably be able to find,

n tlie course of his researches, the solution of this little problem.

In connection with tliis, it is well to call the attention of scholars to an-

obscure term in the same Talmud (tr. Meglnlia, I, 1], trad. t. vi, f. 212:)

V V^ ^^3' heiced icriting. }daced in jiarallel with the writing called

TlUJi^' AfiSjirian. Is one not inclined to see there likewise a remi-

niscence of the cuneiform character-? It })ertains to comjietent persons

to pronounce upon it. ^loisE Schwai;.
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